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FIREARMS THAT CAN ESCAPE DETECTION 

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1986 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington, DC. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., in room 

2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William J. Hughes 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Hughes, Mazzoli, Morrison, Feighan, 
Smith, Staggers, McCollum, Lungren, Shaw, and Gekas. 

Staff present: Hayden W. Gregory, counsel; Eric E. Sterling, as
sistant counsel; Charlene Vanlier Heydinger, associate counsel; and 
Phyllis N. Henderson, clerical staff. 

Mr. HUGHES. The Subcommittee on Crime will come to order. 
The Chair has received a request to cover this hearing in whole 

or in part by television broadcast, radio broadcast, still photogra
phy, or by other similar methods. In accordance with committee 
rule 5(a), permission will be granted, unless there is objection. Is 
there objection? 

[No response.] 
Mr. HUGHES. Hearing none, permission is granted. 
Today the Subcommittee on Crime is considering measures to get 

ahead of the curve in dealing with the problem of terrorism. 
Very simply, terrorism is the most grave threat to the peace of 

mind and security of a great many people in the United States and 
other Western democracies. 

This subcommittee, and indeed, the Congress, cannot solve the 
problem of terrorism, but we can, and must take steps to protect 
ourselves against terrorist acts. A new threat that seems to be 
emerging is firearms made of materials which can escape detection 
in x-ray machines, or which can be smuggled through metal detec
tors. 

This subcommittee, I am pleased to say, has taken the steps in 
recent years to keep pace with the technological evolution of crime. 
We wrote the computer crime law and the credit card fraud law in 
the last Congress to help nip those crimes in the bud. 

We wrote the enormously successful emergency scheduling law 
for designer drugs that has enabled us to shadow the criminal 
chemists who try to dream up new narcotic substances, and we are 
now working on new legislation to deal with the speed with which 
criminal chemists bring these particular drugs to the market. 

We are fortunate in this country that we have been fairly suc
cessful in deterring and preventing those bent on acts of terrorism. 

(1) 
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However, realistically, we know the problem is only going to get 
worse. Technological innovation, which is inevitable, is leading to 
the development of firearms that will require new methods of de
tection and crime prevention if we are to continue to protect our
selves as a.free people. Undetectable firearms, the pocket-sized ver
sion of the Stealth bomber, if not tackled now, will give our en
emies a new tool to use against us. 

I want to commend my colleagues, Bob Mrazek, Mario Biaggi, 
Ted Weiss, and Chuck Schumer, in particular, for taking the lead 
on this particular problem in developing the bills that point toward 
potential solutions. 

We are very pleased that Mr. Gaston Glock, the inventor of the 
controversial Glock 17 handgun, has come here today from Austria 
to testify about his particular weapon. We are looking forward to 
learning more about this very famous gun. 

An important point needs to be kept in mind, however, and that 
is if we allow the controversy over the Glock 17-whether or not it 
can be identified by x-ray equipment-to distract us, we will have 
missed the main point, which is that the development of nonmetal
lic firearms, that will be even less traceable, and detectable, will 
soon be upon us. 

We cannot permit a hiatus to occur between the marketing of 
weapons which are not detectable and the development and instal
lation of devices to alert us to the presence of such weapons. The 
testimony today, I think, will be very helpful for this commHtee to 
assess the state of the art in manufacturing nonmetallic weapons, 
our ability to respond under present state of art detectors, and the 
need, if any, for legislative initiatives. 

[The bills, H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223, follow:] 

,. 
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99TH CONGRESS f,' I R 4194 2n SESSION . . " 
. 0 Q 

To amend title 18, United States Code, to prohibi~ the manufacture and 
importation of certain firea~s. 

IN THE HOTJSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

FEBRUARY 19, 1986 

I 

Mr. MRAZEK (for himself and Mr. WEISS) introduced the following bill; which was 
referred to ~he Committee on the Judiciary 

A BILL 
To amend title 18, United States Code, to prohibit the 

manufacture and importation of certain firearms. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congres.~ assembled, . 

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 

4 This Act may be cited as the "Terrorist Firearms Pre-

5 vention Act of 1986". 

6 SEC. 2. PROHIBITIONS WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN FIRE-

7 AR~IS. 

8 (a) MANuFAcTURE.-(l) Section 922 of title 18, United 

9 States Code, is amended by adding at the end the fonowing: 
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2 

1 «(n) Except as provided in section 925(f) of this title, it 

2 shall be unlawful for any person to manufacture any firearm 

3 that the Secretary determines is not-

4 11(1) readily detectable as a firearm by the stand-

5 ard security equipment commonly used at airports; and 

6 "(2) readily identifiable as a firearm.". 

7 (2) Section 925 of title 18, United States Oode, is 

8 amended by adding at the end the following: 

9 «(f) The Secretary shall declare an exemption from the 

10 prohibition of section 922(n) of this title 'with respect to fire-

11 anns of a type determined by the Secretary to be identical to 

12 a type designed and produced in the United States for com-

13 mercial sale before January 1, 1986.". 

14 (b) h1PORTATION.-Section 925(d) of title 18, United 

15 States Oode, is amended by inserting at the end the follow-

16 ing: "The Secretary shall not authorize Ullder this subsection 

17 the importation of any firearm that is not readily detectable 

18 as a firearm by the standard security equipment commonly 

19 used at airports and readily identifiable as a firearm.". 

o 

0\11\ 419( m 
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99TH CONl1ltESS'H' R' 4: G))2ClJ> 
2D SES~.ON , • 0" 0) ~ QJ) 

To amend chapter 44 of title 1.8, United States Code, to prohibit sale, delivery, 
and importation of certain nonmetal firearms, and to require the Administra
tor of the Federal Aviation Administration to conduct research to improve 
effectiveness of airport security de\;ces with respect to detection of nonmetal 
firearms. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

FEBRUARY 25, 1986 

lfr. DIAGG! introduced the following bill; which was referred jointly to the 
Committees on the Judiciary and Public Works and Transportation 

A BILL 
To amend chapter 44 of title 18; United States Code, to 

prohibit sale, delivery, and importation of certain nonmetal 

firearms, and to require the Administrator of the Federal 

Aviation Administration to conduct research to improve 

effectiveness of airport security devices with respect to 

detection of nonmetal firearms .. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 SECTION 1. PROHIBITION OF SALE AND DELIVERY OF CER· 

4 TAIN NONMETAL FIREARMS. 

5 Section 922 of title 18, United States Code, is amended 

6 by adding at the end the follo\ving new subsection: 
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2 

1 "(n)(l) It shall be unlawful for any licensed importer, 

2 licensed manufacturer, licensed dealer, or licensed collector 

3 to sell or deliver any nonmetal firearm that (as determined by 

4 the Secretary), by reason of nonmetal construction, is a 

5 danger to the public safety because of diminished susceptihili-

6 ty to detection by airport metal detectors or other security 

7 devices. 

8 1/(2) As used in this subsection, the term 'nonmetal fire-

9 arm' means a firearm that is substantially constructed of 

10 plastic or other nonmetal material.". 

11 SEC. 2. PROHIBITION OF Il\1PORTATION OF CERTAIl'l NON· 

12 METAL FIREARMS. 

13 Section 925 of title 18, United States Code, is amended 

14 by adding at the end the follo\ving new subsection: 

15 "(f)(1) The Secretary shall not authorize, under subsec-

16 tion (d) of this section, the importation or bringing in of any 

17 nonmetal firearm that (as determined by the Secretary), by 

18 reason of nonmetal construction, is a danger to the public 

19 safety because of diminished susceptibility to detection by air-

20 port metal detectors or other security devices. 

21 "(2) As used in th!s subsection, the term 'nonmetal fire-
. 

22 arm' means a firearm that is substantially constructed of 
\ 

23 plastic or other nonmetal material.". 

oUR 4Z23 III 
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Mr. HUGHES. The Chair at this time recognizes the ranking Re
publican from Florida. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I congratulate you on 
holding this hearing today regarding one of the more intriguing 
issues before our Subcommittee on Crime. 

I am most interested to learn about the feasibility of nonmetal 
firearms, the state of technology, and the potential law enforce
ment threat posed by these weapons of the future. 

We will learn today, we hope, from this hearing, whether the 
future has arrived with regard to these firearms. One witness 
before us today is at the forefront of this technology that we will be 
discussing. Actually, we may have a couple to1:lay, but one in par
ticular I am concerned with is Mary Ellen McDonald Burns, the 
partner of David Byron of Byron's, Inc., which is located in my dis
trict in Florida. 

I commend them for their willingness to bring their future prod
uct to the attention of the Federal officials at early stages of devel
opment so that law enforcement concerns can be addressed. 

I join you, Mr. Chairman, in welcoming all of our witnesses. 
Mr. GEKAS. Mr. Chairman? 
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Pennsylvania. 
Mr. GEKAS Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I, too, join in the welcoming of the witnesses and the colleagues 

from the floor who will aid us in this particular issue. It is another 
giant step, I believe, in our continued efforts toward fighting ter
rorism in the first instance, and for all other elements in which 
this plastic device might be a serious part. 

What we would like to hear, of course, is the efficacy of the types 
of statutes, the types of provisions that will sufficiently cover this 
particular situation for all the justice requirements that we have in 
the field of firearms. 

I thank the chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Our first panel this morning consists of some of the 

most distinguished and able Members of Congress. First, in order of 
seniority, is our colleague the Honorable Mario Biaggi, who has 
represented the 19th Congressional District of New York since 
1968. The most highly decorated veteran of the New York City 
Police Department, he has frequently testified before this subcom
mittee on law enforcement matters and has been very helpful to 
this subcommittee. The second ranking member of the Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries Committee, he is the chairman of the Mer
chant Marine Subcommittee. He is also a distinguished member of 
the Education and Labor Committee and the Select Committee on 
Aging. 

He is in the forefront of every battle that I am aware of in the 
last few years in protecting the rights of our law enforcement com
munity in advancing their cause in the Congress, and we welcome 
him here this morning. 

Our colleague, the Honorable Ted Weiss, has represented New 
York's 17th Congressional District since 1976, after a very distin
guished career on the New York City Council. Ted is the chairman 
of the Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources Subcom
mittee of the Committee on Government Operations, and is a 
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member of the Foreign Affairs Committee and the Select Commit
tee on Children, Youth, and Families. 

We welcome you here today. We are just delighted to have your 
testimony. It will be made a part of the record in full, without ob
jection, and you may proceed as you see fit. 

Mario, welcome. 

STATEMEN'l' OF RON. MARIO BIAGGI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

Mr. BlAGG!. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I think it is appropriate that on this National Peace Officers Me

morial Day I testify about the issue of great concern to law enforce
ment-plastic handguns. And we thank you very much for the op
portunity to talk to your prestigious committee today. 

It has been under your leadership, Mr. Chairman, and your 
strong advocacy, that helped make the job of law enforcement a 
little bit easier and considerably safer. And also, special encomium 
should be extended to you for being so responsive to law enforce
ment concerns during the consideration of the firearms law reform 
legislation, and for coauthoring with me the bill to outlaw the 
armor-piercing bullet, which has passed both the House and the 
Senate. 

As I said before, and no doubt will have to say again, the crimi
nals and terrorists of this world remain one step ahead of law en
forcement with their access to sophisticated weaponry. 

One of those weapons is the plastic handgun-the latest tool of 
terrorist technology. That is why I have authored a bill, H.R. 4223, 
to require the Treasury Department to test nonmetal metal fire
arms for detectability. And if not detectable, would be banned from 
manufacture, importation, or sale, except for Government use. 

It is the same as the other bill, H.R. 4194, in that respect, but it 
goes one step further. I would also direct the Federal Aviation Ad
ministration to conduct research and development activities aimed 
at improving airport weapon detection systems. 

It does not specifically ban any particular weapon, but would 
leave final determination to the Treasury Secretary. However, the 
weapon that aroused my concern and led to this legislation was the 
Glock 17. It is an Austrian made, 9-millimeter automatic, first de
veloped in 1981 for the Austrian Army; imported into the United 
States only recently. One hundred thousand of them are now in 
Europe and 10,000 or so in the United States. It is mostly plastic
only the barrel, slide, and spring are metal. 

I speak from firsthand experience when I say that the Glock 17 
is far more difficult to detect than any conventional metal weapon. 
At a test I conducted in February in the U.S. Capitol, security 
proved vulnerable to the Glock 17. That test, incidentally, was 
under the supervision of the U.S. Capitol Police. They were aware 
that the Glock 17 was in the case, and I should point out that 
Glock 17 was disassembled at the time. We walked the plastic 
frame and magazines through the metal detectors without setting 
off the alarm. 

The metal barrel and slide were placed in the briefcase &Ild it 
presented an unsuspicious image on the x-ray screen. The test 
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proved to me that the Glock 17 can beat U.S. Capitol security. And 
if it can beat U.S. Capitol security, it certainly can beat U.S. air
port security. 

Other facts supporting my findings: In March, a man tried to 
smuggle the Glock through the People Express security checkpoint 
at National Airport. FAA police at National told me that the Glock 
was not spotted by x-ray equipment. However, a metal weapon, the 
man was also carrying in the same bag, did get spotted. A subse
quent search turned up the Glock and J26 rounds of ammunition. 
Clearly, if the man was not carrying a metal weapon, the Glock 17 
would have gone through. . 

But there is no need to rely solely on my findings, Mr. Chairman. 
I will let some photos, which I will talk about in a minute, present 
the case. After all, it has been said that one picture is worth a 
thousand words. 

These photos are unretouched aLld were prepared for me by 
American Science and Engineering of Cambridge, MA. It is the 
world's second largest provider of airport x-ray machines. They 
reveal beyond any shadow of a doubt that the Glock 17 can be to
tally concealed from conventional airport x-ray equipment. 

Now to challenge you, Mr. Chairman, or anyone else in this 
room who hasn't already seen these published photos, to show me 
where the Glock is in this x-ray picture. And remember, that 
people at the detection centers only have about 2% seconds to 
make that determination. 

These same photos also reveal that American Science and Engi
neering, whose president is Dr. Martin Annm, has developed a rev
olutionary type of x-ray called the Z system, which can turn a to
tally concealed plastic weapon into a totally detectable weapon. 

I have formally urged the FAA to consider requiring this new x
ray equipment in all U.S. airports, and the matter is under active 
consideration. 

The problem is, this new x-ray system is not at our airports now, 
and even if it was, the metal detectors would still be vulnerable to 
plastic he.ndguns. 

To make matters worse, the Office of Technology Assessment re
cently reported that Byron's, Inc., a Florida-based company has de
veloped an all-plastic gun that should be ready for marketing in 1 
to 2 years. 

I would like to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that it is not my main 
intent to ban the Glock 17 or any other firearm. My intent is to 
maintain an adequate level of security at our Nation's airports, the 
U.S. Capitol, and so many other security-conscious facilities in our 
country. 

It may require prohibiting the Glock, but it could be achieved by 
modifying the Glock and other plastic weapons to ensure they can 
be detected. Or, as the second part of my bill suggests, we could 
simply develop a weapon detection system that can spot nonmetal 
weapons. 

But let me stress that my bill is not antigun. It is antiterrorist. 
And that is a tough position to argue against. 

I would like to show these photos and then I would like to com
plete my statement. 

[Enlargf,ld photos shown.] 
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Mr. BlAGG!. To begin with, this is the Glock 17. It is a well-made 
weapon. It is technically accurate, conforms to basic firearms re
quirements and can be utilized. The only metal area you have is 
the slide and barrel right here, and you have a spring inside. This 
is a plastic magazine. The American Science and Engineering Com
pany has developed these photos for us. 

This, Mr. Chairman, is a Glock, without a barrel, on a conven
tional x ray. I defy anyone to find it. Even an experienced eye 
could have difficulty fmding it, never mind an operator with 2% 
seconds or 3 seconds, to look at it. You know the attitude of the 
operator-if there is nothing that clearly looks like a weapon, they 
just let it go by. We have been through it. And I, on occasion, have 
had pieces of metal in my attache case and was never stopped for 
that either. So this is what we are looking at today. 

This is a Glock with a new Z x ray. This is disassembled. All you 
see here is plastic. And that comes with this new technology. It is 
disassembled but all the parts are in this photo. Now, where is the 
barrel? I happen to know where it is now but only because it was 
pointed out to me. 

It is up here. 
This is a Glock with barrel on a conventional x ray. I defy you to 

find it. Again, I point out the operators are generally not terribly 
proficient; and two, they are in a hurry, the pressure of the job. So, 
the likelihood of being found even by a chance is extremely remote. 

Mr. HUGHES. Is the Glock fully assembled in that? 
Mr. BlAGG!. In this case, the Glock is assembled. 
Mr. HUGHES. Where is it? 
Mr. BlAGG!. There's a strip-sometimes you can see the strip of 

metal. The strip of metal is not suspicious. Sometimes I have in my 
attache case strips of metal. You are never stopped for that pur
pose. 

Here we have the Glock with barrel on a new Z x ray. The same 
image as before and clearly it shows. Here it is. Now, the Z system 
can detect plastic, but it also provides the conventional photo that 
shows metal objects. Actually, the Z system projects two photos si
multaneously-one of the low density items, such as plastic, and 
another of the high density items such as metal. 

Mr. HUGHES. The dark line at the bottom is the barrel? 
Mr. BlAGG!. Here's the plastic form and this is the barrel-slide 

and barrel. This would be most revealing. This would capture the 
attention of any operator, because that is clearly a gun-it looks 
like a gun-and they would have to stop the person carrying it. 

This is an all-plastic gun and a metal gun. I gave you an illustra
tion of the individual who was stopped, arrested-he was stopped. 
He had the metal gun and then he had the plastic gun. Here we 
have the metal gun. This is standard image-metal gun. Now, 
there is a plastic gun here somewhere. Find it-the plastic gun 
with the metal barrel. You can't find it. 

Mr. HUGHES. Can you identify it for us? 
Mr. BlAGG!. You can't even see it, even with the metal you can't 

see it. 
Mr. HUGHES. Is that plastic weapon fully assembled? 
Mr. BlAGG!. This is fully assembled. 
Mr. HUGHES. What kind of a weapon is it? 
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Mr. BlAGG!. It is an all-plastic model. This is an all-plastic gun 
and a metal gun. I made the point before-this Z system can pick 
up plastic very effectively. Clearly you see it right there. There is is 
the metal gun. It is not as clear. The Z system projects two images 
simultaneously-one that shows metal objects and one that shows 
plastic objects. 

Mr. HUGHES. WhCl.t kind of a metal weapon is that in the Z x ray. 
Mr. BIAGGI. He doesn't know the kind, but it is a standard all

metal weapon. It is really the plastic that is graphically demon
strated. 

That's it. 
I offered those photographs to place special emphasis on an alter

nate course of conduct. Now, if we are not able to develop the tech
nology to detect the presence of plastic weapons, then, of course, 
prohibition of manufacture, importation, and sale would be in 
order. But here we have the image. 

My purpose is to be able to detect their presence so they are not 
permitted to go into security areas where they can produce the 
kind of negative situation that would develop when terrorists are 
at work. 

I would like to commend American Science and Engineering for 
cooperating with us in this regard. 

I would like to address for a moment, Mr. Chairman, another 
very serious and frightening issue-that is the ballistic knife. I 
have one of them right here. 

[Knife shown.] 
Mr. BIAGGI. It is what we call a super or a ballistic knife. It has a 

spring. It is spring-propelled. This is the sheath. This could be pro
jected like a bullet to a distance of 30 feet, with considerable accu
racy. 

Demonstration after demonstration has been made. It is extreme
ly dangerous, especially for law enforcement-for anyone, really. It 
is available by mail order. I saw it advertised and I ordered one. 
This is it-for $79.95. The origin of it is curious. It was developed 
and is used by the Soviet Special Forces so they can kill swiftly and 
silently. And that is exactly what is in the advertising-to kill 
swiftly and silently. Now, I don't know where that would be neces
sary in America. 

Clearly, it is a very dangerous situation. It has the ability to pen
etrate the soft body armor that policemen wear as well as a panel 
of wood up to three-quarters of an inch. We demonstrated it just 
yesterday in the Senate Building. I offer this to you for your con
sideration. 

Mr. HUGHES. How does that show up on an x ray? 
Mr. BIAGGI. Pardon me? 
Mr. HUGHES. How does that show up on an x ray? 
Mr. BIAGGI. I am sure this would show up, because it is metal. 
I'll tell you what is dangerous about it, Mr. Chairman, extremely 

dangerous, in the process of law enforcement. 
As you said, I was a policeman for 23 years. We know that if a 

man is out there with a knife, you maintain your distance-you 
are safe, at least with the ordinary knife. But what if the man has 
this-and it is tough to tell, very difficult to tell. The man holds it 
in his hand. You see the blade. You think it is an ordinary knife. 
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And ordinarily the police officer would say, don't get silly. I have a 
gun; you have a knife-I will get to you quicker. The police officer 
feels kind of comfortable in the fact that he has the edge in this 
case. He has the superior weaponry. 

He doesn't know that all this man has to do is push this Httle 
trigger and this thing comes r.ight at you. The police officer is 
struck even before he knows what occurred. The knife has the ca
pability of going right through him. 

Now, how this came to our attention. The first of these weap
ons-three of them, as a matter of fact, were confiscated in a nar
cotics raid in Nassau County, NY. That is where they were found. 
Anyone can have them. Anyone can buy them; a child-and there 
is no record of their purchase. 

Mr. HUGHES. Mario, that sounds like it is something that this 
subcommittee ought to take a much closer look at it. It sounds like 
an extremely lethal weapon. I understand that it will penetrate the 
Kevlar vest. 

Mr. BLAGG!. That is correct. 
It is frightening. But I think it is important to understand the 

origin. Why was it developed in the first place? This is the Ameri
can counterpart of the Soviet versi.on. It was developed by the Sovi
ets for their special elite forces, guerrilla forces, to kill-I don't 
have the advertisement here, but it says to kill swiftly and silently. 
An American company advertises it in that fashion, and tells you 
exactly how it was developed. 

Now, when you talk to them-and they are cooperative. When 
you talk to them, they say, well, we have knife collectors, they 
might be interested. 

All I can say, Mr. Chairman, is that there is clearly only one 
course of conduct for this one, and that is to ban it. Mr. Chairman, 
I know that later today you will be speaking to hundreds of police 
survivors who will be assembling in Senate Park. There is no 
better message we can give to those survivors than the assurance 
we are doing everything we can to make the job of law enforce
ment easier and safer. And by banning the ballistic knife and un
detectable nonmetal firearms, we will be sending such a message 
with actions and not words. 

Once again, I want to thank you for your time, your attention, 
and your relentless commitment to protecting law enforcement per
sonnel. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mario, I appreciate that. 
[The statement of Mr. Biaggi follows:] 
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HEWS 
FROM COl'/GRESSMAN 

~ 19TH CONGRESSIONAL OISTI\IICT, N.Y. [I :;::::::;, :::::::::(t:=:::=:;·:::::=1 .::,:11, BRONX AND YONKERS E!tv::;::;=;'''":::~c::,:;::gl:ll51 
...". 

May 15, 1986 

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT (IF H.R. 4223 DEllLING WITH NONME'fAL FIREARMS 

PRESENTED BEFORE THE nOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME 

BY TIlE HONe',RADLE MARIO BlAGGI OF NEW YORK 

r·lr. Chairman, on thill, the occasi~}n of National Peace ('tfflC{~l:S 
l·!emon.al Day, I \'/elcome Ute opportunity to testify here tC(],1.Y 
about Cln itisuc of gn~<lt ca.1c~rn to lnw cnforccment--pLlst1c h,1ndguns. 
Thin subcommi ttce has dCMOllstrat'?d il strong advoc.:lcy O"Jer the 
years for making the job or law cnfor~ernent easier and safer and 
this he.lring is consistent \>lith that record • 

. I \.;ant to lO'specially tU'liute you, !·1['~ ChairmCln, for the le[1dcrs]'lf' 
role you played in ra5pondil.g to the concerns of law f>nforcerncnt 
during the consideration of the firciams la\'l reforIT' legislation, 
ar'·i in achieving J!ousc> Qnd Scnut~ passage of a bill we' cO~iluthort:L! 
tog(,th~l' ':0 C"utlJ\" arffior~pi(':rcinq ammunition. 

As I have s;iid beforE!, .\n<1 no doubt will have to say again, 
the crimin:lls ann terrorists of this world remain one !.tcp .1head 
of 1 at,.; (~nforcer.lcnt with th~i'i' ,JCC:;Sf, to sophinticat(:d weaponry. 
1 .1ppc.!l to t.hi!3 Gubcomrnittcf', as I hilve before, l~!t's make iife 
as dlfticult ,15 we can for t(:rr()rist~ and ,thcr crimin~ls; let's 
g~.l .:lIter the non-sporting wl~".,pons '",hie;' h~\'e gl vcn the erin,in.:).l!'3-
such a clcar 'Hiv<1nt;;:}gc in QUj' society. 

One of tho~e weapons is the plastic handgun <'lnd that 15 \':hy 
I huve authornd a bill, H.R. 4223, to require the U.S. Treasury 
DGpartJ1mnt to test all nonmetal firearms to determine if they 
are detectable by standard airport security devices. If a weapen 
failo the dctl2ction tczt, it \'lould be bnnned from manufacture, 
importation or sale in the United StatQs, except for police, milita~y 
or other governml?nt USf'!. In that respect, my bill is virtually 
identical to H.R. 4194. However, my bill t.;ould also go an import""1nt 
step furthor. It would direct the Federal 1'.viation Administration 
to ~onduct rese~1.rr.h and dcvelopmt?nt activities aimed at improving 
airport \>leapon detection syst~ms. 

Uhy :?houl,l \>IC' hI) cont'ernen dbtmt nonmetal wC'Zlpons: ConsJd()'I>;" 
these facts. Since a rash of hijackings resulted in mJrldatory 
security screening procedures being put into effect at U.£. airpor~~ 
in January 1973, more t.han 33,000 firearms have been dctccteu; 
almost 14,000 rcl~ted arrests. have been made: and 113 hij~ckinqs 
have been prevented. nut, what has become a very 0ffectivc 50curity 
system agains;t terroriGt.s \.;ill becomf! totally obsolete if we allow 
plastic t-;capons to ("nter our rn~,;ketplilce. Now, wore than ever, 
we mu~t improvt' airport BCC1.lrity, not lose ,.;hat we already h:lvc. 

r.t<lkn nn mif:t.Jkc .:.bout .J.r, terrorists fully rr>cngnize th~:!' 
cJ.pabilitl'J'S ,)nd li'Tlitations of ~u:rrcnt airport security d·:!v"'cc!'.. 
That i~,; \>I1'.y terroris.t!> plant€:'d pl<15tic '~XpI05iv(:s silo,lrd the Tt.';A 
jetlin-:r that ~xplr)ded l.n mid-air tt'10 months ilt']Q, }i;.illinq fo~r 
pt'oph~, inclmling thrC'n P.mcril"ans. And, tbo.".lt i$ why rt"ports st.ronqly 
indicut~ th<lt: Libyan madm~1n Huammnr Qadtl~fi hus clttcrnptf!u to obt:!in 
hundrl~rl~. of pluf"tic hclnd9uh,-;. :;0 c.~r~n0t ilnd must flot b:liry our 
hC'uris in the 4ilnd and prelpnd ttl<1t plustic \>;,:oaponry is nN ,1 prflJ)11 f',. 
ny dctinq to b, .. tn UThlf·tro.rtahlI' n()nm"till firc1rm~ Wt""' can ~;a~'I' lj\'I"~', 
;'Uul t'hat is .In npprlTturdt.·/ We> f",1onot ilffonl to mi:~~H 
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I want to emphasize that my bill does not prejudge any weapon 
that may now exist. It simply nirccts the Treasury Department 
to establish standards for determining a l'le.Jponts detcctability. 
It would then ba up to the Treasury Dapartment to determine which 
firearms are undetectable and should be banned. 

However, there is a particular weapon that aroused my concerns 
and led me to introduce my legislation. It is the Glock 17, a 
mostly plastic AustrIan-made weapon that was widely publicized 
in this country by a Jack Anderson/Dale Van Atta column in January. 
According to a recent Office of Technology Assessment report, 
liThe Glock 17 is ..... mad.e mostly of plastic with several metal 
parts, including the barrel." Officials at Glock, Inc., which 
has an office in Smyrna, Georgia, have informed me that about 
100,000 of th~se weapons have been sold in Europe and uless than 
10,000" have been imported to the United States, with u.s. sales 
on the increase. The Glock was first developed in 1981 for the 
Austrian Army. 

Some have suggested that the Glock 17 is just as dctcctnble 
as any other conventional metal weapon, and they are quick to 
point out that the Glock's mass is 83% metal. Well, my own experience 
suggests something far different. First, it is a totally false 
impression to say the Glock 17 is 83% metal. In weight, the gun's 
metol parts weigh more than the plastic parts, but that simply 
supports the law of physics. In truth, only the barrel, slide 
and spring of the weapon are metal; everything else is plastic, 
and the Office of Technology Assessment has confirmed this fact. 

I wish to speak from first-hand knowledge about the Glock's 
detectability. In February, I tested the Glock 17 against the 
u.s. Capitol's security equipment, which is comparable to what 
we have at airports, under the supervision of the Capitol Police. 
lihen fully assembled, the Glock was spotted by the metal detector, 
and by the X-ray machine when placed in an empty briefcase. However, 
it occurred to me that the terrorist might not be quite so accommodating 
for the security people, so I decided to dismantle the Glock into 
three major parts--a process that takes no more than a couple 
of seconds. Nhen dismantled, the frame and magazine of the weapon, 
which are made of plastic, went undetected through the metal detector, 
and the metal barr~l created a very unsuspicious image on the 
X-ray screen. ~his test proved to me that the Glock 17 c~n beat 
U.S. Capitol security, and if it can b~at u.S. Capitol security, 
it can certainly beat u.S. airport security. 

other facts support my findings. Consider, for example, 
that on March 17 at National Airport, a Russian-born individual 
named Leonid Avrashov was arrested attempting to smuggle u Glock 
17 aboard il People Express airliner. According to FAA police 
officials I spoke to at National, the Glock 17 was not detected 
by the airport X-ray equipment I but another metal weapon, also 
carried by Avrashov, was spotted~ A subsequent search of the 
man's carry-on baggage turned up the Glock and 126 rounds of ammunition. 

A recent Jack Anderson/Dale Van Atta report stated that lithe 
Pentagon's top expert on counterterrorism, Noel Koch, the Principal 
Deputy Assistant Defense Secretary • • . had succeeded twice in 
carrying a dismantled Glock 17 through the human and mechanical 
weapons detectors at Washington's National Airport." But, Mr. 
Chairman, your Subcommittee need not rely solely on my findings 
or those of Mr. Koch. As they say, Mr. Chairman, a picture is 
worth a thousand words, and I believe the pictures I have with 
me today tell the whole story. These photos, which are unretouched, 
were prepared for me by American Science and Engineering, the 
world's second largest provider of airport X-ray machines. They 
reveal beyond any shadow of a doubt that the Glock 17 can be totally 
concealed from conventional airport X-rqy equipment. 
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Significantly, these same photos also reveal that American 
Science and Engineering has developed a new and improved type 
of X-ray equipment, called the Z System, which can detect plastic 
weapons. Their new system can turn a totally conceQlcd weapon 
into a totally detectable weapon. The Officp of Technology AsseSSment 
has acknowledged and confirmed the Z System's ability. It is 
a revolutionary development, ilnd something I have formally requested 
the Federal Aviation Adrnini5trntiDn to consider requiring at all 
U .. S. airports. The FAA has the matter under review. However, 
the Z System X-ray equipment does not provide Us with an i~~ediD.t~ 
answer to the plastic gun dilenuna. First, it is not being used 
at U .. S. airports and the fact that it costs approximately $20,000 
more (Z System costs about $50,000) than the X-ray equipment noW 
being used suggests that we might not see this improved X-ray 
equipment at U.S. airports anytime soon. But, perhaps even more 
discouraging is that even if we had an X-ray machine that could 
detect plastic guns, we nrc still not close to a metul detactor 
that can spot plastic weapons. 

This problem is made \-Iarse \-Ihen we consider that there appc,lrs 
to be a totally plastic weupon on the noar horizon. In [,lct, 
the Office of Technology Assessment has reported that a compuny 
by the name of Byron, Inc., in Castleberry, Florida, has developed 
an all-pla.stic firearm. They state that the handgun is "plastic 
except for seven metal springs, 11 .:md would cost about $200 on 
the commercial market, far less than the $443 now being charged 
for the Glock. The OTA report states that this all-plastic handgun 
will be ready for marketing in one to two ycars~ 

I would like to reiterate that it is not my main intention 
to b3n the Glock 17 or any other firearm. My main intent is to 
maintain an adequate level of security at our nation's airports, 
the u.s. Capitolt·and so many other security-conscience facil1ties 
in our country. It may require prohibiting the Glock or other 
simi lar w(!apons, but my objective can be achieved through other 
means. For example, the makers of plastic firearms could add 
small particles of metal, or some other detectable featUre when 
they mak.e their weapons; or, as my legislation proposes, we could 
Simply upgrade our airport weapon detection systems so that they 
could detect plastic guns. NY bill is not anti-gun, it is anti-terrorist. 
and that is ;] tough position to argue against~ 

There are some here today who will contt~nd that the problem 
is not plastic weapons, nor the technology t() detect those weapons; 
r.:lther, it is the people who man the security checkpOints at our 
airports. I would agree that we need better trained, better paid 
security people at our nation's airports. lIo':aever, no matter 
how much we train them or pay them, their job is going to be tough 
enough without having to worry about plastic guns. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I think the plastic gun issue raises 
a broad~r qucstion--namely, where do we draw the line between 
free enterprise and public safety. Just yesterday, I publically 
revealed the facts about a newborn cousin of the plastic gun na~ed 
the Ballistic Rnife. This new type of "super knife" is the liltest 
in cop killing technology. It is marketed <by « Florida~based 
company that recently began selling the weapon through the mail 
at a cost of $79.95. The four and one-half inch blade of the 
knife can be propelled 30 feet by a spring-operated mechanism 
at the push of a button~ It was first developed in the Soviet 
Union for elite Soviet guerilla forces, and it is advertised to 
"kill swiftly and silently~ II I recently ordered my O\'1n Ballistic 
Knif~ and received it through the mail a week later. There werD 
no questions asked, except my credit card number and address. 
I could have been anybody. The Ballistic Knife is totally accessible 
to anyone who wants itt and that is a shocking Eact. 

Mr~ Chairman, I know that later today you will be speaking 
to hundreds of police survivors who will be ass~mbling in Scn~te 
Park. There is no better message we can give those survivors 
than the assurance th<lt we .JrE'1' doing everything we can to make 
the job of law enforcement casiJ)-r .:lnd safer. We can start by 
bcmninq the Bullistic Knife- and undQtcct')blc nonmetal firc.:lr1115. 

Thank you for your time nnd ntt£!ntion~ 
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American Science and Engineering, Inc. 

Z Technology 

The AS&E<!) Z System technology offers vastly improved X-ray inspection of luggage, boxes and 
other containers by distinguishing and separating high and low atomic number (high and low Z) 
materials. The inspection process results in a simultaneous display of images on two TV 
monitors. 

In addition to the standard transmitted image displayed in conventional systems, the Z system 
also provides an additional image specifically for low Z materials. Contraband such as guns, 
knives and other objects made of high Z malerial such as steel, tin, aluminum and iron are sepa
rated from confused backgrounds of low Z materials and are displayed on one monitor. Low Z 
objects such as drugs, plastic weapons (knives, guns, and explosives) and organic materials that 
are often invisible In conventional X-ray systems glow brightly white and are easily visible on the 
second monitor display. This low Z and high Z material separation procedure increases the 
amount of information obtained by as much as 100%. 
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AS8E" MICRO-DOSE" MODEL Z X-RAY INSPECTION SYSTF.:M 
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Section 1 
Weapons 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Weapons 

Image W1 - Conventional Tmnsmltted X-Ray Image (high Z). In this suitcase the Items easily 
Identified are an umbrella, travel case, portable radio, electric razor, etc. This suitcase In fact has 
hidden within it a state-of·the·art Glock 17 automatic pistol made of plastic with a metal barrel 
assembly. 

I mage W2 - Z System Scattered X·Ray Image (low Z). Note immediately the lower housing 
of the Glock 17 which now can be easily seen in the lower front center of the suitcase, but Is not 
seen in Image above. The barrel assembly has been removed from the lower housing and hid
den In the umbrella but cannot be seen in either Image. 

Images W1 and W2 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed In pairs. 

1-1 
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W1 

W2 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Weapons 

Image W3 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). In this confused suitcase take 
note of the following easily recognizable objects: gun, travel case, radio, shoes, umbrella. Note In 
particular, the portable radio where one can easily Identify the radio power cord, assorted elec
tronics and speaker. 

Image W4 - Z System Scatter X-Ray Image (low Z). Note Immediately a plastic gun which 
glows brightly white and does not appear in the above standard transmitted X-ray Image. Unless 
this bag was opened for inspection for another reason, this gun would have been missed. 

Images W3 and W4 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

1-3 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Weapons 

Image W5 -Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). Transmitted image of this suit
case allows the identification of many usual shapes: two metal cans can be readily identified, a 
bottle which is upside down appears as a light grey density and is In a.travel case. Similarly, this 
high resolution image allows one to easily see a pair of rubbers. The SIX parallel bars at the bot
tom to left of center are brass collar stays. 

Image W6 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). The scattered image again identifies 
many low Z or plastic objects. One can now easily recognize the silhouette of a gun. The gun is 
a state-of-the-art plastiC 17 shot, automatic Austrian made Glock 17. The black rectangular void 
is from the Z elimination of the metal gun barrel. Looking back at the black rectangular outline 
in the transmitted image one would not question it without the Z image stock outline. Note the 
upside down bottle is low Z plastic and scatters brightly while the metal collar stays are elimi
nated as metal does not scatter. 

Images W5 and W6 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

1-5 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Weapons 

Image W7 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). This transmitted X-ray Is gener
ally cluttered with recognizable material. Note that there are upright rectangular objects in the 
bottom left and right hand corner of the suitcase. Would the black object on the left cause any 
concern? Does the rectangular density in the right corner cause any concern? Note the second 
darker gray density superimposed on the object In the right corner. 

Image W8 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note again the two objects in the lower 
suitcaso corners. The object on the left is gone from view and indicates a solid metal object. The 
object on the right has taken a more distinct shape, glowing brightly white, a light grey density is 
attached to it. One can begin to see the handle and general shape of a small gun. The dark den
sity (a gun) has been eliminated from the image above because It is solid metal. The gun proba
bly would not be identified from the transmitted image. 

Images W7 and W8 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

1-7 
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Section 2 
Explosives 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Explosives 

Image E1- Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). Note the electronic circuit board 
in the left side of the suitcase overlapping an electric razor and travel case. In the lower right 
hand corner of the suitcase a bottle filled with fluid as well as a small tape recorder can be seen. 

Image E2 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note the low Z elimination of metal. Note 
that the electronic circuit board is made of plastic but has an unfamiliar shape within it as does 
the tape recorder. These shapes are Flex X plastic explosives and can not be seen in the trans
mitted image. The bottle is made of plastlc (note white silhouette) and is filled with a lIammable 
fluid set to explode with the tape recorder with Flex X acting as a detonator. 

Images E1 and E2 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

2-1 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X·Ray Imaging 
Explosives 

Image E3 - Conventional Transmitted X·Ray Image (high Z). Suitcase with no remarkable 
objects. Note the oval object In the upper right hand corner of the suitcase Is an alarm clock on 
its side. 

Image E4 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note the long thin bright white object in 
the left suitcase wall and the thin white bar where the alarm clock once was. 80th the long thin 
strip and thin bar on the alarm clock are Flex X plastic explosive with the alarm clock acting as a 
proximity detonator. 

Images E3 and E4 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed In pairs. 

2-3 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Explosives 

Image E5 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). In this confused suitcase 
environment one can easily recognize a variety of objects. Note in particular the travel case with 
two Identical travel mirrors. In this transmitted image one mirror Is clearly darker than the other, 
but both appear to be nothing more than travel mirrors. 

Image E6 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note in general the High Z elimination of 
metals. A real metal mirror (previously In the center of the travel case) has been eliminated along 
with all olher suitcase metals. The second mirror is a now bright white and is typical of a plastic 
based material. The mirror is in fact made of Flex X plastic explosive. 

Images E5 and E6 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

2-5 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X·Ray Imaging 
Explosives 

Image E7 - Conventional Transmitted X·Ray Image (high Z). Note the confused environment 
of this suitcase. High Z material such as the metal cans, umbrella, shoehorn, alarm clock (lower 
right 01 center) and general suitcase structure are easily visible. Lower Z materials such as a 
book (lower right) and a leather travel case (lower left) are also easily recognizable by their dls
Unct shapes and light density. Note the density that is behind the travel case at a slight angle. 

image E8 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note the general High Z elimination of 
the can, razor, alarm clock, shoe horn and umbrella. The density seen behind the razor case is 
now bright white, due to its low Z make up. The shape of this object is unrecognizable as normal 
suitcase material. Further evaluation reveals that this shape is in fact the shape of a strip of Flex 
X plastic explosive. 

Images E7 and E8 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

2-7 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Explosives 

Image E9 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Zl. Note the general unremarkable 
suitcase environment. This transmitted image allows the easy identification of the following 
objects: rUbbers (upper center), two metal cans and an electric cord attached to an unrecogniz
able object. Note the light grey rectangular bar present in the left hand side of the suitcase. 

Image E10-Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). The scattered X-ray image has reduced 
or eliminated the metal objects in the suitcase. Further observation reveals that the electric cord 
was attached to a plastic hair dryer now easily identified. The light grey rectangular is now glow
ing brightly and indicates a low Z compound. The shape is not easily identified requiring further 
evaluation. Evaluation of this matenal reveals C4 explosive. 

Images E9 and E10 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

2-9 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Drugs 

Image 01 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). In this confused suitcase note 
the alarm clock (bottom to the left of center) and the shoes (right side). The light grey density to 
the left side of the image is clothing. 

Image 02 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note that the travel case and metal parts 
of the radio have been eliminated thereby reducing the confused environment of the suitcase. 
Note in particular that the alarm clock has been removed due to its high Z metal content and 
reveals a vial containing a narcotic powder. Also note a vial now visible in the heel of one of 
the shoes. 

Images 01 and 02 are Simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

3-1 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) ){·Ray Imaging 
Drugs 

Image D3 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). In this suitcase note again the 
abundance of high Z materials such as an umbrella, can, electric razor, tape recorder (bottom 
front center) alarm clock and portable radio (lower right hand corner). 

Image 04 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note again the high Z elimination of the 
umbrella, metal razor parts and metal objects in the travel case. Take careful notice of the tape 
recorder where a solid oval white object can be Identified at the bottom of the tape recorder. The 
tape recorder batteries have been replaced by a quantity of narcotics in a plastic bag. Similarly, 
an unrecognizable half moon shaped object, again a narcotic powder in a plastic bag also can 
be seen hidden in a cavity in the radio where the speaker is. 

Images D3 and D4 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

3-3 
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(High Z}/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Drugs 

Image 05 - Conventional Trensmltted X-Ray Image (high Z). Note again the high Z confused 
environment with many recognizable objects such as a portable radio, travel case, shoes, can, 
umbrella and electric razor. Typically we can also recognize a general light grey density through
out the sultcase which represents the X-ray signature of clothing. 

Image 06 - Z System Scattered X·Ray Image (low Z). Note again the high Z elimination of 
metals. Also note that there are a variety of recognizable low Z objects present in the low Z image 
such as a plastic ra,zor case, a plastic hair brush, plastic bottle and toothbrush holder In the 
travel case. Note e,n unrecognizable dense white shape in the umbrella case, In this case a plas
tic bag filled with narcotic powder has been hidden in the umbrella. This shape would not have 
been identified in the transmitted image as the small light density seen in the transmitted image 
appears to be only a clothing fold density. Retrospective viewing may help to prove the presence 
of the plastic ba,g in the transmitted image. 

Images Of, and 06 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

3-5 
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(High Z)/{Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Drugs 

Image 07 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). Again we can identify many high 
Z objects; however, there Is nothing In this Image that would cause a more careful Inspection by 
security personnel. 

Image OP,-Z Systen\ Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Low Z separation allows the visualiza
tion of In unusual dellsity In the lower right corner of the suitcase wall which is not visible in the 
transmitted X-ray Image. This density was, In fact, a plastic bag filled with a narcotic. Again a 
bright white oval density can be Identified in the tape recorder: a narcotic hidden In the battery 
compartment. 

Images D7 and D8 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

3-7 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X~Ray Imaging 
Agricultural 

Image A1- Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). Suitcase with no unidentifiable 
objects. 

Image A2 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note that all objects that contain low Z 
material can be easily compared to the transmitted X-ray image except for an oval shaped bright 
white object In the middle of the radio (lo~ler right side). This object Is a tropical star fruit which Is 
Invisible in the image above and is not unlike an orange or other fruits that are naturally of a low 
Zconten!. 

Images A1 and A2. are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

4-1 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Agricultural 

Image A3 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (Illgh Z). The transmitted X-ray image 
shows a Iyplcal &ssortment of travelers articles. Included In the center Is light grey density which 
might possibly and typically be the folds of clothing. Note also the radio in the lower right hand 
suitcase corner. 

Image A4 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). The object thought to be clothing Is now 
clearly defined and shows the branching leaf structure of a head oi lettuce. Note that the lettuce 
center wlth the branching lace work of leaves Is clearly defined. The triangular shaped object In 
the center of the radio Is a slice of cheese that is invisible In the transmitted X-ray Image. 

Images A3 and A4 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed In pairs. 

4-3 
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(High Z)/(l.ow Z) )(-Ray Imaging 
Agricultural 

Image A5 - Conventional Trdnsmltted X-Ray Image (high Z). Confused suitcase with many 
easily recognizable objects including the X-ray pattern of cloth, aerosol can, alarm clock, shoes, 
umbrella, radio and electric razor. 

Image A6 - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Z system Imaging has removed much 
of the confusion of the high Z image allowing the visualization of many small round white objects 
in the center of the suitcase that are invisible in Image above. The small round white objects 
are grapes. 

Images AS and A6 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

4-5 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
Agricultural 

Image A7 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). High Z image of a confused suit
case. Note the travel case, portable radio, umbrella, shoes, and an electric razor with an umbrella 
handle superimposed on it. 

Image AS - Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Note the elimination of all of the above 
high Z materials except for the plastic prOfile of the radio case. Inside the lower left hand corner 
of the radio are six (6) grapes that now can be easily seen. In addition, also now visible is a 
baloney hidden inside of the shoe and now glowing brightly white. 

Images A7 and AS are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

4-7 
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(High Z)/(Low Z) X·Ray Imaging 
Agricultural 

Image A9 - Conventional Transmitted X·Ray Image (high Z). Confused suitcase with no 
remarkable or unusual densities. The transmitted X-ray easily images high Z objects such as the 
shoes, electric razor, travel alarm clock, umbrella, can, portable radio, and the profile of a small 
tape recorder. 

Image A10 - Z System Scattered X·Ray Image (low Z). Note thattlie umbrella has an unusual 
shape to its body, a shape that in fact scatters X-rays brightly. This previously invisible object is a 
low Z object, a large sausage. Also note the plastic umbrella button that can not be seen in the 
transmitted X-ray. 

Images A9 and A10 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed in pairs. 

4-9 
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(HIgh Z)/(Low Z) X-Ray Imaging 
DIamonds 

Image G1 - Conventional Transmitted X-Ray Image (high Z). Careful evaluation of this stan
dard transmitted X-ray Image of a suitcase does not reveal anything unusual. We can Identify 
many common traveler's suitcase articles Including In the left side a travel case; above it Is a 
tape recorder. Found In the bottom center of the suitcase is a portable radio and a travel alarm 
clock. To the right side Is a pair of men's shoes and an electric razor. Note In particular the 
umbrella at the top of the suitcase. 

Image G2 -Z System Scattered X-Ray Image (low Z). Many of the objects mentioned above 
have been eliminated from the image because of their metal content. We can see the radio, razor 
case, and umbrella handle due to their plastic composition. Note that at the center of the 
umbrella, one can pick out four (4) glowing white spots. The spots are four(4) diamonds ranging 
from .65 to 1.50 carats. These diamonds can be seen only because of their low Z make up and 
are impossible to see in a standard transmitted X-ray. 

Images G1 and G2 are simultaneously displayed on two TV monitors and are viewed In pairs. 

5-1 
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Mr. HUGHES. Since we began the hearing, we have been joined by 
two more of our very distinguished colleagues, the Honorable 
Charles Schumer, who has l'epresented the 10th Di.strict of New 
York since 1980 after a most distinguished career in the New York 
Legislature. As a member of the JUdiciary Committee, he served on 
this subcommittee with distinction in the last Congress. He also 
serves on the Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee and 
the House Budget Committee. 

We also want to welcome the Honorable Robert Mrazek, who has 
represented the Third District of New York since 1982, after a most 
distinguished career in the Suffolk County legislature. He current
ly serves on the Appropriations Committee and has been one of the 
leaders in the Congress focusing attention, along with Ted Weiss, 
Chuck Schumer, and Mario Biaggi, on the risk inherent in plastic 
or nonmetallic weapons. 

At this time I am going to recognize Ted Weiss for his statement. 
The statements submitted by Chuck Schumer and Bob Mrazek will 
be received into the record in full. 

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Florida. 
Mr. SMITH. Before you proceed, I was wondering, since Mr. Mraz

ek's statement has already been submitted for the record, if I 
might submit for the record the editorial opinion page piece from 
the Washington Post today authored by Mr. Mrazek, which I 
thought was an excellent statement on the reasons for legislation 
on plastic guns and some of the reasons why arguments against 
SUGh legislation are spurious. 

Mr. HUGHES. It will b(' so received, without objection. 
[The news article follows:] 
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I 
The Deadly Truth About Plastic Guns 
Why is the NRA so misinformed? 

Three months ngo, [introduced legislation 
"to prohibit the manufacture or importation 
of any firearm that the scc\'clary of the Tre., .. 
6Ul"J determines cam.ol ~t detected by stan· 
dard airport security devlces,- Since then, 
the National RiDe Assod,Uon h.1s knowingly 
persisted in a campaign ot misinforl1liltkllt tl) 
deCent this urgently needed antiterrorist 
measure. 

The Terrorist Fire.1ntul Prevention Act, 
n.R. 4194, simply preempts the proliferation 
of a new, emerging generaUeoo oC pL1Stic fir~ 
arms that threaten to make lICcurity devices 
used In airports artd public buildings obso
let .. With lhelr capability 10 !lip Ihrough de
vitcO designed to Jdentlfy metal guns, these 

I.
-invisible" weapons could become deadly 
00'.8 In the hands DC terrorists. 

But to hear the NRA tell it, the legislation 
would: 
• ban plastil'! water pistcls: 
• ban the Glock 17 and other specific fire
arms: 
II ban nonexi.~tent technology; 
• ban their Iegitim.1te use by t,w enforce.
ment and military personnel; 
• be unnecessary because mcttl detectors 
"detect" plastic. and 
• be another attempt by gun control fanatics 
to deprive sportsmen and hunters of recre
ational guns. 

Obviously. all of these cuntradietory claim.'! 
enn't be true. The s.1d truth is that none of 
them Is, 1£ the NRA Is Ihe m"t innuential 
special·interest lobby in the nation .• then it is 
~lso the most misinformed on this issue. 

rn March, ( contacted the NRA in regard 
to Ita misconceptions about the bill. This was 
on tht! assumption that the orgnnizatlon 

J 
would wanl to be at least (acto.1l1y correct on 
an issue so critical to the a.'\lety of Americ::ln 
citizens. 

In response. the NRA sent out a 

my correspondence in the process.. Someone 
also ptovlded my tonsUtuenta with preprint
ed fonn postcards. urging their congression
al representative not to be fooled by "'liberal 
rhetoric"' and "the latest effort by the antigun 
lobby." 

In my view, when the NRA opposes legis
lotion to stop !he spread of terrorism, it is 
perverting its legitimate responsibility to 
America's sportsmen and hunters by endan
gering their lives and loose of every citizen 
who enjoys t~;lVeling In sare~y. 

Since mandatory Dcreenlng procedures 
went into effect In January 1973, the nation's 
airport security program has had a strong 
record or success. More lhan 33.000 fire
arm5 have been detected. almost 14,000 re
lated arrests have been made, and 113 hi· 
jackings have been prevented. 

bleE~td~~t~f~~V:I~Sn~~~,~~~~~~~:: 
tor-became standard detection equipment, 
there is no comp.lrable advance on the hori
zon (or walk-through metal detectors. Ter
rorists will fitill be abtc to breeze through 
metal detectors with a plastic wea~n con .. 

. ce.11~ on their person. 
As the incIdence oC terrorists· attacks es. 

calates worldwide, the need to dose this 
technological gap Is becom~g incrC3singly 
e\idenL Recent plastic: explosIVes planted on 
a TWA plane and at an American Express of
fice in France tragically demonstrated that 
plastic Is rapidly becoming the terrorist ma
teri.1l of choice. 

Ask anyone who~e liCe is on the line daily 
in the airline business. law eurorcement or 
government what he thinks about this invisi
ble "terrorist·! spedal," The answer has led 
more than 22 national organizations-repre
senting the air carriers, the airUne pUoto;, the 
flight attendants~ the airport operators, po
lice, sheriffs, mayorsJ cities and others con4 
cerned about terrorism-to support passage 
of H.R. 419·1, 

The legislation-which is the subject of a 
Hou hearing today-contains no hidden 
agenda. It does nol ban plastic water gURS, 
firearms manufactured in the United States 
prior to Jan. I, 1986. or any specific: impor4 
ted weapons.. Law enforcement and mllitnry 
uses are exempt. 

The recent release o£ a report by the O£
fice or Tecllnology Assessment has silenced 
the NRA's chief argument that the te<:hnolo4 
gy for a plastic gun is. nonexistent. It conclud. 
ed: "From our investigations, it appears that 
the m:1teriais technology does exist to pro
duce nonmetallic firearm!. whose only metal 
components may be some smaU springs," 

The study also cited a Florida manufactur .. 
er, David Byron, who says he has developed 
a plastic. handgun to be produced within one 

:et~~~d~'i~~r~~~ :h!d g~~f,~~~o:I! 
e!sewilL" 

Even the Austrian manufacturer or the 
partially plastic Glock 17 recenUy told the 

ny ENGLEHART 

antiterrorism agMCY of the State Depart
ment that he enD produce an all-plastic weap
on, but has not done so "'in the interest of in4 
ternational security'- The question is no 
lunger whetlltr the technology is herc, but 
when the weapons will be available in the 
marketplace. 

I am not naive enouch to believe that plas
tic gun technology can be delayed forever. 
But J do hope we can buy enough time so 
that the technology to differentiate between 
a hair dryer and a lethal we.llpon em be im
proved. 

Against this evidence, the NRA is one of 
the few groups aside (rom the gun indu.~try 
that has chosen to defend plastic guns. 

Andy Molchan, president of the National 
Association of Federally Licensed Firearms 
Dealers. recently summed up why the indus
try is salivating for their arrival: 

"We don't need plastic guns from a per-
formance point. Wc need them from a mar" 
ketIng and sales point. The only thing that's 
evCt going to do anything (or new gun eales 
in the Cuture Is to make the 150 million old 
guns obsolete, and that's exacUy the pron$e 
Ihat the plastic gun holds forth." 

Now, who does the NRA think It'. fooling? 

TIrI writer. a Democratic ,q,mtnlati .. 
lrom Nelli York, is a III"nbe, ojtJu 
ApJ>ropriatm.. Commitlet. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Ted, welcome. 

STATEMENT OF RON. TED WEISS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM 'fHE STATE OF NEW YORK 

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Let me start out by commending you and the subcommittee for 

taking a special interest in this legislation and for this expeditious 
opportunity to present our testimony and to move forward with 
consideration of this legislation. 

As you know, Congressman Mrazek, Congressman Schumer, and 
I have sponsored the bill, H.R. 4194, to address the grave security 
problems posed by this emerging generation of weapons-problems 
that I _think would be foolish to ignore at a time when we struggle 
to gain the upper hand in the battle against hijacking and terror
ism. 

Let me very briefly explain our legislation. It says that the Sec
retary of the Treasury would have the power to prohibit the manu
facture and importation of any weapon that the Secretary deter
mines is not readily detectable as a firearm by the standard securi
ty equipment commonly used at airports and readily identifiable as 
a firearm. That is essentially the legislation. 

It does not seek to tell the Secretary of the Treasury how he 
shall make that determination. We leave that to him and to his 
people. It does not seek to freeze the current technology. It allows 
the Secretary of the Treasury to stay abreast of technology. 

Whether or not the Glock 17 itself is able to evade standard air
port security devices, it is now bercwld question that the technology 
exists now, will exist or in the very, very near future, to manufac
ture a totally plastic gun-a weapon which would be totally invisi
ble as far as the current airport security devices are concerned. 

I think that Mr. Biaggi eloquently demonstrated how easy it is to 
evade standard security devices, and pointed out that new x-ray de
vices are being developed right now which may be able to pick up 
plastic devices that exist in packages, if they are pushed thr() :h 
the x ray. But you don't x ray passengers when they come to the 
airport. That would be dangerous, and is simply not going to be 
done. Instead, we rely on metal detectors. So even if the new x-ray 
machine is developed, somebody could simply carry an all-plastic 
weapon on their body, move through their metal detectors without 
the gun being picked up, and then go onto a plane and engage in 
whatever kind of misdeed they wanted to do. 

So it seems to me that in this era of international terrorism
and I happen to serve with Mr. Smith on the Subcommittee on 
International Operation!'; of the Foreign Affairs Committee where 
we have been focusing tremendous attention on the problem of 
international terrorism-that we would be simply foolhardy not to 
fill the gap which currently exists between firearms technology 
and firearms detection technology. 

We don't lmow whether that gap will be a day, a week, a month, 
a year. In the meantime, we do know that people's lives are at 
stake, and I think that early action by your subcommittee, by the 
full committee, and by the Congress can definitely help to save 
lives. That is what this measure is all about. 
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Ted. 
[The statement of Mr. Weiss follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN TED WEISS 
BEFORE THE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME 

MAY 15, 1986 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to begin by commending you for 

arranging these hearings today to consider the problems raised by a 

new generation of firearms composed largely or entirely of plastic. 

As you know, along with Congressman Mrazek and Congressman Schumer, 

I have sponsored a bill, H.R. 4194, to address the grave security 

problems posed by this emerging generation of weapons problems we 

would be foolish to ignore at a time when we struggle to gain the 

upper hand in our battle against terrorism. 

Three broad questions are raised in the discussion about plastic 

guns: 

* first, does the technology exist, or will the technology 

soon exist, to make firearms composed completely or almost 

completely of plastic? 

* Second, if these guns can be made, would they pose a danger 

to airport security and other security systems? 

* And, finally, if these weapons can be made and pose serious 

security problems, what can we do about it? 

In March, along with my colleagues from New York, Mr. Mrazek and 

Mr. Schumer, I asked the Office of Technology Assessment to 

undertake a study that would answer the first two of these 

questions. My interest was to dispell uninformed speculation about 

the plastic gun issue and provide members with a sound technological 

basis for addressing this matter. 
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The OTA study, which was released on April 9, should put these 

two questions to rest. Regarding the question of whether or not the 

technology exists or will soon exist to manufacture plastic 

firearms, the study concludes, 

Today engineering plastics and fiber-reinforced plastic 

composites are displacing metals •.• throughout the 

economy ..• this study finds that technology does exist to 

manufacture certain firearms which would be completely or almost 

completely non-metallic. 

The study even cites a manufacturer in Castleberry, Florida, who 

has clai~ed to already developed an all-plastic handgun, and is one 

or two years away from production. 

On the question of whether or not these all-plastic guns will 

present special security problems, the OTA study concludes: 

Non-metallic firearms with only very small metal parts such as 

springs would be much easier to smuggle through standard airport 

security equipment now in use for screening boarding passengers 

and carry-on baggage. Existing metal detectors are not set to 

alarm from very small metal objects and will not alarm with 

non-metallic objects. There is also a high probability that 

existing airport security X-rays would not detect plastic 

weapons concealed in baggage. 

Thus the OT~ study should settle the question of whether or not 

we should be concerned about non-metal firearms. The technology is 

here, and the danger to our airports and security systems is 

imminent. 
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The remaining question is how to address the dangers posed by 

this emerging generation of non-metal firearms. Although the OTA 

study offers no policy suggestions, it does point out that research 

is under way to develop a type of x-ray machine -- a so-called 

"low-z x-ray system" -- that would be able to detect plastics. 

While the low-z X-ray system may substantially improve our ability 

to detect plastic weapons carried in luggage, unfortunately there 

have been no corresponding new developments in metal detector 

technology to allow detection of hand-carried plastic weapons. In 

other words, with the low-z x-ray, the prospective terrorist would 

be preveQted from putting a plastic gun in his luggage -- but he 

could still carry it in his coat pocket onto the plane. 

So the question remains -- how do we make sure that the 

technology we have to enforce the law stays ahead of technologies 

that can be used to evade it? 

Our bill offers a practical, straightforward approach to this 

problem. If the secretary of the Treasury finds that certain 

firearms are not detectable by standard airport security equipment, 

then those firearms could not be imported or manufactured 

domestically. 

This approach has many advantages. It would not prohibit 

manufacturers from marketing new, all-plastic guns if they wished, 

as long as they found a way to ensure their detectability. Gun 

makers could easily accomplish this by embedding either metal fibers 

or a distinct metal plate in the plastic body of the gun, so that 

the outline of the firearm would be apparent in an x-ray machine, 

and the alarm in a metal detector would be triggered. 
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Since our bill amends the 1968 Gun Control Act, it is subject 

the general exemption from firearms restrictions for military, 

federal, and state official use. Thus, our legislation would not 

affect military or police use of firearms -- in fact, H.R. 4194 has 

been endorsed by the Police Foundation, the Fraternal Order of 

police, the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association, the 

National organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives, and the 

National Sheriffs Association. 

Our bill also minimizes the regulatory burden of new 

restrictions on undetectable firearms. Since there is no evidence 

of any uqdetect~ble firearms having yet been manufactured 

domestically for commercial sale, the bill contains a grandfather 

clause exempting models of firearms made in the U.S. before January 

1 of this year. 

our bill is also flexible enough to adapt to changing airport 

,security technologies. H.R. 4194 directs the Treasury Secretary to 

determine a firearm's detectability measured by "the standard 

security equipment commonly used at airports." If airports someday 

employ fail-safe equipment that is capable of detecting all 

firearms, regardless of their composition, then the provisions of 

the bill would become obsolete. In the meantime, however, it would 

address the urgent need to safeguard our nation's airports as long 

as undetectable firearms are available, and the equipment to detect 

them is not. 

Finally, even if no one ever builds an undetectable weapon, even 

if controversial weapons such as the Glock 17 are judged to be fully 
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detectable by metal detectors and X-ray machines, this bill makes 

sense. The Secretary of the Treasury does not now have the 

authority to ban firearms that are invisible to security equipment. 

Giving the Secretary this authority would put both the firearms 

industry and its prospective customers on notice that we will not 

allow the technology used to enforce the law be undermined by 

technology designed to evade it. 

At a time of escalating terrorism, we only ignore the danger of 

undetectable firearms at our own peril. Our bill offers an approach 

to this new threat that is practical, flexible, and goes to the 

heart of , the problem, and I urge the committee to take expeditious 

action on it. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Chuck, welcome. We have your statement which 
will be made a part of the record, and we hope that you can sum
marize it for us. 

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES SCHUMER, A REPRESENTATIVE 
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

Mr. SCHUMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be brief because 
both my colleagues, Mr. Biaggi and Mr. Weiss have made eloquent 
presentations about the need for legislation dealing with plastic 
guns. 

The points that I would like to make are, first, that while there 
may be some controversy about the Glock 17, there is no doubt that 
technology will allow an all-plastic weapon to be made, there is no 
doubt right now that we have no way of detecting that. There are 
myriads of ways of smuggling such weapons through various detec
tion devices and in fact those who seek to use these weapons for 
illicit or terroristic purposes will be way ahead of law enforcement. 
Every time a new way is found to detect them, a new way will be 
found to bring them in. 

That is why the bill that Congressman Weiss and Congressman 
Mrazek and I have sponsored deals with banning them. 

Finally, I would just make one other point. Mr. Chairman, the 
issue here is not gun control. The issue here is terrorism. It is 
whether or not Congress is willing to act to control terrorism. We 
now have a unique opportunity to take action on this issue before 
another terrorism tragedy occurs. We would all rue the day if this 
legislation had not passed and someone or a group of people were 
killed, or maimed, or injured, because of the use of plastic technolo
gy. 

So I appreciate the committee's alacrity in moving to a hearing 
so quickly on this legislation. I join with my three other colleagues 
from New York here in urging speedy consideration of it. 

I thank the chairman and members of the committee. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Chuck. 
[The statement of Mr. Schumer follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN CHARLES SCHUMER 
BEFORE THE HOUSE CRIME SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON PLASTIC FIREARMS 

MAY 15, 1986 

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding this hearing 
today 'tm'theissue'o£ pla:stic firearms. This heaxingprovides a 
unique opportunity for congress to prevent deadly and 
undetectable weapons from falling into terrorist hands before 
they use them,against innocent civilians. I am hopeful that it 
will be the first step toward preventing terrorists from adding 
another weapon to their arsenal. 

I have worked with both Congressman Mrazek and Congressman 
Weiss on legislation, the Terrorist Firearms Prevention Act of 
1986, H.R. 4194, that would ban the manufacture and the 
importation of any firearms that the Secretary of the Treasury 
determines are not "readily detectable as a firearm by the 
standard security equipment commonly used at airports." 

The problem of plastic firearms first came to our attention 
back in January when alarming reports began to circulate about a 
9 millimeter pistol manufactured by the Gaston-Glock Company in 
Austria. The pistol is two-thirds plastic by volume. Only the 
barrel, slide and one spring of the pistol, the Glock 17, are 
made of metal. Because the weapon is comprised primarily of 
plastic, many were concerned that it could be easily smuggled 
through airport metal detectors and x-ray machines--our frontline 
of defense against terrorists. Initial reports also indicated 
that Libya's Qaddafi had ordered more than 100 of these pistols. 

Representatives from the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) 
immediately assured us that there was enough metal in the Glock 
17 to set off airport metal detectors. In addition, we were 
assured that new x-ray equipment was being tested that detects 
low-density substances, such as plastics and narcotics. 

However, this new technology will be limited to carry-on 
baggage. It will do nothing to lessen the possibility that 
terrorists will be able to carry plastic weapons through metal 
detectors unseen. Plus, despite the assurances of the FAA and the 
ATF concerning the Glock 17, there have been numerous reports 
about successful attempts to smuggle the Glock through both 
National Airport security and Capitol Hill security. 

There is quite a bit of confusion about whether or not the 
Glock 17 can be smuggled through existing security devices. But 
there is little doubt that the technology is available to 
manufacture an all-plastic handgun. According to a report issued 
by the Office of Technology Assessment, "the technology does 
exist to manufacture certain firearms which would be completely 
or almost completely non-metallic." The report goes on to say 
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that "non-metallic firearms with only very small metal parts such 
as springs would be much easier to smuggle through standard 
airport security equipment," and it cites one manufactuer in 
Florida that is well on the way to producing an all-pla.stic 
handgun. 

The OTA report leaves no doubt that congress must stop the 
~rolif~ration of all-plastic guns now, before they become the 
mainstay of violence and terrorism. 

The Mrazek-Weiss-schumer bill does not single out the Glock 
17 nor does it prohibit law enforcement officials or the military 
from obtaining these weapons, as opponents of our legislation 
claim. It has a broad base of bipartisan support with more than 
90 cosponsors. In addition, when our bill was scheduled to be 
considered as an amendment to gun legislation recently considered 
by the House of Representatives, it received the support of 
numerous law enforcement agencies, airlines, and veterans' 
groups. 

The issue here, Mr. Chairman, is not gun control. It's 
whether or not Congress will act to control terrorism. Congress 
now has a unique opportunity to take action on terrorism before 
another tragic act of terrorism occurs. I urge the subcommittee 
to act favorably on H.R. 4194 and any other legislation designed 
to prevent these deadly weapons from becoming a mainstay of the 
terrorist's arsenal. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Bob, welcome. 
Mr. MRAZEK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Likewise, your statement will be made a part of the 

record. 
Mr. MRAZEK. I simply wish to reinforce several points that have 

already been covered, but which I think are importar.t to reiterate. 
We are not only concerned about what someone could smuggle 

onto an aircraft with their hand luggage through a passenger gate, 
but what they can carryon their person. I don't know what the Z x 
ray is going to do to my toenails or to other parts of my body-my 
nose, my heart, and so on-but I do know that I wouldn't necessari
ly want to walk through a Z x ray. 

My concern is that an all-plastic weapon, if that type of technolo
gy moves more quickly than we anticipate and goes into the type of 
production that makes it readily available, could be carried onto an 
aircraft and utilized for lethal purposes. 

Needless to say, the legislation which we have introduced-Con
gressmen Schumer and Weiss and myself-is legislation that stays 
current with technology as it develops. In other words, it is up to 
the Secretary of the Treasury. It is up to the administration to de
termine what an undetectable weapon is in terms of standard secu
rity protection devices at our airports. 

There may be new detection technologies in the future that we 
are only becoming aware of at the present time, or will become 
aware of in the future. 

This legislation builds into it the readiness aspect so that we will 
not have to take the step of banning a particular weapon. I know 
the Glock 17 has been a central focal point for this debate, but I 
don't personally believe the issue really is the Glock 17. I think we 
can probably improve the technology to pick up this gun on an x
ray device. 

It may be that the Secretary of the Treasury determines that the 
Glock 17 is a detectable weapon. Be that as it may, we are con
cerned about weapons that clearly would be undetectable, particu
larly if they are carried on one's person. 

We think this legislation is fair and judicious. It gives the admin
istration the capability to deal with terrorism in an important way 
without restricting the sales or manufacture of a weapon that 
could be used legitimately for hunting and sporting purposes. 

I would conclude by saying that I personally believe that plastic 
weapons are going to be with us in the near future. But with pas
sage of this legislation, we might buy enough time so that the tech
nology developments to detect these types of weapons will catch up 
to the technology to manufacture them. 

Thank you. 
[The statement of Mr. Mrazek follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF CONGRESSMAN ROBERT J. MP~ZEK 
BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME 

MAY 15, 1986 

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to speak before you today on a subject 
with profound implications for the safety of U.S. citizens. I 
refer, of course, to the proliferation of a deadly new generation 
of plastic firearms. These weapons, undetectable by the standard 
security devices currently used in airports and other public 
buildings, threaten to outpace detection technology and to become 
the terrorist tool of the futu.re. 

The Terrorist Firearms Prevention Act (H.R, 4194), which I 
introduced early this year, would preempt this terrorist threat. 
The bill would ban the domestic manufacture or importation of any 
firearm that the Secretary of the Treasury determines would be 
undetectable by standard airport security detection devices. This 
legislation is intended to allow the technology for detection 
systems to catch up to the new technology for plastic weapons. It 
would ensure that such weapons could not enter our borders until 
detection devices can distinguish between a plastic water pistol, 
a hairdryer, and a lethal firearm. 

H.R. 4194 would not affect any firearm currently manufactured in 
the United States, nor the vast majority of imported guns. As an 
amendment to the Gun Control Act of 1968, the bill contains a 
general exemption from firearms restrictions for military, federal 
and state official use. Plastic guns would therefore be available 
under this bill for legitimate government purposes. 

As you may be aware, current airport security has a strong record 
of success. Since mandatory screening procedures went into effect 
at U.S. airports in January 1973, more than 33,000 firearms have 
been detected, almost 14,000 related arrests have been made, and 
113 hijackings have been prevented. We cannot allow a very effective 
security system to become obsolete due to the emergence of plastic 
firearms. 

Even if improved X-ray machines, capable of detecting plastic, 
soon become commonly-used security detection equipment, there has 
been no indication that metal detectors will ever be able to detect 
plastic guns. until this deficiency in walk-through detectors 
can be remedied, terrorists will easily be able to slip plastic 
weapons through metal detectors. If we allow these weapons on the 
market without waiting for the needed detection technology, the 
only way to ensure our continued security in airports, public 
buildings, and other places guarded by standard airport security 
devices will be through the constitutionally questionable practice 
of body searches. 

As terrorism escalates worldwide, the need for a strong congressional 
response is clear. Recent plastic explosives in a TWA plane and at an 
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American Express office in France indicate 
becoming the terrorist material of choice. 
rare opportunity to preempt this terrorist 
late. But we must act quickly. 

that plastic is rapidly 
H.R. 4194 offers a 

threat before it is too 

A recent Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) study states, "From 
our invElstigations it appears that the materials technology does 
exist to produce non-metallic firearms whose only metal components 
may be some small springs." This study also cites a Florida 
manufacturer, David Byron Inc., who says he has developed a plastic 
handgun which he will produce within one to two years. Byron has 
stated that his handgun will not be manufactured until he can 
guarantee that it is readily detectable, but the next plastic gun 
manufacturer may not share his scruples. 

Opponents of this much-needed legislation have focused their 
arguments on the Glock 17. H.R. 4194 does not ban any specific 
weapon. My position on the Glock 17 has always been that this g4n 
is simply a crude prototype of the far more concealable weapons 
which we know will easily evade security systems. Even the 
Austrian manufacturer of the Glock re~ently told the anti-terrorism 
agency of the State Department that he is capable of producing a 
weapon that has a majority of plastic components, but that he 
has decided in the interest of international security not to do so. 
Plastic guns are not a thing of the distant future. Glock, Byron, 
and possibly other manufacturers, already have the technology. 

H.R. 4194 has gained broad bipartisan support since its introduction 
early this year. The bill, which currently has 92 cosponsors, has 
been endorsed by a wide variety of transportation and law enforcement 
organizations. Among the groups endcl'"sing the legislation are the 
Air Transport Association (representing all the major airlines), the 
Air Line Pilots Association, the Airport Operators Council Inter
national, the Association of Flight Attendants, the American 
Association of Airport Executives, Trans World Airlines, Eastern 
Air Lines, the Fraternal Order of Police, the Federal Law Enforce
ment Officers Association, the Police Foundation, the National 
Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives, the National 
Sheriff's Association, the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey, the City of Np~ York, the National Urban League, the U.S. 
Conference of Mayors, 1"\1e American Israel Public Affairs Committee, 
and the American Jewis;, Congress. 

The need for rapid congressional action to preempt this terrorist 
thrE:at is evident. We must not allow the proliferation of plastic 
firearms to outpace the technology to detect such ~Ieapons. I urge 
you to join me in supporting a sensible approach to allow security 
technology to keep pace with undetectable firea~ls. 
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&UMMARY 0F TESTIMONY OF CONGRESSMAN ROBERT J. MRAZEK 
BEFORE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBCOMNITTEE ON CRIME 

MAY 15, 1986 

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to speak before you today on a subject with 
profound implications for the safety of U.S. citizens. I refer, of 
course, to the proliferation of a deadly new generation of plastic 
firearms. These weapons, undetectable by the standard security devi'3s 
currently used in airports and other public buildings, threaten to outpace 
detection technology and to become the terrorist tool of the future. 

'rhe Terrorist Firearms Prevention Act (H.R. 4194), which I introduced 
early this year, would preempt this terrorist threat. The bill would 
ban the domestic manufacture or importation of any firearm that the 
Secretary of the Treasury determines would be undetectable by standard 
airport security detection devices. This legislation is intended to 
allow the technOlogy for detection systems to catch up to the new 
technology for plastic weapons. It would ensure that such weapons 
could not enter our borders until detection devices can distinguish 
between a plastic water pistol, a hairdryer, and a lethal firearm. 

H.R. 4194 would not affect any firearm currently manufactured in the 
United states, nor the vast majority of imported guns. As an amendment 
to the Gun Control Act of 1968, the bill contains a general exemption 
from firearms restrictions for military, federal and state official use. 
Plastic guns would therefore be available under ~his bill for legiti
mate government purposes. 

Opponents of this much-needed legislation have focused their arguments 
on the Glock 17. H.R. 4194 does not ban any specific weapon. My 
position on the Glock 17 has always been that this gun is simply a 
crude prototype of the far more concealable weapons \~hich we know will 
easily evade security systems. A recent Office of Technology Assessment 
study cites a Florida manufacturer, David Byron Inc., who says he 
has developed a plastic handgun Which he will produce within one to two 
years. Even the Austrian manufacturer of the Glock recently told the 
anti-terrorism agency of th~ State Department that he is capable of 
producing a weapon that has a majority of plastiC components, but that 
he has decided in the interest of international security not to do so. 
Plastic guns are not a thing of the distant future. Glock, Byron, and 
possibly other manufacturers, already have the technology. 

Even if improved X-ray machines, capable of detecting plastic, soon 
b~come commonly-used security detection equipment, there has been no 
indication that metal detectors will ever be able to detect plastic 
guns. If we do not preempt these weapons until this deficiency in 
walk-through detectors is corrected, the only way to ensure our 
continued security in airports and other public buildings will be 
through the constitutionally ~uestionable practice of body searches. 

H.R. 4194 has gained broad bipartis?~ support since its introduction 
early this year. The bill, which currently has 92 cosponsors, has 
been endorsed by a wide variety of transportation and law enforcement 
organizations. I urge you to join me in supporting this sensible 
approach to allow security te~hnology to keep pace with undetectable 
firearms. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Bob. 
Just picking up on your last point, let me just indicate that I 

quite agree with you. I don't think we should be detracted as we 
focus on this issue by the attention that the Glock 17 has received. 
That is not the problem that we should be focusing on. 

I want to congratUlate the four of you for your tremendous lead
ership. I regret that time ran out on us as we debated the firearms 
bill that we could not reach your amendment, and a number of 
other amendments that had been noticed. I committed to you that 
we would have an early hearing, and I am endeavoring to dis
charge that commitment as well as focus on an issue that I think is 
extremely important. 

I think there are number of issues that we have got to focus on 
as we begin to develop this issue. This may be the first of perhaps 
other hearings that we will have to convene on this subject. But it 
is an important enough issue that I think we should, first of all, 
determine what is the state of the art in the production of plastic, 
fiberglass, ceramic, or other nonmetallic weapons to try to deter
mine just where that curve is. That is the first issue. 

I think the second issue is, where are we with regard to develop
ing the technology to detect these weapons, both carried on your 
person as well as through screening devices such as we see here. 

The third issue, it seems to me, is if there is to be a hiatus, how 
do we deal with that hiatus. It seems to me it would be irresponsi
ble on our part not to try to deal as a matter of public policy with 
any void or hiatus that might occur as that technology comes into 
being and those particular weapons are marketed-and I have no 
doubt but that they will be marketed-and the time that we have 
the ability to detect. 

I think there are some overriding public policy issues that have 
to be addressed, not the least of which is, just what additional capa
bility or virtue is developed in developing plastic weapons in the 
final analysis. 

I would like to know from my own vantage point, aside from the 
commercial exploitation that would take place, I would like to 
know just exactly a little more about whether or not plastic weap
ons in fact would be attractive as a replacement for metallic weap
ons. 

I just hope in the debate, as we move along, that we don't engen
der the same kind of gross distortions that I see anytime we deal 
with the weapons issue. In my some 11 years in Congress, I have 
never known an issue that develops more irrationality, more heat, 
and less light, than the subject of firearms. 

So I just hope that we can maintain some degree of calm; that 
we can approach it objectively. and deal with it as an issue that we 
should deal with in the context of the incidence of terrorism. 

So I look for' ward to working with you, as I know the members of 
this subcommittee do. We don't hesitate to deal with tough issues, 
and it is going to be a difficult issue. We hope as a result of the 
hearing record and whatever additional hearings we need that we 
can get the facts that we need to make responsible decisions as a 
subcommittee. 

So, again, I thank you for your leadership. 
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida. 
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Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you. 
I, too, appreciate the fact that you have developed legislation, all 

of you gentlemen, that we can use to examine and focus on what 
can become an extraordinarily difficult problem of security, as I 
think you clearly demonstrated, Mr. Biaggi, this morning, with 
those x-ray photographs. 

I am concerned with something that I think is a bottom line that 
we should not overlook in all of this, and that is that whatever we 
might do with adopting legislation to ban the manufacture or the 
importation of these nondetectable or not readily detectable weap
ons isn't going to keep them from coming in here. They are going 
to be made somewhere outside this country and they aren't going 
to be detectable, and they are going to be brought in. 

Our problems don't, by any means, cease if we adopt some legis
lation that is proposed today, or any variation on it. I, for one, am 
very conscious of that fact. 

I am concerned about something else, too, in these hearings 
beyond the question of should we or shouldn't we adopt legislation 
to restrict or ban certain types of non detectable weapons. I am con
cerned with the language that is used. The Bureau of Alcohol, To
bacco and Firearms, in testimony prepared for us and will be deliv
ered later toda:', have said that they have examined the two pro
posed bills and they find them both defective in the sense that the 
language is not precise enough and not clear enough in its mean
ing. 

For example, Mr. Biaggi, in your bill, the Bureau of Alcohol, To
bacco and Firearms says that you refer to a nonmetal firearm as 
one substantially constructed of plastic or other nonmetal material. 
That defmition, according to the BATF, covers almost every exist
ing rifle and shotgun in commerce, and almost any handgun using 
rubber, wood, or plastic organized grips-or oversized grips. 

Under the same bill, your bill, they say a licensed gunsmith who 
affixes a custom fiberglass stock or oversized wooden grips to a fire
arm and removes some metal to accommodate the change may well 
have a weapon that has a diminished-that is quoting from your 
statute now-a diminished susceptibility to detection by airport 
metal detectors or security devices. 

They say this is a very fairly common practice. 
I am not trying to get into the merits of thE: language. I am just 

using the bill as an example to point out the difficulties that we 
have in working with you to craft language. The same goes for the 
other legislation H.R. 4194 in that they say they don't know what 
readily detectable really means, and they would have a very hard 
time defining it since hypothetically any all-metal firearm would 
be of & sufficient mass and density to be readily detectable on x 
ray. Obviously, you showed us what was an x ray earlier that 
doesn't seem to indicate that. However, they have testified before 
our committee earlier on this issue because of another subject 
matter they happened to be here on, and they are going to say, ap
parently, the same thing today, and that is that nonmetal weapons 
are detectable by mass by ordinary x rays if you have a trained ob
server. That may not be-but we are going to listen to them today 
and hear, and they are concerned about the definition in either 
bill. 
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I only raise it for that reason. I certainly welcome your response 
to their concern. 

Mr. BlAGG!. The intent of both bills is to bring the issue before 
the committee. And as we know, as we go through the process, 
each bill is subjected to correction and improvement. Clearly, no 
one says we have the perfect bill. The BATF, we have great respect 
for them, and I am sure they have the same ultimate intention 
that the authors of both these bills have, and that is to make cer
tain that we are able to detect weapons. Now, if they have more 
precise language, we have no problem with that whatsoever, noth
ing at al1. It is the ultimate outcome that really matters here. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Ted, do you want to comment on that? 
Mr. WEISS. If I may. The language of our legislation does not go 

into telling the Secretary which kinds of guns should be restricted 
and which should not. It uses the term readily detectable. Now, 
Mr. Biaggi has clearly shown that any of us, as reasonable people, 
can look at those x rays and determine what is in fact reasonably 
detectable, readily detectable. So I don't think that that is a real 
problem. 

Beyond that, I am waiting to hear what the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms say in their testimony about metal detectors, 
and how do you deal with the carry-on weapons. It just seems to 
me that the way to deal with the problem of undetectable weapons 
is to put confidence in the Bureau, in the Secretary and let them 
exercise their discretion. You also know that the firearms manufac
tUrers and dealers will be challenging the decisions. as they have 
every right to do, to have them determine whether or not a reason
able determination was made. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Ted, it is that metal detector that really scares 
me right now. Whatever we do in the way of your legislation or 
any other legislation, I don't know how we are going to come up 
with anything that is going to keep a nonmetal weapon from being 
carried through a detector until we get some scientific technology 
that is different from what we have today, because they are going 
to come up with some somewhere. 

I am not criticizing your legislation. I am just poin ting out, a real 
problem that bothers me. 

Mr. WEISS. But if you will, it seems to me, that if you work with 
the Secretary of the Treasury and the Bureau, you can design some 
detectable metal components to be embedded within the weapon 
itself. 

I don't want to upset those standards in this legislation. But it is 
not beyond the capacity of intelligent people to determine how you 
design a gun and what kind of metal implacement you put in there 
so that it can be picked up by metal detectors. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I understand, and that may well be what we do. 
But even if we do that we don't have control over somebody who 
manufactures outside the country and illegally brings them in 
here. We are going to have a big problem until our technology 
catches up. 

Thank you. 
Bob .. 
Mr. MRAZEK. I just want to add one point. I think that there is 

one other aspect to this issue, and that involves basic civil rights. I 
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think we are rapidly approaching a point where if we don't act 
quickly, then in order to provide security for frequent travelers, for 
flight attendants, for pilots, for people who are flying regularly, we 
are going to have to move to steps that are far more injurious to 
people's individual civil rights, and that includes body searches and 
individual searches of every component in people's luggage. Obvi
ously, there is going to be not only a significant impact on individ
ual civil rights but also the cost of the delay of having to inspect 
people and their luggage far more carefully than we have in the 
past. 

I think we can buy some time with this type of legislation. And 
that time will allow for technology developments so that regardless 
of where these weapons are manufactured, we will be in a position 
to detect them far more capably than we are in a position to do 
now. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ken

tucky. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Let me first of all salute you for taking up the cudgels again. 

You have shown your courage in more ways than most of us have 
in our careers, and I thank you for continuing to show that sort of 
stalwart attitude. 

I want to salute my four colleagues for their support and their 
sponsorship of these bills, because certainly they address a situa
tion which needs to be addressed. 

Let me just ask a couple of questions, and perhaps Mr. Biaggi, 
starting with you and your colleagues. 

What is the genesis of this Glock weapon? Why did it start? For 
whom is it made? What is the reason for the development of this 
kind of a weapon? 

Mr. BlAGG!. The origin of it is in Austria, and it is being used in 
Austria. I think it is being used by the armed forces if not the 
police in Austria. It is a good weapon. No one quarrels with the 
worthiness of the weapon. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Just to try to develop it for the record, what is the 
reason for this weapon, Mario? Why do the police need such a 
weapon? Why would the Armed Forces need this kind of a weapon? 

Mr. BJAGG!. I guess it is lighter, clearly that's more comfortable. 
Ordinarl.,5', a weapon of this size is heavier. I have carried them, 
and weight is a big factor. They do have the metal barrel which is 
the critical aspect of it. Now, how the all-plastic weapon deals with 
that remains to be seen. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. In your testimony-I wasn't here for it and I apolo
gize, but I read it-apparently there is a firm in Florida that is 
now making a full plastic gun with the exception of seven springs. 

Mr. BlAGG!. Sure. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Bob. 
Mr. MRAZEK. If I might suggest one other rationale for the emer

gence of a new generation of weapons, it would come from a quote 
by Andrew Molchan, the president of the National Association of 
Federally Licensed Firearms Dealers. An article he wrote in Amer
ican Firearms Industry in April 1986 states, tlThere was a person 
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at one of the big manufacturers who said, 'But steel works just 
fine.' He is missing the point. We don't need plastic guns from a 
performance point. We need them from a marketing and sales 
point. The only thing that's ever going to do anything for new gun 
sales in the future is to make the 150 million old guns obsolete, and 
that's exactly the promise that the plastic gun holds forth. The 
plastic gun people would like to license the manufacturing. They 
are going to look to America first but they will go overseas if neces
sary." 

Mr. MAZZOLI. I appreciate your bringing it up, Bob, because I had 
read your article in the morning paper before I came in, and that 
is used in that article. It seems to indicate that one of the many 
reasons for the development of this gun is to sort of obsolete all the 
other guns and create a market. 

In that sense of the word, again I would ask any of you, are these 
guns inexpensive? Chuck. 

Mr. SCHUMER. No. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. They are expensive? 
Mr. SCHUMER. The Glock is quite expensive. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. How much would it be, about? 
Mr. SCHUMER. I forget the exact price. Maybe one of my col

leagues would know. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mario, would you know about how much the Glock 

is? 
Mr. SCHUMER. $400. 
Mr. MAzzoLI. Let me ask-now this is a technical question which 

we may not have the expertise to answer, and this is my last ques
tion because we want to move on. 

If a manufacturer wanted to both satisfy the legitimate ends of a 
lighter, more easily carried, more easily handled, weapon, and at 
the same time not to foster trade in weapons which could lead to 
terrorist incidences, death of innocent people, is there not some 
kind of a blend-we talk in this room about putting taggants into 
explosives so that they can be traced-could there not be some 
kind of material injected into the plastic so that it becomes identifi
able on both the metal detection, which is what Ted brought up, as 
well as the x-ray machines? Is there a technology like that which 
would diffuse throughout this plastic element, or all the plastic ele
ments, something which would reflect x rays and cause a metal de
tector to react? 

Could someone answer? Bob. 
Mr. MRAZEK. That might very well be a development that could 

be very helpful and productive in the future. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Chuck. 
Mr. SCHUMER. What I was going to say is I think that could be 

done and there has been talk of doing that. One of the problems is 
that then-there are so many ways to get around the detection de
vices that I think it is a constant gamf~ of catch-up. And that is one 
of the challenges for the subcommittee and ATF about it, because 
you will do that and then there will be another way to get around 
the method that we have of detection. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. I would feel more comfortable here since terrorism 
isn't an American monopoly, it is all around the world-I would be 
a lot more comfortable if these manufacturers, sensing the problem 
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of a nondetectable weapon or a harder-to-detect weapon, were to 
give them a signature, give them a fingerprint, and at the same 
time, keep them light, keep them easy to handle, make them easy 
to carryover long marches if you are in the military--

Mario. 
Mr. BlAGG!. That is why I think both bills provide the Secretary 

with the authority to make a decision. Clearly, if we go back to the 
initial stage and the plastic can be impregnated with some element 
that would make it detectable, that would be ideal. I am sure it is 
feasible and some of my sources have suggested that very idea but 
I don't have the expertise in the plastic area to comment further. 

Mr. WEISS. The fuct is that there have been discussion about ex
actly the kind of manufacturing signatures that you are talking 
about. I think the reason why the term, "readily detectable" made 
such sense is because firearms dealers and manufacturers would 
have to demonstate to the Secretary that their product is readily 
detectable and you could keep up with the technology. I think that 
it is impossible and your suggestion is exactly on the mark. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. MRAZEK. Can I make one point? 
In the past, we used to think that just by removing the firing pin 

from a machinegun we could sell it as surplus as a Federal Govern
ment to people, and we did that for a while. Then we took other 
steps to protect the machinegun from ever being operational in the 
future and thought we were being safe. Somehow, people were able 
to build conversion kits, which they advertise now in gun maga
zines all over the country, how to convert your machinegun into an 
operational weapon. 

I am suggesting that we have to be pretty careful, needless to 
say, and the administration must have the flexibility to use that 
care in determining exactly what process could guarantee safety. 

Mr. HUGHES. I wonder if I can just indicate to my colleagues that 
we have a long list of witnesses here today. I want all members to 
be able to question the witnesses, and I just hope that they can be 
brief. 

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California. 
Mr. LUNGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I just want to know from the four witnesses whether if we could 

come to some resolution of this problem by requiring a signature of 
a metal piece or something that is identifiable under current meth
ods. Would that be acceptable to you as authors of the bill? 

Mr. BlAGG!. We are dealing with the detectability feature. If it 
can be detected, then, fme, they don't have a problem. 

Mr. SCHUMER. The reason that the legislation, H.R. 4194, and the 
Biaggi legislation was drawn-Mr. McCollum said maybe it is a 
little vague. I don't think it is vague. The reason we use terms like 
readily detectable is to give the authorities the latitude to come up 
with something in the way you suggest. You can't pinpoint it, 
again because the technology changes so quickly and we wouldn't 
want to have a hearing every 6 months on a new pistol or a new 
type of weapon that comes out that is not detectable. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Mario, I would like to address a question to you. 
You gave us a demonstration of what you called the second largest 
manufacturer of security screening equipment. I have got a copy of 
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a letter addressed to you fr'om AstroPhysics Research Corp. which 
claims to be the world's largest manufacturer of x-ray security 
screening equipment. It peaked my interest because I found out 
that their American facility happens to be in my district. 

Evidently, you requested information from them about the Glock 
17. In the letter they reported to you, they say this, "In all tests, 
the Glock 17 was x rayed while inside a standard briefcase," et 
cetera, et cetera. "When it is broken down in its three basic compo
nents, all three components-the metal barrel, the metal alumi
num clip, and the plastic frame are still visible and identifiable on 
the television monitor of the x-ray system by a trained security op
erator." 

It goes on to say that, "When it is in the briefcase with the 
normal amount of paper, the plastic frame shows as clearly as a 
toy plastic gun which," they say, "incidentally, is one of the most 
common items identified by airport security personnel screening 
packages and briefcases on the airport x-ray machine." 

That seems to be a very, very different statement and analysis of 
the problem than the one that was presented here. Have you 
checked into that any further? 

Mr. BIAGG!. Absolutely. There is a little difference. They put the 
weapon in an empty area of an attache case. As contrasted to the 
pictures you saw today, there are any number of items that can 
easily distort the plastic gun's image on an x-ray items-if you 
recall the photograph, we had arrows pointing into different arti
cles within the attache case: Umbrellas, totes, and things like that. 

The position taken by that company-the world's largest-is un
derstandable, because in this case we are dealing with the Avis in 
their field, they are trying harder. But the pictures you S9.W deal 
with an attache case in an ordinary fashion, not an ideal one for 
sporting plastic weapons, I carry shirts and ties in my attache case 
and sometime totes, and sometimes a small umbrella. That was not 
the case in the illustration from the company you mentioned. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Well, they do say they had the normal amount of 
paper and other items usually found in a briefcase. 

I recognize we have got a problem we have got to face and I rec
ognize that in dealing with this we are talking about probably 
having a large number of people who have no intention of breaking 
the law would be affected as you have with legitimate gunowners 
in this country. 

So it makes it a very, very difficult question. 
When you talk about the problem of murdering police officers, 

and terrorism, that really ups the ante, because that is what we 
are concerned about. So this bill is something that we would be ad
dressing to a whole host of people probably that would not intend 
to break the law, but we are doing it because the problems on the 
other side are so great. 

That is why I would like to ask the four of you on a very similar 
issue that I feel very strongly about in terms of murdering police 
officers or terrorism, whether the four of you are directed to those 
people who are involved in that sort of thing, whether you would 
help us in getting a death penalty out of the committee so that we 
might have that in terms of the murdering of police officers or ter
rorism? 
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Mr. BlAGG!. I would be happy to support that. I have always ad
vocated that; in fact, I have authorized legislation this Congress 
and others to prescribe the death penalty for certain crimes, in
cluding murdering a police officer. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Chuck? 
Mr. SCHUMER. No, I don't think it is the answer. 
Mr. LUNGREN. Ted? 
Mr. WEISS. I think that you are mixing apples and gallows. 
Mr. MRAZEK. I am here to speak on behalf of legislation on de

tectable weapons. 
Mr. LUNGREN. I understand that, except we are talking about 

doing this because of murdering police officers and terrorism. And 
it is an immediate thing. We know that it is immediate. We have 
got to do something about it. 

Mr. MRAZEK. I am confident there are a lot of things to end that. 
Mr. LUNGREN. We can't wait 10 or 20 years, and we can't get any 

immediacy out of the full committee or out of the full House and I 
wish we would have the same attention--

Mr. BlAGG!. I might suggest that the notion raised by Mr. Maz
zoli and others about injecting some identifiable element into the 
plastic gun would be a most acceptable and amenable solution to 
the problem of undetectablo weapons. 

Mr. WEISS. You should know also that all of the police organiza
tions are supporting H.R. 4:194 and I am sure they are supporting 
Mr. Biaggi's bill as well. 

Mr. HUGHES. That is a vote that we have in progress. I wonder if 
we can recess for 10 minutEls. Can you come back? 

Mr. SHAw. Mr. Chairman, it is my time for questioning and 
unless anyone else has anything I would be glad to waive any ques
tions that I have. 

Mr. HUGHES. I have other members on this side of the aisle that 
are coming back that wani; to question the witnesses. 

We are going to recess for 10 minutes. 
[Recess.] 
Mr. HUGHES. The Subcommittee on Crime will come to order. 
Does the gentleman from California have any further questions 

of the panel? 
Mr. LUNGREN. No, I do not. 
Mr. HUGHES. Some of my colleagues expressed an interest in 

questioning you but they have not returned and they certainly 
have had sufficient time. I know that you all have busy schedules. I 
just want to thank you again for your testimony. 

I am anxious to hear from the other witnesses. BATF in particu
lar has criticized some of the language, and I would like to hear 
some constructive manner of advances on how we can deal with 
the problem. I am anxious to receive their testimony and the testi
mony of the other witnesses here today who, hopefully, will assist 
us in addressing a myriad of issues that I outlined at the very be
ginning. 

You have been very helpful to us. I congratulate you on your 
leadership and we look forward to working with you. Thank you 
very much. 

Mr. WEISS. Thank you. 
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Mr. MRAZEK. I also want to express, on behalf of all of us, par
ticularly Congressman Biaggi, who apologized for not being able to 
come back-he had to go to another hearing-and Congressman 
Schumer, our gratitude to you for following through on holding 
such speedy hearings. Hopefully we will see some type of positive 
vehicle which will address the issue of security in the future. It 
may not be our bill, but we are very grateful to you. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. I am very proud of this subcommittee. 
This subcommittee tackles some tough issues. They are very metic
ulous and they try to develop generally balanced legislation. We 
look forward to working with you in that regard. 

Mr. MRAZEK. Thank you. 
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Our next panel consists of Mr. Phillip McGuire, the 

Associate Director for Law Enforcement of the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms; Billie H. Vincent, Director of Civil Aviation 
Security, the Federal Aviation Administration, and Peter A. John
son, Senior Associate, Congressional Office of Technology Assess
ment. 

Gentlemen, we have received your statements which will be 
made part of the record in full, without objection. We hope that 
you can summarize here for us today. Welcome. 

Why don't we begin first of all with you, Mr. McGuire. Welcome. 

STATEMENTS OF PHILLIP C. McGUIRE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 
(LAW ENFORCEMENT) BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND 
FIREARMS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, ACCOMPA
NIED BY EDWARD M. OWEN, JR., CHIEF, FIREARMS TECHNOLO
GY BRANCH, ATF; BILLIE H. VINCENT, DIRECTOR FOR CIVIL 
AVIATION SECURITY, FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, 
AND PETER A. JOHNSON, SENIOR ASSOCIATE, OFFICE OF 
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, ACCOMPANIED BY GREG EYRING, 
ANALYST, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

Mr. McGUIRE. Yes, sir. Good morning. 
Mr. Chairman, I have with me Ed Owen, whom you and other 

members of the committee know. He is the Chief of our Firearms 
Technology Branch. As you indicated, I have submitted a more 
lengthy statement for the record and would like to make some 
opening comments, with your concurrence. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee: 
First of all, I would like to thank you for providing this opportu

nity to discuss the important issue of the detectability of firearms 
by security screening devices. 

I think that this committee has been alert to potential problems 
facing law enforcement today, as you previously stated, and I think 
all of law enforcement is appreciative. 

I think that Mr. Biaggi, Mr. Mrazek, and Mr. Weiss, in particu
lar, have moved very quickly in light of the current concerns to 
focus attention on both firearms and security technology. In these 
days of threatened terrorism, their concern is clearly timely and 
commendable. 
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We share the concerns of the members of the subcommittee and 
law enforcement officials with respect to any types of weapons 
which may not be detectable by various security screening systems. 

The proposed legislation under discussion today focuses primarily 
on firearms which may not be readily identifiable by airport 
screening devices due to their configuration, construction, or other 
factors. 

The concept of outlawing firearms which are substantially con
structed of plastic or other nonmetal material is an extremely com
plex issue and one which we feel like will require detailed study, 
and I fully recognize that that is the purpose of these hearings, to 
get started in that vein. 

A major problem is that the plastics in particular have been used 
in the major components of firearms since World War II. With the 
advances in plastic technology and the development of other space 
age materials, there has been increasing use of plastic-type materi
als and firearms and other weapons over the past two decades. 

In my previously submitted statement, Mr. Chairman, I indicated 
that to our knowledge the technology was not yet there to produce 
a fully plastic or nonmetal weapon. It is our understanding that an 
individual will testify later today that in fact that has occurred. 
Perhaps that is an indication of the speed that technology is 
moving forward today. 

It must be pointed out that while the Glock 17 pistol uses a con
siderable amount of plastic in its construction, the pistol contains 
more metal by weight than many other handguns constructed 
almost entirely of metal. 

Additionally, there are other hamiguns of both domestic and for
eign manufacture which utilize nearly as much plastic in their con
struction as the Glock 17. 

These firearms have been in production longer than the Glock 17 
and to date, at least to our knowledge, has not been a detection 
problem. That is not to say that the weapons construction cannot 
be a factor in the problem of security detection. However, we don't 
feel that it is the entire problem. 

H.R. 4194 would also outlaw firearms which are not readily iden
tifiable as firearms. In addition to disguised weapons, such as cane 
guns and pen guns, which are currently regulated by the National 
Firearms Act, many conventional firearms may not be identifiable 
as firearms in standard security equipment due to factors unrelat
ed to their construction. 

Since these issues concern security screening and security equip
ment, we do not feel that they should be discussed in an open hear
ing. We would, of course, be happy to discuss this area with the 
subcommittee in a closed hearing. 

In closing, I would like to state that the problem of weapon de
tectability by security screening systems is one of great importance 
which would be difficult to solve solely by regulating the materials 
used in firearms construction. The security system itself and the 
training of the operators are also of paramount factor in the detec
tion of weapons. And to effectively deal with the problem, all of 
these areas, we feel like, should be addressed. 
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Mr. Chairman, we at BATF will be happy to work with the sub
committee and other interested agencies to achieve an effective so
lution to this important question. 

I would also like to comment, Mr. Chairman, that you catego
rized the statement of BATF as being somewhat critical. I hope 
that you will accept that as being critical in the positive sense, be
cause I think our objectives are the same. And as I indicated to you 
earlier, we are more than pleased to work with you on this issue. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. 
[,rhe statement of Mr. McGuire follows:] 

I 
I 
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Chairman Hughes, members of the subcommittee: 

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the issue 

of so-called "plastic" firearms. 

Mr. Biaggi, Mr. Mrazek, and Mr. Weiss, in particular, have 

moved very quickly in light of current concerns, to focus 

attention on both firearms and security technology. In these 

days of threatened terrorism, tbeir concern is clearly timely 

and cOl1Ul1endable. 

Indeed, since there is no evidence that a firearm .intrinsically 

capable of passing undetected through conventional x-ray and 

magnetometer systems exists, or is feasible under current law 

or technology, the effort~ of these gentlemen, ~nd this 

committee, serve to put us "in front of the curve'; with regard 

to the problem. While that is not always the ~as~ with either 

crime or terrorism, in this instance we have the time to fully 

examine the issues and to formulate effective answers. 

I must state upfront that we at ATF are qreatly concerned that 

the initial ~pproach taken, which focuses on firearJTls con

struction, is perhaps the most difficult answer to formulate 

and perhaps not the ~ost effective answer to the problem. I 

would hope that this cOl1Ul1ittee would equally examine tile issue 

of security technology and operations. I say that for a number 

of reasons. 

This entire issue was raised in response to reports, many 
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wildly inaccurate, concerning a particular firearm, the 

Glock 17. 

To the best of ATF"s knowledge there is nothing inherent in 

the Glock that would assist anyone in smuggling it, and 

ammunition for it, in a usable fashion throuqh properly 

maintained x-ray and magnetometer screening such as that 

currently in use for security purposes. 

Similarly, there is nothing about the Glock, disassembled, tnat 

should make it harder to detect, in a usable fashion, than any 

number of readily available firearms ~sing more.conventional 

materials. In this re~ard.the issue is not 6neof the firearm 

itself, so much as it is the alertness of security personnel. 

will they physically examine any article they cannot readily 

identify? . Can they identify major components of a disassembled 

weapon? Certainly the record concerning domestic airline 

flights argues that they have been viqilant. 

The Glock is approved for import and sale by ATF because it 

meets two legal tests. The first is that it is a high quality 

weapon, suitable for sporting purposes. The second is that it 

meets the criteria under 18 usc § 923(i) and 27 CFR § 178.92, 

requiring the ~ngraving, casting, or stamping of identifying 

information on the frame, barrel, or receiver of the firearm, 
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"in a manner not susceptible of being readily obliterated, 

altered, or removed". While future technology may change 

things, ATF will not at this time approve the manufacture or 

import of a weapon with the required markings placed in 

plastic. 

Since the manufacture of a firearm without the information 

affixed as r.equired is already a felony, there is already 

significant control in the law limiting the possiblility of an 

all nonmetal firearm. 

At the same time, I believe we need to recognize that, since we 

cannot reasonably bar the development of the raw materials from 

which an all nonmetal firearm m~qht someday be constructed, we 

cannot absolutely prevent the unlawful making of such a weapon. 

In that light, even with additional statutory prohibitions, and 

overall budgetary limitation, the research and development of 

new generations of security equipment must continually be 

encouraqed. It may well be that this is the correct approach, 

even at this point in time. 

One of the problems in focusing on firearm technology is to 

clearly set standards by which to evaluate firearms. We at ATF 

fully understand that it is the intent of Mr. Biaggi's draf~, 

and of H.R. 4194~ only to bar "hijacker" specials and not to 

effect the lawful manufacture and transfer of sporting weapons. 

However, existing technology is such that language in both 

65-046 0 - 87 - 4 
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bills could create serious problems, not for the terrorist, 

but for the legitimate firearms industry and for enforcers of 

the law. 

For example, Mr. Biaggi's draft refers to a nonmetal firearm as 

one "substantially constructed" of plastic or other nonmetal 

material". 'That definition covers almost every existing rifle 

and shotgun in commerce and almost any handgun using rubber, 

wood, or plastic oversized grips. Under the same bill, a 

licensed gunsmith who affixes a custom fiberglass stock or 

oversized wooden grips to a firearm, and removes some metal to 

accomodate the change, may well have made a weapon that has a 

"diminished susceptibility tO'detection by airport metal 

detectors or other security devices". Certainly, reducinq 

barrel length within legal limits diminishes the overall metal 

mass, and arguably the detectability of a firearm. Yet this is 

a fairly common practice. 

H.R. 4194 focuses on the concept of "readily detectable" 

••• by standard security equipment commonly used at airports" 

without outlining what either "readily detectable" or "standard" 

imply. Hypothetically, an all nonmetal firearm would be of 

sufficient mass and density to be readily detectable by x-ray. 

equipment generally in use now. Similarly, the term "readily 

identifiable as a firearm" in H.R. 4194 is also unclear. Such 

items as pen or cane guns are already subject to the provisions 
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of Title II of the Gun Control Act. As such they are already 

subject to tight controls. Nor do they seem to be the kind of 

weapon which could be used to subdue passengers on an aircraft 

or security personnel. with regard to other types of firearms, 

I think we would quickly find this entirely too subjective a 

standard to effectively regulate and enforce. 

with further research, it may prove that there are minimum 

levels of metal that a magnetometer will find that can be 

quantified and used as a standard, with little or no impact 

on the existing legal COMmerce in firearms. However, I 

propose that while this might be a better approach, it still 

does not effect the foreign made or unlawfully Manufactured 

firearm. The'answer to that must be found in security 

operations an~ technology, and any answer found in that field 

would make unnecessary additional controls on the mvterials 

used in making firearms other than those alr~ady in existance. 

I would be happy to answer any questions. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Vincent, welcome. 
Mr. VINCENT. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I 

have a very brief statement. I welcome the opportunity to appear 
before the subcommittee today to provide the views of the Federal 
Aviation Administration concerning weapons detectability. 

We appreciate the interest of the subcommittee in looking at 
ways in which to foster improvements in the air transportation se
curity system. H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223, two bills pending before 
the subcommittee, represent an effort to respond to the potential 
threat of firearms being developed which are not reasonably sus
ceptible to eJetection by existing technology in use at our Nation's 
airports. 

We share the concern of the members of this subcommittee that 
a successful effort to produce a firearm which is undetectable by 
current methods would introduce uncertainty and an additional 
element of risk into our air transportation system. 

It is important to recognize, however, that, despite a relatively 
common impression to the contrary, as has been noted by others, 
there is no current nonmetal firearm which is not reasonably de
tectable by present technology and methods in use at our airports 
today, nor to my knowledge is anyone on the threshold of actually 
producing one tomorrow. As has been noted in this testimony and 
has been noted by Mr. McGuire, one company will present their 
case later this afternoon that they indeed may be on the verge of 
prbducing firearms in the next couple of years. 

That certainly doesn't mean that we ought to be complacent. We 
are actively pursuing technology within the FAA that is intended 
to improve the state of the art in the detection of weapons. Our pri
mary focus has been on explosives detection, for obvious reasons, 
but we are also engaged in a program to improve firearms detec
tion as well. This research must continue since, even if laws were 
on the books prohibiting nondetectable firearms in the United 
States, the possibility would still remain that a terrorist or crimi
nal could obtain access to such technology once it exists elsewhere 
in the world. 

Consequently, improved methods of screening as well as im
proved technology must continue to be the first line of defense in 
combating the threat of hijackings or terrorist activity in our air 
transportation system as a result of future technological advance
ments in weaponry. 

There is no one simple solution to what is a complex problem 
that continues to evolve as terrorists track the advancement of 
technology and employ more sophisticated methods, and I assure 
you they do track the advancements of the technology and the se
curity methods. 

It is important that our research and development activities be 
pursued with a full appreciation of the possibility that firearms 
technology could at some point threaten to outstrip the state-of-the
art detection technology. 

For that reason, the FAA currently has a solidtation to the in
dustry and academia in the United States for new weapons detec
tion technology. Therefore, we are explorin.g, as well, with the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, since they are the 
agency charged with proposing and implementing firearms policy, 
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the feasibility of establishing some standards to ensure that fire
arms are detectable should an eventuality occur. I think that could 
be said with certainty that somewhere down the road that is going 
to occur. 

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would again like to acknowledge my 
appreciation for having the opportunity to appear today. I believe 
it is vitally important that we not only deal with the security prob
lems of today, but that we continually look ahead to the future. 

It is only with adequate foresight, planning, and commitment 
that we will be able to assure the continued safety of the traveling 
public in and our air transportation system. 

We welcome the interest of this subcommittee in helping us to 
attain that necessary objective, and assure you of our commitment 
to working both with ATF and the Congress to make sure that our 
Nation's response to terrorist and other criminal threats is both 
proactive and adequate to meet the potential problems of undetect
able firearms. 

'l'he high level of security of the United States air transportation 
system-and I am not speaking strictly of the domestic system, but 
the international system as well-has long been a model for the 
world community. We must continue to implement those measures 
necessary to protect our citizens traveling in this Nation's air 
transportation system. 

This completes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I would 
be pleased to respond to any questions you may have about weap
ons detectability to the extent that such a discussion might im
prove our chances of detection. 

Thank you, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Vincent. 
[The statement of Mr. Vincent follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF BILLIE H. VINCENT, DIRECTOR FOR CIVIL AVIATION 
SECURITY, FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, BEFORE THE HOUSE 
COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, CONCERNING WEAPONS 
DETECTABILITY. MAY 15, 1986. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I welcome the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee today 

to provide the views of the Federal Aviation Administration 

concerning weapons detectability. 

We appreciate the interest of the Subcommittee in looking at ways 

in which to foster improvements in the air transJortation security 

system. H.R. 4194 and H.R 4223, two bills pending before the 

Subcommittee, represent an effort to respond to the potential 

threat of firearms being developed which are not reasonably 

susceptible to detection by existing technology in use at our 

Nation's airports. 

We share the concern of the Members of this Subcommittee that a 

successful effort to produce a firearm which is undetectable by 

current methods would introduce uncertainty and an additional 

element of risk into our air transportation system. It is 
I 

important to recognize, however, that, despite a relatively common 

impression to the contrary, there is no current "non-metal" 

firearm which is not reasonably detectable by present technology 

and methods in use at our airports today, nor to my knowledge is 

anyone on the threshhold of developing such a firearm. Does that 
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mean we should be co~placent? The answer is clearly "no." We are 

actively pursuing technology within the FAA that is intended to 

improve the state-oE-the art in the detection oE weapons. Our 

prlmary focus has bel, on explosives det~ction, but we also are 

engaged in a program to improve firearms detection as well. This 

research must continue since, even if laws were on the books 

prohibiting "non-detectable" firearms in the United states, the 

possibility would still remain that a terrorist or criminal could 

obtain access to such technology once it exists elsewhere in the 

world. Consequently, improved methods of screening as well as 

improved technology must continue to be the first line of defense 

to combatting the threat of hijackings or terrorist activity in 

our air transportation system as a result oE future technological 

advancements in weaponry. 

There is, however, no one simple solution to what is a complex 

problem that continues to evolve as terrorists track the 

advancement of technology and employ more sophisticated methods. 

It is important that our research and development activities be 

pursued wit~ a full appreciation of the possibility that firearms 

technology could at some point threaten to outstrip 

state-of-the-art detection technology. 

Therefore, we are exploring with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 

and Firearms, since they are the agency charged with proposing and 

implementing firearms policy, the feasibility of developing 
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standards to ensure that firearms ~re detectable should such an 

eventuality occur. 

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would agaIn like to acknowledge my 

appreciation for having the opportunity to appear today. 

believe it is vitally important that we not only deal with the 

security problems of today, but that we continually look ahead to 

the future. It is only with ade~uate foresight, planning, and 

commitment that we ~lil1 be able to assure the continued safety of 

the traveling public in our air tLansportation system. We welcome 

the interest of this Subcommittee in helping us to attain tha r. 

necessary objective, and assure you oE our commitment to working 

both with ATF and the Congress to make sure that our Nation's 

response to terrorist threats is both proactive and adequate to 

meet the potential problem of undetectable firearms. The high 

level of security of the United States air transportation system 

has long been a model Ear the world community, and we must 

continue to implement those measures necessary to protect our 

citizens traveling this in Nation's air transportation system. 

That completes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I would be 

pleased to respond to questions you may have about weapons 

detectability to the '~Xr..~fl~ Uh1t :;uc:h a di:::cussion tMuld not 

compromise our security programs. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Johnson, welcome. 
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am happy to have the opportunity to presl;.mt the results of 

some of OTA's recent work on this subject today. 
As you know, we delivered a staff paper a short time ago ad

rll"easing thftse subjects at the request of Congressmen Weiss, 
Mrazek, and Schumer. I was responsible for preparing that paper 
along with Mr. Greg Eyring, who is with me today. 

We were able to respond in a reasonably short time to the ques
tions we were asked by the Congressmen because we had two relat
ed assessments under way so we basically used the data we had col
lected on those assessments and applied them to the question of 
plastic firearms. 

The two general areas that we looked into in our paper were the 
technical feasibility of manufacturing plastic firearms and the ca
pabilities of airport inspection and detection systems, and the possi
ble improvements in those capabilities. 

Our investigations indicate that the materials technology cer
tainly does exist today to produce essentially nonmetallic firearms. 
I think the way we came to such a conclusion was based on the fact 
that one could see these materials in use in other applications that 
have very similar temperatures and strength requirements that 
are required for plastic firearms. 

There has been a lot of discussion today about the fact that there 
is a Florida manufacturer that claims to be within a few years of 
producing a .22-caliber plastic gun. I won't go over that. 

There has also been a lot of talk today about the Glock 17 and 
the capability of detecting such a weapon in standard airport secu
rity systems. 

We looked into that very briefly and concluded that basically the 
gun carries enough metal so that it is well within the alarm range 
of standard metal detectors. Also, that existing baggage x-ray de
vices would probably detect such a weapon but, of course, that de
pends on a lot of other factors, as several other people have noted 
to you. And as Congressman Biaggi has shown you, there is always 
the possibility of clever concealment of a weapon of that sort, as 
there is with other weapons as well. 

We made some simple calculations of chamber pressures in hand
guns and related these to the materials strength requirements that 
might be necessary if one were to design and manufacture an all
plastic gun. We concluded that the modern reinforced plastic com
posites and advanced polymer materials could withstand the pres
sures and temperatures developed in a handgun, and that is really 
what led us to a conclusion that the technology is available, al
though we are not aware of any gun that is on the market today. 
We did not make an extensive survey but we turned up nothing on 
the market as such. 

We also concluded that ceramics, for a barrel liner for the wear 
resistance would probably be necessary if you were to produce a 
gun that was intended for long-term use. 

The second question we addressed was that of the capabilities of 
airport security devices. We have just heard from the FAA about 
the standard airport security systems and the fact that they are 
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under way with some new research to improve some of these detec
tion systems. 

We also concluded that nonmetallic firearms with very small 
metal parts such as springs would be much easier to smuggle 
through standard airport security equipment now in use, both for 
the screening of boarding passengers and for inspecting carry-on 
baggage. 

Because of the limitations of existing metal detectors, we know 
that the FAA is conducting a number of technology development 
projects aimed at enhancing airport security systems and the detec
tion of firearms, explosives, and other weapons that may be made 
of nonmetallic materials. 

Airport x-ray screening of carry-on baggage present!:' somewhat a 
different problem. The quality of current x-ray images of baggage 
filled with a large variety of materials is generally too limited for 
operators to spot weapons if they are mostly nonmetallic. 

Under most circumstances, plastics cannot be seen in a packed 
suitcase with standard x-ray equipment. However, if the suitcase 
didn't have a whole lot of other materials in it, a plastic gun image 
might be evident. 

We also took a look at some of the new developments in x-ray 
devices, including the American Science and Engineering develop
ment. I also understand that AstroPhysics Research is working on 
an x-ray device that would improve the capabilities of the systems 
they have supplied for airport security use today. 

In addition to the possibility of passengers carrying plastic weap
ons aboard planes, I should also mention that smuggling could also 
be attempted within checked baggage or air cargo. Here the Cus
toms Service has the responsibility of stopping such smuggling at 
arrival terminals. Given the enormous volume of traffic entering 
the U.S. through airports, Customs is very selective about who and 
what they inspect. Even if x-ray capabilities were improved, x-ray 
equipment is not readily available to many of these customs inspec
tors. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our remarks. Thank you very 
much for inviting us. 

[The statement and staff paper of Mr. Johnson follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present the results of 

some of OTA's recent work on the technology of plastic firearms and airport 

security devices. As you know, we delive~ed a staff paper addressing these 

subjects on April 9 at the request of Congressmen Weiss, Mrazek and Schumer. I 

was responsible for preparing that paper along with Mr. Greg Eyring who is with 

me today. The paper applied data already collected for other purposes to the 

analysis of the plastic firearms question. The data were assembled for two 

related assessments: one on technologies to control illegal drug traffic - which 

I am directing; and the other on advanced ceramics and polymer composites -

which Greg Eyring directs. 

The proposed legislation before this subcommittee calls for a ban on the 

manufacture and importation of certain firearms not readily detectable by 

airport security equipment. OTA has not investigated policy implications of 

this proposal, but we have looked into the technical feasibili.ty of 

manufacturing plastic firearms and evaluated the capability of airport 

inspection and detection systems. I will therefore briefly summarize our 

findings on these two technical questions. 

First, our investigations indicate that the materials technology 

certainly does exist today to produce essentially non-metallic firearms. 

Engineering plastics and fiber-reinforced plastic composites are replacing 

metals in numerous applications with comparable temperature and strength 

criteria. While we are not aware of any all-plastic and ceramic handgun on the 

market today, one Florida manufacturer claims to be within two years of 

producing a 0.22 caliber plastic gun with only some small metal springs. 

Some partial plastic handguns have been in the news recently, especially 

the onc kn",m as the "Glock 17," which is manufactured in Austria and is made of 

plastic with a metal barrel assembly. Since this gun contains over one pound of 

metal, it is well within the alarm range of airport metal detectors. Existing 

- 1 -
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baggage X-ray de?ices would also probably detect such a weapon if the operators 

were well-trained and diligent. 

For the manufacture of an all-plastic gun, it appears that the greatest 

engineering problems relate to the gun barrel. l~e engineering problems are in 

two categories; first, the material must withstand the temperatures and 

pressures involved in the discharge of the firearm; and second, critical 

components like the barrel would have to be durable or wear-resistant to 

withstand long-term use. If the weapon is intended for one-time or limited use, 

the durability problem becomes much less critical. 

The temperatures insi.de a firearm during discharge depend on the type of 

weapon and the type of cartridge. However, some general observations are 

possible. First, the energy in a single cartridge is relatively small. The 

fact that plastics are widely used in shell casings shows that the heat 

generated from a single shot is not likely to be a problem. A different 

situation could arise with a fully automatic weapon, with many rounds fired per 

second. Because the thermal conductivities of plastics are lower than those of 

metals, heat released would tend to build up, possibly to temperatures that 

could damage the weapon. Special precautions might need to be taken in 

automatic weapons to facilitate heat transfer. 

OTA made some simple independent calculations of chamber pressures in 

handguns and related these to materials strength requirements. We concluded 

that modern reinforced plastic composites or advanced polymer materials could 

withstand the pressurE.s and temperatures developed in a h&ndgun. It is likely 

that the addition of II ceramic barrel liner for wear resistance would be needed 

if the weapon were to be intended for long term use. 

The second que"tion we addressed was that of capabilities of airport 

security devices. 

- 2 -
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From our investigations we concluded that non-metallic firearms with only 

very small metal parts such as springs would be much easier to smuggle through 

standard airport security equipment now in use for acreening boarding passengers 

and carry-on baggage. Existing metal detectors are not set to alarm with very 

small metal objects and will not alarm with non-metallic objects. There is also 

a high probability that existing airport security X-rays would not detect 

plastic weapons concealed in baggag~. However, research is underway, to improve 

these detection systemn and enhance their capability to detect non-metallic 

weapons and explosives. 

As you kncw, the Federal Aviation Administration requires metal detectors 

or equivalent techniques at boarding gates and X-ray inspection of carry-on 

baggage at all U.S. airports. Other nations have similar air and airport safety 

concerns, and similar metal detectors and X-ray inspection of baggage are found 

at international airports worldwide. 

Because of the limitations of existing metal detectors, the FAA is 

currently conducting a number of technology development projects .aimed at 

enhancing the capability of airport securiry systems in the detection of non

metallic firearms, explosives and other weapons which could pass through current 

devices undetected. The results of this research, however, are still some time 

away. 

Airport X-ray screening of carry-on baggage presents another problem. 

The quality of t~rrent X-ray images of baggage filled with a large variety of 

materials is generally too limited for operators to spot weapons if they are 

mostly non-metallic. 

Under most circumstances, plastics can not be seen in a packed suitcase 

with standard x-ray equipment. If the suitcase were empty except for a plestic 

gun, then the image of the gun would be evident. However, most suitcases 

contain some high density materials with metal parts such as hair dryers, 

- 3 -
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hangers, or shavers that obscure the x-ray image of low density materials. 

Low-density materials appear to be able to be highlighted in a typically 

packed suitcase with recent technological developments. One such new device 

uses X-ray backscatter techniques. This new system is now under test and 

evaluation by U.S. Customs Service and could potentially be useful in inspection 

of packages or baggage containing plastic firearms or plastic explosives. We 

understand that Customs should have results from their X-ray system tests in a 

few months and that FAA is also monitoring these tests. 

Other techniques may also be applicable to the detection of plastic 

weapons and the FAA research program is directed at illvestigating a range of new 

techniques for weapons detection over the next few years. Recent changes in air 

safety threats has increased the need for such efforts. 

In addition to the possibility of passengers carrying plastic weapons 

aboard planes, smuggling could also be attempted within checked baggage or air 

cargo. The U.S. Customs Service has the responsibility of stopping such 

smuggling at arrival terminals. Given the enormous volumes of traffic entering 

the U.S. through airports, Customs is very selective about who and what they 

inspect. 

However, even if X-ray capabilities were improve"~, X-ray equipment is not 

readily available to Customs at airports where incoming baggage is received. 

Baggage is not routinely x-rayed upon arrival at U.S. airports. Customs does 

use x-ray equipment to facilitate its inspection of specific objects for 

narcotics or" other contraband. Neither suitcases nor cargo crates are routinely 

run through the x-ray equipment. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks, which are based on limited 

investigations of this subject that was necessarily confined to just a few 

technical areas. I would be happy to answer any other questions you may have. 

- 4 -
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The Office of Technology Assessment prepared a staff paper addressing 
plastic firearms subjects on April 9 at the request of Congressmen Weiss, Mrazek 
and Schumer. We were able to do this piece of work on short notice because we 
had two related assessments underway; one on technologies to control illegal 
drug traffic and the other on advanced ceramics and polymer composites. We 
could use data already collected and apply it to analysis of the plastic 
firearms question without extensive additional investigations. 

The proposed legislation before this subcommittee calls for a ban on the 
manufacture and importation of certain firearms not readily detectable by 
airport security equipment. OTA has not investigated policy implications of 
this proposal but has looked into the technical feasibility of manufacturing 
plastic firearms and evaluated the capability of airport inspection and 
detection systems. 

Our investigations indicate that the materials technology certainly does 
exist today to produce non-metallic firearms. Engineering plastics and fiber
reinforced plastic composites are replacing metals in numerous applications with 
comparable temperature and strength criteria. While we are not aware of any 
all-plastic handgun on the market today, at least one Florida manufacturer 
claims to be within two years of prodUCing a 0.22 caliber plastic gun with only 
some small metal springs. 

OTA made some simple independent calculations of chamber pressures in 
handguns and related these to materials strength requirements. We concluded 
that modern reinforced plastic composites or advanced polymer materials could 
withstand pressures and temperatures developed in a handgun. It is likely that 
the addition of a ceramic barrel liner for wear would be needed if the weapon is 
intended for long term use. 

From our investigations of airport security devices we concluded that 
non-metallic firearms with only very small metal parts such as springs would be 
much easier to smuggle through standard airport security equipment now in use 
for screening boarding passengers and carry-on baggage. Existing metal 
detectors are not set to alarm from very small metal objects and will not alarm 
with non-metallic objects. There is also a high probability that eXisting 
airport security X-rays would not detect plastic weapons concealed in baggage. 
Research is underway, however, to improve these de tee tion sys terns and enhance 
their capability to detect non-metallic weapons and explosives. 
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Staff !'ajar 
~~chnical Questions Regarding ?las~ic Firea~s 

T~e vie~s expressed in this S:a:= ?a?er nre n~t' 
nacassarily ~hose of the Tach:lo~.:~gy AS32sst:!ent: 

Board, tha Tachnology Assass=;~:: ;'.dvisory 
Co~~cil, O~ of individual ==~e~s thareof 

Congress of the ~ni=ec 5=e=es 
Office of Technology Assess=en~ 

April 1936 



_._~i."n .. _ ....... """- ......... "--'. '---'"' 
... ~ ..... H.~."NS 

The Honorable Robert: }::-=ek 
U.S .. 1tou~e of P .. e?rese:-~~at:ives 
Washingc;n, D .. C. 20515 

Dear Congressca~ Hrazak: 
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A"ri1. 4, 1936 

A::tached is eTA' s response to the questions you a~l:ed in your 
Harch 4, 1.986 1.etter about non-cetallic firea=s. This ",cr.., add:-esses Jour 
specific technical qu~stio~~ and does not ana1.yze the effects of any policy 
alt:ernatives. 

~e ·did find that tach~o1.ogy does exist to oanufacture car~ain 
firearms "lth verj fe .... and very s:nall metallic pa=ts. At preseu:, non
I~e::allic fi:-cares "ould be c!iff!cult to detect: with r.:c::al detectors and X
ray machines nov in c-;eration a~ I:ost airports. Ho\:ayer, the Fi-...:. .... and tho 
CUS:=OiDS Service nrc llct:ively develo?ing and testing i:.ore capable detection 
devices. Some of thesa devices appear initially to be capable of detectine 
ple'5tic firearos. . 

Thank you for the o?portunity to prOVide this inforn:,,::ion to you. 

Sincerely, 

}{t1(..!... ~~ 
~ohn H. Gibbons 
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Off!ce of T-e.chnolog:.· Assessment 

Staff MeQo~and~ 

Technical Questions Re~ard~ng Plastic Firearms 

April 19S6' 

The Office of Technology Assessment ~as requested by Congressmen Weiss, 

Mrazek and Schcm~r to investigate some technrcal aspects regarding the 

feasibility of manufacturing and smuggling =~rearms built largely or totally 

from non.metalfic ~aterials. Thes~ members have advocated legislation ~o ban 

the manufacture and importa:ion of such 'firearms because of security concerns, 

They are seeking t:echnicAl informacion chat: ',;ould help escablish the' e,;;t;snt 0= 

any threat ,these' firearms could pose, 

Specifically OTA was asked ~o addresz three specific questions: 

1. Does the technoloeY already exist, or will the teconolog1 soon exist, ~o 

produce completely non-metallic firearms? 

2. If non-me callie firearms ar~ or will soon be cechnologically feasible, 

will cher be easier to smuggle throu.h standard airport security 

equipment (i.e., metal detectors and X-ray machines?) 

3. Is the Glock 171 easier to smuggl,> ~:,rcLlgh standard airport s<;curity 

***** 

equlpcenr. than other firearms? 
.-' 

1. The Glock 17 is a hands~n manutactured _. Au~~~iu whic~ is made ~~stly 0: 
pl,,'tic with se','eral metal parts inclu.-fi:-;; ::-0 '>ul'reI. 
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SInce OtA already h"d two related assessments underway - one on 

technologies to control narcotics smuggling and another on advanced ceramics and 

poli~er composites - we have been able to compile data already collected, 

supplement it with some additional investigations and prepare this staff 

memorandum addressing the above questions. 

This staff memorandum was prepared by the project-directors of the above 

assessment~, Peter Johnson and Greg Eyring. assisted by Joan Harn and Denzil 

Pauli. Because of the short time requested to report this inforrJation, We were 

unable to seek outside review and critique of this memo - - a st'lp always taken 

in full assessments undertaken by OTA. In addition, OTA st"ff memoranda are 

neither reviewed nor approved by the 'rechnology Assessment Board. Finally, this 

memorandum contains only technical data d.nd presents ehe limitations of such 

data; no policy discussion or options are included. 

This brief OTA study finds thac eechnology does e:cist to manufacture 

cerea!n firearms which would be completely or almost completely non-metallic. 

The Glock-l7 does not quite fit that category since it contains a substantial 

amount of metal (over one pound). 

Non-metallic firearms with only very small metal parts such as springs 

" 
would be much casier to smuggle through standard airport security equipment no~ 

in use for screening boarding passengers and carry-on baggage. E:,)isting motal 
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d.etectors a.re no:: .sec \:0 alarm, from very 5:::411 metal objects and will not alarm . 
with non-metallic objeccs. There is also ~ high probability that eXisting 

airport security X-rays would not detect plastic weapons concealed in baggage. 

Research is unde~.ay, however, to improve those detection systems and enhance 

their capability to detect non-metallic weapons and explosives. One specific X-

ray device shows promise for detection of plastic guns. 

The Clock-17, with over one pound of ~etal content is much more readily 

~etQctQd by stan~rd airport metal detectors. Existing X-ray systems would 

probably detect such a weapon if the operators were trained and diligent. 

The following discus,!i~n is organized uNler headings relating to the 

specific questio~s addressed. 

Non-~!etan 1c Fir~~r"'s Hanufacture; (Question #1) 

From our ~nvestigations it appears that the materials technology does 

exist to produce non-metallic firearms whose only metal components may be some 

small springs. 

Today engineering plastics and fiber-reinforced plastic composites are 

dispiacing metals in highly loaded struc~ural applications througho~t the 

economy. The plastics offer the-advantag~s of strength. ligb" weight, corrosion 

resistance, and ease of ~anufaecuring. all of ...,hich make the:. ,1:\ attractive 

material for ha:::-:guns. 
" 
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Two areas of engineering concern arise in the consid~r~tion of plastics 

as a ca~didate Qaterial for handguns. The first is of. greator interest to the 

terrorist who intends to discharge the weapon only n few elmes; the second is of 

interest to the sportsman who intends to fire th~, glm 11l6tny times over a period 

of time; 

1. Can plastics withstand the temperatures en~ prussures involved in the 

discharge of the firearm? 

2. Would the cri tical component:) of F. plastic handgun, such as the barrel, 

prove to be durable in long-term use? 

The temperatures inside a f.tr~;l= during discharga depend on the type of 

weapon and the type of ca,~ridge. However, some general observations are 

possible. First, the energy in a single cartridge is released in a few 

milliseconds, and rapidly d!.fiuses away. Tha fact that plastics are widely used 

in shell casings shows thst the heat generated from a single shot is not likely 

to be a problem. A diffetent situation could arise with a fully automatic 

weapon, with many ro\~c!l fired per second. Because the thermal conductivities 

of plastics a:'tJ lower than those of metals, heat released would tend ·to build 

up, possibly to ~"lr,peratures w;;ich could damage the weapon. Special precaucions 

might ne"d to b, t.1ken in automatic weapons ~o facilitate heat transfer. The 

best high- terJperature plastics can retain their strengths to tempero1'tures of 

400-500· F. 
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The pressures inside a firearm present a more serious cha~lenge ta 

p~astic materia~s. Chamber pressures for various weapons and ca~tridges may 

range from 50,000 psi in a high-powered rifle to about 15,000 psi in a .38 

Specia~. A typical value for a small-caliber handgun would be about 20,000 psi. 

Co~on plastics such as polyester or nylon do not have the strength 

necessary to withstand these pressures. However, several options exist to 

improve the strengths of plastic materials without the usc I)f metals. One is to 

reinforce the plastic matrix with blass, aramid, or carbon fibers to form a 

composite. A second option would be to use a more exotic (and expensive) 

po~yoer mater~al with self-reinforcing properties. Either the plastic 

composite or the self-reinforced polymer would appear to be a suitable material 

for the construction of a low-caliber handgun. 

With regard to question 2 above, long-term wear is expected to be a 

problem for a plastic handgun, since plastics are generally softer than steel. 

A particular ere a of concern would be the barrel, especially the internal 

grooves .. hich must spin the bullet in order to improve accuracy. It is likely 
/ 

that a co~ercial weapon intended for long-term use would require a liner inside 

the barrel to reduce wear. A ceramic liner ma~erial such as silicon nitride or 

perhaps boron nitride could be inserted. 

In conclu~ion, modern reinforced p13sti.c composites or advanced polymer 

materials could withstand the prcssl1::'''s ar,d Cemp"raturc;; developed in a h.1ndgull. 
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----~-----------------------------------------. . 

Ie is likely ·that modification.; such as a ceramic barrel liner would be required 

in a weapon intended for long-term use, 

Socs reporcs have been made recencly that certain manufacturers are now 
, 

producing plastic guns or developing the capability to produce them soon. OTA 

contacted Byron, Inc. of Castleberry, Florida. Dave·Byron, president of che 

company, asserted chat his primary goal was to produce all-plastic automatic 

can.~on for use on aircraft or ships. However, he claims to have developed a 

plascic handgun to "prove the system". He describes his material as a self-

reinforcing plastic with a tensile strength of 1.2 million psi, maximum Use 

temperature of about 350 F. The handgun itself, plastic except for seven metal 

springs, weighs about a fifth of a comparable steel design. uses no oil,. and has 

a c.eramic liner in the barrel. The gun would be made by injection molding, and 

would require no finishing operaeions when it comes out of the mold. Byron 

fistimates that his 0.22 caliber plastic gun would cost about $200 on the 

co~mercia1 markee. He indicat~d he is about 1-2 years away from production. 

If repores such as the above prove accurate,' plastic handguns may be 

available on the commercial market quite soon. 

~. 

Smuggling Non-M~tallic Firearms (Questions #2 & 3) 

The Federal Aviation Administration, as part of its responsibility for 

airport and air safety r~qui{es metal deteccors or equivalenc techniques ae 

boarding gates and X-cay inspection of carry-on baggage at all U.S. airports. 
,. 
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These devices and this inspection, however, arc routine only for passengers 

boarding flights and are ~ required for arriving passengers. Therefore, if 

one is concerned strictly with smuggling goods into the United States, the 

systems and personnel of the U.S. Customs Service represent the line of defense 

at U.S, airports. However, other natiobs have similar air and a~rport safety 

concerns, and, it is well kno~ that similar metal detectors and X-ray 

inspection of baggage are carried out at international airports worldwide. 

The FAA requi.ements do, in effect, protect against the threat of airline 

passengers carrying weapons aboard planes. The FAA, in agreements with other 

countries and foreign carriers, assures that equivalent security systems are in 

use at all foreign airports boarding planes destined for the United States. The 

FAA claims that this system is very effective and that almost all (with few 

current exceptions) international arriving passengers are screened at least as 

thoroughly in foreign airports as in the U.S. for departing passengers. 

The FAA is currently conducting a number of technology development 

projects aimed at enhancing the capability of airport security systems in the 

detection of non-metallic ~·.rearms, explosives and other weapons which could 

'pass through current devices undetected. Current metal detectors.do alarm when 

very small amounts of metal pass through; a weapon such as "Glocl~-17" containing 

over one pound of metal would probably be detected under Most circtUDstances. 

Alar~~ are not likely to be triggered by other weapons and explosives with only 

minute metal contents. 
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Ai~pprt X-ray screening of car~-on baggage presents another problem. 

The quality of current X-ray 1magas of baggage filled with a lnrge variety of 

materials is sometimes too limited for operators to spot cert&in objects that 

may be weapons if the weapons are mostly non-m~tallic. It should be noted, 

however, that the FAA is cooperating with the Customs Service in testing a more 

advanced X-ray device (described below) which could detect plastic materials. 

In addition to the possibility of passengers car~ing plastic weapons 

aboard planes, smuggling could also be attempted within checked baggage or air 

cargo. The U.S. Customs Service has the responsibility.to stop such smuggling. 

Given the enormous volUJ:les of traffi.c entering the U. S. through airports, 

Customs is ve~ selective about who and what they inspect. 

Customs inspectors use behavioral analysis and profiling techniques to 

screen arriving passengers at ports of ent~. Travelers are briefly questioned 

(\n a matter of seconds) by either a pri~ary or roving inspector. The inspector 
" 

has been trained to detect suspicious behavior and has been alerted to recognize 

profile characteristics of smugglers that have been caught. If the inspector is 

not satisfied with the results of the initial, or primary, interview. then the 

traveler is subject to a secondary inspection. He is questioned in more detail 

and his baggage may be given a more intensive search. In 1984. over 32 million 

persons were processed by Customs at airports. Only about thirteen parcent of 

thes.e travelers '''ere subjected to a secondary inspection. 

" 
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Customs inspectors at airports have access to the Treasury Enforcer-ant 

Communic~tion System (TECS) to help screen arriving travelers. TECS is a data 

base 'that includes lookout information on specific individuals ~ho are kno~ or 

suspected smugglers and other law violators. The primary inspector can enter 

the name and birthdate of an arriving traveler into the TECS te~inal and 

receive a response in 3 seconds. The rasponse indicates whether or not the 

queried name is listed in the TECS data base. If the response is positive, 

explanatory information is printed out at a secondary terminal. The '<lse of this 

screening tool is limited because of the need to facilitate traffic (it takes 

20-25 seconds 'to type in tha name and birthdata) and equipment failures (most of 

the equipment is 8-12 years old and is difficult and costly to maintain). In 

partic~lar, airport inspectors determine whether or not to enter the n~~es of 

arriving passengers. Qucries ara made for 3 percent of passengers arrivi"g at 

New York area airports and less than 2 parcent of passengers arriving at all 

other airports. 

The Customs Ser~ice selects only a portion of air cargo for examination. 

Info~ation on the co~~odity, importer and origin are used to defjne high risk 

cargo which is subjact either an intensive examination or, more likely, a brief 

look at a few items in the ship.nent. 

X·ray eq'.1ipment is not readily available to CustOr.'lS at airports ·..:nera 

incoming baggage is recei"Jcd. Baggabe is not: routinely :,·clly·.!d upon ar::-i"',11 at ,. 
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u.s. airports. Customs does use x-ray equipment to facilitate its ins?ection of 

specific objects fo, narcotics or othe, cont,ab~nd. Entire suitcases or cargo 

c,ates a,e not routinely run th,o~gh the x·ray equipment. 

Under most circumstances, plastics can not be,seen in a packed suitcase 

~ith standa,d x-ray equipment. If the suitcase was empty except for a plastic 

gun, then the image of the gun would be evident. Ho~ever, most suitcases 

contain soma high density materials with metal parts such as hair dryers, 

hangers, or shavers that obscure the x-ray image of low density materials. 

Low-density materials can be highlighted in a typically packed suitcase 

with a recen~ technological develop~ent using x·ray backscatter techniques. 

This new equipment has been develop~d by American Science and Enginae,ing, Inc. 

combined with an x-ray machine tha= uses a pencil beam. Based on AS&E 

estimates, this equipment will cost several times as much as standard airpo,t x

ray equipment used to screen hand-car,ied baggage before boarding eirc,aft. 

AS&E has developed this version of X-ray system in an effort to enhance 

the detection of various low atomic weight materials such as· plastics that 

existing X-rays cannot ,eadily "see." They have furnished two systems to the 

U.S. Customs Service for testing. At their own plant they have simulated 

inspection of baggage with plastic firearms hidden ."ithin. Their own tests sho>: 

t·,o/O images of a plastic gun'."it:'in a travel case using a conventional and a low 

density X-ray technique. With the conventional technique, the plastic gun is 

not ct .. tectab1e; ',o/tth their low density technique ehe image of the' ;; .. ~n is clenr. 
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Vi~h present technologies and Customs techniques, a partial plastic 

firearm <;ike the Glock-l7) or an almost-all plastic firearm would not differ 

too greatly in possible ease of smuggling because very little physical or X-ray 

or other detector inspection is carried out on incoming passenger and baggage. 

However, the large metal content of a gun like the Glocl~-l7 would make it 

very difficult to smuggle on to any airplane because of metal detectors and X

ray devices at almost all boarding locations. Customs mainly relies on 

selective sampling of suspected law violators, rather than routine inspection. 

However. if the inspection system were focused on a possible threat such as 

p1a~tic firearms, then it would be prudent to utilize detection technologies 

which would highlight plastic materials. The new "Low-z" X-ray system now under 

test and evaluation by U.S. Custo~s Service offers unique capabilities and could 

potentially be very useful in inspection of packages or baggage containing 

plastic firearms or plastic explosives. Other technologies may. also prove 

useful. By mid-1986, Customs should have results from their Low-z X-ray system 

tests. 

Other techniques that may be applicable to the detection of plastic 

weapons and the FAA research program are directed at investigating a range of 

new techniques for weapons detection over the next few years. Recent changes in 

air safety threats has increased the need for such efforts. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson. 
It is about 7 minutes of 12 and there is a memorial service for 

police officers lost in the line of duty at noon time. I know many of 
you intend to be at that ceremony and many of us are participating 
in the ceremony, so the subcommittee is going to recess this hear
ing until 1:30. 

We have a great deal of very interesting and very important tes
timony, and we hope that you can join us at 1:30. The subcommit
tee stands recessed. 

[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 1:30 p.m., the same day.] 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

Mr. HUGHES. The subcommittee will come to order. 
I apologize for the delay but, as you know, we have had votes and 

a whole host of other activities, and I apologize for keeping you so 
long. 

There has been some concern expressed by some of the witnesses, 
in particular from the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey, as to a demonstration that we are going to see in a little 
while, which would show how a weapon can be brought through 
these detectors without detection in a certain fashion. One of the 
concerns expressed is that we might be suggesting how a weapon 
can be taken apart and what parts could be taken through and oth
erwise, perhaps, provide information to individuals that might try 
it. 

So the way we are going to deal with that, we are going to 
permit the demonstration. But publicly we will not permit an ex
amination of just exactly what parts and how it was done specifi
cally, except in executive session. 

First, let me ask you, Mr. McGuire, is it your testimony that we 
don't have a problem today? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Absolutely not. 
Mr. HUGHES. Is it your testimony that we do have a problem, but 

that it is not one that we will have a problem solving, obviously, in 
time, and that we must begin to deal with it now, using various 
strategies, perhaps? 

Mr. McGUIRE. I think that is an accurate assessment, yes, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. Is it your understanding that the state of the art 

has not reached that stage where we are manufacturing weapons 
that will avoid detection? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. I think that the technology is there. It is our best 
information that the technology is there. It is not our information 
that the weapons are currently being produced but I think it is 
only a matter of time before that would occur. 

Mr. HUGHES. So you would agree that while we may not have 
weapons marketed now that might present a problem to present 
electronic and other types of detection, that it is just a matter of 
time before that will occur? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Unless the technology improves as it relates to the 
scanning devices and detectability devices, then I think that that 
could occur; yes, sir. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Can we agree that as a matter of public policy we 
cannot permit a hiatus to occur? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. I think that it is entirely appropriate that your 
committee and Congress look prospectively at ways to prevent the 
illegal and unlawful use of weapons, yes, sir. 

Mr. HUGHES. One of the points made here today-and it is a good 
point-is that even if we were to give ATF the authority to ban 
nonmetallic weapons, adequately described, that we would still 
have a problem with the manufacturer in other parts of the world. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. That would certainly be the case. Certainly, legis
lation could change the importability of weapons. 

Mr. HUGHES. Obviously, we can't stop other countries from man
ufacturing plastic weapons if they so desire. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Correct. 
Mr. HUGHES. If those weapons are manufactured to elude detec

tion and we don't have, obviously, the wherewithal to detect them, 
they are going to be brought into this country. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. That is a fair assumption. The potential certainly 
exists for that, yes, sir. 

Mr. HUGHES. So even though we can't possibly address all as
pects of the problem, we can certainly, if there is a need and there 
are no other alternatives, address the problem dealing with manu
facture in this country, and distribution. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. That is certainly within the authority of Congress. 
Mr. HUGHES. Do you have the authority now to do that? 
Mr. MCGUIRE. No, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. So you would have to have new authority to deal 

with what is an emerging problem? 
Mr. MCGUIRE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. Is it your view that if we determined, for instance, 

that by the time detectors are on the market and distributed, there 
is a lag time of a year, 2 years, 3 years, that it would be incumbent 
upon us as policymakers to endeavor to deal with that during that 
void? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. It would be impossible for me to give a timetable 
in terms of how--

Mr. HUGHES. I didn't ask you for that. I asked you as a policy, 
shouldn't we be dealing with it. Even though we may not have a 
problem now, it is an emerging problem. And if we find that the 
lead time for developing the technology, to detect nonmetallic 
weapons, is longer than we had hoped, that we should attempt to 
fill that hiatus by at least dealing with it in this country. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. I think that is appropriate, yes, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Vincent, I was interested in your testimony 

that the Glock 17 weapon is detectable. I believe your testimony 
was today, and was previously, that when the Glock 17 came into 
this country on other occasions, or escaped detection, that it was an 
operator error. 

Mr. VINCENT. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I did testify to that in a previ
ous session. I was present when the Glock 17 was taken through on 
a test at National Airport approximately 1 year ago. 

Mr. HUGHES. Am I right in assuming that you have under way 
some experimentations, some additional breakthroughs on detec-
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tion that will, hopefully, deal with this problem we are talking 
about? 

Mr. VINCENT. I think it would be optimistic to say at this time 
that there are any breakthroughs. We, as I noted in my opening 
statement, have a solicitation out which closes at the end of June, 
which asks academia as well as the industry, to come forward with 
ideas that we might pursue in new weapons detection technology. 

I am aware of one other agency in the U.S. Government who has 
already done some work in this area, and they are exploring a lab
oratory experimental device at the moment, in new weapon tech
nology, that is independent of the metal content of the weapon. 

Mr. HUGHES. Is FAA doing any in-house research? 
Mr. VINCENT. The solicitation that I just mentioned is the begin

ning of the in-house research. Once we get the proposals of the re
sponses to the solicitations, we will then select those that are at
tractive from a technical standpoint and fund those efforts. 

Mr. HUGHES. I was under the impression that the FAA Technical 
Center at Pomona, NJ was conducting some in-house research. Am 
I in error? 

Mr. VINCENT. Mr. Chairman, that is our arm that is doing the 
solicitation. They are the ones that are managing the actual techni
cal part. 

Mr. HUGHES. So I am correct in assuming that there is presently 
no technology to detect nonmetallic weapons? 

Mr. VINCENT. You are correct, Mr. Chairman, there is no current 
technology. 

Mr. HUGHES. As someone who is actively involved in this entire 
issue-the research component and other components of it-what 
is your best estimate-I understand it is just an estimate-of the 
time it would take for us to develop that technology, working on 
the assumption that the invitations to bid develop some technology, 
how long would it take for us to put that in place once we devel
oped the technology? What is the lead time necessary to put de
vices like this in airports and otherwise around the country that 
would implement any new technology ? 

Mr. VINCENT. The implementation is the easiest portion, and 
that can be done relatively quickly. 

Mr. HUGHES. That is why I asked you that first. 
Mr. VINCENT. Probably within a year of the time the technology 

is developed. The difficult thing, as you probably already surmised, 
is the actual R&D. I think you perhaps are aware that the FAA 
has been involved in the explosive R&D for a decade. We are only 
now getting to the point where we have an explosive detector that 
looks like it will be on line in mid-1988. We will have the specifica
tions, hopefully, in late 1987. Predicting success in R&D is a very 
risky business. 

Mr. HUGHES. So it could take 10 years? 
Mr. VINCENT. It could take 10 years. We could get lucky and it 

could take 3; it could take 2. 
Mr. HUGHES. Is it your professional opinion that we will have 

that technology and have this technology in place before the state 
of the art is perfected so that we have such weapons in existence 
marketed? 

Mr. VINCENT. I am not sure that I understand. 
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Mr. HUGHES. My question is: Do you have a professional opinion 
as to whether or not that technology will be in place to detect those 
weapons before the weapons are in existence in the marketplace? 

Mr. VINcEN'r. That, again, is a risky prediction. But indeed some
one is predicting that they are going to have an all-plastic handgun 
within 2 years-which, incidentally, I would be very skeptical of, it 
being ready that quick. It is not likely that we would have the 
technology to detect an all-plastic weapon by that time. 

Mr. HUGHES. Would it be fair to say that even if you had that 
technology in 3 years that the chances are at this point that we are 
going to have weapons marketed in that interim period of time? 
Isn't that a high probability at this point? 

Mr. VINCENT. I would say that that is a good assessment, yes. 
Mr. HUGHES. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Vincent, it is my understanding that you 

have agents, who are working the machines at the airports who 
can in fact detect the Glock gun. And it is also my understanding 
that despite the drama of what Congressman Biaggi presented to 
us today, that in at least two out of the three x-ray pictures over 
there, a well-trained person can observe where the gun is and find 
it in those pictures. 

Is that correct? 
Mr. VINCENT. Mr. McCollum, the pictures as presented first 

wouldn't be the whole story. That is one system and one manufac
turer. I think we have to recognize that upfront. And it is not a 
scientific examination of the problem. But in most of those, the 
weapon is readily detectable. I would say in several they are read
ily detectable. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Now, the Z image pictures are the ones that he 
pointed out to us are taken to show plastic. The ones on the 
bottom-lA, 2A, and 3A, the clearer, whiter ones, are the ones that 
don't detect plastic. They are your normal, standard operating x 
rays that you now have presumably in place at most airports. 

What has been pointed out to me-and I don't know if you have 
examined them closely enough for this-but it has been pointed 
out to me that in lA and 2A the springs in the guns are very clear
ly visible if you know what you are looking for. 

Have you had a chance to look at those pictures to see if the 
springs are visible? 

Mr. VINCENT. Yes, sir, I have. I saw those pictures previously in 
my office when Dr. Annis, the president of AS&E, visited me a few 
weeks ago. 

Again, the pictures that are presented by AS&E does not tell the 
entire story. First, if you accepted that as the standard for the in
dustry in detection capability of the current state of the :lrt x ray, 
which is not necessarily so, there are still human factors involved 
in the security screening process that is supposed to catch anything 
that is not recognizable in those x-ray pictures. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I understand that. But the springs are there-I 
can't see them as clearly from here as I could when I was there 
before. They are both somewhat out of my view. But they are in 
the lower left'quandrant of each of those two pictures-l A and 2A. 
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Would one of your airline attendants who is checking these 
things-or ab'port attendants-be able to pick out the spring as 
something unusual, or wouldn't they? 

Mr. VINCENT. No, sir. In the way-at least one of those are 
masked, not necessarily so. However, that same screener is sup
posed to examine any article that is unrecognizable in those bags. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I understand. But would that be unrecognizable 
to them? Would those springs be unrecognizable to them? 

Mr. VINCENT. It is possible, in some cases, yes. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But you are saying in some cases they might-
Mr. VINCENT. Easy to see them. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM [continuing]. See them. But would they know 

that there was anything wrong? Maybe they think they are 
springs. Regular people put springs in briefcases. Look like they 
are accordion. It looks to me like some of these little things you 
can stand up and put together, whatever you call those things, the 
little accordion stands. 

Mr. VINCENT. Those operators that you are talking about, are 
contract employees generally to the airlines, and we regulate the 
airlines. They usually-if they have any time at all in the busi
ness-get pretty sharp at seeing and recognizing things within the 
bag. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. It still bothers me that that is the case because 
it seems to me that while it is visible to me now that it has been 
pointed out, it is very hard to see. You can see in the lower left 
corner there is a spring there. It is visible if you know what you 
are looking for. 

Mr. VINCENT. You are absolutely correct. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But would most attendants, most screeners, rec

ognize that, or at least be suspicious of that because they didn't 
recognize it, is the question? I don't think you have answered that 
very clearly for us. 

Mr. VINCENT. Whether or not they would recognize it, is they 
should, because they are trained to recognize those things. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Including the spring? 
Mr. VINCENT. Suspicious items that do not fit with the rest of the 

clutter within the bag. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. And you think that is a suspicious item that 

doesn't fit in that case? Would you think that was a suspicious 
item that didn't fit? 

Mr. VINCENT. I can't see this one anymore. The one over on this 
one certainly would be, because there is nothing that I know of in 
the recorder that would have that configuration or that purpose. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. OK. 
Mr. McGuire, does the BATF test firearms today to determine if 

they are detectable by security devices prior to granting import li
censing? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. No, sir, we do not. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Is there any plan to do that? 
Mr. MCGUIRE. No, we do not have the authority to do that. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. That is what Mr. Hughes was asking about in 

part, the authority that you do and don't have. You don't have the 
authority to do anything like that? 
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Mr. MCGUIRE. We certainly test, but that is not one of the crite
ria for importability. The criteria for importation was developed in 
1968 by a panel developed as a result of Executive order. 

The criteria is based on essentially supportability, quality, safety, 
weight, and points are assigned for each one of these criteria. How
ever, detectability is not one ofthose criteria. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM, When we say if it is detectable, presumably the 
language in the bill didn't meet your specification in either bill be
cause you criticized that language. 

Have you got any suggestions of the language that we could put 
in that would meet it? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. I haven't attempted to better the efforts of those 
individuals who introduced the bilL 

Our principal problem with the language in the bill is that such 
terms as readily detectable, readily identifiable, or substantially 
constructed-it would place us in a position of very subjectively of 
meeting those standards or applying those standards. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. We would certainly appreciate it if you could 
come up with any suggested better language for us if we were to 
proceed with this, which we might very well, if not this precise leg
islation, something else.· 

I know I, for one. would appreciate it if you would work on that 
for us. 

I have got another question. In your statement you indicated 
that there are other handguns besides the plastic gun that use a 
considerable amount of plastic in their construction, or use other 
nonmetallic items, 

Do you have any of those examples with you today, or could you 
tell us what they look like? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Yes, sir, I do have them if you would like to see 
them. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I would certainly like to see them if you have 
got them. 

[Weapons demonstration.] 
Mr. MCGUIRE. One of the early weapons was a single-barrel shot

gun manufactured back in the 1960's that had a plastic, or what 
was referred to as a nylon stock in those days. Then in 1966, there 
was a .22-caliber rifle, semiautomatic version, a sporting weapon, 
came out. It was a Remington model 66, that had what they re
ferred to as a nylon stock. 

More recently, the KG-9, or the Tech-9 that it is now called, 
manufactured in Florida. As you can see, it has a-well, you 
couldn't tell from there-but it does have a plastic frame and re
ceiver with the metal barrel. 

Now, this is much more of a paramilitary type weapon than the 
Glock, admittedly. But it does in fact have approximately the same 
amount of plastic in it as the Glock 17 does. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Is this currently available on the open market 
for you or me to purchase? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Yes, sir, it is. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. It has been for some time, I gather? 
Mr. MCGUIRE. This particular weapon has been on the market 

for approximately 3 years, to the best of my recollection; yes, sir. 
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Mr. MCCOLLUM. Would anybody have any sporting purpose for 
that particular weapon, that you can think of? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. You know, once again, if you ask, I think,. fire
arms enthusiasts would-their perception would be different than 
mine, and perhaps they enjoy shooting them. My personal feeling 
is that it is not a sporting weapon. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. What about the others you have got there? 
Mr. MuGUIRE. This is the model 66 Remington that has been on 

the market for, I guess, 20 years now, and has a full nylon stock. 
That was the point that I was trying to make when we use terms 
such as substantially manufactured--":depending on how you meas
ure it, if it is in terms of cubic inches or volume versus weight, as 
you can see, there would be more nylon here than metal. But there 
is no question but that this would meet those standards that I 
think the committee is interested in from a detectability stand
point. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. It would be readily detectable by common lay 
terms, if you used that less than perfect language that is in the 
second bill. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Yes, sir, I think. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But it wouldn't work very well in the first one, I 

can see that. 
What about the third weapon? You have three of them there. 
Mr. MCGUIRE. This is just the frame for this particular weapon. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I see. 
Are there others? I mean, these are two examples. Are there 

other weapons of comparable quantity of nonmetallic material al
ready on the market? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Yes, sir, there are. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Are all of them readily detectable in the average 

layman's understanding of what t.hat means, do you think, through 
the machines that are out there at the airports? 

Mr. MCGUIRE. We haven't really done the testing ourselves with 
all of those. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Has anybody? Mr. Vincent, have you done any 
testing with these weapons to see if they are detectable through 
your machines? 

Mr. VINCENT. We have not with the Tech-9, I believe it is. I see 
nothing in it that would not make it readily detectable. In fact, 
that would be as easily detectable, certainly, as the Glock 17. 

And now that I see this picture over here, it is not as readily visi
ble as the spring you were talking about in the grip. 

We have not taken every weapon that is manufactured in the 
United States, or the world, for that matter, and run a test on it. 
We do run tests on all of those that have some interest to us, such 
as this, and we will be running a test on that very shortly, and the 
Glock 17. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. What bothers me about all of this, is that I could 
take anyone of these already existing weapons-not just the 
Glock-break it down in some way and place the pieces around in 
my bag. I am not confident, based on your testimony today, that 
the person who is doing the screening is going to pick it up as a not 
easily identifiable object. 
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I wish I had that confidence. But I think that is the problem. The 
public doesn't have the confidence that your screeners are going to 
really catch these things, or are catching them-maybe because we 
haven't had any testing, and you are not able to come up here 
before us today and say, we have run these things through, we 
have tried it, we have checked it. We have got a percentage of fail
ure, we know what our people on the average do and don't get. 

I am not trying to say you aren't making an effort. I am just 
saying it seems to me that you are not able to tell us enough to 
establish confidence in the public or me that we are indeed capable 
of screening these out today by the method of judging that we 
would ordinarily know what it is by nonrecognition, therefore, we 
are going to stop and look for it. 

That is what is bothering me. 
Mr. VINCENT. Mr. McCollum, your concern, perhaps, is quite jus

tified. I would point out that the system-the screening system
has been in place with detection of weapons that have been used at 
times against aviation since January 1973. You have heard the im
pressive statistics from the Congressmen that testified before us. 
All of those are true. 

At any time during these past 10 or 13, 14 years that that system 
has been in place, people could have, and have disassembled weap
ons-whether they are plastic or not-and attempted to, what we 
term, artfully conceal and to take them through screening units. 
We have detected those artfully concealed weapons. 

So I would submit, regardless of whether it is plastic, partially, 
or whatever, we have, and will continue, on the human factor side, 
detect those weapons. There are a considerable array of counter
measures at our disposal that have been developed over the years, 
profiles and any number of other things that enable us to detect 
items coming through the screening point. The countermeasures 
enable us to focus our search of those things that are not readily 
identifiable. 

We are talking about a very complex and a very comprehensive 
system that has worked, and will continue to work. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I certainly agree with you that your track record 
is good. But I just hope that the testing procedures can be done on 
some of these that I think would probably be a little bit harder to 
find. I don't know if you have had any experience with where 
somebody has tried to slip one of these kind through where it is a 
lot less metal. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. I just want to pick up on that line of questioning 

because it ties in with my first line of questioning. 
I share my colleague's dismay over the fact that we have weap

ons that have not been tested to determine whether or not they 
will elude detection. 

You know, we talk about our track record-and I think the track 
record is pretty good. But we don't have any idea how many weap
ons we didn't pick up, do we? 

Mr. VINCENT. Mr. Chairman, you can't prove a negative. 
Mr. HUGHES. Of course, that is the point. That is not even argu

able. Bu "e point is that we have a weapon that is marketed-
what is ,Iled? Tech-9? 
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Mr. MCGUIRE. Tech-9. 
Mr. HUGHES. rrech-9. And that is all plastic? 
Mr. MCGUIRE. The frame and receiver are plastic with a metal 

spring on the inside. 
Mr. HUGHES. I wonder if you can do this for me, Phil. Will you 

walk it through the metal detector? Let's see if it triggers the 
system. We have never done this, have we? We have never checked 
it? 

Mr. McGUIRE. No, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. It should be interesting. Why don't you walk 

through that and see if it is detectable. 
[Walk-through demonstration by Mr. McGuire and Mr. Hughes 

through the metal detector.] 
[Beep sound.] 
Mr. HUGHES. Do you have change in your pocket, as they say? 

[Laughter.] 
Mr. HUGHES. The point is that disassembled it won't trigger it. 
Mr. McGUIRE. It didn't appear to. 
Mr. HUGHES. Come on back to the witness table. 
Phil, why shouldn't we be determining as new weapons come on 

line whether or not they are detectable? 
Mr. MCGUIRE. I have no argument with that. As a matter of fact, 

I think it is in the best interest of the law enforcement to know in 
order to train the people at the airport, if nothing else. 

As I know you know, we don't have the resources, nor the au
thority to do it. 

Mr. HUGHES. You don't have present authority to make that 
test? 

Mr. McGUIRE. We could test but we couldn't do anything with 
the results other than simply make it--

Mr. HUGHES. Wouldn't it be interesting just to find out? 
I mean, as policymakers, shouldn't we know whether it is going 

to avoid detection? 
Mr. VINCENT. Mr. Chairman, if I might, I believe that would be 

the functional requirement of my organization as far as the detec
tion. 

Mr. HUGHES. I am going to get to you, Mr. Vincent. 
I have a perception that agencies sometimes don't talk to one an

other about problems. You see, his mission is weapons and your 
mission is air. And sometimes air and weapons don't come togeth
er. 

Now, do you want to tell me? Do you test weapons that are 
coming on the market for that purpose? 

Mr. VINCENT. We test all of the weapons that we find that we 
have an interest in that would raise some question about their de
tectability. 

Mr. HUGHES. I tell you, that sounds like you have just danced 
around the Maypole. 

Mr. VINCENT. I don't intend to. 
My point being, it doesn't make sense necessarily to test a .45 

that is all metal, that weighs 1 % pounds, 2 pounds, whatever. But 
those weapons, particularly the small ones, yes, we are very inter
ested. And, yes, we do track those, and we do issue alerts. 
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Mr. HUGHES. How do you find out about what weapons are 
coming on the market? 

Mr. VINCENT. From ATF, from our own agents around the coun
try, from any of the other law enforcement agencies. 

Mr. HUGHES. Do you have a memorandum of understanding with 
the agency that they provide that information to you, that is, infor
mation on new weapons coming on the market, so you might run 
that test? 

Mr. VINCENT. No, sir, we do not. But I have an intelligence unit 
that deals with nothing but full-time liaison-the intelligence flow 
and the liaison with other law enforcement agencies. That is their 
business, to make sure that we know, including the propelled knife 
that Congressman Biaggi showed us. 

Mr. HUGHES. Now, if you make a determination that it could 
present a problem to detect, what do you do about it? 

Mr. VINCENT. Then we issue an alert and it goes to the entire 
community that have an interest in the detection of weapons-that 
is ours as well as other law enforcement agencies. 

Mr. HUGHES. But what is done to try to deal with it effectively 
besides issuing an alert that a weapon is being marketed that may 
present a problem of detection? 

Mr. VINCENT. We would offer, within this alert, those things that 
the operators and the trainers ought to be alerted to, such as what 
the Congressman mentioned a moment ago about the springs and 
the clips. 

Mr. HUGHES. I tell you, I wasn't impressed by that spring argu
ment. 'rhat looks like one of my wife's hair curlers. I don't know 
that you could really determine just the nature of the spring. I 
mean, there are all kinds of springs, I realize. You know, all kinds 
of carrying cases you might carry. I don't know that the spring 
itself is going to tip you. 

We keep talking about operators who are trained. Operators are 
human. They come and they go. They are busy. They are distract
ed. The difficulty is as we make items harder and harder for them 
to see and to recognize, we increase the chance that they are going 
to slip through, don't we? 

Mr. VINCENT. That perhaps is true. 
Mr. HUGHES. I thi:p.k it is logical. 
Mr. VINCENT. I would say, however, that if that argument is car

ried to its ultimate, that you would say that the only safe way that 
we can resolve this problem is technology. But I would also suggest 
that within the lifetime of anyone in this room, we will never see 
technology that can detect all the weapons that we are interested 
in. 

What I am saying is, that you always have to have the human 
element in the system. 

Mr. HUGHES. That is true, except that, for instance, this commit
tee is now endeavoring to close another loophole. We tried to deal 
with the diversion problem and designer drug problem in the last 
Congress, and we passed a law that permits emergency scheduling. 
We found that our criminal chemists are ahead of us. Now we are 
going back and we are going to see if we can't anticipate where 
they are going. We do that all the time. Nobody is trying to 
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demean all the other components-the profile that is essential, the 
training. 

But we are talking about human beings that have good days and 
bad days. It is hectic at airports, to begin with. We have a steady 
flow in and out of the airports of people that are operators. We 
know that some of these weapons have gotten through-Glock 17, 
in particular, which you say should have shown up, didn't show up 
because of operator error. But as we decrease the recognizable fea
tures of a weapon, we make it more difficult for even a trained op
erator to pick it up. 

So it seems to me that what we have got to do to stay ahead of 
the curve, if possible, is to have technology to try to deal with these 
weapons as they come onto the marketplace. And if I hear you cor
rectly, we have no system right now of really testing weapons; 
working with manufacturers to try to overcome the problem. 

It seems to me that one of the things we should be doing, at the 
very least, is to try to develop some standards, to try to work with 
manufacturers that will assist us in detecting weapons, if we are 
moving to a new generation of weapons, should we not? 

Mr. VINCENT. We agree with you on that. In my statement, I 
noted that we and the ATF were exploring the feasibility of devel
oping those standards. I might note that we just finished, in the 
FAA, developing a standard on new tests for performance of the x
ray system. That was some 2 years in development. That was done 
with the American Society for Testing and Materials that sets the 
standards in virtually anything that you can name from a techni
cal standpoint. 

What we would propose to do, and intend to do, after exploring 
the feasibility of that is to then move into actual development of 
the standards; and most likely the approach we would take would 
be with ASTM, which is the bona fide and legitimate agency. 

Mr. HUGHES. Let me ask you just a couple more brief questions. 
What is the average number of months of experience of an air

port x-ray operator? 
Mr. VINCENT. I don't have that data with me. In many cases, it is 

extremely low. I hasten to add, that in recognition of that problem 
and with the desire to tackle any problems within the training 
system, the Secretary of Transportation, 2% .Q1onths ago, initiated 
a five-part study, of which two of those parts are supposed to be 
finished the end of this month. One of them is the airport training 
process and the other is the security at the airports, that is, the 
perimeter area. And from that, she then will decide what needs to 
be done to address the problems within that system, one of which 
is the rapid turnover of screeners. 

Mr. HUGHES. Do you survey the level of experience of airport se-
curity personnel at the FAA? 

Mr. VINCENT. No, sir, we do not. 
Mr. HUGHES. Who does? 
Mr. VINCENT. We have no requirement to survey the level of ex

perience. We require the operators that are doing that work, 
through the air carriers who we regulate, to assure that those oper
ators have a certain minimum of training-there are five different 
parts in training that they have to have, and that has to be cur-
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rent. We check that periodically. We also test the metal detectors 
as well as the x ray by trying to slip weapons through them. 

Mr. HUGHES. From what you tell me, however, we really do not 
do any monitoring of the experience level of operators. Obviously, 
it is important to have experienced operators who understand what 
is going through these machines. 

Mr. VINCENT. Yes, sir. Obviously, the more experienced the oper
ator you have, you should have better performance. 

Mr. HUGHES. Is that a function the FAA should be performing? 
Mr. VINCENT. I think the way we are doing it, which insures that 

the operator's performance is at a level that it should be is the way 
to address the problem rather than the turnover of the personnel. 
That is, we test the system and if the system is performing the way 
it should be performing, then we are assured by our check also that 
the screeners have received the appropriate training. I believe that 
is the best approach rather than going and serving how many 
months of experience the screeners have. 

Mr. HUGHES. But that is a hit-or-miss proposition, isn't it? 
Mr. VINCENT. No, sir. I would say that is the positive approach to 

make sure that the system is performing. 
Mr. HUGHES. The sole level of discrimination required by the reg

ulations, as I understand them, is that the system is capable of dis
tinguishing an insulated 24-gauge solid copper wire. What does 
that mean? 

Mr. VINCENT. You are asking a nontechnical person a very tech
nical question. That is the standard that was developed with the 
American Society for Testing and Materials. I would be happy to 
submit for the record, if you would like, a technical explanation of 
that. A nontechnical explanation of the 24-gauge copper wire test is 
that this demonstrates that the very, very small wires that the x
ray system has to be capable of seeing and showing readily to an 
operator is detectable, which assures you that you would have the 
necessary discrimination. 

Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Johnson, do you have an ongoing study at the 
present time at OTA, or have you completed your study? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; we have two studies that relate somewhat to 
this subject. One is on the evaluation of the Federal Government's 
efforts in control of narcotics smuggling in ports and in other ways 
as well. The other is an evaluation of advanced plastic materials. 

We used the data from those studies and did a little bit of extra 
work in order to address this question. 

Mr. HUGHES. Would you make your study available for the 
record? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly. These are ongoing studies and we have 
some preliminary material on each of them. 

Mr. HUGHES. Would you submit that for the record? 
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. 
Mr. HUGHEs. Without objection, so ordered. 
[The information follows:] 
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Excerpts from Ongoing OTA Study 
on Technologies to Control Illegal Drug Traffic 

June 1986 

The following excerpts from the ongoing OTA study of drug trafficking are 

taken from the sections addressing drug smuggling through ports of entry. They 

are presented as an illustration of the technological approach now employed by 

the U.S. Customs Service to apprehend violators and prevent smuggling through 

U.S. ports. This approach and these technologies, or variations of them, may 

also be employed to prevent other smuggling activities. The full report is only 

partially prepared in draft form at this time. 

DRUG SMUGGLING THROUGH PORTS OF ENTRY 

Introduction 

Numerous opportunities exist for drug smugglers to transport drugs into 

the U.S, through the official border crossings or ports of entry. There are 

over 300 ports of entry including airports, seaports, land border stations and 

mail processing facilities. An enormous amount and variety of traffic passes 

through these ports of entry each year. 

The smuggler has some distinct advantages over the U.S. Customs Service, 

which has primary responsibility for drug interdiction at ports of entry. The 

amount and variety of traffic at ports of entry provides smugglers with almost 

unlimited places to conceal drugs. This same traffic creates a burden on 

Customs inspectors to facilitate movement while enforcing many laws besides 

those related to drug interdiction, including immigration, agriculture and 

health laws, trade restrictions and duty collection. Also, there are currently 

no fool-proof methods to dp.tect drugs concealed in port of entry traffic. 
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A major advantage of Customs over drug smugglers is the authority for 

search and seizure without a warrant at the border. Haj or drug laws enforced by 

Customs include: 2lUSC9S2 - Unlawful Importation of Heroin, Cocaine, Marijuana, 

Hashish, 2lUSC9S3 • Unlawful Exportation of Heroin, Cocaine, Marijuana, 

Hashish), 18USCS46 - LSD, Barbituates, Amphetamines Being Smuggled, and 21USC844 

- Simple Possession of Any Conrrolled Substances. 

Seizures and Drug Traffic 

All types of drugs have been seized at ports of entry. High value, low 

bulk drugs, such as heroin are especially conducive to smuggling through ports 

of entry, given how easily valuable quantities can be concealed. Compared to 

other smuggling modes, relatively small amounts of marijuana and cocaine come 

through ports of entry. 

Smugglers have concealed drugs in many different ways. The task of 

detecting drugs in ports of entry traffic is ",ade especially difficult by the 

myriad of ways the drugs can be concealed, the large amount of traffic where 

drugs can be hidden at any given port, and the ability of smugglers to alter 

their concealment methods and/or use different ports of entry if the risk of 

detection is increased at a particular location. 

Each 'Jf the different smuggling modes allow the smuggler to retain 

varying amounts of control over the shipment primarily related to the amount of 

time requi'ced for shipping across the border. Time in transit varies depending 

on whethel: the shipment is made through land, air or sea ports of entry. Land 

transport by private or commercial vehicles may provide one of the most 

opportunn smuggling methods. Smugglers can hold loads close to the border until 

it appears that the chances of a detailed inspection are low. Customs personnel 

think that smugglers can effectively watch port operations and determine whether 

a blitz or special operation is in progress, or whether dogs are present, 
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The type of traffic also varies regionally and is partially the basis for 

allocation of Customs Service inspection resources. Other factors that are 

considered in the allocatic,n of inspectors and equipment include: the timely 

communication of intelligence, the development of threat assessments for 

individual flights, and the evaluation of national and international smuggling 

methods and trends. 

Technological and Other Detection Aids 

Several requirements must be satisfied for any aids to be effective for 

the detection of drugs at ports of entry. Speed and accuracy are probably the 

most important considerations, given the Custom5 responsibility to facilitate 

traffic in addition to enforcing drug and other laws. Acceptability by 

Customs inspectors is an equally important consideration if the techniques are 

going to be used. Inspectors concerns include: ease of operation, accuracy, 

durability under field conditions, safety, compatibility with normal working 

techniques and low cost (no one wants to break a very expensive piece of 

equipment). Sensitivity to particular drugs and the quantities of concern are 

also important. 

Customs has been seeking new techniques to detect drugs over the last few 

years. This is primarily the responsibility of the R&D Division. The Technical 

Services Office has also been involved in the development of some techniques. 

True R&D efforts with 1985 funding were for the optical passport reader, the 

license plate reader, nuclear magnetic resonance and ion mobility spectrometry, 

aQounting to a total of $267,500. 

Current and emerging technologies for drug detection at ports of entry 

are listed in the attached table. For this tablp. current means that the 

technology is fully developed and available for use. Demonstrated means that 
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the applicability of the technology to drug detection has been proven, but is 

still being refined for Custom's use. Exploratory means that the applicability 

of the technology is being investigated. 

Techniques that have been reviewed, but ruled out for use for drug 

detection at ports of entry in the near term inclUde: laser optoacoustics; 
I 

plasma chromatography, neutron backscatter, computerized tomography; neutron 

activation anlaysis; dielectric analysis; and voice stress analysis. 

While the Custom's budget for R&D of drug detection techniques is very 

low, the number of technologies being reviewed or in some stage of development 

is impressive. Openness to ideas from industry and Custom's staff ideas also 

leads to advancements. Cooperation with the Canadian and other foreign 

governments hes added little to U.S. Customs efforts. 

Very little technical equipment is actually in place to help detect drugs 

et ports of entry. There are 17 parcel x-ray systems located at 16 ports of 

entry, primarily used to inspect individual items in airport baggage; 8 x-ray 

systems located at 4 mail examination f~cilities; and 3 sets of probes, 16 

fibers copes and 24 ultrasonic range finders that have been distributed by 

Customs R&D to ports of entry, although additional equipment of this kind may 

have. been obtained with other funds. The wind'tunnel (thermionic vapor system) 

to screen passengers is scheduled to be installed at one. airport in the Fall of 

1986. The 4 gamma ray detection devices were sent back to the manufacturer for 

design correction. (Footnote: A gamma ray detection device, along with a 

fiberscope, ultrasonic range finder and selected probes and mirrors were 

packaged by the Customs R&D Office, in 3 Contraband Detection Kits to enhance 

the portability of this eqUipment. These kits were distributed to 3 different 

ports.) Drug detecting dogs, though not a technology per se, are located at 26 

ports of entry. 
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Most of the technologies listed as current in the table do not actually 

detect drugs, rather they are facilitation tools that show abnormalities in 

materials (i.e., x-rays, fiber optics, probes, gamma backscatter, ultrasonic 

range finder) or the presence of substances often associated with drugs (i.e., 

vapor detection, dogs). Further inspection may indicate the presence of drugs. 

Dogs are also capable of directly detecting marijuana and hashish. 

None of these techniques are fool-proof. Countermeasures can be 

developed for all of them. However, in most cases, techniques can also be 

developed to identify the use of countermeasures. 

The list includes both nonvapor and vapor technologies. These two basic 

approaches have different advantages and requirements. 

Nonvapor detection technologies are considered to be more cost-effective 

than vapor technologies. How~yer, tl,cy use active systems that potentially 

crdste problems with safety (e.g., radiation hazards), housing and power. 

Nonvapor approaches a.re generally non-specific (i.e., with the exception of NMR 

which uses the intrinsic properties of the drugs, most detect drugs by the way 

they are concealed): they are subject to "fuzing" (i.e., the activation of an 

explosive device designed to disrupt, destroy, or injure upon sensing a probing 

field); there are countermeasures and interferences; most aren't capable of a 

high throughput rate because they require a long interrogation time; and most 

techniques require an operator and in some cases skill, training and experience 

are important. 

Successful detection with vapor technologies requires the formation of a 

vapor envelope and proper sampling. Vapor envelope formation depends on a 

number of factors that are mostly controlled by the smuggler: the freshness of 

the drug or its state of decomposition: the quantity of drugs present; the use 
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of permeable packaging (e.g., plastic, paper, cardboard and rubber); and the 

length of time the drug is in place. For processed drugs like heroin and 

cocaine, vapor approaches would generally rely on detection of chemicals used in 

processing bec&use the drug molecules themselves (usually in the form of 

hydrochloride salts) are not very volatile. Proper sampling is a major problem 

in developing vapor technologies. Sufficient time, adequate concentration of 

drug vapor and placement of the sampling probe are all critical for successful 

vapor detection. The sampling method must also avoid saturation or overload of 

the detector system with high concentrations of non-target substances and the 

method must avoid contamination by previous samples. 
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Mr. HUGHES.All right. 
The gentleman from Florida. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Vincent, I am a commuter. I go home virtu

ally every weekend to my district where my family lives and I fly 
back and forth to do that. I have a set of keys in my hand from my 
pocket. They are to my car. Every time I get on board the plane, 
before I do that I pass through one of those metal detectors. I have 
the keys in my right-hand pocket and I always have a handker
chief in that pocket. I don't try to hide the keys and the handker
chief-they are just both in there. Only about once out of every 40 
or 50 times I go through a metal detector at an airport do these 
keys ever set off that detector. 

If that is the case and someone has a weapon that is mostly non
metal and the springs are capable of being that small in going into 
my pocket-if that is the case, and the person takes the springs out 
and sticks them in his pocket, has the weapon on his person, never 
checks anything through the bag for the x-ray machine-isn't that 
person likely to be able to take that weapon aboard a plane totally 
undetected in most airports today? 

Mr. VINCENT. If in fact the all-plastic weapons with six or seven 
springs as you mentione(~ here earlier, is a reality and in today's 
system, then you are correct. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. That is what I am saying. 
I know that we don't have it as a reality yet on the market, we 

haven't seen it there, but if that is the case, I am correct, with 
today's technology that is out there currently at our airports. 

Mr. VINCENT. You are correct, and we would have to compensate 
for that with some other countermeasure. Let me back up now and 
hasten to add that any metal detector-certainly, the later state of 
the art, if they alarm on those keys that you have, then the metal 
detector is not performing properly. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. There are a lot of them. I have been through a 
lot of all'ports since I have been in Congress, and I am going to tell 
you, literally, once out of every 40 or 50 times does it ever go off, 
that I have to ever empty my pockets. 

Mr. VINCENT. Some of those metal detectors are so good and dis
criminating past the metal that it creates another problem. The 
other problem being that no one ever hears it go off, which then 
they assume that it isn't working. So in some cases we are forced 
to crank up the sensitivity of the unit so that the public then per
ceives that the equipment is working. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I hope that is the case. If it is not a problem for 
my keys to go through and it is a low volume and all that, then I 
am happy. But I got the impression that is not the case. 

Thank you very much. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. 
Phil, I really am concerned over the fact that we are not working 

more directly on firearms or coming on line to determine whether 
or not they are detectable. I don't perceive that to be just an FAA 
problem. Now, that is primarily an ATF problem, as I see it. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. Would you like me to respond? 
Mr. HUGHES. Yes. 
Mr. MCGUIRE. Yes, sir. 
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First of all, you use the term come on line, which we don't have 
the authority to examine anything prior to its going into produc
tion and getting on the market. Now, after it is on the market we 
do look at many things. 

As Mr. Vin.cent pointed out, despite the lack of a memorandum 
of understanding, Ed Owen, in my opinion, is accepted by all facets 
of both law enforcement and the industry as certainly one of the 
preeminent experts in the country. There is an ongoing dialog be
tween ATF and all other Federal law enforcement organizations to 
include FAA. We do participate as well in putting out notices to 
FAA and others when we see a problem of that magnitude. 

But the problem really goes beyond that, and that we don't have 
the authority. All we can do at this point is alert people to the po
tential problem. 

Mr. HUGHES. Maybe I look at the issue a little differently. 
I don't think it is a matter of your just having to be satisfied 

with the state of present authority. If the public interest requires 
you to request additional authority, that is part of your job. Isn't 
that part of your job? I always thought so. 

Mr. MCGUIRE. It is. 
Mr. HUGHES. I don't remember receiving any request from ATF 

for additional authority to deal with the problem. 
On that score, let me just say to you, and you are, unfortunately, 

the, messengers here today-you are here testifying, so you are the 
closest thing I have to the policymakers at ATF. 

I want to tell you how disappointed I am with ATF. Their re
sponse, several weeks ago, in reference to our request for firearms 
legislation was nothing short of disgraceful. For an agency that is 
charged with the responsibility of protecting citizens in this coun
try and promulgating decent, fair, equitablp, firearms legislation, I 
couldn't believe the failure to respond. 

I requested, 2 months ago, information from ATF and never re
ceived it. Staff had to call time and time to get the information and 
have never received it. I have gotten the impression that you have 
been intimidated as an agency over the last few years, and I under
stand why. I was one of the people that helped lead the fight back 
in 1981 and 1982 to preserve your agency against the wrongful at
tacks. It is just absolutely disgraceful that your agency just cowers 
and bows to the pressures on-I realize a rather irrational issue
firearms. 

I just hope you will take that message back. They do law enforce-
ment a disservice. 

Thank you very much. I appreciate your testimony. 
Mr. MCGUIRE. Thank you. 
Mr. HUGHES. Our next panel consists of Victor Strom, director of 

public safety, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, accom
panied by Henry DeGeneste, superintendent of police for the Port 
Authority; Richard Lally, assistant vice president for security, the 
Air Transport Association; Robert Wigington, director of public af
fairs for the Airport Operators Council International; Sterling 
Epps, special agent of the United States Customs Service, and legis
lative cochairman of the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Asso
ciation, and Donald Cahill, national legislative committee for Fra
ternal Order of Police. 
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Gentlemen, we are just delighted to have you with us today. We 
have your statements which, without objection, will be made a part 
of the record in full. We hope that you can summarize your testi
mony and we are going to begin with you, Mr. Strom. Welcome. 

STATEMENTS OF VICTOR T. STROM, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC 
SAFETY, THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW 
JERSEY, ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY I. DeGENESTE, SUPERIN
TENDENT OF POLICE, THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK 
AND NEW JERSEY; RICHARD F. LALLY, ASSISTANT VICE PRESI
DENT FOR SECURITY, THE AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION, 
WASHINGTON, DC; ROBERT R. WIGINGTON, DIRECTOR OF GOV
ERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, AIRPORT OPERATORS COUNCIL INTER
NATIONAL, WASHINGTON, DC; STERLING B. EPPS, LEGISLATIVE 
CO-CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AS
SOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC, AND DONALD L. CAHILL, 
MEMBER, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, FRATERNAL 
ORDER OF POLICE 
Mr. STROM. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: 
I am Victor Strom, director of public safety for the Port Author

ity of New York and New Jersey. With me today is Henry DeGen
este, superintendent of the port authority police. 

We appreciate this opportunity to address the committee on this 
important issue. You have our written statement on the subject of 
undetectable firearms which deals with the security concerns of 
our organization as operators of one of the largest airport complex
es in this country. 

But I feel that severaJi aspects of the issues we presented are 
worthy of special emphasis. The port authority, a public agency of 
the States of New York and New Jersey, operates the busiest re
gional airport complex in the Nation. In 1985, more than 78 million 
domestic and overseas passengers were served at John F. Kennedy 
International, LaGuardia, and Newark International airports. 

We are vitally interested in the safety and security of all passen
gers using our facilities, not to mention the more than 64,000 
people that are employed at the airports. 

Recent terrorist activities abroad and the threat of such activi
ties in the United States have, of course, heightened our concerns. 
Today, we are faced with an even more serious problem which 
could jeopardize all of our security efforts. I refer to the manufac
ture and importation of firearms that would be able to evade exist
ing airport security systems. 

Mr. Chairman, I don't need to emphasize to you that a major seg
ment of our traveling popUlation wants to feel secure traveling by 
air. Utilization of a magnetometer and x rays at departure screen
ing points are two of the primary tools that airlines and the FAA 
rely on to accomplish that task. They are not perfect tools, depend
ent as they are, not only the accuracy and the sensitivity of the 
equipment, but also upon the alertness and thoroughness of the 
screening operator. 

I submit that in these difficult times, any dimunition of the abili
ty of the equipment or the operator to identify a weapon which 
could be used in a hijacking or terrorist action on board a plane is 
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a gross disservice to the world community. The advent of nonmetal 
firearms poses a very real threat to air passenger safety and can 
defeat one of the most important basis security systems currently 
in place at our airports. 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey has conducted 
tests on the presently available Glock 17-a firearm that is largely 
made of plastic, and it raises grave concerns for us as airport oper
ators. 

Our tests have indicated that this particular weapon may not be 
readily detectable using current airport security systems due to its 
limited number of metal parts. The Glock 17 can be disassembled 
in about 30 seconds into six basic components. Reassembly of the 
gun can take place just as quickly. Those portions of the gun which 
are mostly plastic, and some of the metal parts, can pass through a 
magnetometer. 

Mr. DeGeneste, will you show the committee? 
[Weapon demonstration.] 
Mr. STROM. These elements of the gun were in the possession of 

Superintendent DeGeneste not more than 2 minutes ago as he 
passed through that magnetometer, and it did not ring off the mag
netometer. 

Mr. HUGHES. Everyone of the parts were from the Glock 17? 
Mr. STR.OM. Not everyone of them-shy of one part. But I 

submit, if I may, Mr. Chairman, this [holding up the receiver] is 
the profile which a lot of the operators are used to identifying, 
which clearly is the profile of a gun-can be seen in an x ray, no 
question about it. This portion of the gun-the receiver-was on 
the person of Mr. DeGeneste as he walked through that magnetom
eter, and that is not the part that would be passed through an x
ray machine. Moreover, the identification of the remaining metal 
component of the pistol, through the image presented on the x-ray 
machine, is a task that will test the abilities of even the best opera
tors, particularly if the individua} attempting to pass the weapon 
through the x ray takes the trouble to disguise this innocuous look
ing gun element. 

More important than our concerns over this particular firearm, 
however, the Glock 17 calls attention to the new technological ad
vances in the manufacture of weapons, where at some point in the 
near future, a weapon could be developed which could easily evade 
security systems used at t.he airports. 

The developments in nonmetal firearms, quite frankly, are out
pacing the technological developments in security equipment to 
protect our air passengers against the future criminal use of these 
weapons. As a result, there will be a window of opportunity for 
those who would misuse these weapons and the results could be 
tragic. 

Until the technology of security devices advances fully enough to 
detect these weapons, we urge the Congress to take action to re
strict the availability of these weapons and thereby protect the se
curity of millions of air passengers. 

Our purpose here today is not to single out any particular 
weapon, but to call attention of the Congress and the American 
people to the need to prevent the manufacturing and importation 
of undetectable firearms in the United States. 
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So we join with all parties who have an interest in insuring the 
safety of the air traveler in endorsing the legislation proposed by 
Representatives Biaggi and Mrazek as well as Mr. Weiss and Mr. 
Schumer-all of whom should be commended for their initiative. 

We trust that the deliberations of this committee will result in 
positive support for the approval of such a law by the Congress. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are grateful to you for providing the 
opportunity for a public discussion of this important issue. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Strom. 
[The statement of Mr. Strom follows:] 
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Mr. Chariman, I appreciate this opportunity to address the committee today 
on a topic that is of major interest of The Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey. The Port Authority, a public agency of the States of New York 
and New Jersey, operates the busiest regional airport complex in the 
nation. In 1985 more than 78 million domestic and overseas passengers were 
served at John F. Kennedy International, laGuardia and Newark International 
Airports. These airports also handled over one million aircraft operations 
last year. We are vitally interested in the safety and security of all 
passengers using our facilities, not to mention the more than 64,000 people 
that are employed at the airports. As we proceed with our plans for the 
major expansion ~nd the development of each of our airports, we are 
particularly concerned with the question of security and have established a 
special task force to address those concerns. 

Recent terrorist activities abroad and the threat of such activities in the 
United States have, of course, heightened our concerns. Today we are faced 
with an even more serious problem which could jeopardize all of our 
security efforts. I refer to the manufacture and importation of firearms 
that would be able to evade existing airport security systems. 

As you may know, airports rely on standard security equipment such as that 
used to protect this building. The basic tool of airport security which is 
provided at each of our airports by the airlines under the Code of Federal 
Regulations for air passenger travel at "exclusive areas" such as boarding 
gates, is a magnetometer which detects metal objects that an individual has 
on his person and an Xray machine that is designed to examine the contents 
of hand carried bags or luggage. A magnetometer, however, cannot detect 
non-metal objects; therefore, any object not made of metal--a pen, 
cigarette lighter or a plastic firearm--would not be detected by this 
security device. The advent of non-metal firearms poses alvery real threat 
to air passenger safety and can defeat one of the most important basic 
security systems currently in place at our airports. 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey has conducted tests on the 
presently available Glock-17, a firearm that is largely made of plastic, 
and it raises grave concerns for us as airport operators. Our tests have 
indicated that this particular weapon may be 1ble to evade airport security 
systems due to its limited number of metal parts. More important than our 
concerns over this particular firearm, however, the Glock-17 calls 
attention to the new technol~)ical advances in the manufacture of weapons 
where, at some point in the near future, a weapon could be developed which 
could easily evade security systems used at in airports. 

The developments in non-metal firearms, quite frankly, are outpacin:j the 
technological developments in security equipment to protect our air 
passengers against the future criminal use of these weapons. As a result, 
there will be a window of opportunity for those who would misuse these 
weapons and the results could be tragic. Until the technology in security 

- more -
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devices advances fully enough to detect these weapons, we urge the Congress 
to take action to restrict the availability of these weapons and thereby 
protect the security of millions of air passengers. 

Our purpose here today is not to single out any particular weapon, but to 
call to the attention of the Congress and the American people the need to 
prevent the manufacturing and importation of undetectable firearms in the 
United States. 

As a result we support the legislation introduced on this matter by 
Representative Mrazek and Representative Biaggi and cosponsored by several 
members of Congress. We are also pleased to know that similar legislation 
has been introduced in the Senate by Senator Kassebaum of Kansas who chairs 
the Senate Aviation Subcommittee. 

We hope that Congress will act expeditiously on this matter. E'inally, even 
with laws prohibiting certain weapons, the need for better and more 
effective detection methods is clear. We urge the Federal Aviation 
Administration and other agencies of the Federal Government to work for the 
development of improved security devices for use at the nation's airports. 

For our part, we will continue to work closely with the FAA and the 
airlines to strengthen security at the airports under our jurisdiction. We 
ask you to support us in our efforts by passing this vital legislation. 
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Mr. HUGHES. At this time we will hear from Mr. Lally. We have 
your excellent statement which will be made a part of the record 
and we hope you can summarize for us. 

Mr. LALLY. Yes; I will summarize it, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. 
Mr. LALLY. I am Richard Lally. I am assistant....vice president for 

security for the Air Transport Association. I am pleased to appear 
before the subcommittee on behalf of the ATA member carriers to 
add the views of our industry as you consider legislation that 
would prohibit the domestic manufacture of new firearms or the 
importation of firearms not detectable by the weapons detection 
systems in use at airports in the United States. 

I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that the U.S. airlines have the 
best passenger screening system in the world. It is at the heart of 
our program to protect passengers and crews from crimes against 
air commerce. 

Our screening system has been put to the test, and put to the 
test successfully by such unusual things as flammable liquids, flare 
guns and the so-called Saturday night special handguns that are so 
prevalent in the United States and that have less metal and are 
more difficult to detect in fact than the recently publicized Glock 
17. 

We believe, however, that legislation to ban the manufacture and 
importation of firearms that modern screening cannot readily 
detect is a prudent measure. Such a ban would not necessarily 
impact technological progress in firearms development, as a fire
arms manufacturer could include metal filings or fragments help
ing detection while still preserving the advantages of mostly plastic 
construction. Although invisible from an exterior view, the metal 
fragments could provide a flag to screeners or show a distinctive 
message under the x ray-the word "gun", for example. 

Briefly, we endorse the objectives of the legislation before you 
and suggest only that the language of the proposed amendments in 
H.R. 4194 to sections 922 and 925 of title 18, be expanded to require 
that the Secretary of the Treasury consult with the Administrator 
of the Federal Aviation Administration in arriving at determina
tions to prohibit the manufacture or importation of firearms. 

We believe that such consultation is essential because the weap
ons detection systems in place at U.S. airports were established 
pursuant to Federal aviation regulations and are maintained and 
operated by the airlines in accordance with FAA security stand·, 
ards and procedures. 

It seems to us, therefore, that the airlines and the FAA can pro
vide the best information and the best judgments as to the detect
ability of firearms so as to guide the Secretary of the Treasury in 
making the proposed determinations. 

The airline passenger screening process is the cornerstone of the 
U.S. Civil Aviation Security Program that has served and contin
ues to serve, we think, as the model for the rest of the world. 

In addition to focusing on that system and recognizing that con
cerns about terrorism are increasing, from an aviation industry 
viewpoint we think it is important to put those concerns in some 
sort of perspective. By way of background from a statistical stand
point, these have been -relatively good times for airline security. 
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There were only five U.S. airline hijackings attempted during 1984 
and only four in 1985-the lowest annual record since 1976. So far, 
in 1986, there have been two attempts to hijack U.S. airline flights 
operating under FAA security requirements-both were unsuccess
ful. 

These figures compare favorably to the peak hijacking years of 
1968-1972, when there was a 5-year total of 173 U.S. airline hi
jackings, or an average of almost 35 each year. So, while not down
playing concerns about terrorism, we do think that it is important 
to keep the problem in perspective. 

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we endorse the legislation you are 
considering and we recommend its passage and its enactment. 

I would be happy to answer any questions that the subcommittee 
may have. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you. 
[The statement of Mr. Lally follows:] 
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My name is Richard F. Lally. I am Assistant Vice President 

- Security for the Air Transport Association, the trade and 

service organization of the U.S. scheduled airlines. 

The airlines belonging to ATA account for more than 90 

percent of the total revenue passenger miles produced by U.S. 

scheduled air carriers, for more than 95 percent of air freight 

ton miles and for the transportation of most intercity first 

class mail. ATA air carriers fly to more than 400 airports in 

the United States and to more than 70 other countries. 

I am pleased to appear on behalf of ATA member carriers 

before this subcommittee to add the views of our industry as 

you consider legislation that would prohibit the domestic 

manufacture of new firearms or the importation of firearms not 

detectable by the weapons detection systems in use at airports 

in the United States. 

I can assu~e you, Mr. Chairman, that the U.S. airlines have 

the best passenger screening system in the world. It is at the 

heart of our program to protect our passengers and crews from 

crimes against air commerce. 

Our screening system has been put to the test -- and put to 

the test successfully -- by such unusual things as flammable 

liquids, flare guns and the Saturday night special that has 

less metal and is more difficult to detect than the recently 

highly publicized Glock 17. 
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Legislation to ban the manufacture and importation of 

firearms that modern screening cannot readily detect is a 

prudent measure. 

A firearms manufacturer could include metal fragments. 

helping detection but still preserving the advantages of mostly 

plastic construction. Although invisible to an exterior view. 

the metal fragments could show a distinctive message under 

X-ray -- the word gun. for example. 

Briefly. we endorse the objectives of H.R. 4194. the 

"Terrorist Firearms Prevention Act of 1986", and suggest only 

that the language of the proposed amendments of sections 922 

and 925 of Title 18, United States Code. be expanded to require 

that the Secretary of the Treasury consult with the Secretary 

of Transportation or the Administrator of the Federal Aviation 

Administration in arriving at any determinations to prohibit 

the manufacture or importation of firearms. 

We believe that such consultation is essential because the 

weapons detection systems in place at U.S. airports were 

established pursuant to Federal Aviation regulations and are 

maintained and operated by the airlines in accordance with FAA 

security standards and procedures. It seems to us. therefore, 

that the airliras and the FAA can provide the best information 

and judgments as to the detectability of firearms to guide the 

Secretary of th~ Treasury in making the proposed determinations. 

The airline passenger screening process is the cornerstone 

of the U.S. Civil Aviation Security Program that has served and 

continues to serve, we think as the model for the rest of the 
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world. Before focusing on the passenger screening process and 

~~apons detection systems specifically. it is desirable to 

examine some of the recent experience of U.S. airlines in 

combatting hijackings and related criminal acts against civil 

air commerce. 

By way of background. from a statistical viewpoint. these 

have been relatively good times for airline security, There 

were only five U.S. airline hijackings during 1984 and only 

four in 1985 -- the lowest annual record since 1976. So far in 

1986. there have been two attempts to hijack U~S. airline 

flights operating under FAA security requirements. Both were 

unsuccessful. These figures compare favorably to the peak 

hijacking years of 1966-1972 when there was a five year total 

of 173 U.S. airline hijackings or an average of almost 35 each 

year. 

Statistics alone. however. do not present a full picture. 

Concerns about international terrorism have been heightened 

dramatically since the hijacking of TWA Flight 647 out of 

Athens on June 14, 1985. That incident -- a hijacking only in 

its initial hours -- developed into a 16 day hostage ordeal 

very much reminiscent of the 1979-1980 Iranian crisis. Quick 

on the heels of the June 14 incident came the June 23 explosion 

of a bomb in a suitcase at Narita Airport and on the same day 

the suspected -- and now proved -- bomb destruction of an Air 

India flight off the coast of Ireland with the 10$s of more 

than 200 lives. More recently. there was the explosion aboard 

the U.S. airline flight going into Athens on April 2, the first 
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bomb explosion aboard a U.S. airline flight since 1982. These 

incidents have resulted in heightened security measures at 

airports throughout the world. 

As to the U.S. airline passenger screening system 

specifically, it is important to understand the scope and 

magnitude of this critical element of the U,S. civil aviation 

security program. 

When ~creening of all U.S. airline passengers and their 

carry-on baggage was first proposed back in 1972, there were 

many in both government and industry who said this couldn't be 

done. 

Such a reaction was understandable, given the millions of 

people, the baggage and the flights involved and -- for U.S. 

society -- the unprecedented nature of tha personal inspections 

contemplated. Yet, with one of history's most outstanding 

examples of public-private sector cooperation. screening and 

other aspects of the air transport security program have worked 

remarkably well. 

To understand the massive efforts behind successful air 

transport security. it is helpful to look first at the 

dimensions of the air transport system that industry and 

government are keeping secure. 

o The nation1s airlines transported more than 

380 million passengers last year and may 

carry more than 400 million this year. 

Q these people moved along with millions of 

tons of freight and the vast majority of 

65-046 0 - 87 - 6 
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the nation's intercity first class letters. 

o Movin~ this traffic required the service of 

5.5 million flights that had to be processed for 

security. as well as for a host of other reasons. 

o These passengers checked some 550 million bags 

that moved in aircraft luggage compartments. 

e They carried on board with them more than 

370 million pieeas of luggage. 

o In total, the airlines £creened more than one 

billion items that people carried aboard. In 

addition to the lUggage, there were all of the 

briefcases and purses that passengers carry 

with them. 

o These passengers passed through 1,200 screening 

points maintained by the airlines at 430 U.S. 

airpDrts. Actually, more than 700 million people 

were slreened -- counting passe~gers, people who 

came to see them off and others whose business 

takes them through the screening points. 

o There are about 6,000 screeners at U.S. airports 

employed by contractors hired by the airlines. 

There are more than 1,500 law enforcement officers 

~iving police support to screening activity. The 

compensation of these officers is being paid by 

the airlines. More than 1,000 X-ray units and 

2,500 weapons detectors are in use at the screening 

points. 
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c It costs an average of 79 cents to screen a 

passenger. The screening phase of security alone 

costs the nation's airlines more than $200 million 

a year. 

FAA's report to Congress on the effectiveness of the civil 

aviation security program, issued in November 1985, notes the 

following about the scope and effectiveness of screening from 

the time it began in early 1973 through June of 1985: 

o Over six billion persons have been screened. 

a Almost eight billion carry-on items have 

been inspected . 

• More than 33,000 firearms have been detected, 

leading to about 14,000 related arrests. 

The FAA estimates that 113 hijackings or related crimes may 

have been prevented by airline and airport ~ecurity measures. 

U.S. history records various instances in which given 

industries and their customers have been targ~ts of crime, but 

the response to the security threat against air transportation 

is marked by a singular characteristic. This characteristic is 

the extent of responsibility assumed by the airlines in what 

has been vested traditionally in government as a public safety 

responsibility. Never before in history has private industry 

undertaken defenses of the scope, magnitude and duration that 

the airline industry has undertaken to protect passengers, 

crews, cargo and aircraft from outside thre~ts. 

The U.S. civil aviation program that has evolved over two 

decades is comprehensive in nature, yet one of shared 
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responsibilities on the part of government, primarily the FAA, 

airlines, airports and local, communities. We believe the 

program is fundamentally sound and capable of responding to 

changes in the nature and level of threats to U.S. commercial 

aviation, including the threat of terrorism which is a concern 

of the subcommittee when it considers the potential use of 

so-called "~lastic firearms". 

On be~rlf of the nation's airlines, I thank you for the 

opportunlcy to appear here this morning. I will now answer any 

questions you may have. 

* *' * * 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Wigington, likewise, we have your statement, 
which will be made a part of the record. Please summarize for us. 

Mr. WIGINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am Robert Wigington, director of governmental affairs for the 

Airport Operators Council International. AOCI is the association of 
governmental bodies that own and operate the principal airports 
served by scheduled airlines in the United States and throughout 
the world. 

We appreciate the opportunity to be here this afternoon to 
present our views on this important subject. 

As you know, civil aviation has proven to be a most attractive 
target to the world's terrorist element. According to FAA data, be
tween 1969 and 1972, there were 117 hijacking attempts on U.S. 
scheduled air carrier aircraft for an average during that period of 
29 per year. 

After the implementation of the current civil aviation security 
system in 1973, as pointed out by Mr. Lally's statistics, that 
dropped dramatically. 

I have a number of other statistics which I won't go into that are 
in our written statement which demonstrate the high level of secu
rity that we do have today. Although the system is not 100 percent 
foolproof, and I don't think anybody believes any system could be, 
it has been very effective and all necessary precautions must be 
taken to maintalll and improve the maximum level of security. 

In recent months, we have seen an increase in terrorist activity 
at some international airports and aboard aircraft. Airport facili
ties and aircraft are prime targets for terrorist assaults. 

The AOCI is greatly alarmed over the advent of plastic firearms 
which could, in the hands of terrorists, further jeopardize public 
safety at airports. The primary defense against terrorist infiltra
tion of secure airport areas and aircraft is the use of x-ray ma
chines and metal detectors. The obvious potential of plastic fire
arms to escape detection would make them extremely attractive to 
terrorists. At least this witness needs no further evidence than 
what we just saw with the Glock 17 weapon that there is obviously 
some controversy as to whether it is detectable or not. If firearms 
technology gets any better than that, I think we have real reasons 
to be concerned. 

Therefore, AOCI offers its wholehearted support for the legisla
tion introduced by Congressmen Mrazek and Biaggi, H.R. 4194 and 
H.R. 4223. 

We believe as these measures would provide that no firearms 
should be allowed in this country which are undetectable by cur
rent technology standard airport security detection devices. I em
phasize current technology because there now exists no x-ray bag
gage screening device or magnetometer which will detect a firearm 
made entirely of plastic. 

As we have heard today, there is considerable controversy over 
the Glock 17 which is currently in production, and whether or not 
it contains enough metal to be detectable 100 percent or even part 
of the time. Based on the demonstration we have witnessed, I think 
the risk is very great and the obvious potential for further ad
vancement in this technology is the real reason we are here and 
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the real reason I think there needs to be movement on this legisla
tion. 

Even if this particular gun is eventually found to be detectable, 
it is anticipated that the technology does exist and future firearms 
would become more advanced and have fewer and fewer metal 
parts. 

Y 01.1 have heard from the Office of Technology Assessment that a 
new technology x-ray baggage screening device is being developed, 
and it was addressed in their paper of April 1986. However, I think 
as we have heard today, there is great doubt as to how effective the 
x-ray system will be, and it still does not address the problem of 
metal detectors, and the question of whether these weapons can be 
passed through in part or in whole through metal detector devices. 

We must not allow plastic weapons technology to outpace our se
curity detection technology. We, therefore, believe the prohibition 
of undetectable firearms as called for in these bills is appropriate, 
reasonable, and necessary in order for Congress to take action now 
beifore it is too late. 

The time to take preventive action is not after such plastic fire
arms are fully in production and have gained a foothold in the 
United States and in the arsenal of terrorists, but before they are 
produced and distributed in such numbers that there would be no 
feasible way of turning back the threat. 

While there may be legitimate recreational uses for plastic fire
arms, we believe their potential use by terrorists and public safety 
considerations must be given overriding importance. This legisla
tion would serve to put potential manufacturers on notice that 
plastic firearms they plan to develop must have enough metal con
tent to be detectable. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, this legislation offers an opportuni
ty to protect the traveling public's safety from this new threat 
while depriving no one of their right to own currently manufac
tured firearms. 

This new generation of plastic firearms is clearly on the horizon 
and looms ominously over aviation security. The AOCI urges this 
subcommittee and the Congress to act promptly on these legislative 
measures. The success of the aviation industry's past and present 
security efforts depends on this crucial action. 

Thank you. I would be pleased to answer any questions you may 
have. 

Mr. HTJI}HEs. Thank you very much, Mr. Wigington. 
[The statement of Mr. Wigington follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I am Robert Wigington, Direotor ot Governmental Affairs for the 
Airport Operators Council International (AOCI). AOOI is the 
association of governmental bodies tha~ own and operate the principal 
airports served by schedulea airlin~s in the United States and 
throughout the world. Our memb~rs enplape over 90% of the U.S. air 
passengers and 76% of the wort"d's air passengers through 800 airports 
worldwide. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to present 
our views on this crucial subject. 

As you know, civil aviation has proven to be a most attractive 
target to the world's terrorist element. According to Federal 
Aviation Administration data, between 1969 and 1972 there were 117 
hijacking attempts on U.S. soheduled air oarrier airoraft for an 
average of 29 per year during that period. After the implementation 
of the current civil aviation security aystem in 1973, as enforced by 
FAA under Federal Aviation Regulations Parts 107 and 108, the' average 
number of hijacking attempts dropped dramatica.lly to only eight 
between that year and 1984. During the first six months of 1986, 
there were only three hijacking attempts on U.S. carriers, only one 
of which was successful. It is easy to understand the industry's 
enthusiasm and support for the current civil aviation security system 
in the U.S. given these statistics and others, such as: between 1973 
and mid-198B, over six billion persons were screened, eight billion 
pieces of carry-on items were inspected, over 33,000 firearms were 
detected with 14,000 related arrests, and 113 hijackings or related 
crimes may have been prevented by the system. Although the system 
is not 100% foolproof, it has been very effeotive and all necessary 
precautions must be taken to maintain and improve the maximum level 
of security. 

In recent month~, the U.S. air carrier industry has been handed a 
setback in the form of an increase in terrorist activity at some of 
the international airports it surves and aboard aircraft. In 
antiCipation of possible airport attacks in tha U.S., FAA has worked 
to strengthen the ourrent system by requiring more exhaustive 
background checks on those employees who have access to secure areas 
at airports. The U.s. Customs Service has recently enacted a similar 
program on employees who have access to its secure areas. Working 
with the relevant federal agenCies, airport operators are taking all 
appropriate steps to tighten security at their facilities and reduce 
the risk of sxposure to terrorist acts. AOO! member airports stand 
ready to take whatever future actions are neoessary to ensure the 
safety of the traveling public. 

ADO! is greatly alarmed over the advent of plastiC firearms which 
could, in the hands of terrorists, jeopardize public safety ~t 
airports. The primary defense against terrorist infiltration of 
secure airport areas and aircraft is the use of x-ray machines and 
metal detectors. The obvious potential of plastiC firearms to escape 
detection would make them extremely attractive to terrorists. 
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In keeping with the need for stricter security in all areas, AOCI 
otfers its wholehearted support for the legislation introduced by 
Congressmen Mrazek (H.R. 4194) and Biaggi (H.R. 4223). We believe, 
as these measures would provide, that no firearm should be allowed in 
this oountry which is undetectable by current technology standard 
airport security detection devices. Current teohnology is emphasized 
because there now exists no x-ray baggage soreening device or 
magnetometer whioh will detect a firearm made entirely of plastic. 

In faot, some controversy sxists among experts concerning whether 
the h1ghly-publicized Austrian Glook 17 handgun currently in 
production contains enough metal to be detectable by screening point 
personnel without extra training and diligence. Even if this 
particular gun is eventually found to be deteotable under normal 
circumstances, it is anticipated that there will be some firearms 
made of non-metal substances in the near future as tho requisite 
technology for this purpose already exists. 

Acoording to the staff paper written by the Office of Technology 
Assessment (April 1988) conoerning non-metal firearms, a 
new-teohnology x-ray baggage soreening device is being developed 
which will hopefully enable the screener to see even all-plastic 
items clearly. However, this technology may be some time away from 
production and, according to the OTA paper, it will "COGt several 
times as much as standard airport x-ray equipment." To replace all 
the present screening eqUipment nationwido wit.h new technology 
equipment would oost hundreds of millions of dollars. It seems 
imprudent to outlay such sums of money for new soreening equipment to 
prevent a threat which can be "nipped in the bud" by the legislation 
before this Subcommittee. 

Both bills would prohibit the manufactu~e, distribution or 
importation of any plastio or non-metal weapons which are found by 
the Treasury Secretary to be undetectable by standard airport 
security systems. We believe this is an appropriate, reasonable and 
neoessary step that Congress must take now before it is too late. 
The time to take preventive aotion is not &!tel' such plastiC firearms 
are fully in production and have gained a foothold in the United 
StaLes and in the arsenal of terrorists, but before they are produced 
and distributed in such numbers that there would be no feasible way 
of turning baok the threat. 

While there may be legitimate recreational uses for plastiC 
firearms, we believe their potential use by terrorists and public 
safety considerations must be given overriding importance. This 
legislation would serve to put potential manufacturers on notice thst 
plastiC firearms they plan to develop must have enough metal oontent 
to be detectable. 

In conclUSion, Mr. Chairma·~, when givsn an oppot'tunity to not 
only ensure the traveling publio's safety but also save the aviation 
industry hundreds of millions of dollars that would be needlessly 
spent, while depriving no one of their right to own currently 
manufactured firearms, it seems prudent to seize upon it. AOCI urges 
this Subcommittee and the Congress to act promptly on this 
legislation. The success of the aviation industry's past and present 
security efforts depends on this cruoial action. 

Thank you. I would be pleased to answer any questions you may 
have. 
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The Airport Operators Counoil International (AOCI) is greatly ooncerned 
over the potential threat of plastiO or non-metal firearms in the hands of 
terrorists. At a time of heightened oonoern over terrorist attacks 
against oivilians and air passengers when airport operators and airlines 
are increasing seourity precautions, it would be short-sighted to overlook 
the danger posed by firearms that may be undetectable by standard airport 
security equipment. Airports today are taking all appropriate steps to 
tighten seourity and reduce the risk of exposure to terrorist acts. The 
possibility that current security systems (e.g., X-ray equipment and metal 
detectors) could be rendered obsolete by the manufacture and proliferation 
0·[ plastiC firearms causes great oonoern. AirpoI·t facilities and aircraft 
are prime targets for terrorist assaults, and we must not allow the 
proliferation of any weapons capable of oompromising our nation's current 
security technology. No security system is foolproof, and all due 
precautions must be taken to assure the maximum level of seourity. 

AOCI fully supports the legislation proposed by Representatives Robert 
Mrazek (H.R. 4194) and Mario Biaggi (H.R. 4223) as appropriate, reasonable 
and necessary preventive steps that should be taken now before it is too 
late. These measures would require that plastic or non-metal firearms be 
banned from manufacture, distribution and importation in the United states 
if it is determined that they are not detectable with standard security 
equipment used at airports. In light of reports that teohnology already 
exists to manufaoture plastio firearms with nO or very little metallic 
content, and that their production in the U.S. may already be underway or 
soon will be, such legislation is urgently needed to forestall thle 
potential security tl:lreat. This "new generation" of plastio firearms is 
olearly on the horl~~n and looms ominously over aviation security. AOCl 
joins with other aviation and h.w enforcement groups In urging prompt 
Congressional enactment of this legislation. 

# # # 

Airport Operators Council International is the association of governmental 
bodies tha~ own and operate the prinoipal airports served by soheduled 
airlines in the United States and throughout the world. 

Internallonal Headquarters: 1220 Nineteenth Street, NW .• Suite 800, Washington, D.C. 20036 

Phone (202) 293-8500 Telex 440732 (ITS.UI) Telefax (202) 775'()359 Cable AOGIHQ 
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Mr. HUGHES. Sterling Epps had to leave us. He is the legislative 
cochairman of the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association 
of Washington, DC. His statement, without objection, will be made 
a part of the record. 

[The statement of Mr. Epps follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify today on 

H.R. 4194, the Terrorist Firearms Protection Act, and on H.R. 

4223, The Tools of Terrorism Act. H.R. 4194 introduced by 

Representatives Robert J. Mrazek and Ted Weiss and H.R. 4223 

introduced by Representative Mario Biaggi both address an issue 

of vital importance to all police and public safety officials in 

our country. 

As the Legislative Co-Chairman of the Federal Law 

Enforcement Officers Association, the largest professional 

association in the nation exclusively representing Federal law 

enforcement officers and criminal investigator, I am pleased to 

lend my support to both pieces of legislation. What I hope to do 

in my comments today is to suggest ways of combining and adding 

to these bills that will enhance their effectiveness. 

H.R. 4223, the Tools of Terrorism bill introduced by Mr. 

Biaggi is very sound in seeking to prohibit the sale, delivery 

and importation of non-metal firearms that are determined to be 

undetectable on airport weapon detection systems. I would expand 

the reach of H.R. 4223 by drawing into it language from H.R. 4194 

that would prohibit w~apons which may be detectable, but are 

unrecognizable as weapons, and adding non-metal silencers. In 

this way the ban also covers partially plastic weapons and weapon 

parts that are disassembled, positioned in a carrier so as not to 

look like weapons, or otherwise camouflaged. 
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I would also extend the burden of responsibility for 

compliance with this law to those who knowingly purchase an 

undetectable weapon which would appear on the Secretary of the 

Treasury's prohibited list. 

I would do this by adding language that amends Chapter 44 of 

Title 18 of the U.S. Code to read, 11 (n) (1) It shall be unlawful 

for any licensed importer licensed manufacturer, licensed dealer 

or licensed collector to sell or deliver any nonmetal firearms 

that (as determined by the Secretary), by reason of nonmetal 

construction, is a danger to public safety because of diminished 

susceptibility to detection by airport metal detectors or other 

security devices, and it Gha11 be unlawful to k~owing1y purchase 

~.I' 

Quite rightly Mr. Biaggi's Tools of Terrorism Bill mandates 

that the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration 

devote resources to research and development of better detection 

equipment. But our nation's love affair with technology will 

carry protection only so far if the men and women on hourly 

wages, who man checkpoints and monitor detection equipment, do 

not have their skills in detecting and jdentifying hidden weapons 

upgraded on a regular basis. For this reason I ~Tou1d recommend 

that the Administrator of the Federal Avia~ion Administration in 

conjunction with the National Institute of Justice devote 

research and development funds to: 
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1. Improving the quality of training materials used in 

teaching detection and identification skills, 

2. Improving the quality of classroom and on-site training. 

I want to be very clear about this last recomm~ndation. 

This does not imply that there is anything wrong with the current 

training system. What I am saying :1.s that there iSI always room 

to im?rove the quality, frequency, and thoroughness of training. 

There is always room to run competency audits of on-line 

personnel. There is ,always room to make a good system better. 

III concluding my formal remarks I would like this 

Subcommittee to understand that the Federal Law Enforcement 

Officers Association feels that H.R. 4223 and H.R. 4194 are good 

first steps toward improving our national capacity to detect 

weapons which are ill all likelihood going to be favored by 

terrorists, professional assassins and other criminals. We hope 

this first effort in the firearms area will lead to careful study 

of the detection pron1ams associated with plastic explosives as 

well. 
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Mr. 1~1 ';'HES. The next witness is Donald L. Cahill, from the Na
tional Legislative Committee for the Fraternal Order of Pelice of 
Stafford, VA-

Don, I want to welcome you here today and tell you that the me
morial ceremonies today on the Capitol Grounds, were absolutely 
beautiful and very meaninlti'ul. 1 understand it was the fifth 
annual. The Fraternal Order- of Police should be congratulated for 
setting aside a day to honor those men that lost their lives in the 

.line of duty, and the families that were left behind. 
In that regard, it is my pleasure to introduce two very special 

guests today in the hearing room, two constituents of mine. I am 
referring to Peggy Mallon and Irene Mallon. They are the wife and 
mother of Al Mallon, a very distinguished law enforcement officer, 
the best that the New Jersey State Police could provide, who lost 
his life in the line of duty last year. We are delighted to have you 
with us today. 

Welcome, Don, congratUlations on an excellent program today. 
Mr. CAHILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me tell you that it 

was a great pleasure to have you as our speaker today and your 
presence certainly added i;..') the moments that we had there in 
Senate Park. We certainly do appreciate your personage out there. 

Let me also say that I am here representing the Fraternal Order 
of Police of over 175,000 members throughout the United States. 

I would also like to put in at this time that my associate, Mr. 
Epps, of the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association, did 
leave with regrets. He was called out on official duties and did 
regret quite a bit that he could not address you in person, but he 
does appreciate the opportunity of being invited. 

Mr. HUGHES. We are sorry that he can't be with us, Don, because 
he has testified before this subcommittee on several occasions and 
his testimony is always insightful, however, we have made his 
statement a part of the record. 

Mr. CAHILL. Thauk you, sir. 
On behalf of the National Fraternal Order of Police, I would like 

to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting us to present this testimo
ny on this important legislation that is before the committee in 
H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223. 

Both of these bills do address some very important issues relative 
to the manufacture, import, and sale of firearms whicr. have the 
capability of bypassing detection by metal detectors md x rays 
alike. 

At a time when the United States of AmeriGa is fighting terror
ists overseas, we should not allow these terroriE.ts any advantages 
here at home. 

The harder we make it for' terrorists and criminals to smuggle 
wegpons on their persons or in hand-carried parcels during their 
travels, the safer our Nation will be. 

Most of us remember the old cliche: Where there is a will, there 
is a way. And we certainly realize that anyone who is predisposed 
to committing a violent act such as a skyjacking, kidnaping, or 
homicide, can disassemble a firearm into many pieces and smuggle 
them onto an airplane or into A. building with each piece hidden in 
a separate package or by different persons concealing separate 
pieces on their person. 
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But this is no reason to allow these persons to very simply con
ceal a weapon on their person and smuggle them onto an airplane 
or into a building to allow them to carry out their plan. 

Studies by the Rand Corp. show that although there is a year by 
year fluctuation in terrorist incidents here in the United States, 
the long-range trend does show an upward movement. 

Certainly we realize that other areas need to be addressed along 
with this legislation, one being the upgrading of detection equip
ment used in airports and secure buildings. The other being the up
grading of training for the operators of the detection equipment. 

All too often, cost dictates the quality of security we are going to 
receive. We should set the standard first and then work out the 
cost. 

The Fraternal Order of Police are not directly opposing any 
weapon in particular, although we all know that there is one par
ticular handgun that has gotten quite a bit of notoriety since this 
legislation was first introduced. 

We are opposed to any weapon being legal that has the ability to 
beat the system that is set up to detect it. 

This particular gun is not a major concern to law enforcement if 
it is detectable by standard means. One faction states that it is de
tectable; one faction states that it is not detectable. But the Frater
nal Order of Police is opposed to any weapon that can get past the 
system, whether it be this gun or the 99 percent plastic gun cur
rently being talked about in Florida. 

We believe that combined with this legislation, other legislation 
mandating the upgrading of detection equipment and training for 
operators that any weapon that because they are borderline are 
made illegal would automatically be legalized with the upgrading 
of the system. 

The reason that the Fraternal Order of Police supports this legis
lation is that we do not consider it to be antigun legislation. We 
believe this legislation to be in the best interest of the citizens of 
the United States to help protect their lives. All too often, we act 
ex post facto-but then the lives are already lost 

Thank you for allowing me to present this testimony, and I will 
answer any questions. 

[The statement of Mr. Cahill follows:} 
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Mr. ChaiDran, ~lernbers of the Subcontnittee, My Name is Donald L. Cahill 
and I am a zrember of the National Legislative Cornnittee of the Fraternal Order 
of Police. The Fraternal Order of Police is t.he largest police organization 
in the united States, with an active roster of over 175,000 members throughout 
our count::J:y. 

On behalf of the National Fraternal Order of Police, I would like to 
thank the Chairrran and zrembers of the subcamni.ttee for inviting us to present 
testirronyon this important. legislation that is before the committee in H.R. 
4194 and H.R. 4223. 

Both U.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223 address some very important issues relative 
to the rnanufac';.ure, import and sale of firearms which have the capability of 
bypassing detection by metal detectors and x-rays alike. 

U.R. 4194 amends Title 18 of the United States Code to prohibit the 
manufacture of fireanns that are not readily detectable as a fireann by stand
ard detection equipment and also prohibits the importaion of this fireaDil 
into the United states. If.R. 4223 further addresses the problems created by 
not only prohibiting the importation of this type weapon but goes even further 
by prohibiting the sale of these weapons. 

The bill further addresses the fact that by reason of its non-metal 
construct.ion, the weapon is a danger to Public Safety because of its dimin
ish(.>d susceptibility to det.ection by airport metal detectors or other se=ity 
devices. 

Requirements for practical weapons detectors used in airports and other 
areas demanding security are usually dictated by several factors; large quan
tities IlUlSt be available for use around the world because of the number of air
ports and buildings in need; the price IlUlSt be within budget restrictions of 
the corporations in need. They IlUlSt be simple to operate and have a low cost 
training program for the operators. The false ala:r:m rate IlUlSt be kept to a 
mini.nrum so that the public will only be slightly inconvienienoed. 

As a result of all this, the level of effectiveness is much lower than 
desired for weapon screening. 

At a 0Jre when the United States of America is fighting terrorists over
seas ~~e should not allow these terrorists any advantages here at home. 

What happens when these non detectable weapons become available through 
nonnal purchasing channels? Are we to strip search all visitors to jails? Do 
'lie haveaavelers stand on lines for hours on end while extra se=ity person
e1 hand search each and every person and each and every parcel? This would be 
the only way we could be reasonable certain that weapons are not being smuggled. 
And who would end up paying for this? Certainly not 

The harder we make it for terrorists and criminals to smuggle weapons 
on their persons or in hand carried parcels during their travels, the safer 
our nation will be. 

- 1 -
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MClGt of us remember the old cliche' ''Where there is a will, there is 
a way" • We certainly realize that alrrost anyone who is pre-disposed to com
mitting a violent act such as a sky-jacking, kidnapping or homicide, can 
disassanble a fireann into many pieces and smuggle them onto an airplane 
or into a building with each piece hidden in separate packages or by differ
ent persons concealing separate pieces on their persons. But this is no rea
son to allow these persons to very simply conceal a weapon on their person 
and smuggle them onto the airplane or into the building to allow them to 
carry out their plan. 

Law Enforcement intelligence sources advise us that we should prepare 
ourselves for many possible terrorist acts that may be carried out through
out the United states. One only needs to talk to a security specialist for 
a short time to discover how volnerable we are here in this country. 

studies by the Rand Corporation show that although there is a year 
by year fluctuation in terrorist incidents in the united States, ( 1982 I 51, 
1983 I 31 and less in 1984 ) the long range tre;1d shows an uJ?l~ard movement. 

As a polirp .-,1'1'i.cer, and prior to that, as while serving in the 
AJ::med Forces of the Unit!:d States, I personally visited over twenty-five 
countries. During these visits I have ta1;.en particular notice of crimes 
corrmitted by terrorists verses cr.iJnes comnitted by criminals. I, find it 
frightening, realizing what these criminals and terrorists are capable of 
now; but even rrore frightening thinkiTlg that because of rrodern technology, 
these same criminals and terrorists can aquire a non-detectable handgun and 
have a greater opportunity to corrmit their acts of aggression and violence. 

I am certain that these weapons can rontinue to be manufactured as 
light weight handguns even if the composition of the parts were changed to 
include enough metal in with the plastic, to allow discovery by both metal 
detectors and x-ray equipuent alil<e. 1 do not believe the weight would be 
seriously effected by this process. But until the manufacturers themselves 
take the initiative in this matter, I believe it is up to the United States 
Government to take action to protect our citizens. This action that the 
United States Government must take should be in the fom of legislation to 
outlaw these weapons until such time that technology all0l1s foT. the screen
ing detectors to be upgraded to detect those lightweight part plastic hand
guns; and the treining of detector operators is upgraded to a point that 
they are capable of effectively stopping the flow of these weapons. 

The Fraternal Order of Police are not directly opposing any weapon 
in particular although we all know that one particular hand gun has gotten 
quite a bit of notariaty since this legislation was first introduced. We 
are opposed to any weapon being legal that has the ability to "beat the 
system" that is set up to detect it. 

The reason that the Fraternal Order of Police supports this legis
lation and opposes these weapons is that we do PDt believe this legislation 
to be anti-gun legislatj.(\!1, but v.e do believe this legislation to be in the 

- 2 -
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best interest of the citizens of the united States to help protect their 
lives. All to often we act EX POST FAClO - But then the lives are already 
lo~t. 

Thank you for allowing me to present our testiJrony for your consid
eration. 

- 3 -
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee. lilY name is Donald L. Cahill and I 
am a member of the National legislative Committee of the Fraternal Order of Police. 
The fraternal Order of Police is the largest police organization in the United States. 
with an active I"oster of over 175.000 members throughout our country. 

On behalf of the National Fraternal Order of Police, I would like to thank the 
Chairman and members of the subcommittee for inviting us to present testimony on this 
important legislation that is before the committee in H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223. 

Both H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223 address some very important issues relative to 
the manufacture. import and sale of firearms which have the capability of bypassing 
detection by metal detectors and x-rays alike. 

At a time when the United States of America is fl~hting terrorists overseas 
we should not allow these terrorists any advantages here at home. 

The harder we make it for terrorists and criminals to smuggle weapons on their 
pet'sons or in hand carried parcels during their travels. the safer our nation will be. 

Most of us remember the old clich~ "1~hE're there is a will. there is a way". 
We certainly realize that almost anyone who is prediGposed to committing a violent act 
such as a sky-jacking, kidnapping or homicide, can disassemble a firearm into many 
pieces and smuggle them onto an airplane or into a building with each piece hidden in 
separate packages or by different persons concealing separate pieces on their persons. 
But this is no reason to allow these persons to very simply conceal a weapon on their 
person and smuggle them onto the airplane or into the building to allol1 them to carry 
out their plan. 

Studies by the Rand Corporation show that although there is a year by year 
flUctuation in terrorist incidents in the United States. (1982 / 51, 1983 / 31 and 
less iii 1984) the long range trend sho~ls an upward movement. 

The Fraternal Order of Police are not directly opposing any weapon in particular 
although we all know that one particular handgun has gotten quite a bit of notoriety 
since this legislation was first introduced. We are opposed to any weapon being legal 
that has the ability to "beat the system" that is set up to detect it. 

The reason that the Fraternal Order of Police supports this legislation and 
opposes these weapons is that we do not believe this legislation to be anti-gun 
legislation. but we do believe this legislation to be in the best interest of the 
citizens of the United States to help protect their lives. All too often we act EX 
POST FACTO - but then the lives are already lost. 
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Mr. MAZZOLI [presiding]. Thank you very much. I apologize that I 
was not here to hear your colleagues. The chairman has a conflict 
and has asked me to Chair in his absence. 

Is it fair to say that all of you support this legislation, or do you 
support this legislation? 

Mr. STROM. The port authority supports the legislation. 
Mr. MAzzoLI. As it is? 
Mr. STROM. As it is. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Do you think it is specific enough and detailed 

enough? 
Mr. Cahill, do you support this legislation, or oppose it? 
Mr. CAHILL. Sir, we are for this legislation but we would like to 

see it broadened to include mandates on Federal agencies that 
oversee the training and operation of the equipment also. We 
would like to see the equipment utilized in the airports upgraded. 
We would like to see the training of the personnel operating that 
equipment upgraded. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. I am not sure of the scope of this bill-it may be 
the germaneness would keep that from being a part of this bill and 
keep it within this committee, but I appreciate your observations. 

Mr. CAHILL. We address it, keeping in mind that if a weapon is 
made illegal with this bill-which we are certainly for this bill-we 
feel that on upgrading the equipment, these weapons will eventual
ly even out and become legalized. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Lally. 
Mr. LALLY. Yes, sir, we support the legislation with one recom

mendation: that the decision process be expanded to include consul
tation with the Federal Aviation Administrator in determining 
whether a weapon should be banned. 

Mr. MAzzoLI. In other words, the legislation today doesn't in
volve the FAA-it just involves the Justice Department or--

Mr. LALLY. As I read the one bill that I have read, it provides 
that the determination be made by the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Treasury. 
Mr. LALLY. And what we are talking about is the ability of air

port weapons detection equipment operated under FAA regula
tions. The FAA has the experience of the airlines in the detection 
process, and FAA and the airlines are in the best position to pro
vide advice and counsel to the Secretary of the 'l'reasury in arriv
ing at the determination. 

Mr. MAzzoLI. I wasn't here but I understand that you or some
one walked through that metal detector and that apparently you or 
the gentleman here-carried pieces of it. Is that correct? 

Mr. STROM. He is Superintendent DeGeneste. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you. 
You disassembled that and carried them through and the ma

chine didn't go bang or something; is that the idea? 
Mr. DEGENESTE. No, sir, it did not. 
Mr. MAzzoLI. So what Mr. Weiss said earlier today, is that we do 

not have to simply worry about the x ray or Z ray, or whatever 
they call their machines, but we have to worry about what the 
metal detector itself will pick up as much as anything else. 

Mr. DEGENESTE. Exactly. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you. 
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Mr. Wigington. 
Mr. WIGINGTON. Yes, we support the legislation. Obviously, the 

two bills have some minor differences. We would agree with the 
ATA position that there should be consultation with the FAA. We 
would certainly recommend there be some way of looking at what 
research and development can be encouraged to increase the de
tectability of the current systems we have-to try and keep pace 
with the plastic firearms. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. The chairman has returned and I will return the 
Chair back to him. I asked the question of whether or not a gUll 
could be-these plastic parts they could be-somehow impregnated 
with some material or trace elements, or something, that would 
show up clearly defined on the x-ray machines, and possibly trigger 
the metal detector. 

I don't know whether any of your testimony addressed that feasi
bility or whether or not you all have background in this area to see 
whether or not something like that could be done. But assuming
and I am not sure it is a correct assumption-there is some merit 
in having a lightweight weapon, assuming that it is easier to 
handle for police and law enforcement, less cumbersome for per
haps soldiers on long marches, and whatever else, is it possible to 
have that gun-and since they are not cheap, these are $200 and 
$300 weapons-somehow impregnated with elements that would 
solve our problem? Is that possible, Mr. Lally? 

Mr. LALLY. My statement did comment on that, and without 
being an engineer or a manufacturer, I think it is entirely possible 
that metal filings or metal fragments in whatever designs, or 
shapes, or numbers, or letters, are appropriate, could be impregnat
ed in the plastic to aid in detection-in fact, to provide a flag for 
the detection purposes, while at the same time, preserving the posi
tive attributes and advantages of the plastic construction. 

I see nothing that would make that not feasible. And if it can be 
done, I think that could be a big aid to airport detection capabili
ties. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Did any of the other panelists address that or have 
any observations on that? Yes, sir, Mr. Cahill. 

Mr. CAHILL. Sir, I address that in my prepared testimony that 
was submitted, just exactly as the Congressman had brought it out, 
and I think that would certainly be a way of handling it without 
adding in too much additional weight to the property itself. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Anyone else? 
[No response.] 
Mr. MAZZOLI. I thank you gentlemen very much. I yield to the 

chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES [presiding]. Thank you for chairing in my absence, I 

appreciate it. 
I am interested, first of all, Mr. Strom, without identifying the 

part that you did not take through that machine that cleared the 
detector, would the part be easily recognizable as a handgun part? 

Mr. STROM. I would suggest not. Not, certainly, without special 
training. 

Mr. HUGHES. So if you were to carry that separately in your 
pocket, and it triggered an alarm and you pulled it out for the op
erator to see, would he or she know what they were looking at? 
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Mr. STROM. It would require special training on the part of the 
operator to identify that specific part. 

Mr. HUGHES. Do your p~ople have that special training? 
Mr. STROM. My people are not involved in the screening of it, Mr. 

Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. I see. How about the port authority, do they have 

knowledge as to whether or not the operators with the screening 
devices have that kind of training? 

Mr. STROM. I respectfully submit, Mr. Chairman, that those ques
tions might better be directed to the FAA. We do not have direct 
responsibility for the control of the screening operators. 

Mr. HUGHES. I see. 
One of the things that Sterling Epps suggested was that the bill, 

H.R. 4194, should be extended to nonmetallic silencers. 
Don, do you have any feelings on that? 
Mr. CAHILL. Sir, I have seen silencers made out of empty soda 

bottles, the plastic soda bottles. They are very effective silencers. I 
have seen silencers attached to that Tech-9. As a matter of fact, I 
was looking at one yesterday. They generally come threaded for 
these silencers. 

I think these are areas that can certainly be addressed in this 
bill. 

Mr. HUGHES. One other suggestion of Sterling Epps that I found 
interesting was that he would recommend that the Administrator 
of the FAA, in conjunction with the National Institute of Justice, 
promulgate a program to develop research and instructors from 
training programs to, first of all, improve the teaching detection 
and identification skills of operators. Second, he recommends set
ting a framework in motion that woule: . mprove the quality of 
classroom and onsite training. 

How do you feel about those two recommendations? Let me ask 
you, Mr. Wigington, do you have any opinion on that? 

Mr. WIGINGTON. We would certainly recommend something 
along those lines. During previous hearings in the Congress on the 
airport and aviation security situation, we recommended in our tes
timony that there be some leadership from FAA to try and develop 
programs of that nature and to try and provide more training and 
better awareness of the critical factors in dealing with potential 
terrorists and other crimes at airports and aboard aircrafts. 

We don't have any specific recommendation as to exactly who 
should do that. Certainly the FAA should be involved, and we 
would certainly support that. 

Mr. HUGHES. That would be within this committee's jurisdiction. 
I found his observations to be extremely interesting. 

Mr. LALLY. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Lally. 
Mr. LALLY. I did have a comment to add onto that. 
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, please. 
Mr. LALLY. I think it is important, as was mentioned previously 

in this hearing, to note that the performance of the passenger 
screening system conducted by the U.S. airlines since 1973 has 
been remarkable. The numbers are awesome. Since 1973, we have 
operated under FAA requirements, procedures, and standards that 
deal with, first of all, the selection and hiring of screenersj then 
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their training before going on their job; then their training on the 
job; and their testing throughout their performance. 

So I think what we have is a system that where we do have 
training procedures-and certainly we can improve on every
thing-but the idea of training, monitoring, and testing the screen
ing process has not gone unattended all these years. As a matter of 
fact, these efforts have been remarkably effective. 

Mr. HUGHES. Good. I appreciate that. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Kentucky. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Thank you. 
I just have one quick question and I am sure it is very sophomor

ic but it reflects perhaps an angle to this thing. We have been talk
ing about the gun and the barrel, the springs, and all that, but how 
about the bullets themselves? If a person wanted to board an air
plane to do eventual damage or threaten the pilot, is there some 
way to sneak: the ammunition aboard? Is that easy to do? 

Could you put a bullet in one pocket, and a bullet in another 
pocket, and a bullet in your coat, and a bullet up under your hat, 
or something? Can you carry bullets through the metal detector 
without triggering the device? 

Mr. CAHILL. Congressman, I would like to address that. I carry a 
key case with me, or change case, whatever you want to call it, and 
I always take my bullets out of my gun and stick them in that. 
And, of course, my gun--

Mr. MAZZOLI. Because that doesn't trigger, or doesn't--
Mr. CAHILL. My gun is usually locked up in a suitcase marked 

according to Federal regulations, or I am carrying it according to 
Federal regulations. 

When I go through that metal detector, I take my key case out 
and throw it in the box along with my badge and my pager, so it 
doesn't set off the detector. I've never even given it a second 
thought. Those bullets go right along there with me. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. I think that answers the question. 
Mr. LALLY. No, the fact is that the bullets are not made of plas

tic, and are probably not likely to be made of plastic. So the metal 
components of the bullets are detectable by metal detection equip
ment if its adjusted at the proper level. 

If we deal with U.S. airline experience, we have had many, 
many, many more hijackings committed without firearms than we 
have had with fIrearms. To concentrate solely and exclusively on 
~his firearm or any particular type of firearm, I think might be a 
distraction and might take away from the advantages and the 
strengths of the system we have. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. I think you can be proud of that. I have no concern 
at all. It has been a remarkable showing over these years. I was 
just curious. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Let me see if I understand what you said, Don. I 

gather what you do is put the ammunition in a key case? 
Mr. CAHILL. That is correct, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. So it is not recognizable as ammunition? 
Mr. CAHILL. No, I just put it in there so I don't have bullets roll

ing around in my pockets. 
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Mr. HUGHES. So the case would actually disguise what it is. 
Mr. CAHILL. I thl'OW it in the tray right along with everything 

else. I have done it here at the Capitol. That is not unusual. There 
are bullets on the market now that are nonmetallic, with the ex
ception of the primer load. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much. You have been extremely 
helpful to us as a panel and we are grateful to you. We apologize 
for the delay in reaching you today. 

Our fourth panel consists of Gaston Glock, the inventor of the 
Glock 17 handgun. Mr. Glock has traveled from Austria to be with 
us today, and is accompanied by Karl F. Walter, the vice president 
for Glock, Inc., from Smyrna, GA. We also have Mary Ellen 
McDonald Burns of Byron's, Inc., from Casselberry, FL. 

We are just delighted to have you with us today. Mr. Glock, we 
certainly do appreciate your traveling to the United States to be 
with us to testify today and to have Mr. Walter accompanying you. 

Likewise, we are delighted to have you, Ms. Burns. 
We have your statements, which will be made a part of the 

record in full, and we hope that you will be able to summarize. 
Welcome. 

STATEMENTS OF GASTON GLOCK, GLOCI{, INC., GES.M.B.H., 
DEUTSCH-WAGRAM, AUSTRIA; KARL F. WALTER, VICE PRESI
DENT, GLOCK, INC., SMYRNA, GA, AND MARY ELLEN McDON
ALD BURNS, ON BEHALF OF BYRON'S, INC., CASSELBERRY, FL 
Mr. WALTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
First, I would like to state that testifying here today for us is a 

brand new experience, and I ask the committee to have some pa
tience with us to explain our point on these two House bills. 

We thank you for the opportunity to present our views regarding 
the proposed House bills, which, unfortunately, resulted from our 
product's widely announced appearance in th' United States, the 
Glock 17 pistol. The bill proposes prohibiting the importation of 
firearms that are substantially constructed of synthetic materials 
and cannot be readily identified by airport security systems as a 
firearm and would require FAA approval before producing them in 
the United Stat.es. 

With due respect to these proposals and their good intentions to 
protect U.S. citizens, I allow myself to state that, first these bills do 
not pertain to the Glock 17 and that the banning, restricting, or 
prohibiting modern firearms technology andlor its possession 
would not deter a terrorist act and, therefore, "vould not protect 
U.S. citizens in the United States or anywhere else in the free 
world. 

Modern superior firearms, like the Glock 17 pistol, are primarily 
designed in free democracies to oppose, with effective force when 
needed, opponents and criminal elements of our prosperous soci
eties-United States, Austria, or Germany. 

The Glock 17 pistol now in use by more than 100,000 military of
ficers of the Austrian Armed Forces, the officers of an allied 
member and other free nations, major Western law enforcement 
agencies and antiterrorist units, does not suggest that the Glock 17 
pistol is a terrorist special, but rather, indicates that Mr. Gaston 
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Glock's designed and manufactured pistol is at this time the most 
modern and cost-efficient firearm that Western nations have 
chosen and acquired to defend their democracies and its citizens. 

Contrary to the media reports, the Glock 17 pistol is not an 
entire plastic pistol. It contains 83 percent of hardened steel of its 
total 23 ounces, unloaded. That is more than a pound of metal, and 
as our submitted documentation indicate, it is clearly detectable at 
present airport security systems in the United States and abroad, 
and has not been, as of this date, used in any terrorist activity. 

The real difficult detectable threats, like explosives and nonme
tal firearms, are as much of a concern to myself as to any individ
ual that travels extensively by air, especially abroad. 

Though I am not an authority on security systems and its equip
ment it is obvious to me while on international travels that airport 
security in other nations appears to be much stricter than here in 
the United States. For example, in West Germany, Austria, or 
Switzerland, heavily armed and well-trained Federal police officers 
secure airports and have at their disposal at airports antiterrorist 
units for emergency backup. 

In Tokyo, an empty cigarette pack containing a small amount of 
cello-foil will trip their magnetometers. Why don't ours do that? 

The Israeli security is known to be one of the most thorough 
ones worldwide. 

Since the beginning of the Glock 17 controversy, which we truly 
did not anticipate, our office in Georgia receives phone calls daily 
from U.S. citizens that suggest and support legislative actions to 
improve security devices and training for better security personnel 
on Federal, State, and local levels where it might be needed, rather 
than prohibiting the technical advancements or availability of tech
nical advanced firearms in the United States, that might be used 
in the futUre to defend this great symbol of freedom and democra
cy: the United States. 

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Gaston Glock does not speak English very 
well. Should you have any questions for Mr. Glock, I will be glad to 
translate them. 

That concludes my oral statement. I thank you for your time. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much. 
[The statement of Mr. Walter follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman: 

Thank you for opportunity to present our views regarding the proposed House bills, 

H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223. 

These two House bills are the result of our products widely announces appearance 

'1n the 1I,$,A., the Glock 17 pistol, which prompted these two House bill proposals which 

prohibit the importation of firearms that are substantially constructed of synthetic 

material, and cannot be readily identified by airport security as a firearm and would 

require FAA approval before producing in the United States. 

With dl'c respect, these proposals e.nd its good intentions to protect United States 

citizens, 1 allow myself to state, first that these bills do not pertain to the Glock 17 

pistol and that the banning, restricting or prohibiting modern firearms technology and/or 

its possession would not deter a terrorist ac\ and therefore would not protect 

citizens in the United States and in the free world. 

Modern superior weapons like the Glock 17 pistol are primarily designed in free 

democracies to oppose, with effective force when needed, opponents and criminal 

elements of our prosperous societies. 

The Glock 17 pistol in use now by more than 100,000 military officers of the 

Austrian Armed Forces, the officers of an allied member and other free nations, major 

western law enforcement communities an anti-terrorist units, does not suggest that the 

GlOCk 17 pistol is a "terrorist special" but r'>ther indicates that Mr. Gaston GlOCk's 

designed and manufactured pistol is at this time the most modern and cost efficient 

firearm that Western nations have chosen and acquired to defend their democracies and 

its ci ti~ens. 

Contrary to the false media reports, the Glock 17 pistol contains 83% hardened 

steel of its total 23 ounces, unloaded, that's more than a pound of metal, ansi as per our 
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documentation is cleary detectable at present airport security systems in the United 

States and abroad and has not been used as of this date in any terrorist activity. 

The real difficult detectable threats, like explosives and non-metal firearms are 

as much a concern to myself as to any individual that travels extensively by air, 

~specially abroad. 

Though I am not an authority on security systems and equipment it is obvious to 

me while on international travels, as it is to others that travels to other continents that 

airport security in other nations appears to be much stricter than here in the U.S.A. For 

example, In West Germany, Austria or Switzerland heavily armed and well-trained 

federal polic(! officers secure airports and have at their disposal at airports anti-terrorist 

units for emergency backup. In Tokyo an empty cigarette pack containing a small 

amount of cello-foil will trip their magnetometers. The Israili security is known to be 

one of the most thorough ones worldwide. 

Since the beginning of the Glock 17 controversy, which we truly did not 

anticipate, our office receives phone calls daily from U.S. citizens that suggest and 

support legislative actions to improve security devices and trainin!! for better security 

personnel on federal, state and local levels whr;re it might be needed, rather than 

prOhibiting the technical advancement or availability of technical advancea firearms in 

the United States, that might be used in the future to defend this great symbol of 

freedom and democracy, the United States. 

This concludes our oral statement. Thank you for your time. 
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

KARL F. WALTER Date of Birth: February 8, 1947 
Place of Birth: Vienna,Austria 

Citizen: Austrian, Permanent Resident U.S.A. 

EDUCATION 

Higher Technical Teaching Institute, Steyr, Austria 
Major: Engines & Agriculture Machines 
Degree: Mechanical Engineer 

KrLITARY SERVICE 

1963 - 1968 

Austrian Federal Military Forces 1968 - 1969 
Reserve Officer Training School, Engineering Corps, Klosterneuburg, Austria 
Honorable discharge, October 1969. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Glock, Inc. 1985 to present 
Form U.S. Distribution and manufacturing facility and its organ:",ation. 
Position: Vice-President & Secretary. 

Steyr-Daimler-Puch of America Corp., & GSI 1978 to 1985 
Position: U.S. Sales and Product Manager for commerieal and military firearms. 
Responsibilities: Servicing and broadening U.S. and Canadian Steyr produ~ed and 
imported Firearms Distribution Network. Continuous training and managing North 
American Sales Force. Monitoring sales by area, and customer, preparing sales 
programs and sales forecasts, marketing strategies, programs and alternatives. 

Coordinating with agencies, public relations and advertising. For additional 
corporate business, acquired bi-products in the U.S. and from overseas, hence 
positio'n required extensive traveling by visiting suppliers and key U.S. 
customers, to obtain additional business and new marketing ideas. 

In additional coordinated and (.ssisted small military firearms sales to 
military, federal, state and local law enforcement agencies. 

Steyr-Daimler-Puch of America Corp., Grand Rapids, Mich. 1976 to 1978 
Position: Manager of Company, Midwest sales, service and distribution center, 
for all corporate product lines; bicycles, motorcycles, boats, firearms. Pro
moted to Product Manager, transferred to corporate headquarters in Secaucus, 
New Jersey. 

L.E.S. Company, Skokie, IL 1974 - 1976 
Position: Sales Manager for Law Enforcement Weapons, hired by ~eyr April 1, 
1976. 

Michigan Consolidated Gas Company, Detroit, ~tlch. 1971 - 1973 
Position: Draftsman, Drawing plans for gas main construction. 
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Gulf Development Corp., Torrence, CA 1970 to 1972 
Position: Sales Representative in Detroit Area, direct sales of outdoor display 
signs to small businesses throughout the DetrDit metropolitan area. 

MEMBERSHIPS 

Amateur Trap Shooting Association 
American Defense Preparedness Association 
National Rifle Association 
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OOCK; 
GLOCK, INC. 

P. O. Box 369 
Smyrna, Georgia 30081 

United States Of America 
Telephone: (404) 432-1202 
Telex: 543343 Glock At! UD 

We thank you for the opportunity to present our views regarding thl 
Glock 17 9mm pistol and the ~ media reports which instigated the 
introduced legislative actions, HR 4194 and HR 4223 that led to this Con
gressional hearin]. 

Documentation COIlCerl'rinJ the issues of the Austrian Glock 17 pistol 
detect:ability, the use of o::J!I!lOSite materials and the widespread untrue ac
eus&tion that Glock Ges. m.b.H. in Austria has sold or offered pistols to 
Libya, are attached for the records. Fach docunent is individually adcln:!s
sed by sequence of happened events, beginni.rq with the Austrian mili1:al:y 
pistol trials in 1982. 

We hope that cor documentation establishes that all accusations 
made against our product are unjustified, that introduced legislative act
ions on federal, state and local levels are not applicable to the Glock 17 
9mm pistol or any other fireann on the market today and that the people of 
any free goverrment will not pass legislative action directed to deter the 
manufacturin] and sale of superior firearms that incorporate modem tech
nology, vital for a superior national defense, law enforcement, general 
sporting use and for the welfare of a strong, CCJll1'E!titive domestic firearms 
and c1P..fense industJ:y. 

J3anninJ and s1:.opj;>in;J lOC>dern technology for firearms in the U.S. 
will not at all deter terrorist activities and will not protect U.S. 
citizens abroad or at haIre. 

Applyin; decisive security measures and nodern security eg).lipment, 
as it ray be needed by U.S. security authorities, that can identify, deter, 
or stop a terrorists's objective or act, can protect U./3. citizens. 

We enclose as part of the documentation supportin;J our test.iJrony 
coples of correspordence f:rom the Austrian Minister of the Interior. We are 
not authorized to disclose publicly that correspon::ience and we appreciate 
ywr efforts to protect its confidentiality. 

We thank you for ywr valuable time that you have granted our 
testimony. 

~lY' / 
'. \ , .. :--

.\ \ . '. " '.-
Karl F. Walter 
Vice President 
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SUMMARY OF TES'l'IMJNY 

'!he Glook 17 was first produced :in 1982 ani :in that year achieved 
best results in an AUstrian Army test and won its first decisive victo:ry 
against domestic ani international campetitors. 'lhe AUstrian Minist:ry of 
Interior approved production of the pistol upon dete.nnining that the pistol 
was of no clan;Jer to public safety. AUstrian security authorities confirmed 
the clear detectability of the pistol in tests at the Vienna International 
Ai.tport :in 1982. '!he Glook 17 has been available on the West European mar
ket and to Western law enforcement and milita:ry agencies since 1982. 'lhe 
U.S. Department of Defense received ani evaluated four samples of the pistol 
:in late 1983. In 1984 ani 1985, the pistol was tested by a NM:O l!lelOOer, 
which adopted the pistol as its official sideann. At about the same t:ilne, 
the Glook 17 also became the choice of presidential guard units ani world 
renowned anti- terrorist unit.s :in the free world ani gained popularity 
anong Western law enforcement officials. 

'!he BATF received a sample of the pistol for :inp:>rtation evaluation 
in July 1985. !:mportation was initially approved in late November of 1985. 
Shortly after Glook, Inc., a Georgia corporation, commenced business (Jan
uary of 1986), JDelI1l:e.rs of the II'edia erroneously reported that Moanunur 
Quaddafi was attenptin;J to p.m::hase large quantities of the pistol. 'lhasa 
inflammato:ry ani erroneous initial reports ware picked up by other l!lelOOers 
of the Iredia ani published throughout the U.S. ani the world, spreading mis
information about the pistol's detectability ani the pistol's manufacturer. 
Contral:y to the inplication of published reports, the pistol has never been 
used :in any terrorist activity. 

Officers of the AUstrian corporation, Glook, Gas. m.b.H., ani of 
Glook, Inc. visited with four federal agencies in Washington, D.C. concern
in;J the II'edia reports ani the dectability of the pistol. Dlrin;J the course 
of meetings at the Pentagon, it was ackrlcMledged that, in the widely report
ed unofficial test at National Airport in which a Glook reportedly evaded 
detection by securit.y devices, another fully assembled hardgun in the same 
briefcase with the disassembled Glook 17 also evaded detection. All parties 
at the meetin;J acknowledged that the security problem was not particularly 
linked to the Glook 17 but centered on the alertness ani training of secur
ity staff and/or the sensitivity of security devices. 

'!he FAA bas verified that the Glook 17 is clearly detectable pro
vided that proper security guidelines are followed. To date, the II'edia has 
focused on the Glook 17 ani has totally ignored that another fully assembled 
gun passed through security devices and contirrues to ignore the fact that 
there are many fi.reams on the market (and there have been many manufactured 
in the past) that incorporate large amunts of synthetic camponents. 

'!he widespread ani one-sided Iredia reports have resulted :in in
creased advertisin;J by the manufacturers of security detection devices, who 
have shown that detection devices in use today can ani will detect not only 
the Glook, but other weapons incorporating syh~1-Jetic materials ani even 
plastic explosives and all plastic toy guns, pro'Iiding that proper security 
guidelines are follO'Iied. Legislation ani public opinion on federal, state, 
ani l=aJ. levels should be directed to inprovin;J security where it may be 
needed ani not bannin;J world-renowned modern firearms technology. 
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TESTIMONY DOCUMENTATION 

I. Austrian Army Trials, 1982 

Glock 17 (P-80) prototypes, meeting the Austrian Army 

Test criteria (Page: 13) were submitted by Glock Ges. m.b.H. for 

testing, to the Austrian Ministry of Defense, in early 1982. 

Later that year, the Ministry of D"fense notified Glock Ges. 

m.b.H. that the Glock 17 9mm pistol had achieved best test re

sults (Page: 15). 

The Glock 17 won, decisively, its first victory against 

domestic and major international competitors. (Page: 16) 

II. Ministry Production Approval 

The Austrian Ministry of Interior approved, that year, 

the production and commercial sale of the Glock 17 pistol upon 

tests determining that this pistol is of no danger to the public 

safety. In these tests, high ranking Austrian security authori

ties conducted, in 1982, detectability tests at the Vienna In

ternational Airport and concluded that Austrian airport security 

equipment and personnel can clearly and readily detect all indi

vidual components of the Glock 17 pistol. These findings are 

verified by the Minister of Interior, Karl Blecher. (Page: 17) 

[ 3 ] 
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III. Glock 17 Availability is Public Knowledge 

Beginning in late 1982, through 1985, the Glock 17 pis

tol has been available on the West European market, as well as 

to Western law enforcement and military agencies that wished to 

obtain test samples. 

In early 1983, various international defense and inter

national firearms industry publications reported the Austrian 

Army 9mm test results, as well as the advance technology the 

Glock 17 pistol incorporated. 

U.S. Federal and military authorities have been aware 

of the existence of the Glock 17 pistol and its construction 

since late 1982. 

IV. U.S. Inquiries and XM-9 Trials 

Between 1982 and 1985, 36 U.S. Firearms Importers in

quired to Glock Ges. m.b.H., seeking to obtain the exclusive 

right to import the Glock 17 pistol into the U.S.A., including 

companies that market competitive products, as well as the U.S. 

Department of Defense, which inquired about the gun in late 1983 

and received four samples for unofficial evaluation. 

In late 1983, Glock Ges. m.b.H. received the 0.0.0. 

invitation to participate in the 1984 ~1-9 Personal Defense 

pistol Trials, but could not participate upon reviewing the 

0.0.0. docunlentation, the time frame requirement to submit data 

and could not retool existing production equipment to build 35 

test samples that would meet the 0.0.0. test sample criteria. 

[ 4 ] 
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V. ~ed Member Trials 

Two Scandinavian llations, among them an Allied member, 

jointly tested throu.ghout 1984-85, modern sidearms, available at 

that time from western nations. Jointly, both of these nations 

selected, after extensive trials, the Glock 17 pistol, hence it 

is now a standard NATO classified and adopted sidearm. (NATO 

Stock No. 1005/25/133/6775). 

Within 1984-85, the Glock 17 pistol also became the 

choice of various Presidential or Head of State guard units, 

world renowned anti-terrorists units i:n the free world and 

gained increased popularity in the Western law enforcement 

community. 

VI. Entering the U.S. Market 

Upon assessing and evaluating the Glock 17 interest in 

the U.S., Glock Ges. m.b.H. began planning to service the U.S. 

market beginning in 1986 and submitted to the B.A.T.F., in July 

of 1985, a Glock 17 pistol for importation evaluation. A second 

sample, complying with B.A.T.F. import regulations, was SUbmit

ted in early November of 1985. Importation of the Glock 17 pis

tol was verbally approved in late November of 1985 and verified 

by documentation January 10, 1986. (Page: 19) 

Between July and November of 1!~85, Mr. Gaston Glock and 

Mr. Wolfgang Riedl (Marketing Manager o:E Glock Ges. m.b.H.), 

chose to form Glock, Inc. The task of t~stablishing Glock, Inc. 

and its U.S. location had been assigned to Karl Walter in 

November of 1985. 

[ 5 ] 
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Upon receiving from the B.A.T.F. the verbal importation 

approval of the Glock 17 we issued our first news release in

forming the firearms industry of the U.S. avai1ability of the 

Glock 17 pistol and our market intentions. (Page: 20) 

VII. The Beginning of the Glock controversy 

Two days after opening the Glock, Inc. facility in 

sm),:--na, Georgia, a January 15, 1985 Washington Post article by 

Jack Anderson erroneously reported "Quaddafi Buying Austrian 

Plastic pistol." (Page: 21) 

This article was picked up via UPI and within days 

appearsd in various U.s. and international newspaper publica

tions, which unjustly accused Glock Ges. m.b.H. of dealings with 

Libya, that the Glock 17 pistol evades U.S. airport detecti.on 

equipment as demonstrated by a pentagon security expert and 

represE:>nts a public threat. 

On January 22nd, Mr. Gaston Glock issued a news release 

which clearly indicated that the medla reports are misleading. 

(Page: 22) However, the reports of the "hijacker special", 

"invisible weapon", and "terror.ist special", continued defaming 

our product, our company integrity, and, in some cases, even the 

people and government of Austria. 

VIII. Meeting with U.S. Securitv Authorities 

A. Federal Agencies: February 12-14th 

In view of the continuing defamation and alarming media 

reports, Mr. Gaston Glock, Mr. Wolfgang Riedl and Mr. Karl 

[ 6 ] 
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Walter visited between February 12th and 14th with four (4) 

Federal Agencies in the lvashington, D.C. area to determine 

whether u.s. Airport security (or general security) is inferior 

to European (Austrian) airport securit~'. 

All Federal Agencies that have been visited, including 

the F.A.A., and that tested the Glock 17 pistol, stated tha~ the 

Glock 17 pistol is readily detectable, provided that security 

personnel are alert and follow security guidelines. (Page: 24) 

B. ?entagon Meeting Feburary 14, 1986 

Prior to this meeting, an Officer of the Armed Forces 

visited with Glock Ges. m.b.H. in Austria and with Viennese 

International Airport security authorities to report European 

security methods to the secretary. This 0.0.0. Officer stated 

in the pentagon meeting February 14th, to us, as well as to the 

Under Secretary of Counter Terrorism, Deputy Under secretary of 

Trade and Security Policy and various others attending Pentagon 

Officials that the Vienna Airport Security is one of the best in 

Europe. 

During this meeting, the Under Secretary of Counter 

Terrorism stated that he had conducted the security test at 

National Airport (as reported by Jack Anderson, January 15th) in 

which he disguised parts of our pistol in various ways to evade 

detection. He further stated that a Heckler & Koch pistol, 

Model P-9, which was taped in his briefcase, fully assembled, 

evaded detection as well. 

In these discussions, it was commonly understood that 

the fact that both pistols passed unnoticed through security 

[ 7 ] 
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checkpoints clearly indicated that the security problem is not 

particularly linked to the Glock 17 pistol, but that steps must 

be taken to ensure the proper alertness and training of the 

security staff and/or the sensitivity of security devices in 

order to ensure desired security. 

It was clearly pointed out that disclosure of the true 

test findings could encourage mad people to test security with 

their guns and that this would not be in anyone's best interest, 

hence no supplemental reports have been made to the media by the 

Pentagon Officials concerning the assembled lI&K P-9 pistol in 

the Under Secretary's briefcase, which is approximately the same 

size as the Glock 17 pistol that evaded security personnel as 

well. 

IX. Tying Austria and Glock tiith Libya 

The Washington Post claimed in its January 15th issue 

that a few hundred Glock 17's have been sold to or are the sub

ject of sales negotiation with Libya. This absolv.tely unfounded 

message was taken up and repeated by the media. The truth is: 

Glock has at no time since its foundation in 1963, offered 

directly or indirectly, or negotiated about, or concluded any 

deal, to or with Libya, Libyan agents or representatives or 

other individuals or ~ntities representing Libya. The Austrian 

Export Law for pistols requires the prior issue of export per

mits for each individual case of exportation of pistols, regard

less of the destination. Each application is carefully checked 

by high government officials from four Ministries in a weekly 
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meeting before each export license is granted. Neither Glock 

nor any other Austrian individual or entity has ever applied for 

an export permit to Libya. See Letters of Minister of Interior. 

(Page: 25) 

Voluntarily and not required by law, Glock restricts all 

Exports outside Europe, U.S.A. and Canada to only 

cases where official Enduser certificates are 

issued and, in addition, 

Exports exceeding 100 units Glock 17 to only cases 

where the Enduser Authority is personally known to 

Glock through negotiat~ons. 

Generally each Glock importer is restricted to his home 

territory and any export outside such home territory that has 

not been agreed by Glock in advance, represents a serious breach 

of agency agreement which may be cancelled then by Glock. So 

far, Glock neither has been asked by any of its importers for, 

or has granted, permission to sell to Libya. 

Besides the unfounded media reports in the U.S.A. that 

refer to "unnamed U.S. Agents", no evidence has been presented 

showing that even a single unit of Glock 17 pistol in fact has 

shown up in Libya. It is unnecessary to repeat that Glock Ges. 

m.b.H. simply would not accept orders from Libya. 

x. Public Response and Supporters of Legislative Actions 

The January 15th Washington Post article quickly found 

its biased supporters to continue an unobjective, inflammatory 
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and alarming media campaign against the Glock 17 pistoL suggest

ing that the pistol be banned, and drawing public support 

against the Glock 17 by spreading misinformation about the 

Glock 17 pistol which would be needed to pass legislation. 

Be&ting airport security and other security systems became the 

subject of sensational media and anti-firearm advocate reports 

that suggested how to beat the security systems. These reports 

posed a far greater risk to U.S. citizens than the Glock 17 

pistol ever did. (Article samples are on page: 27, along with a 

typical letter received by the Austrian Trade Commission). In 

view of this continuous anti-Glock campaign and in view of the 

legislative actions directed against the Glock 17 pistol on fed

eral, state and local levels, Glock, Inc. issued to Members of 

congress on April 6, 1986 a news bulletin entitled "The Truth 

About the Glock 17 Pistol." (See Page: 33) As of this date, 

the contents of our bulletin stating the true facts have been 

ignored by the general media, with the exception of a few. (One 

exception to the generally misinformed media reports was a 

fairly object:Lve article published by the Kansas city star, 

Page: 35). 

XI. composite Materials in Firearms 

Synthetic firearm components have been in use since 

approximately 1940. 

Some examples are: 
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WWII German MP 40, German FG 42 and G-41 weapons, where 

lower receivers, pistol grips and handguards have been made of 

composite materials. 

Such materials are incorporated in U.S. manufactured 

firearms, both for military and sporting use, like grips of the 

.45 Government model, M-14 and M-16 (AR 15) rifle, high standard 

12 gauge shotgun Model 10 (receiver, stock), Winchester shotgun 

model 50 (in production from 1954 to 1961) which had a composite 

material barrel, Remington Nylon 66 .22 rifles and the Tec 9 

(KG 99) 9mm handgun produced in Miami today by Intertech, as 

well as the common H&K P-9 pistol and the H&K VP 70 C pistol. 

The trend of modern composite materials in firearms is 

increasing steadily to meet military, law enforcement and com

mercial demands and today there are hundreds of thousands of 

firearms used by the U.S. population that are substantially con

structed of composite materials as well as millions of firearms 

in use by militaries throughout the world. 

A handgun made entirely of composite materials, that 

will meet military or law enforcement criteria, or sporting 

needs is not commonly or publicly available and/or is classified. 

XII. Detection capabilities 

A. Repeatedly, authorities that oversee airport 

security testified that the Glock 17 pistol is readily detec

table. (Page: 37) 

B. Major manufacturers of F.A.A. approved security 

equipment state that the Glock 17 pistol is detectable with 
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present equipment as any other firearm, my magnatometers and 

X-ray equipment. (Page: 43) Line scanners commonly in use 

today can even detect all plastic toy pistols or plastic flare 

guns. 

c. Modern security devices can also detect explosives 

and methods to detect golf ball size "bombs" on individuals. 

XIII. Conclusion 

Both House Bills H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223 evidently are 

intended to protect u.s. citizens from terrorist acts but in 

effect may very well deter the progress of lnanufacturing modern 

w,eapons for general defense and sporting use and prohibit the 

legal importation of modern weapons produced outside the U.S.A. 

These bills will not protect U.S. citizens, are counter 

productive to the U.S. industry, national and general defense 

purposes and the law enforcement community, with always is 

se!arohing to obtain superior firearms to compete more effec

tively against armed terrorist and criminal elements. 

House Bills H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223 are (almost) obso

lete, since modern detection and security devices in use by the 

industrial world, are capable of detecting not only our weapon, 

but also toy and flare guns made entire:~~r of plastic, and plas

tic explosives. 

The leaders and legislative members on federal, state 

and local levels can protect U.S. citizens by supporting mea

sures to replace obsolete security devices with proven and 

modern security equipment methods, where it may be required. 

[ 12 ] 
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LIMITING CRITERIA 

The non-accomplishment of the set criteria means a non-fulfilment 
of the main demands, which in particular cases also excludes the 
release of the tested system PISTOL for military use. 

The tested pistol will also be excluded of the rating procedure -
unless it fulfils all limiting critel"ia, despite fulfilling the ordinary 
criteria as well as good pl'ice conditions. 

1. The system has to be a self-loading pistol. 

2. The' pistol must be able to fire 9 mm S-round/P08 
(parabellum) • 

3. The filling of the magazinn must be possible without any 
auxiliary means. 

4. The magazine must have a minimum capacity of 8 rounds. 

5. All manipulations for 
preparation for firing 
firing itself and 
manipUlation of the pistol after firing 

must he done sillgle-handed, by choice right-handed as well 
as left-handed. 

6. The technical security of the pistol has to be unlimited guaranteed 
under any circumstances as they arc: 

Shock 
stroke 
and dropping from a height vf 2 m on a steel-plate. 

7. Dismantling of the main parts of the pistol.for cleaning and 
reassembling must be possible without any tools. 

8. Maintaining and cleaning of the pistol must be possible without 
any tools. 

9. The components of the pistol must not exceed more than 58 parts 
(equivalent of a pistol P 38). 

10. Gages, measuring and testing devices must not be necessary 
for the long term maintaining. 

11. The producer has to provide the Armed Forces at least at 
the time of the supplying of the pistol series with a comolete 
sel of drawings and exploded views. The drawings have to 
show measurements, tolerances, used material, surface treatment 
and all necessary details for the pl."oduction of the pistol. 

13 
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12. All component parts must be exchangeable without any 
adjustment. 

13. Firing lhe first 10.000 rounds (ammunition according valid 
TL-regulations) not more than 20 jams are permitted, even 
if there would be no tools necessary for repairing. 

14. Supply of all main parts must be secured after 15.000 rounds 
loud with ordinal'Y ammu'1ition and excess presl;Wl.'e test 
cQl'tl"idge lo maintnin the security of further use of the 
pistol, technically and functionally. The excess pressure 
test cartl"ldge has to have. according to valid regulations. 
a pl'essul'e of 5000 bar. 

15. Wh<!lI prope1'ly handled the user must under no circumstances 
be endangered by the case ejection. 

16. The muzzle enel'gy must be at least 441.5 (J) When firing 
a 9 mOl s round/POa IIir·tenberger Patronen AG. 

17. Pistols achieving less than 70 % of the maximum points 
will not be released for military use. 

14 



REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

42.015/75-4.4/82 

Pistol 80 /. Test results 

GLOCK des.m.b.H. 

Hausfeldstrafle 
2232 Deutsch Wagram 

Dear Mr. Glock: 

212 

With reference to your letter of 29 10 82. reC. Ing. Gl/h your 
request for submission of the test results for the pretesting of 
your pistol 80 according to VTL 1005/9-1 on the basis of the 
determinations as to ref. 61/065/00-0082-4.4 is herewith granted. 

The following evaluation of the test results determined by a 
commission of the MinIstry of Defence (according to an internal 
milltary rating of the following criteria ~ 

- reliability of the system 
- applicability of the system and 
- logistic) 

shows the result. that your pistol achieved 88.7 % of the possIble 
maxImum points. 

No restrictions for publication or secrec'y of the enclosed detailed 
test results (without classification of the specific criteria) are 
gIven by the Ministry of Defence. 

Seen Cor the legality of 
the signature: (Rilhrig-) 

05 11 82 
For the MinIster of Defence 

WEISS 

15 
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KAR~ B~ECIlA 
BUNOESMINISTER FOR INNERES 

Glock Ges.m.b.H. 
z.Hd. Herrn 

Ing. G. Glock 

HausfeldstraBe 17 
2232 Deutsch-Wagram 
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Wien, am 23. April 1986 

In reply to your letter dated ~pril 8th, 1986, we would 

like to express our strong surprise about the campaign 
against the GLOCK 17 in USA and are pleased to confirm 
to you our serious considerations and true experience 

concerning your fine product. 

In 1985 the Austrian Federal Police including its 

S.W.A.T. units has decided to adopt the GLOCK 17 as their 
future standard sidearm. Among the currently available 
models it serves best the requirements of an efficient 

and modern police force and is certainly indispensable 
when engaging in anti-terrorist combat. It truly consists 
of over 80 % steel. 

In the course of our extensive testing of the GLOCK 17 and 
before it was approved and adopted, a number of general 

and airport security tests were performed. We may state 
that due to our experience the GLOCK 17 is detectable by 

airport security equipment in the same way as any other 
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concentional pistol or revolver, standard alertness I 
training of security staff and proper setting of equip
ment provided. 

We trust that the present misleading campaign cannot 

turn down the excellent properties of your product and 
remain 

yours truly 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
BuREAU OF" ALCOHOL, TOB~CCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226 

Mr. Gaston Glock 
Glock Ges, m.b.H. 
2232 Deutch-Wagram 
Hausfeldstrasse 17 
Austria 

Dear Mr. Glock: 

JAN 101986 
RE ... ERTo 

LE:F:TE:EMO 
7540 

1 5. JlIF. 

This refers to the Glock Model 17 "U.S." version 
semiautomatic pistol which we have recently approved for 
importation into the united states as a sporting purpose 
firearm. 

The submitted sample bearing serial number AN 011 us is 
equipped with a "click" adjustable sight and the serial 
number is stamped into a steel plate which is moulded 
into the frame/receiver forward of the trigger guard. 
The "U.S." version of the Glock Model 17 pistol accrues a 
qualifying score of 76 points of ATF Form 4590, Factoring 
criteria for weapons and is suitable for importation 
into the united states as a sporting purpose firearm. 

We would like to thank you for the donation of the 
submitted sample. The Glock Model 17 pistol will be a 
useful addition to our Firearms Reference Collection. 

Xf we can be of any further assistance, please contact us. 

Sincerely yours, r; 
£; -It /#1. ",(0 ,//i , r/2i 12vl' . ' 
'E(jw~I'Cd M. Owen, Jr. I 

Chief, Firearms Technology Branch 
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GLOCK, INC. 
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5000 Highlands Parkway, Suite 190 
Smyrna, Georgia 30080 
(205) 655-3352 

NEWS 
BULLETIN 

December 1, 1985 

PRESS RELEASE 

The Glock 17 cal. 9mm para semi automatic "safe action" pistol will 
be available in a commercial version, early 1986 in the United States. 

A Glock, Inc. Distribution and future manufacturing center has been 
established in Smyrna, GA, to service the U. S. commercial, law enforce
ment and military markets. 

The Glock 17 pistol has been in production by Glock Ges.m.b.H. in 
Austria since 1983. It has been approved and adopted by the Austrian 
Police and Military Forces after competing and winning with flying colors 
the vigorous Austrian Army Test trials against all major international 
and national competitors. 

By late 1985, the Glock 17 pistol became also NATO classified, 
being already introduced as the standard side arm of a NATO country, and 
various special police/military units and sport shooters throughout the 
free world. 

Its popularity is growing rapidly. 

The Glock 17 pistol, reveals a new advanced manufacturing technology 
of a synthetic made (polymer) frame, magazine, (17 round capacity) and 
other pistol parts, resulting in the use of the lowest component require
ment of any pistol which, combined with the newly developed Glock "safe 
action" firing mechanism offers utmos t reliabili tr" a'ccuracy, lightweight 
and shooting comfort. It operates "revolver-like', without using the 
conventional lateral safety lever and is, therefore, ready for firing at 
once with a smooth and steady trigger-pull that does not change from the 
first to the last round. 

For more Glock 17 Pistol information write to: 

Enclosures 

Glock, Inc. 
5000 Highland Parkway, Suite 190 
Smyrna, GA 30080 
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Tlh.-.i' ASIJINCTON POST v 

JACK AN.DERSON and DALE VAN ATTA J 

Qadda.fi Buying Austrian Plastic Pistols 

l iby.n dictator Mu.mm.r Q.ddafi i. in the 
, process o[ buying more than 100 plastic 
handguns that would be difficult [or airport 

security [orces to detect. ' 
Incredibly, the pistols are made in 

Austria-where Qaddafi-supported terrorists ~hot 
'up the Vienna airport during Christmas week. 

"This is crOlY; one top official told us, "To let a 
madman like Qacldali have access to such a pistol! 
Once it is in his hands, he'll give it to terrorists 
throughout the Middle F..ast." 

The handgun in question is the Glock 17, a 9mm 
pistol invented and manufactured oy ~;;:,!on Glock 
in the village o[ Deutsch-Wagram, just outside 
Vienna. It is accurate, reliable and made almost 
entirely of hardened plastic. Only the barrel, slide 
and ooe spring are metal. Dismantled, it is 
frighteningly easy to smuggle past airport security_ 

In fact, one Pentagon security expert decided to 
demonstrate just how e.sy it would be to sneak a 
Glock 17 aboard an airliner. He stripped the gun 
down and disguised the metal parts in his carry-on 
luggage; For example, he wrapped the spring 
around a pair o[ eyeglasSes, 

The Pentagon man tested his system twice at 
Washington National Airport, and got past the 
security checks both times. He suhsequently 
alerted airport security personnel, and taught them 
how to spot'the elements orthe pistol. Security 
meaSures have been tightened. ' 

Intelligence sources tell tis Q.ddali has nearly 
completed a deal to bny more than 100 Glock 175, 

- possibly as many as 300. They explain that 
(lustrian arms merchants hoping to sell Qaddafi 

big-ticket items-such as tanks-are using the 
Glock 17. as ·sweeteners· lor future transactions. 

A marketing official lor Glock in Austria assured 
us that the company has not sold Libya any of the 
guns, at least not yet. He o[Iered no inlormation on 
current negotiations. 

Austria's past dealings with Qaddafi suggest that 
even the obvious danger of such a sale would not be 
enough to bring government intervention. It was 
the first European country in nine years to 
entertain Q.ddafi on an official state visit, in 1982. 
lie used the platlorm provided by the Austrians in 
Vienna to denounce President Reagan. 

The Austrians were rewarded lor their attitude 
toward Arab extremists in 1981 when Palestinian 
terrorists assassinated Heinz Nittel, a prominent • 
Austrian Jew and close friend or then-Chancellor ' .. 
Druno Kreisky. . 

When Kreisky complained to Palestine Liberation 
Organization Chairman Yasser Aralat, the latter 
pointed the linger at his rival, Abu Nidal, and even 
orlered to send a pair o[ ·antiterrorist specialists· '" 
to Vienna to assist Austrian police. Out Massad, the -
Israeli secret service, learned that the two 
Palestinians had actually been sent to assassinate 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat in Vienna, and to 
kill Kreisky, too, i( he got in the way, 

Austrian authorities arrer-~d the two 
Palestinians at the Vienna -_"port, and (ound 
sharpshooters' weapons and gren.des in their 
luggage. F0110w-up searches of Pto sale houses in 
Austria turned up maps and plans for the Sadat 
assassination_ The two gunmen were packed 0[( to 
Deirut, Once again, Abu Nidal was blamed. 
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GLOCI(, INC. 
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5000 Highland. Parkway. Suit. 190 
Smyrna. Geo'gia 30080 
1205) 6;;5·3352 

JANUARY 22, 1986 

FRON: GASTON GLOCK 

NEWS 
BULLETIN 

1'0: PRESS RELEASES BY WASHINGTON POST. HR. J. ANDERSON I 

GLOCK CES. m. b .lI. AUSTRIA, IS TilE ORIGINAL INVENTOR AND fIANUFAC
TURER OF TIlE NEl, GLOCK 17, 9MJII SEJIIIAUTOHATIC PISTOL, HEREBY 
DECLARES AND CONFIRJIIS THE FOLLOWING: 

A) IVlTH REFERENCE TO THE A.H. PRESS RELEASE BY WASHINGTON POST: 
BEFORE IL POST f1AS ISSUED TilE ARTICLE lN QUESTION, HR. 
ANDERSON HAD PHONED GLOCK, ASKING FOR GLOCK'S STATENENT IN 
ADVANCE. ALTHOUGH GLOCK HAS TRULY GIVEN EXACTLY SUCH 
STATENENT AS IS REPENfED HEREIN, THE ACTUAL PRINTED ARTICLE 
(AND TilE INFORHATION DISTRIBUTED \;QRLDlHDE THROUGH ALL MAJOR 
NEI, AGENCIES) lIAS DISREGARDED GLOCK'S STATEflENTS, AND HAS 
REFLECTED OBVIOUSLY TilE ORIGINAL OPINION OF THE JOURNALISTS 
ONLY. 
GLOCK DEEPLY REGRETS 'fHAT TilE U.S. AND THE WORLD PUBLIC HAVE, 
TIIEREFORE, BEEN HISLED. 

B) WITII REFERENCE TO SALES TO AND/OR SALES DISCUSSIONS IHTII, 
LIBYA: 

- GLOCK HAS, SINCE TilE TItlE OF ITS INCORPORATION IN 1963, 
NEVER SOLD ANY OF GLOCK'S PRODUCTS TO LIBYA. NEITHER DIRECTLY 
NOR INDIRECTLY, AND • 

- GLOCK HAS NEVER BEEN REQUESTED NOR INVITED BY ANY LIBYAN 
AUTHORITY OR INDIVIDUAL, TO NAKE AND PRICE OFFER FOR GLOCK'S 
PRODUCTS AND, THEREFORE, GLOCK HAS NEVER SUBNITTED ANY SUCII 
OFFER, AND 

- NO HEHBER or GLOCK'S HANAGEJIIENT AND SALES STAFF HAS EVER 
IN HIS LIFE VISITED LYBYA, AND 

- THE ABOVE STATEHENTS REFER TO THE PAST AND PRESENT, THAT 
flEANS, THERE ARE ABSOLUTELY NO CONTACTS, DISCUSSIONS OR 
ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES WITH ANY LIBYAN AUTHORITY OR INDIVIDUAL 
AND GLOCK liAS NO KNOWLEDGE ImATSOEVER, TIIAT NAY CONTACTS, 
DISCUSSIONS, OR OTHER ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED BY EITHER SIDE 
FOR THE FUTURE. 

- AUSTRIAN APPLICABLE EXPORT REGULATIONS REQUIRE AN EXPORT 
PERNIT FOR ANY EXPORTATION OF f'IREARHS, REGARDLESS OF TilE 
DESTINATION. IN CASE OF INTENDED EXPORTATION TO r~UNTRIES 
THAT ARE IN WAR OR \~ARLIKE CONDITIONS OR IF SUCII EXPORTATION 
WOULD ENDANGER AUSTRIA'S NEUTRALITY, SUCH PERHIT IS NOT 
GRANTED. ANYONE NAY INVESTIGATE 1HTH TIlE AUSTRIA AUTHORITIES 
THAT TilE GLOCK HAS NEVER APPLIED FOR EXPORT PERHIT TO LIBYA. 
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- ALSO ALL TRANSIT DESTINATIONS IN EUROPE REQUIRE COPY OF 
OF TilE AUSTRIAN EXPORT PERMIT, AS WELL AS, THE IMPORT PERMIT 
OF TIlE DESTINATION COUNTRY. FOR SALES TO U.S.A.E.G., GLOCK 
liAS TO FILE TIlE U. S. HIPORT PERMIT WITH THE BLEGIAN 
AUTHORn'IES AT BRUSSELS, WHEREUPON THE MINISTRY WILL ISSUE 
TRANsrr PERI-lIT AFTER ABOUT 12 DAYS. 

D) WITH REFERENCE TO AIRPORT SECURITY 

- BEFORE TilE GLOCK 17 COULD BE SOLD EVEN WITflIN AUSTRIA, 
STARTING FROM 1983, A TEST AT VIENNA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
WAS PERFORMED, UNDER SUPERVISION OF OFFICIAL SECURl'fY SPECIAL
ISTS. IT WAS CLEARLY STATED, THAT BOTII, SCANNERS AND 
DETECTORS CAN IDENTIFY THE GLOCK 17 WITII CONTENTS OF 83% 
STEEL ONLY 17% OF ITS HASS IS SYNTHETIC MATERIAL. SUCII 
TESTS WERE REPEA1'ED RECENTLY AT VIENNA AIRPORT BY "TIME" 
MAGAZINE, REPORTEDLY InTII TIIF. SAME RESULT (DATE: 
JAN.20TH, 1986). PHOTOS WERE TAKEN AT TIIAT OCCASION. AS, 
TO OUR KNot/LEDGE, IN NO CASE OF HIJACKING, OR AIRPORT 
TERRORISM SO FAR, WAS A GLOCK INVOLVED (BUT OTIIER GUNS IIAVE 
BEEN INVOLVED), TilE PRINCIPAL AND SPECIFIC PROBLEM OF AIRPORT 
SECURITY, ALTHOUGH IT IS A VERY SERIOUS ONE, IS IN NO WAY 
PARTICULARLY LINKED WITH THE GLOCK 17. 

- SINCE THE GLOCK 17 liAS BEEN NATO-APPROVED AND ADOPTED BY 
TilE FIRST NATO COUNTRY IN 1985 AS THE STANDARD SIDE-ARM 
AND OTIIER VARIOUS FA~IOUS ANTI-TERROR UNITS WHICII IIAVE 
CONFIRMED IT SUPERIORITY IN VARIOUS AREAS, TilE GLOCK 17 
IS CONSIDERED ONE OF THE MOST EFFICIENT MEANS FOR MODERN 
POLICE UNITS IN THE FREE WORLD TO FIGHT TERRORISM IN OUR 
DAYS. 

23 



u.s. Department 
of TlOnsporIotion 
Federol Avlctlon 
Admlnlslrotlon 

21 MAR 1986 

Mr. Carl walter 
Glock, Inc. 
5000 Highlands Parkway 
Suite 190 
Smyrne, Georgia 30080 

Dear Mr. Walter: 
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800 independence Ave., SW. 
Washlnglon, D,C, 20591 

I want to thank Mr. Glock and you for taking the tine to chat with me 
during your recent visit. Per our discussion, enclosed are the 
P1otograplls of the Glock 17 as viewed in an approved aiq>ert security 
screening X-ray. 

I look forward to your continued cooperation in our battle against 
misinfonnation about the detectability of your fine weapon. 

~~ ~ie B. vincent 
Director of Civil Aviation Security 

Enclosure 

24 
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KARL BLECHA 
BUNOESMINISTER FOR INNERES 

Glock Ges.m.b.H. 
1:'0. Hd. Herrn 

lng. G. Glock 

Hausfeldstraae 17 
2232 Deutrlch-Wagram 
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Wien, am 23. April 1986 

ref: commercial business between Glock Ges.m.b.H.1 
At •• tria and Libya 

Further to your jnformation concerning the recent press 
campaign in USA against your product, the GLOCK 17, 
9 mm Parabellum "Safe Action" pistol, we are pleased 
to certify the following: 

GLOCK has never approached the concerned Austrian Authori
ties for the iasue of an Export Permit of Libya, nor has 
any individual, company or group ever applied for an Export 
Permit to Libya, concerning Glock produets. 

As no exportation of firearm, regardless of the destina
tion, can be undertaken from Austria without the prior issue 
of such Export Permit, reason for and justification whereof 
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is carefully checked in each case by a committee con
sisting of high-ranked and responsible officers of 
various ministeries, it can be conclusively stated, 
that no exportation whatsoever, of GLOCK 17 pistols 
to Libya, was performed or is pending. 

We also acknowledge your witness that you have at no 
time received inquiries from or in connection with, 
Libya, and that you have no acknowledge whatsoever, 
of any third party that is or was likely to conclude 
any such business with Libya, concerning your product. 
Furthermore, we confirm that you have voluntarily proved 
to us that your standard Agenca Agreement f~m includes 
binding provisions that limit any actions of your Agents 
abroad strictly to their respective territories and do· 
not allow them to re-export yoyr products outside such 
territories. 

We hope that our above statements will contribute to 
your unterstandable desire to re-establish the general 
excellent reputation of your product in USA. 

Sincerely yours, 
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TilE WASHINGTON Post 

';~"l' JACK ANDERSON and DALt'~AN ATTA J 
, r.l' •. "'. 0#"- ~ 

.,: F:~~~~<:;:l~iHi.::~;::';::i;t';>ptf~~~·~'f:V~::~ "~:':': ,,~'t ... ~J , , . 

J tPlastic:Ha~~g~n JF@oi~ .Ai(portSensoli"~j!I' ::' ; 
~. ', ........ ·~·:.,'·~!:%i~l.; ~,: ::f'~!p' .,;~:~~1·}.~·~~ :,.({~~ ... ..: ii~l·;"':J..'.f;.. - ;';;,·tt:i;,:~··:':: .. ~~f'~t(~ f~~~[~~ ! ~.:. , W e sUrred up a stonn when we revealed that: : .. extremely hard to recognize on the X'rny screen. ..: '. ; ,;. 
.• .• ' an Austrian manufacturer is producing . :.:., Disassembled, the weapnn was X·rayed together ''''';'. 
i . plastic pistols, which can be wnuggled ':"~'" with a camera ih a camera hag, In this condition" ~i.'" ; , . 
'; .",detected throu&h airport security.:'.'.:- '; ,'~' .. ~. L only the barrel could 1>0 !!et""ted '!a thick blacll .. 1J:: :: 
'; , We also disclosed that Libyan diclatoiMuammar ~ line. The plastic parts could not be detected: .. "o:"a., 7., .. 

Qaddafi was dickering t~buy 100 to 300 of the":!~' The federaI minister's repertconUnued:.:;''',:~ ;",,;i : ::' .:: 
Glock 17 pistols on the black market.,These .,. ~:: . " "A further test at Munich Airport produced the' <' '\ '<'.' 

: ' handguns represent an obvious thieat to airline " .. >' same findings:Additional tests, the results of which • '; . 
; passengers, bt.:.ause they are far easier than other ,~',:, 1 will submit, are presently under way.:, ;,;. .. ·.~ ... tr;f.. ',' " 
; weapons to slip by alrpnrt metal detectors.' - .• "". -: • "Without anticipating the final assessment, 'the' ,';'. "\' " 
. The.Austrian.inventot·manufacturer, Gaston . ~" uperiences until now with regard to detectability.-; 

",Gtock, heatedly denied this, insisUng that tests by , of the weapnn during airline passenger checks' '~'; 
.. Austrian "'lC"rity Oxperts showed that "both ',. ... .. again stress the need of strict compUance with .'... . 

.. scanners ana detectors can identify the Glock 17." rules regarding the quota for manual' , •. '" •. ' ... ,:~~ 
, Tests by a Pentagon official at National Airpnrt and reinspections." This was apparently a reference to :~ 
. by Re~,. Mario Staggi (D·N.Y.), however. proved spoteehecking oCluggage by security officers .... , . ~ , . 

how easy it is for a disassembled Glock 17 to evade The Glock maker's protestations on detectability', .-
security Inspections. ", " •••• ;,' . . • r. were also refuted recently in Washington, when a :: 
" Now Utere is an equally aJarinjj,ifrepnrt from'· ';' , Russian·bom man of undetennined motivation tried' 
~est Gennany; U,S, Ambassador Richard'll~ Burt,. to smuggle a Glock 17 abo~r~ a domestic airliner: .;. " 
til Bonn senla.c:tble March 2710 Secret~,yofState He would have succeeded.f the Glock 17 had been'. ;.~' 
George P. Shultz that incJudeli'aninformaj ,w. .: .:the only weapon he was trying to take aboard.··, . - '.:, " 
translation of ire port on the Glock 17 by the West',;. 'As it was, the airport X·ray machine identified a,,~, 'i::: 
German interior ministry. . ... ' . ."» standard metal handgun inside the man's ;;uitcase ..... r,. ~ .~ .• ; 

A high·leve! onidal in the ministry said he had'. ... When inspectors opened the bag, they found the "~ ::, , 
~tIlitiated a thorough investigation" and submitted a '. metal gUn they were expecting-plus a fully loaded :;.', ~::::. 
report. v,";, :,. : • . .' Glock 17 ... d 150 rounds of ammunition that hadl,,<,t<" ., '0 

. "An apparently new Austrian 9mm pistol, the e=ped identification by the X·ray machine," 
Glock 17, was subjected to test for detectability in •.•• The man told police he was taking the small ;,.' '. 
airport X·ray apparatus-Hi·Scan 6040', Hi-Scan a ....... na! to a friend in Colorado who was planning a,,' 
9050, GPA 74--at Stuttgait Airpcrt," the report trip overseas, Whatever his intentions, the incident . 
said. "The weapen is of plastic material (.Xcepl for demonstrated the danger pnsed by the Glock 11. 
the barrel and the magazine spring. The t .. ~< Footnote: Biaggi is sponsoring a bill to outlaw any 
showed that the completely .ssembled weapon is pistol undetectable by standard scanning equipment. 

• ~. , I .' 
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TECHNOLOGY 
, HC"!! t hti4 B .j . 1 t n"i:1"i'!i'"':M 

~ fNlrntfW ~c>~lr §~£MOOm~ 
1?@ OODOO@m~ fKl~JJ~CE{~[lR§ 
American Science & Engineering Inc.'s "flying spot" beam can 
help inspectors detect plastic pistols, the newest terrorist tool. 

4" =1 
"W" liE GLOCK 17 PISTOL;, Ule Ialestler· 
U rorist weapon to menace air tr.1vl;'lers 

arollnd the world. The simple. lightWl·jght, 
Austrian-made gun has :1 sugk('stcd Jet"" 
price of $443 and has 32 picce,s-...,-many of 
Uu~m plastiC'. winch does 1I0t show up as 
dearly as metal on X-ray machines. It can 
be t:lkcn llpart or rcas9cmblcd in Jess th:1n 
i1 minute. Airport sC.'curity offiti,1ls rcar 
that terrorists could disguise the plcces 
in luggage and smuggle them throUE;h X-ray 
inspection. Libya's Muamm:tr Qadd.'1fi rc~ 

No woapon aPPtars In the lypeu! X-ray 
.mage a can t'Cntiollal sea n nerdisp/aj's. 

port('dJ~' h,lS ordered U!l to 100 (jlol,'k 17s, 
A ne',' X-ray systemintrodurcd inJanuJr~' 

by AmerilJn SdeJ\ce & engineering In('. of 
Cambndge. Masc;,achuf'ctts. mny be Ole tr3\" 
cler's bf'st deff'llsC'. The company 0985 
sa1e~: $22.5 million). which m;'.ltf~ the X·ray 
tclesC'l1pf' used to dlsr'ovcr black holes 10 

SpJ(l'. has devilled an X-ray terhnique th:ll 
nukes .1 concealed Glock 17 CJ"lrr to spot. 
Likt:' <1 cOll\lcntiomJ X-rJY, AS&E's "Z sys
tem" dclcda high·density materials like met· 
als, which appc.ll' dark on ,1 screen because 
Ule~ absorb X-rays, But the Z ~i'.:;tem also 
picks up lower-density ~ubst.lnC'es like pbs~ 
tics and lWCOtiCS, \vhkh scatter X·ray beams 
in all ducctions. by pinpOinting th~ source of 
the scattering. 

AS&E's t ~\lire 5i.·.all~ the contents of a 
f.UltcaSC or p.1dmgc with a narrowly focused 
"flying spot" X-ray beam rather th.m tl con· 
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v('ntional fanlike Leam. As the beam strikes 
the suitcJst', separate detectors display dIf, 
fcrent images simultaneously on two tcJ('VI' 
<)ion monitors (scC' photographs). One 
scrcC'n ~hows the high·density miltcriills~ 
for example, a radlO and a traveilllgcase. The! 
other reveals the plasue handle or a Glock 17 
rudden beSide the radio. 

The w(,,1kest link in airport sl'curity re
mains the inspectors. who gel bored and 
overlook suspicious objects. TheoCo!u'l Tsa· 
coumis, a retired Federal Aviation Adminis· 

Z system X~rays of the .same suitcau fil'tol 
a hidden Glock 17 plasll~ pistr;l. 

ttation security program manager. believe') 
semIautomatic sensing devices might rceog· 
nile obj('cts and alert inspectors. although 
the systems require complex computer pro· 
grams and are ill least thrc(' ~·C':1rs otT. We-s
tmghouse and Science Applications Interna· 
tional (orp, of L., Jolla, Callforni.1. ;:llnong 
others, are workIng on these devices. 

Until they come along, airports Will h.we 
to depend entirely on human opcr.1tQrs. Dc· 
splte the $55,000 price of AS&E's Z system. 
nearly twice UlJt of Ule aVl!rage airport X·ra~· 
machme. Finl:md and France hav(' ordered it, 
.rod other countries indudmg Israel and 
Egypt art" negotiating. AS&E h.35 promised 
debvcry within six weeks, which may reas-
SUfr- ~ununl'r travelers. AS&E sttlckJloldcrs 
tlrC feeling reassured too; the stock has 
ounLrd 58%. Irom $1.75 10 $7.50 a share. 
since January 1. - £Iecmor Johnson Tracy 
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Plastic h~:UIU6"'I~ 
At least one manufacturer in 

the United Stlltes has come up 
with an aU-plastic handgun -like 
the AU5(Man Glock 17 - that can 
be smuggled past metal detectors. 
Federal Aviation Administration 
officials sa>~ these weapons pose 
serious problems for BJrpon secu
ritY requiring technological ad
vancements in wespons detection. 

Mennwhile. Rep. Mario Biaesi. 
New York Democrat. has intro
duced a bill to require federal test
ing of aU non· metal firearms to 
check their deleclability br air
port securit)' equipment. Mr. 
Biagg: reccotl)' tested the Glock 
17 against metal detectors at the 
US. Capito1 and the weapon 
passed through undetected. 

Dean of diplomats 
~··-.4'''h Amh"uisador Wilhelm 

Chet, meet Chet 
Re~ c~,.t Mlnn .. MR""Rrhll. 

If;e lUlWfJingtnn (i;mic~ 
••• 

i I 

:.. :;;;;:!::;! exchange 

ireasury Secretary James Ba
ker and Rep. Frank Wolf. Virginia 
Repubhca.n, lost their tempers 
yesterda}' and the resulr was a 
loud \'crbaJ sparring. match. The 
sparlui new when Mr. Wolf 
pressed Mr. Baker. who 15 ulli
matel}' in charge of the U.s. Cus
toms Service, to act more 
forcefully to ban impons from 
cauntries that engage in slave la
bor. notably the So\"iet Union. 

"Bring & case .•• ," Mr. Wolf 
shouted. "The CIA people will tell 
you there is proof. Your people 
know there's proof. Customs kuOY,' 
there's proof:' He then accused 
Mr. Baker of "shirking your re
sponsibility." 

"I don't plan to bring 8 \:Sse if I 
get shouted at one more time bl 
}'ou:' Mr: Baker shot back. 

"jlm telJinp- you nght no"~ you 
--a.. ... • .... · ... _ •• 1., ... I ..... 

~H~rP;:p,1t 

t-:I 
t-:I 
CJ') 
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!lew York l!!!!.!!.!!.. February 6. 1986, p. A22 

The Latest Thing in Plastic Is a Handgun 
': ;o'~h; Editor; • '. • 

lIS quality (Btt.o;lnes!I DUy, JtUl. 28) 
prnl~ed R new gellcrnll(ln 0'. pln!lllc."I, ~ " 

Your !lrtJcle on Belling pln~tlc lor ~ 

~1~11~~J~t.e ofeitl::1J.n~1!~: ~~dd!llll~~~~ ff. 
numlnmnnylndu.'Itrlnlandmnnurnc. oj"",_.,..' ... t •• I .... 
tUflngnrens:Th,", enew ptn:l:Uccom-_ .. ~ ,;",1\ .:' ',J 0 
rn::~~!lr~:~i!r~bil~ry:~~w;~~J~t:: ' ~::t:zlj 
tmUUty." To HII!' IIlIt of accolndes ~' ", 
shoUld be mlded dt'l!dllne:;:", . 0 D 

New. hlfthly durable JlIIl"lIc poly. . 
mers nrc Mlng u!u!d to conshucl f' . 
hnndguns Uud Dte lighter nnd m(lTc • 10 
t'Rslly cOl1cc~lcd Ihnn ordlnnry metnl ~. ';:!!!!l!!!E;F~1<I 
Imm'lr.m,. 1 littlr fjrt'!"Ower Is JtI!it AS ~ ' .. 
cfrf'('Hve. 'Ihl~ ('omhlnntlon could he 
h Iwtlll In hIJnckers. tenorl!>t!' "nd 
oUlers who ,;eek to outwit X.my rna· 
chlnell nnd metal detector!'!. The NA. 
tlonnl Conlillon 10 Dnn IIntldgun5 hns 
nnlnlod this hard.la-detect weapon the 
"UlJnckcr's SpeciAl." 

Tne plonl'er mnnufActurer of Ihe 
plR!;lIc handgun Is the AustriAn COnt
pany of On"loo Glock. Ilear Vienna. 
lIte Glock 1719 n g.mlllhneler plnlol, 
composed almost entirely 01 pll\stlc. 
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Only the borrel, slide nnd (1110 ~prlng 
nrc of melnl. nrll)um down. thesc few 
Inl'!al parl~ could he hlddt"n Innncu~ 
otlsly 10 e!'lenpe X.rny df'tl'elilln. Col. 
MtlRnlmnrel'Qaddnflls reportf.'dly In 
the procc59 of cnmplf'ting n denl to 
bUyallenst 10001 the plnsllc guns, 

111e Federal Dllrenu 01 Alcnhul, To
bacco Dnd Firennnll has approved 
Importation of the Glock 17, and nl~ 
though no U S. compnny mllnufnc_ 
lures plnstlc handguns, It wou't be 
long, In the April 1985 Issue of Ahler~ 
11:80 FlreArm~ Industry, Andy Mnl. 
c'hon, president of tho NaUnnnl A,. 
",clatlon of Federally LiceR.';etI .FIre. 
arms Dealers, stnles: "The Amer~ 
Icnn plastic gun wilt Jlhorlly make lis 
appeorAllce. The Au~trlnn gun stili 
uses R steel barrel. but the American 
model WIll be 100 percent ptnst":." 

Congress CRn snfeguArd us from 
this df'lIdly "benefit" DC the flelY" won. 
der plastics by tnking leglslntlve nc
tlon to ellmlmlle the Importntlon, pro. 
lI!erntlon nnd manufncture of nil 
plastic or partly plastic hMdgull~ 10 
tho U.S. before they become wide. 
spread and American compnnlcs be. 
come Involved In Ihe IndIL~try. After 
Ihat, the National Rille A!isocfntlon 
hnd olher lobbIes wJ1l block Icgl!'lla. 
lion limiting their use and dlslrlbu. 
don. 

• nils kind of hnndglln Is well de. 
signed Cor deception and terrorist ae .. 
tlYltle!. Congress must ncl now to nip , 
the plasUc p.ISloi In Ihe bud. If le6:151n-1 
Ilonls delayed fortoo long, theplnstlc 

~~~d:F~~:U~~:JI~~~e a~n~r~~~~:J ~11 
handgUn5. JOSEPIt E. GROVES 

Woshlngton, Jan. 29, 19M I 
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THE AUSTRIAN TRADE COMMISSIONER IN 'rHE UNITED STATES 
SOUTHERN REGION OFFICE 

4800 SAN FELIPE STREET, SUITE SOO 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 770S6 

GUXK IN:. 
att'n. Mr. Karl Walter 

500 Highiands Parkway, Suite 190 
~_~_l_I_~~-L-GA_lQQ~Q __ 

Sehr geehrter Herr Walter! 

'tOUR REfERENCE 

OUR REFERENCE 982/ 861M! f 

DATE 12. Maerz 1986 

Die Aussenhandelsstelle New York erhlelt von dem ihr unbekannten 
THomas Donohue die belgelegte Mitteilung. Wie 5ie aus dem ersten 
Satz derselben entnehmen, bez ieht er slch offensichtlich auf die 
von der Fa. Glock hergestollte Pistole. Ich hoffe, dass die unguen
stigen Meldungen der letzten Wochen ihr definltives Ende haben, 
nehre aber an, dass die beigeiegte Meldung fuer Sie von IntE'resse 1st. 

Mit freundllchen Gruessen 
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RECEIVH) 
MAR 1 71986 

GlOCK INC. 

IA\ 
AI.JSTRlA PHON£; f713} 850-8889 CABLE AUSTROTAAD HOUSTON TELEX 765544 ATD HOU 

JIB 'a't. 
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AUSTRIAN TRADE COMMISSIONER 
21st Floor 
845 Third Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10022 

2/25/86 MAR 3 - 1986W]' 
Sirs: It is not difficult to understand how Austria 
would be capable of this ultimate desecration of 
values and, ultimately, of life, by permitting the 
monufacture and exportation of a blatant hijacker's 
weapon; made of ~lastic. One has to recall AUstria's 
jOining forces with Hitler as a most eager & willing 
Ally. then disclaiming responsi~ility • This to 
avoid costly reparation~. Then there was the spiking 
of wine with antifreeze. What more can you expect 
from a nation of whores, whose only claim to f~me 
is a nostalgic waltz, a reminiscence on Empire 
and a supersaturated Catholicism to redeem them 
fram-their present iniquities. 

Y~in\liU'ely , 
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GLOCK, INC. 5000 Highlands Parkway. Suile 190 
Smyrna. Georgia 30080 

(4Q4) 432-1202 

AprilS, 19B5 

NEWS 
BULLETIN 

"Hijacker special", "all plastic gun", "terrorist's pislol" - just a few of the provoking syn
onyms that were used during the last weeks by certain U.S. Press for the world's most ad
vanced NATO service sidearm, the Glock 17-9mm "safe action" semiauto pistol. 

What the media and anti-gun lobbY do not know is thatlhey have been badly misled by 
Ihose elements who, be it for pure commercial reasons or others, attempt 10 manipulate the 
inherent sense of fairness and free competition of the world's freest nation. 

The truth Is, the Glock 17 is the world's most advanced semiautomatic: handgun. You 
deserve to know the facts behind it. 

FACT 1: In the initial tests, Unofficially conducted by the Assistant Se
cretary of Defense on Counter Terrorism, Mr. Noel Koch, National Air
port security personnel were so lax that weapons made entirely of 
steel passed through detection devices several times because 
of human error. The media failed to report that fact, but Instead 
reported that the Glock Pistol Is not detectable. That Is twisting a 
news story and not addressing the true test findings. Since then, begin
ning with a Jack Anderson Editorial, our product the Glock 17 has been 
unjustly and falsely referred to by the media as, "the hijacker special" 
because it Is 'almost entirely plastic and difficult to detect by airport 
metal detection security systems: They couldn't be more wrong. 
Though the Glock 17 Is extremely lightweight, because of the space
age polymers used in its design, 83 percent of the Glock's SUbstan
tial weight of 24 ounces (unloaded) Is hardened steel. That's 
more than a pound of metal. 

FACT 2: The Glock 17 has been fully examined, tested and approved 
for importation by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. 

FACT 3: The FAA, and other renowned National and International se
curity'lnd antHarrorist specialists concluded in their own testing that 
the Glock 17 is as readily detectable assembled or disassembled as 
any metal made conventional pistol by alert U.S. and international 
security personnel at airport security checkpoints that follow slricl 
security guldetines. 

FACT 4: The Glock 17 has been originally designed as a superior 
military and law enforcement service pislol, featuring advance techno
logy and trend setting quality. II Is fully NATO-approved and already 
adopted as standard service sidearm by the first allied member, 
atso by the Austrian armed forces and Austrian anti-terrorist 
units. 
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It has, within the last eight months succeded In winning every serious 
military and police test In the free worid, wherever it has participated. 

Within eight months, the Glock 17 has become a prime choice 
of the free world's most elite antl·terrorlst and presidential guard 
units, Who are using this accurate, safe and reliable handgun to 
fight Criminal elements and terrorists more effectively than 
ever before. 

FACT 5: Glock adversaries In our nation are striving and lobb}ing to 
have the Glock 17 importation and sale, and its production technology 
banned, In the U.SA because of the unfounded belief that the gun Is a 
"terrorist special", is undetectable at airport security checkpoints, and 
an "all plastic gun "III. 

8esl:!'i.ls that, two bills are now pending In the U.S. House of repro
senlatives, HA4194 and HR4223 which, if passed, could be used to 
accomplish this. 

Intelligent people have been badly misled. The Glock 17 has never been used In 
anytllrrorlst activity nor has Glock offered orllold It to any country, or Individual, that 
Is, OF was Involved with terrorist activities. 

Introducing legislative action directed against the Glock 17 would mean dlsap· 
proval of a NATO and Austrian Army adopted product, and would serve only to place 
the U.S. at an International competitive disadvantage In terms of both technology 
and defense. That would be false security. Is that protecting U.S. CItizens' 
Interest? 

This isanactual.lrueand untouched X·raypictureas the Glock 17 
Pistol would appear alairport seoUi ijy scanners. It reveals !he syn
thetic and steel parts, BS well BS the ammunition In the magazine. 

Can !hIs handgun Image be mistaken for anytlJlng else byalerl 
security people? 

Based on International and U.S. Federal agencies test findings, we kindly ask you to 
oppose legislative action in the U.S. to ban modem and worldwide acknowledged firearms 
manufacturing technology, because it does not protect you and the U.SA In the future. 

In allfalmess, before you make aJudgement lake a look at theGlock 17 pistol and form your 
own opinion. Should you still have any questions, contact us, because we feel that someday 
all pistols may have Similar lechnologyand perform like the Glock 17 .. 

We thank you for your atlention. should you have anyaddifional questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact us. 
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U1 THE KANSAS CITY STAlRt 

Monday evening, April 7, 1986, State Edition, 32 pages 

H' ,,0 'il- h' h..Jl ~ 0 ,: 1:lgfi~f!:ec, · ' .• ' anugultl1§ strur seCUr1ifty cone 
B .,.1f (5)0 oIlo~ ·UB B.. no.!\. g • n..!l "- .~." handgun of the 

yAndrewC."",,1er,., .,';;.\~ '''.f'~·' ~: lruSSe.DC weapoll1ls WI Ue GlJ pas \l, O. COli'llgresSDOnC!lu uel\Bate '~~., WithanUgun 
The Stat', Washington oomtspondent . .'. • - comp3.raies CUI 

W
ashington-To the eye, the "Set your sights on the handgun of security threat. threat. all-plastic gun: 

',' , sl~ek Aust~ian-made 9mm se- the future," says Glock Ino "It's here." • '/' "Contrary to the information that is "I've se.en the gun broken down ~nd reach the Hot 
, m.automatlc pistol looks no It's here and it's' raising troubling' being put out now ... the Glock 17 Is that prohle (on an X-ray machlDe) bate on gun co' 

different than any other semiautomatic new questions about airport security detectable on all of our airport sys- which we commonly associate with a Two New' 
handgun. and the high-tech future of handguns. tems, whether it is the metal deteetor gun is made about entirely of plastic," propose an a. 

From the base of the grip to the tip of Anti-gun groups and congressional or the X-ray system," said Billie Vin- said Mr. Hancock. "It .•. does not give powe~ the Tr 
the 4 'I.-Inch barrel, the all-black Glock critics are calling the Glock 17 a cent, director of civil aviation seeurity thatautomaLic. 'it's a gun' response." any firearm t 
17 pistol projects B businesslike, no- "hijacker special," or worse. When dis- for the Federal Avia tlon A-Iax security guard, he said, might standardseeu 
nonsense image. mantled, they say, It can pass undetect- Administration (FAA). not see the plastic grip and the plasLic The Glock! 

In a U.S. advertiSing campaign, the ed through airport screening devices "The handgun, even the plasUc grip, trigger guard. And the guard migbt tories of Ga. 
Austrian manufacturer proclaims its with case. is detectable on the X-ray system at the think the barrel and slide "are a cigar plasUcs engin 
design-which ineorporates new levels But federal officials say the mass of airport," he added. holder or just about anything." tion in the ei 
of high-density plaotlc-as a revohl- high-density plasUc. combined with Its Michael Hancock, an official with the Beyond the debate, most agree that pistol usint 
tionary concept'ln handgun construe- steel parts, makes theGIock 17 a pistol anti-gun Coalition to Ban Handguns. the Glock 17 foreshadows the inevita- ----<-
tion. that is easily detccted and poses no said federal officials underestimate the bility of a high-tech, alI-plasUc 

t..:> 
C.:> 
t..:> 



conUnued from pg. lA 

I plasUo. 
Tbe r .. ult Is lighter In welgbt lban 

semlautamatic pistols of comparable 
size. By welBh~ the Glock 17 "' 83 
percent steel, 17 percent plastic. 

Most 01 lbe pistol's plasllo Is In Its 
molded bottom balI-the grip, the Irlg
ger guard and the barrel support-but 
~rt:. are metal working parts and sup-

Much more mel31ls on top- the bar
rel, the slide, a heavy recoll spring and 
smaller components. 

Karl Waller, the company's U.S. rep
resentaUve, said the amount of metal 
assures detection. He said AJStrian olll:
olaIs tested lbe Glock 17 through airport 
security devices when the AUstrian 
:'!rmy was considering buying the 
weapon shortly alter II was Introduced 
In 1983. 

";'~~h~~~i~~t~ls~eteCled, The army 
After selling "hundreds of thousands" 

overseas, accordIng to Mr. Walter, the 
GJock ,linn last year sought a U.s. 
Import permit. 

Preparing to certUy the weapon for 
Impo~ the Glock 17 was shipped to the 
basement oCficcs of the bureau's 
Fireanns Technology Branch in a huge 
federal oWoe buUding four blocks Irom 
lbe White House. 

IIWe bad known of Its exl!tence for 
years," said Edward Owen, the branch 
chlef. ult's uothlng new or wIld to us:' • 

Operator error? 
fO:a::af::J~~ ?~~c~!~e:SS :~~~~ 
curtty arose that never surfaced. in Eur .. 
ope. 

Syndicated newspaper columnist Jack 
Anderson reported !n Janullry thnt fed
eral officials, In a test, took a disman
tled Glock 17 twice undetected through 

. security checkpoints at Washington's 
National Airport. 

He wrote Ibat lbe olllolaIs look such 
steps as dlsmanlling il, then wrapping 
Its heavy steel spring around a pair of 
eyeglasses. 

Federal olllclab dispute Mr. Ander
son's account. 

Mr. Vinccnt.ln congresSional testimo
ny. said he was present and the Glock 17 
was visible on the X-ray screen. uAny 
failure to detect that weapon Is operator 
error." he saJd. 

The pUblicIty led the Bureau 01 Alco
hol, Tobacco and Fireanns to Issue a 
special memorandum to its regional 
offices, according to inIonnaUon ob
tained by The Kansas City Star under. 
Freedom of Information Act request. 

The Unsigned memo said the Glock 17 
Is a "hlgh·tech, hlgh"luallty firearm and 
1t8l~lie of plastic giv~ It an advantage in 
being IIghlwelght-nol In concealabili
Iy." 

by ~~=rr:g a:~~~':6J:b~l~r:~~ 
, its ammunlUon aboard an aircraft Is not 
npprecJably different from that posed by 
a more conventional firearm. II 

Rep. Marlo Blaggl, a New York Dem
ocrat.. recently arranged another test of 
the Glock 17 against metal detectors and 
X~ray machInes·at the U.S. Capitol. 

"When dismanUed, the frame and 
magazine of the weapon, which are 
made of pJastic., went undeteeted by the 
metal detector and the barrel created a 
deceiving image on the X-ray screen." 
Mr. BiaegJ saId. 

Mr. Blaggl said he is not necessarily 
advocating a ban, but tIe wants federal 
officials to be prepared lor tbe next 
generation of handgun that could be non· 
metal. 

"It's obviously not the kind of develop
ment that bodes well for airport securI .. 
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ConstrucUon of the Glock 17 handgun Incorporales high'iiensIty pI.sllc, wblcb 
has raised concerns about airport security. 

ty," said John Mazor, an official With the 
AirlIne Pilots Association. 

Too stressful 
OvershadowJng the Glock 17 contro-

versy is whether a non·metal gun-all· 
plastic or ceramic-is feasible today. 

Writing last AprU in tbe trade magll~ 
zine American FJrearms Industry, Andy 
Molchon, president of the National Asso-
ciaUr.m of Federally Licensed Firearms 
Dealen, predicted a "100 percent plas~ 
tic" model waS near production. 

•• An American plastic gun win shordy 
malte its appearance," be wrote. 
JlPlastic is the 'ccmmon word,' but U's 
really liquid crystal polymer ...• " 

In an interview Mr. Molchon would 
not reveal the manufacturer. He only 
hinted It was not one of the u.s. Jlreann 
Industry's giants. 

"Tile plastlc handgun people never 
wanted the pUbllcjty," he added. "They 
asked us not to say anything more slnce 
the Department of Defense was interest· 
ed," 

Mr. Molchan doubts a U.S. manufac
t urer would sell an :tll~plastic gun. 

"An alI'plastic handgun that had no 
detectable features, even U it bad no 
problems with the lnwj would be a public 
relations disaster," he added. Instead, a 
manufacturer might put metal strIp' en 
the plastic or implant metal fiber:s 1n the 
plastic to assure detection. 

Mr. Owen saId a Dallas finn pro
claimed a year agt' that It would market 
an all~plastic handgun. He added that 
company ofticials "verbally indicated ;. 
wilhngness to explore the addiUon of a 
metallJc substance, if necessary, in tlle 
deSign, shOUld it ever develop." 

The company. Plastic GUll! Inc., baa 
sInce disappeared without producing a 
prototype. The company's phone has 
been disconnected, 

In a report issued last week. the 
National Coalition to Ban Handguns said 
federal documents It received indicated 
that Plastic Guns. Inc .• has ceased oper
aUon. It had agreements to work with 
General Electrlc and 3M to develop the 
plasUc handgun, the coalition said. 

But. the coalition added. a company 
founder at Byron Inc., In Casselberry, 
Fla., Js planning a plastic gun geared 
toward the military market. David By
ron, the founder. told the coalition that 
technology was "absolutely" available 
to produce an aU'plastiC' gun and that he 
had heard oC other companies working 
on one. 36 

He saId bis company would not consid .. 
er markeUng a plasUc handgun to the 
clvlllan market unJess a means is 
developed to detect It. 

Other gun experts, however, disagree 
over wnether plastics technology has 
advanced far enough. 

Norman Dee, an offieJal with Intratec, 
U.S.A. Inc., a Florida gun manufacturer, 

~~~h P~:~U;'~:bsr:!leih~:t~el~r: 
firearm. 

fllt would maybe lire two or three 
.ounds," be s:dd. "Then the be!1t and the 
explosion •.• would cause It to warp or 
be inaccurate. 

"You still would have to put a steel 
sleeve In the barrel. Otherwlse It would 
just lear the barrel up. There are (.ertnin 
parts you can't make out of plastic." 

Mr. Walter said the technology does 
not exist for an all-plastic handgun, but 
asked: "Who knows whether a major 
plastIc manufacturer wlJl come up with 
somethIng?)! 

But II an all·plastlc !lrearm d ... 
become a reality, Federal Aviation Ad· 
mInistraUon o!!telais say lbey will be 
ready. Mr. Vincent recently promised a 
House subcommittee that new security 

~:~~~r~~~~'!nr: h~~l~:~ a~f:fd. all-
In January, the FAA asked detection 

:Il,J~~:~t ~:Ch~~~~~rst~O ~~~~i ~i: 
plastic weapons. 

Already major manufacturers have 

~ti:gr~:::i~' ::pro~rv!J,r:~~ ~!tJ:t 
belieVed to have caused four deaths 
aboard a Trans World Atrllnes jet over 
Greece Jast week. 

One device uses a computer to collect 
scattered X-rays and produce stronger 
images that more clearly outlloe plastic. 
Another possiblUty is an infrared sean· 
ner to detect an all-plastic gun as a cold 
spot on an otherwise warm human body_ 

Other hlgb·lech technologies lor plas. 
tics explosives Include devices that 
"snUf" vapor emissiOn!. 

The FAA's move relaUng to plasUo 
guns u was a measure of prudence, if you 
wm,'· said Fred Farrar, an FAA spokes· 
man. 

"n was jus! lbe lao! that our people 
are aware that the Jdeal-if you can use 
thCl:t word in ttus context-that a plastic 
handgun and its economic advantages 
has people working on one," be added. 

OlAnd If they are working on one, weld 
like to be ready fer lL II 



us Deportment 
01 TrorlSpOftotiOn 

Federal Aviation 
Admlnlstrallon 

April 10, 1986 

Mr. carl Walter 
1000 Highland parkway 
suite 190 
Snyrna, Georgia 30080 

Dear Mr. Walter: 
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800 Independence Ave., S,W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 

Tl1is is in response to your telephone conversation with Mr. David !each of 
my staff, in which you requested my views concerning the ability of 
equipcrent currenUy in use at airport security checkpoints to detect the 
Glock 17. 

As I recenUy testified l:efore the Subccmnittee on crirre of the House 
Judiciary CaTmittee, the Federal Aviation Administration Office of Civil 
Aviation Security, of which I am Director, has been aware of the Glock 17 
pistol for sane tine. we have conducted tests at airports to detennine if 
x-ray machines and magnetaneters currently in use are capable of detecting 
the weapon. Our tests have shown that the ""'apen is clearly detectable. 

While any system that ultimately depends on the human elanent, such as 
airport security scrE.oen.ing of passengers and carry-on articles, is 
vulnerable, the Glock 17 poses no IlOre problem than many other "",apons 
available on the market today. 

I hope the above information is satisfactory. If you have additional 
questions, please feel. free to contact Mr. Leach. 

A':;~ Billie H. Vincent 
Director of Civil Aviation Security 

37 
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133307 gLock a 

tyo 16-4-86 
attn mr w riedL 
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in taiwan, yesterday one major news paper announced chinese transLate 
d news what gLock 17 couLd pass any airport security system.--- this 
originaL news came fm usa. based on this news, garrison command 
checkd on whether pistoL can be detected at airport/seaport. as per 
resuLt, ours was compLeteLy detected. 
today, news paper announced again that gLock 17 was detected by 
security system thus no harm. 
i am askg garrison command to reLease their officiaL report to US. 

re: prc china 
end user cert n invitation Ltr are on my hand. maiL tomorrow. 
rgds 
arnoLd 
<ll> 
133307 gLoCk a 

via radio-austria 
16/04/86 0601gmt 

38 
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mtJa6iUmt 'Potree 'DepRltb~~ 

Chief Richard Bryan 
830·1762 

Carl Walter 
Glock. Inc. 
P.O. Box 0369 
Smyrna. Georgia 30081 

Dear Mr. Walter. 

102 CITY HALL STREET. S.E. 
MASSILLON, OHIO 44646 

830·1735 

May 8. 1986 

Mayor Delbert Demmer 
830·1700 

I recently read several articles by "Experts". and have seen and heard on 
television. claims that the Glock 17 9mm Pistol can pass through airport 
security x-rays and metal detectors. Therefore. it is believed that this 
weapon is a high risk to security and likely to be used in airplane 
hijackings and for terrorism. 

I have owned a Glock 17 9mm Pistol for some time now. Immediately upon 
purchasing this weapon and having heard the above claims of non-detection 
at airports. I contacted the Chief of Security at the Akron-Canton Airport. 
which is located betwe~n Akron and Canton. Ohio. We extensively tested the 
possibility of passing through their security with the Glock 17 9mm P~stol. 

We first tried the metal detector. It was attempted to take the Glock 17 
9mm Pistol through the detector with a loaded clip, and then without any 
ammunition in the clip. Both times. the detector revealed the fact that 
metal existed. 

We then sent the Glock 17 9mm Pisto~ through the x-ray machine. both with and 
without ammunition in the magazine. The x-ray machine showed a clear image 
of the weapon. Anyone with any knowledge of security would have easily 
identified the image as a weapon, immediately. 

I then field stripped the weapon into the four major parts. The barrel 
assembly and frame separately. again, showed a clear image on the screen. to 
the degree that they were noticeable as a weapon. 

I personally think the claim that the Glock 17 9mm Pistol is a hazard and is 
a tool for terrorism is completely unfounded. 

RJB:lsm 

Very truly yours. 

rZu)...L-l r'/(.~l 
Richard J. Bryan 
Chief of Police 
Massillon Police Department 
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~o 
Astrophysics Research Corporation 
4031 VIA ORO AVENUE, P.O, BOX 22709, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90601.5709 

TELEPHONE 1213151301411 • TELEX 686233 ASTRO HR60 • FAX 12131513-6593 

Narch 27, 1986 

The Honorable Mario Biaggi 
The united States HoUse of Representatives 
2428 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Biaggi: 

Our division in Nindsor I England (Pantak, Ltd.) has for\~arded a 
copy of your letter concerning the Glock 17 pistol to me 
requesting that I respond directly to you. 

About tl~O weeks ago, I had the opportunity of examining one of 
these pistols at our facility in Long Beach, California. I found 
that, although the frame is indeed plastic, the barrel and the 
ammunition clip are both made of metal. Fully assembled, the 
Glock 17 looks exactly like any other automatic pistol when viewed 
on the television monitor of our Linescan airport X-Ray s~curity 
machine. Further, it causes our Nark 100 Metal Detector to alarm 
at the nor!':1al setting just as any other pistol docs. 

lihen the Glo.:k 17 is broken dOlm to its three basic components 
(metal barrel, metal ammunition clip and plastic frame), all three 
cC!':1ponents are still visable and identifiable on the television 
monitor of the X-Ray system by a trained security operator. In 
all tests, the Glock 17 was X-Rayed while inside a standard 
briefcase with a normal amount of paper (approximately 1" thick) 
and other items usually found in a briefcase. Even the plastic 
fram~ shows as clearly as a toy plastic gun which, incidentally, 
is one of the most common items identified by airport security 
personell screening packages and briefcases on the airport X-Ray 
machine. 

The barrel and the ammunition clip will cause the metal detector 
to alarm although the plastic frame, by itself, obviously will 
not. However, the plastic frame is completely harmless and, in 
fact, looks less like a pistol than a plastic toy gun because it 
l,!tCKS a barrel. In my estimation, it \~ould be as difficult to 
pass a Glock 17 pistol through an X-Ray security checkpoint as it 
would be to pass any othel' real pistol through the same 
checkpo~nt. Further, any person attempting to smuggle a non 
lethal weapon past an airport metal detector would be well advised 
to use a plastic toy gun rather than the frame of a Glock 17. 

Photographs were taken of the Glcck 17 on the television monitor 
cr the X-Ray unit. A set cf these is included for your perusal. 
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Astrophysics Research corporation is the worlds largest 
manufacturer of X-Ray security screening equipment. Over 90% of 
the units currently in use at airports in the United States and 
approximately 60% of the units currently in use overseas were 
designed and manufactured by us. We have I~orked closely with the 
Federal Aviation Administration's Office of Civil Aviation 
Security as well as the Aviation security Agencies of many foreign 
governments assisting them in the positive identification of 
various contraband items and have earned an enviable reputation 
worldwide as authorities in the field of contraband detection by 
the use of X-Ray. 

We respectfully submit the above information for your edification 
and possible use. If you believe that we might be of further 
assistance on your project, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Sincerely yours, 

ASTROPHY~CS RESE.~CH CORPORATION 
, (,,~ ,-.., .' 

, ,"'X ."'"<..~-./ \, ~.- , . ...;.,_.-
1- ~.. "'-'" 
'. Ba:ttema 
resident, Marketing 

". 
Enclosures 

JPB/jj 
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GLOC/(, INC. 
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C~n~=ej~ of ttz fiinit~b f~tZt2~ 
~70U~C at !2~~r:!~el1t:zti~c5 

~cu;ninctnn. ~c: 21~515 

1·larch 4, 1996 

jI'iE:"'0(;;TVEo--' 
i 111 II,AR 1?~5 

1-:i!1c!lor SL4 53? 
JJ!1!!'l:Sh.:i..z. =, ~nglano. 1 PA.! rAk Llr,1ITi:D 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

C':I"""-II' 
H'lUCATljll AliD LAcon 

t.o\DO"""""'N.uEMl~T 

~flfi" F""'Jr~"""N 

VICE·Ct1~IPMAN 
MeRe ... ;.,. T '.1:'~UJE 1."10 

F,ShE,1;ltS 

COUGRES$IONAL PORT CAUCUS 

hl.tO ..... ou. 
C"'Alllp.U • .., 

"',RCtu.tH t,.I"'UNl 
COAST QUARD ",NO HAVIQ4T10-. 

.. "" .. A .... CANAL/OUlER 
CO"iTlNl'-l",1. SHElf ~ •. 

~fL£CT COM(.4ITTEE ON 
AtJlrltj 

CHAII~M"N. ~U'UN ~fRV1e£S 

CHAIRMAN. A9 HOt; 
t.vr·H"I'It.SSIO'i:.l CO"M1TTEE 

F()R HUSH MF41AS 

Recently, it has cc'roe ::0 my a::tention tha:: a 
::ela~:ivel'l new handqun, ";;:; Mn.c;rrian-rnado Clo~J~ 17, i:i 
pO=1nq 3~e~riL~ problems ~t ~~=?c=ts because its substa~~~al 
plast:ic cco.:posi'tion makes it d:'f=:'cult to de~ec": '.:ith u.i=;:cr~ 
sect:=:"~y er;;Ui;nilFni (Po.r;. root:l d9-;!j;t~r6 n[1I1 ~':-ril)l W':4nh1.1100) .. 

Sir..ce 1.10:': p,rp a r.t:!.n~:::lctl1"'t"'- t'!1i: .... .&. ... ~u.t;e ::::ee\!!:_Ly 
aqt:=-;~e::-::, I ",<1oule like to ;~nc·t"l if you have te!:t~d ,:h~ 
t;:.==:; 17 c::rl:'.i~~-; your rC]'li r.::-;.':J1\L .uul, i:2 no, WJu::.L ',v-=re ::01,,1:
=:':::::'::;5? ;,,150', ~ NOU':::1 !::B i:;-:.s!:estea in yo:.::- gen~=Cll 
·:':'~W5 abou~ the Glock 1. 7 a~d ~ .... h:l-:' appears to i:.e a ~!.·cnc 
i!1 th'1 direction of to::;:.11v !1c!1-:neLa1 firearrr.s. I would 
;:a!"~:'ci.llarly appreciate receiving your conunen~s on :r.y 
!eqis1ative LlrcI1nF,?l (H.:1., (,2:13 - C"'?".l '::l1o;;lu"",d) t:o ;:>ron~!nt 
the ir.:;:>ortAtinn of u.s. m:!l.nu:':.It.1...u1.C u.c non-metal. r~re.J.rr.iS 
t~.:l":: a=e less susceptible to det:ection by rr.eto.l ce-:.ec-::ors 
a:-:.:: o'tr..er securit.y devices t!1a!'l firear~s sucstanti:;,lly 
c=::s-::ruc:ted of wotal. 

::!l/-=.;: ::-:-:: 
::::c.:.o.:!~:-~ 
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AsAdvertl~ln THE WALL STREET JOURNAL. 

Wh@~~$ 
~~iUft 
~@l})ilm~ 
@H@c~ 

lhere have been reports 
that the "plastic" Glock 17 au
tomatic pistol can't be detected 
by present airport security 
methods. Since 92% of the 
x-ray security systems in
stalled in United States air
ports are Unescan units 
(made by Astrophysics) we 
feel compelled to respond to 
these reports. 

The Unescan X-ray Security 
System has no difficulty in de
tecting the Glock 17 Automatic 
Pistol (see photo) just as Une-

UNESCAN' SYSTEi'il1. one of len 
Unescan models 10 choose from. A 
Unescan X-ray Securily System can be 
modified 10 meet your particular needs. 

~o 

fJ 
o 

scan Systems no diffi
culty in detecting metal guns 
and plastics in airports, cor
rectional institutions, customs 
facilities, nuclear power plants, 
and corporate mailrooms 
around the world. 

So whenever protection 
from weapons and explosives 
is necessary, look to Unescan 
- the leader in x-ray security 
systems. The more you want 
to see, the better Unescan 
looks. 

Astrophysics Research Corporation 
4031 V .. Oro Avenue, p.o. 8ox22709, LDng Beach, Calnomla 90801·5709, Telephone (2131513,1411. TELEX 686233 ASTRO HRBO, FAX 12131513·6593, 

\/.ale Road. Windsor, Berkshire. SL4 SJP. England Telephone Windsor (44) (753)855611. TELEX: 849338 PANTAKG. FAX 10753) 854·823. 



TaIUIII'!:! mil dl'fl rin,l!crn. \\l'iJ 
DcteJ..t(lf(,1I tlml htlChJ..UlllpIi7it.'lfc 
1\11IUCt.'UCi'I,itt.' \"I'oUCl'l1 

Itllcll,i\(.'n.· J bllli;ulwir h:lIl~ 
J]t'lIl1 nnell c.I~11 l'lll1lht.·II;III .. chl;i~ 
gC'l) nllf die Berliner f>j<.,J..nthek 
.,L., nl'llc" {lwei "UII..·) lilli' dill" 
Ulll,.'il1!! der lIS·fhlJ!J.!t'''cll,chafl 
1 r:lIt!> \VclIld Airlll1t:" hber (itic
d1l.'l1land ("il" 1 Hie) illl!!l'Cllllnct. 
Vur ;Ilfcm tier rcrrnntk1 f!t'!!CII die 
T'VA·M;t'ichiltc - wieuer ('il1m:l! 
halle rl:t<fik<prelll.!'Wrr die Flng
h:lfcnkonrrolle r",~~icrt - l.wnng 
die rulifiker 7.001 H:mdeln, 

I 
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Doch der Appell wurdc Uflfer-
schledlich berolgt. In Hamburg ~~~~~t~~~~i~h~~:oS~~ 1~i~11t~~~11)' 
doueftc dcr Check gelegentlich 
drej Minute" sUiIl bisher eine 
Minute pro FJuggast. In Ifnnnover-Lnn- dauer, Die COl11hal·\VilrrC. wirtH die Fir· 
gcnhagcn dugegen mcldc:tc Pulizeiuhcr... 111:1 au~ Dcu(c;ch W<l!!ram~ ktillne naB 
ral Helmut VO!iha£!.e. unll Mes..c;ean· ,.auf liO" Minu.. ein}!drnren", in 
drnnp.c; ••• bu!>inesc; n!i u!iunl'·. ..Srhlamm gl'taucht .. tlnd _cineOl Sand· 

Auch in Frnnkfurt. _lOr Dc:ut"cllIands sturm :m,,(!.cset7;'" werden , .•• uhne L1de· 
groBtent Flugkrcm:. g\lb es keinc spOr.. hemmung". 
h:ucn Vert:ogerul1e.en .• ,\Vi1~ ~;nlle" wir flir TCU(Hic;tcn hOll die leicht ler .. 
dello mlch vCfsliirkl nmcJlcn". (r:tp.le cin lcghi.lrc \Vuntferwafre urrel1,;ichtlicll 
Milarheitcr dc'i Sr:hlU1.tJienslcOj •• ,sollen ciuco uoderelt neiz. Nur L'lUr. Vcr· 
"ir die Leute illIsziehcn1" sthluB und feller c;ind nnch nus St3hl, 

Die- PuJi7ci in MOnrhen·Ricm hall der Rest i"t KUn~itSlurr - (ur die rrtlrer 
\!11c:nraHt Iliclu viel Hm .,01:1ou,.l1en :111 dcn Sichtgeri1len nur schwer 1U erkcn· 
NllehktlllIWllell". Dcnu Plao;likc;prcn .~'".'I. ~ 
\.(,Ir, t1clmllplel ein Urcflzlichulzhc;tn Al1lcrikaniscllc Sl.:llic/Jc:cpertcn !Opre .. 
tcr ... ei •. ~chr. "i.chr sch\\'ierig ;IUSZUIll; _ cllen von der ,.idl';tlcn WuH!! fur lIijak· 
dten~ \\cn" cr nur irgclH.h\ie \'crhrfim her" Die ,,\Vnc;hilll.!ltln Po>.;." lIleldctc ' 
i,I", JlWt11pL Lihyen .. G;t~tf:lri It:lhc !<ochnl1 HlO 

Spreng.torr nus Pla.Uk 
Bindraden als Bomb. 

\Venn (la" C~(lll)~h'c Zell!! au~ Kun .. t· 
,luI( ;111 Bllltl L!csc.:hmuL!l!elt werden \011. 
lilill .. ieh dOl .. \clh .. , Itiii t,.·ld.t n'l1i .. thl'n 
Spurgcnilcl1 nkhl \'crhil1dcrn ... dum g;1f 

nklll mit def Ilalld. UlIlI Prnhlcme he
leilcn den KUlluullcltrl'n jellt ;lUd 

Il;II,dfcUCI\\ illfclI. die hi~1;11I1l illlll1cr mil" 
.. illl(1k'IJ MClaU .. uudC'n 7U Clr:t<;licn \\':lTCI 
- co; \ind Ilcu:Ulil!l" l'i"i.IOlcn dic inl 
\\'c~enllichl!n OIU\ "jl;I~lik gcfc;tigl wer 
dcn. 

l\t;lrJ...lfhhrcr mil hher ~H UOO :11I"l!C'JiC~ 
rcrlCIl Excmp'OIrcn j"l dil- c;".IC'llcidil\l'hc 
.. Glne" 17". I)ic \'um f Il'r .. tellcr ,gcpric
sCl1cn VIHzligc tier l7 .. chu~ .. i!!('n f}·~1illi· 
111C;ler·ri~I()lc ~int..! dOl" gerilTgc Oc\\icht 
((15U Gr:llnm) lint..! die lan!!e LehclIs-
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Still'k gckau(t. 1):1 .. US·fernc;ehcn 
er .. dHcckte dic Natiun mil cineOl 
Ie ... ; !lcricht: Auf lIent intcflHltin· 
JlOIlcn flu~i1iircn vun Wnc;hillgton 
kllnntc ein Reporter dCIl Piastlk· 
B:lllcrlmllln unhchclligt dUrch tlie 
Ah(crtigungs!>chteuscn ,;chmug. 
feln. 

Sieherheilc;cxpcltcn :1tI( cleut· 
sdtcn rlup.hfifcn WIC ffillIllUVCr.. 

\'tl'i;lwgc gl'hcn o;ich tiher die US
l)i'hU!\'\itlll .• :tltlu .. ic""; Uinp. .. t 
\\l'ulc fUil dcm Sdliclh:'jo;cn nus 
Klln,t\w(( <lin UiJd"chirm p,cUht. 
Vn .. hil!lc wlllt.;(l!!;u lItillh~1I1 R(1nt· 
!!engcnil gaUl leichl .. cine Spiel· 
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experts are 
talking of the "Ideal 
Weapon for Hi-Jackers". 
"The Washington Post" 
reported promptly that 
Libya's Qaddafi has al
ready bought 100 pieces. 
The U.S. television 
frightened the ~ation 
with a test report: In 
the International Airport 
in Washington, a reporter 
was able to smuggle the 
plastic shooting instru
ment unnoticed through 
security gates. 

Safety authorities in 
German airports like the 
Hannover Airport state 
that the U.S. discussion 
is "amusing". 

For some time training 
has been conducted ~ith 
weapons containing syn
thetic material. 

The Hannover Airport 
can identify eaSily, toy 
pistols. 

That the Glock 17 is 
easily detectable was 
tested by the police 
arms expert, Siegfreid 
Huebner at the Stuttgart 
Airport. He disassembled 
the pistol and concealed 
parts in a camera case 
betweenlflashlight and 
films. ({G-\wt~, 

On 2 safety controls, 
which are equipped with 
the modern X-ray unit, 
High Scan 9050, the 
Stuttgart arms expert 
got caught-next to the 
metal pieces, plastic 
parts were clearly 
recognized. 

(This article is dealing 
with explosives and older 
X-ray equipment that does 
not clearly identify syn
thetic components used 
generally in firearms,) 
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9int'Bailey &1\ssociates InC. 

May 8, 1986 

Mr. Karl Walter, V.P. 
Glock, Inc. 
5000 Highland Parkway 
Smyrna, GA 30080 

Dear Mr. Walter: 

MANUFACTURERS REPRESEN1ATIVE 

As representatives for Garrett Netal Detectors of Garland 
Texas, it is our responsibility to demonstrate, sell and in
stall metal detecting security devices for every conceivable 
application, including airports, schools and prisons. 

In recent weeks, because of the heavy media coverage of 
your Glock 17 pistol, many of our prospective customers have re
quested that we include in our demonstrations the detectability 
of your product. 

Our equipment, Garrett model 11652 Magnascanner, meets and/or 
exceeds all detection requirements of NILECJ standard 0601.00 
for all levels, and FAA requirements for airport applications. 

This unit is currently being utilized by such agencies as: 
Federal Prison San Quentin, Federal Prison Terminal Island, 
California Department of Corrections, County of San Diego, 
Arizona Department of Corrections, Joliet Prison Illinois, 
Detroit International Airport and the United States Navy_ 

In addition, Garrett was sole supplier for security devices 
for 1984 Republican National Convention and the 1984 Olympic 
Garnes in Los Angeles. The 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul Korea will 
also be protected by our equipment. 

It is our considered observation, after repeated testing, 
that your Glock 17 pistol is clearly detectable, either assem
bled, or disassembled, to include any of the maJor components 
such as the synthetic grip portion with its permanent metal 
inserts, and even the unloaded magazine, provided the machine 
is being operated under proper conditions and adJustment. 
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I am appalled by the recent flood of erroneous information 
that has been spread by the news media and would like to offer 
our services in stemming the tide. 

If, in the course of your travels, you encounter any agency 
or department using less than state-of-the-art equi.pment that 
will not detect your pistol, feel free to have them contact me, 
as we would appreciate the opportunity to demonstrate our product 
and illustrate it's capability. 

I am enclosing our current catalog for your reference. 

~ 
ALAN R. BROWN ~ 
General Manager 
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Mr. HUGHES. Ms. Burns, welcome. 
Ms. BURNS. We appreciate this opportunity to set the record 

straight and correct the vast amount of misinformation that has 
been disseminated about the development of our plastic gun 
system. 

It is amazing that all of this fuss is being made over something 
that should be detected, can be detected, and will be detected easily 
and cheaply, and that no mention is being made about the real 
threats-the plastic explosives and firearms that will be made 
overseas and brought into this country by terrorists who openly 
flaunt all laws of civilized societies. 

It is our belief that the more detectable a weapon is, the less 
chance that there is of its use by criminals or terrorists. If a 
weapon can be detected by just being near a detection device, it 
would virtually guarantee that the person carrying it would be dis
covered. Such weapons would be too dangerous for criminals to 
carry. 

It is because of this concern that Mr. Byron wanted his inven
tion, the plastic gun, to be more detectable than any firearm now 
made. It was also because of this concern that he has kept the FAA 
appraised of our progress since the beginning. 

Several years ago when he realized that on paper his equations 
worked and that the plastic gun could become a reality, he began 
to work on a method of detecting those guns. The requirements he 
set forth were: the weapon had to be detected at a longer range 
than with conventional detectors; it should work without operators 
automatically; it should be low in cost. We believe that we can ac
complish these goals. 

But the most important points that you should weigh in consider
ing new legislation are that the technology to build plastic weapon
ry is here now, and that the detection system that is our first line 
of defense is based on the technology and needs of a quarter of a 
century ago. 

Technology no longer occurs in a vacuum. The world is too large 
and research information is widely shared. Therefore, it is our ab
solute certainty that somewhere in the world plastic guns will be 
built and marketed. 

America has the chance to show the rest of the world that when 
these guns are made they should incorporate something to enhance 
their detectability. Plastic guns as we envision them would be use
less to criminals because they could be detected too easily for them 
to consider using them. 

The other side of the coin is that there are plastic bombs on our 
doorsteps now. No law can possibly limit the activity of the kinds 
of people that use these devices. The technology exists to find these 
threats but the detectors have to be built and tested. 

What we desperately need is to support the efforts of the FAA to 
upgrade the obsolete detectors now in use so that we can counter 
this very real threat. The danger that faces us will not be from 
plastic guns made in the United States. You can require that they 
and any legal imports have implants to enhance their detectability. 

The detectors to locate plastic guns can be so inexpensive that 
even small retail shops could add them to their security systems, 
and since they are automatic, an operator is not necessary. 
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It doesn't matter whether a weapon is illegal if a criminal wants 
it. What does matter is detectability. A highly detectable weapon is 
useless to criminals and terrorists. The real danger we face is from 
the terrorists who have already publicly threatened to bring their 
war to our shores. These people will not obey any law that you 
might pass. 

We must at this crucial time take the larger view and see the 
consequences of legislation passed without regard to the current 
worldwide level of technology and without regard to the fact that 
we face an implacable enemy that views every housewife and child 
in the free world as a military target. 

The only way we can stop these criminals is to catch them in the 
detection net that you can help to create. 

In conclusion, the plastic gun system is, the first major change in 
the firearms industry in over 100 years. Such a development in 
technology should be viewed with our highest regards and the two 
bills introduced today should be replaced by a bill which will en
hance the detectability of all weapons and mandating detection de
vices which will update our currently obsolete detection systems. 

[The statement of Ms. Burns follows:] 
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Statement of Mary Ellen McDonald Burns 
Representing Byron's Incorporated 

May 15, 1986 
Subcommittee on Crime 

U.S. House of Representatives 

The two bills that are now before your 
Committee regarding plastic firearms dem
onstrate that there is a necessary public con
cern about terrorism. Unfortunately, these 
bills are narrow in perspective and have con
trols preventing the military and police forces 
of the United States from acquirIng and test
ingthe next generation of military armament, 
preventing the implimentation of the world's 
most detectable firearm, while doing nothing 
to prevent the importation and use of these 
weapons by terrorist forces. Additionally, 
there are other ramifications that are wide
ranging and ultimately could result in the 
deaths of thousands of Americans. 

War has been openly declared against our 
country by an enemy that bows to no rule of 
civilized behavior, that kills its own people 
without regard, just to achieve its short term 
goals. 

According to news reports Libya has 
stockpiled tons of plastic explosives for ter
rorist use. The reality is that we live in a world 
where this material can and is being formed 
into almost any imaginable shape and tinted to 
almost any color which thoroughly disguises 
it. With the detector technology that is in cur
rent use a criminal bent on terrorism could 
carry his bombs almost anywhere without 
fear of discovery from either X-rays or metal 
detectors. This is a hard lesson that was 
recently pointed out to us through the deaths 

1. 

of innocents blown out of an airplane by a 
plastic bomb carried through more than one 
airport and onto more than one airplane. 

When this criminal behavior began on an 
international scale twenty-five years ago de
tectors were developed to warn us of the pres
ence of the most commonly used weapons of 
that time. The weapons that we are now con
fronting are of a type that we have not had to 
deal with before. 

Technology, as well as the world. has 
changed in the twenty-five years since we 
began relying on our current detection sys
tems. We've seen the advent of flammable liq
uids, small knives and metal guns that pass 
through holes in our system, and - most dan
gerous of all- plastic explosives. All of which 
have been and is being used against us. 

To fully examine the scope of the problem 
before you, please consider the following 
factors: 

1. The current level of weapons tech-
nology. 

2. The types of detectors in use. 
3. Are plastic firearms detectable? 
4. What would happen if these bills 

were passed? 
a. Detector implications 
b. Military implications 
c. Criminal justice implications 
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1. Weap<ms Technology 
As was publicized by the movie "The 

Graduate" half a generation ago, "The future 
is in plastics," and the future is here. The plas
tic resins and ceramics on the market today 
are leadingus into the age of materials substi
tution, and is changing the face of what were 
our "basic industries." 

Because of the military advantages of 
lightweight, very low maintenance, and rapid 
production, the consideration of plastic small 
and medium weapons should be forthcoming. 
The primary problems to be overcome in the 
development of all-polymer arms are: strength 
of materials, resistance to thermal variations, 
recoil reduction, and design of the operating 
system to compensate for low mass consti
tuents. 

We feel that we have solved these prob
lems, but if we could so can someone else. 
Technology no longer occurs in a vacuum. The 
world is too large, and technological informa
tion is freely disseminated. Therefore it is an 
absolute certainty that somewhere in the 
world an all plastic gun will be built and 
marketed. 

2. Detector Technology 
We are all familiar with the twenty-five 

year old detector technology that we have been 
relying on - the close-pass walk through 
metal detector and the X-ray machine. 

Notwithstanding regulation, the defacto 
standard of detectability of weapons in the 
United States is limited to the level of operat
ing efficiency of the worst security guard 
operating the least efficient machine at the 
machine's lowest sensitivity setting. The more 
than ample proof of this contention is the fact 
that it is notan unusual occurance forindivid-

2. 

uals to easily pass through checkpoints carry
ing all sorts of heavy weapons, including large 
steel guns as the media has so often pointed 
out! 

3. The Plastic Gun 
It's amazing that all of this fuss is being 

made over something that should be detected, 
co,n be detected, and will be detected easily 
and cheaply, and that no mention is being 
made of the real threats - the plastic explo
sives and plastic firearms that will be made 
overseas and brought into this country by ter
rorists who openly flaunt all laws of civilized 
societies. No mention is made of other threats 
that are not currently detectable, and can be 
purchased without regulation anywhere in the 
world. 

A few years ago when David Byron real
ized that on paper his gun could work he sat 
back and examined the ramifications of an all 
plastic firearm. The first thing that struck 
him was that this weapon had to be made to be 
detectable. Detectable in such a way that 
detectors would not miss it even if the operator 
was asleep. Detectable in such a way that it 
would be virtually impossible to mask or 
shield the gun from detection. Detectable in 
such a way that if a miscreant attempted to 
remove the detectable implant it would Gua
rantee that the gun would be destroyed. And 
detectable in such a way that the detection 
system should be inexpensive and easily 
installed as an upgrade to existing detectors. 

Mr. Byron believes he can accomplish 
this, and this is why he has been in constant 
communication with the F.A.A. almost from 
the inception of this project. We feel that fire
arms with our detector implant system will be 
useless to terrorists and other criminals con
templating misdeeds. Our plastic guns will be 
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too easily detected for criminals to consider 
using! 

4. Consequences of This Legislation 
a. Detector Implications 

There is a grave danger to America if 
these bills are passed in their current form. 
Saying "plastic weapons are outlawed" will 
deceive the public into believing that there 
will be no danger from plastic weapons. And 
as is usually the case in similar instances. this 
will inhibit both the F.A.A. and the private 
sector from updating and upgrading our first 
line of defense in our W8.r with the Terrorist 
Powers. 

If these bills are passed we will be lulled 
into pretending that detector technology from 
a quarter of a century ago will protect us from 
the dqfinite threat of foreign plastic weapons. 
Without immediate Congressional action 
strongly supporting the F.A.A.'s attempt to 
create and implement the next generation of 
detection technology we will have no way to 
impede the threatened terrorist invasion of 
the U.S. 

b. Military Implications 
There is a technical problem with these 

bills as they are phrased, and in discussions 
with Congressman Mrazek's office, as well as 
his public statements, WI! are sure that this 
could not be his intention. But, as phrased. the 
only e.'Cemption to this bill would be specifi
cally section 925(fl. Since the military and 
police exclusion is 925(a) the U.S. military 
would be prohibited from developing, testing 
or adopting the next generation of weapon 
systems. 

c. Criminal Justice 
Technology advances inexorably. and the 

only way to prevent the criminal misuse of 

3. 

that new technology is to assure its detection. 
Outlawing things never kept those banished 
items out of criminal hands, witness alcohol 
during Prohibition or firearms in New York. 

To believe that a cohort of Abu Nidal or 
his ilk will not show up on your doorstep with a 
plastic weapon manufactured overseas be
cause he might be arrested is naive at best. 

As long as we bury our heads in the sand 
and wish for the technological clock to start 
running backwards we will be in danger from 
the more Machivellian terrorist groups. 

5. Can The Bill Achieve Its Stated Purpose? 
A resounding NO! 

The presenters argue that outlawing plas
tic guns will somehow protect us from them. 
The reality is that the technology has arrived. 
The weapons will be made. If detector tech
nology is not in place criminals and terrorists 
will import and use them with impunity. 

The presenters argue that they will not 
impede military progress. But the most ad
versely affected groups are the military and 
police agencies since the exemptions in section 
925(a) to (e) are specifically excluded. 

The presenters argue that this bill will not 
affect the current rights of gun owners. The 
truth is that "Detectable" and "Readily-Iden
tifiable" are not defined, and the "Standard 
Security Equipment Commonly Used At Air
ports" means the defacto standard of the least 
common denominator. Therefore. since all 
manner of metal handguns, rifles and shot
guns have passed through checkpoints atsome 
time or another ALL GUNS WILL BE 
ILLEGAL under this bill. including all small 
arms owned by the police or military. 



What Is The Truth About Plastic Firearms 
and Other Weapons and What Should Be 
Done? 

Detectors 
As a nation we rr: :st take the positive step 

of making sure that all weapons can be de
tected. Why pass a negative law that a crimi
nal or terrorist by the very nature of his being 
is certainly not going to abide by? 

This detection can be achieved in two 
steps. First. using Implant technology in all 
weapons. A non-removable implant should be 
detectable up to ten feet away from the detec
tor. and should be virtually impossible to mask 
or hide. No criminal or terrorist would risk 
that kind of exposure. 

Implant technology is cheap and effici('.nt. 
and is not reliant on detector operators. If an 
implant enters the radius of the detection field 
an alarm is triggered. We estimate implants 
to cost around two dollars. and the detector to 
be less than two thousand dollars installed. 

Any weapon with an implant would be 
too detectable for criminal use, and even 
small retail establishments could afford 
this technolob"Y' 
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Thesecond arena of detector technology is 
the new generation of machines to provide 
close-pass detection of non-implanted plastic 
weapons of the type now being used by terror
ists. This new generation of detectors is long 
overdue. The technology is here. but the 
machines must be developed. This should have 
been of top priority when it was discovered 
that terrorists were going to smuggle plastic 
explosives all over the free world. but nothing 
was ever mentioned and the private sector 
received no impetus to spend the development 

mOijey. It is still not too late. F.A.A. needs 
everyone's SUppOl·t for their development 
efforts to avert this feal threat. 

Plastic Firearms 
As with all firearms. plastic weapons ~an 

be regulated and required to be detectable. 
And unlike the myths surrounding them. plas
tic firearms can be made to be more detectable 
than their steel cousins. 

Because plastic weapons as we envision 
them Can be detected so easily we take serious 
exception to the emotionally loaded phrase 
"highjacker special." A criminal wouldn't 
make it past the door with our gun. 

We are also constantly being asked: what 
is the advantage of plastic guns and why are 
they needed? The answer is that plastic arms 
offer the following advantages over current 
arms: light weight. no rust or corrosion prob
lems. simplified maintenance. self-lubricating 
- never use oil or grease. long storage life in 
use-readiness condition. recoil reduction. short 
lead time and high manufacturing output 
with complete parts interchangeability over 
long production rUns, life span comparable to 
metal arms, and withal they are dishwasher 
safe. 

We have have been characterized as'sim
ply developing a small handgun. This is some
what misleading, Mr. Byron has invented a 
mechanical system for polymer weapons of 
calibers through 40mm. But we have to test 
the theory, and it's far cheaper to test theoper
ation on a small gun with greatly reduced 
cross section to yield maximum stress for sta
ti~tically reliable testing to destruction. 

CONCLUSION 
The United States has the rare opportun

ity to close the barn door with the animals 
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inside. If we move quickly we can spur the 
development and implimentation of the next 
generation of detector systems to protect our 
nation from the very real threat posed by ter
rorists with plastic bombs. 

We can also protect ourselves from the 
criminal misuse of new firearms if legislation 
is enacted to ensure that all firearms are 
detectable to a greater degree than they are 
now via implant technology. 

We must at this crucial time take the 
larger view and see the consequences of our 
action if legislation is passed without regard to 
the current worldwide level oftechnology, and 
without regard to the fact that we are in a state 
of war - a war in which every housewife and 
child is viewed as a military target by an 
implacable enemy who cares not one whit 
what laws we pass. 

It matters not whether a weapon is legal 
or illegal if a criminal wants it. What does 
matter is its detectability. A highly detectable 
weapon is useless to criminals and terrorists. 

And of course the bottom line is that we 
have developed a plastic gun that is far mONl 
detectable than any gun ever made, and rath~r 
than outlaw it, regulation should be adopted to 
require that all new guns have enhanced 
detectability. 

5. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Ms. 13urns. We appreciate 
your traveling to Washington to testify today. Please communicate 
our thanks to your company. 

Mr. Glock, first of all, we want to welcome you and thank you 
for traveling to our country. 

One of the things that I was wondering about is if you can tell us 
why when the Glock 17 was designed it was designed to be disas
sembled as it is? 

[Answers of Mr. Glock were given through an interpreter, Mr. 
Karl F. Walter.] 

Mr. GLOCK. This was a requirement of the Austrian Armed 
Forces. 

It is a logistic problem to service the weapon at war easily and 
quickly. 

Mr. HUGHES. Are there any advantages for peacetime conditions 
to having a weapon that is so easily disassembled, rather than mili
tary use? 

Mr. GLOCK. This is an advantage for every weapon which you can 
assemble easily for cleaning purposes because even during peace
time training with weapons is required. Even when something has 
to be repaired it is very easy to do during peacetime. 

Mr. HUGHES. Do you manufacture weapons other than the Glock 
17? 

Mr. GLOCK. The Glock 17 is the first pistol that has a small com
mercial application at this time. 

Mr. HUGHES. I see. 
The future generations of Glock 17 is designed to be disassembled 

in the same fashion as we have seen here today? 
Mr. GLOCK. At this time there are no plans whatsoever at Glock 

in Austria to produce an entire plastic weapon. The weapon has 
been, again, purely designed for military and law enforcement ap
plication. There is no design at the time or requirement to produce 
a weapon in any other caliber than a law enforcement or a mili
tary caliber. 

Mr. HUGHES. Is there something in particular about disassem
bling for cleaning purposes a weapon under battlefield conditions 
that requires it to be put together in the fashion that it is? 

Mr. WALTER. That is the main reason why it was designed. 
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, but what is it about battlefield conditiol1-.S that 

would require it to be disassembled as it is? It seems to have about 
five different parts. 

Mr. WALTER. Any modern weapon today, Mr. Chairman, is read
ily disassembled, whether it is the Glock pistol or any other com
parative product, comes for maintenance as easily to be taken 
apart as the Glock pistol. 

Mr. HUGHES. You are talking about in the European markets? 
Mr. WALTER. Even the U.S. market. 
Mr. HUGHES. Are there any other reasons beside for purposes of 

maintenance that it is manufactured with so many different parts? 
Mr. WALTER. Yes, it is for law enforcement and the military an 

enormous advantage to have a weapon that is logistically support
able and cost efficient. Obviously, the more parts there are, the 
more difficult it is to support in an army logistically. The fewer 
parts is much more desirable that way for modern armies. 
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Mr. GLOCK. And our important thing is because of those few com
ponents, less parts Can break and, therefore, the weapon will last 
longer. 

Mr. HUGHES. Ms. Burns, I wonder if you can tell us if you have 
any idea how close you are to perfecting an all-plastic or all non
metallic weapon? 

Ms. BURNS. Mr. Chairman, we have the plastics to make an all 
99 percent plastic weapon. We could, if it were our option, we could 
have it in the market within 6 months. 

Mr. HUGHES. Is the barrel plastic also? 
Ms. BURNS. The barrel is plastic with a ceramic liner. 
Mr. HUGHES. I see. But just the liner is ceramic? 
Ms. BURNS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. Has it been tested as yet? 
Ms. BURNS. We have done some preliminary testing but we have 

not gone into it-we have not made a statement on that. 
l\11r. HUGHES. Do you have a prototype weapon that you have 

manufactured and put together? 
Ms. BURNS. No, we have not. 
Mr. HUGHES. You have not? 
Ms. BURNS. We do not, and we will not have one. 
When we test our weapon, it will be proven to be safe to our 

public; we will have detection devices, some means of detection by 
our firearm. 

Mr. HUGHES. Are you developing the detection device yourself? 
Ms. BURNS, Yes, we are. We already have implant technology 

and we also have on our drawing board several different alterna
tives to the detection of plastics, including plastic explosives. 

We hope that the results of this hearing will be to have better 
detection for plastics, period, not just dealing with the firearm 
issue. 

Mr. HUGHES. I share that concern and interest. 
Let me ask you about weapons. One of the things that our col

league from Kentucky actually asked previous witnesses about was 
the possibility of putting a substance in the plastic that would be 
readily detectable by devices. Is that what you are talking about 
with regard to new technology? 

Ms. BURNS. When I talk about implant technology, I am talking 
about a microchip that would go into the machine. It would be very 
sensor so that whenever you came upon-a little small box, costing 
about $2,000. That is not very much for the safety of the country. 
On the same thing you have got here. It is obsolete but we could be 
putting it there. And within 10 feet, anyone could walk and it 
would buzz. You would know it. You don't need anyone there. You 
would hear it automatically and you know that there is a gun 
within your distance. It would protect this building. 

Mr. HUGHES. But it is your testimony that you do have the capa
bility now to produce an all-plastic or 99 percent plastic 
we&pon--

Ms. BURNS. That is right. 
Mr. HUGHES [continuing]. With a ceramic insert or liner in a 

barrel that would be suitable for firearms use? 
Ms. BURNS. That i'3 right. We would like to be pleased to say that 

we are the first who have developed an all-plastic or 99 percent 
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plastic gun. But it is my knowledge that we are not. We are the 
first in the United States, but we are not the first. 

Mr. HUGHES. Well, as long as you are first in the United States, 
that is OK for Bill McCollum. 

Bill McCollum. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Ms. Burns and Mr. Byron are constituents of 

mine and I have been aware of this particular development for 
sometime, Mr. Chairman. It has been both of concern to me and 
pleasure, because I recognize that we do have a grave problem of 
potential security threat if not handled properly. And on the other 
hand, as Ms. Burns has pointed out, we are at the cutting edge of 
technology, and I am very pleased that constituents of mine are in 
that position. 

I am concerned that we are sure that we lay on the table or,e 
thing. My understanding is that in your almost 99 percent plastic 
or ceramic, or whatever weapon, that there are springs still that 
have to be metal. Is that not correct? 

Ms. BURNS. That is correct. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But we are talking about the casing and the 

barrel and all of the other parts being polymer or plastic, or at 
least nonmetallic. Is that right? 

Ms. BURNS. That is correct. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Now, this would be a fai.rly lightweight weapon, 

wouldn't it? 
Ms. BURNS. About 3% ounces. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. If it is a 3% ounce weapon, this could be some

thing the military of our country could find very useful, could it 
not? 

Ms. BURNS. Very useful. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Has the Department of Defense discussed this 

with you at all? 
Ms. BURNS. We have spoken with various agencies. Mr. Byron 

has spoken with your office about military application for our plas
tic weapon. Our firearm ha. .:leen made because its smaller version 
is cheaper. To prove a point, our major goal was for the military 
and the police agencies. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. So with a larger weapon than the small one you 
just described to us? 

Ms. BURNS. Yes. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But made with the same basic technology? 
Ms. BURNS. Yes. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Now, if you have the implant you are talking 

about, this little device that would sound an alarm, presumably 
would be in a portion of that weapon. Could the weapon be disas
sembled, or is what you envision a weapon that is, at least with 
respect to everything but the springs? 

Ms. BURNS. You could take the gun completely apart. You could 
do anything with all the parts you want. But without the initial 
frame and the implant device switch on it, it will not fire. You can 
carry 10 pounds of pieces of gun and it won't be a weapon. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. What you are saying is, the implant device 
would be in that portion of it which is part of the firing mecha
nism. It would be required to be there to fire? 

65-046 ID - 87 - 9 
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Ms. BURNS. Exactly. Also, the serial number so that it cannot be 
destroyed or altered without ruining the gun, period. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. But the fact remains that somebody-even 
under what you envision-could take that weapon apart and carry 
portions of it that might not be usable, that is, without the rest of 
it, but they could carry those portions without any detection. Is 
that correct? 

Ms. BURNS. That is correct. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But the way you envision the final product being 

with the implant you have got in mind, there would be no way to 
use it as a weapon without having the detection occur? 

Ms. BURNS. That is exactly right. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Do you know if this detection system has been 

developed outside the United States? 
Ms. BURNS. I do not know that. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But you are confident from your knowledge that 

there are polymer, plastic, nonmetal weapons similar to what you 
have in mind that have been developed outside the United States, 
not with the detection implant but just plain? 

Ms. BURNS. Yes, sir, I am. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. The last question I would like to ask is related 

to part of your testimony-your concern with the actual language 
in this legislation. You are concerned that whatever we pass, that 
we pass language that allows for military usage of the state-of-the
art technology; is that not one of the main points you are making 
here today? 

Ms. BURNS. Yes, it is. In one area it says that we cannot domesti
cally make or manufacture a nonmetallic gun and we can't domes
tically import them. Yet, we can give them to the military and the 
police and law enforcement agencies. Well, sir, how? We can't buy 
them and we can't make them. How? 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. OK. 
Ms. BURNS. This is one part that I object to very strenuously, 
Another area is that we are also leaving the ability to decide 

what is detectable and what is not detectable to the wrong agency. 
I feel it should be with the FAA, because they are the ones that are 
dealing with it extremely close. 

I would rather see a piece of legislation come out of this room 
which would encourage the development of a new detector system 
for our society, for us to have research and development capital al
lotted for this purpose, and to get on it right away. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Maybe what we are talking about, though, is not 
just that, but talking about requiring that handguns manufactured 
or any weapon manufactured in the United States have sufficient 
material in it, or state-of-the-art type of devices that are detectable, 
and put it on a positive basis. Because you are talking iT'. language 
that we haven't developed yet, which is one of the problems with 
this whole discussion up to this point. 

But if we did that in a positive fashion rather than saying we are 
going to ban the production, and we draft it in the sense that we 
are going to require that every weapon that is manufactured have 
certain specified devices built into it. 

Would that be what you are looking for? 
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Ms. BURNS. I would have to read the bill and be sure that it is 
stated--

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Well, we haven't created it, and any suggestions 
that you have, or any suggestions that the other gentlemen have 
would be most welcome. 

Congressman Mazzoli is here, so I would like to yield to be sure 
he gets to ask his questions. 

Mr. MAzzoLI. I thank the gentleman. 
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman i'rom Kentucky. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. We do have to go and I appreciate it very much. 
I would be a little more comfortable if, for example, in making 

that gun it would have occurred to you all just independently to 
impregnate it-not just with a microchip that would cause certain 
kinds of machines to go tilt, but that you impregnate all of the 
parts with a material which would provide a very clear picture on 
even the existing systems. 

I would just ask you the question: Was that considered and aban
doned, or just never considered? 

Ms. BURNS. No, it was considered. And, yes, it was set aside for 
this specific reason. If we go ahead and we make our plastic by 
your conventional methods, you won't do anything about the obso
lete detection we have. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. That is not a persuasive argument to me. 
Can I ask Mr. Glock this: Why did he not consider in making h~s 

gun using the plastic parts or some material to be impregnated in 
all of the plastic parts that would make it show up clearly on cur
rent detecting devices? 

Mr. WALTER. The pistol was designed as such to maintain advan
tage, which is lightweight. To impregnate material was never a 
design to begin with, in a corporate design-to be corrosion resist
ant, impact resistant, and strong, was one of the main characteris
tics of the design of the pistol. 

Mr. MAzZOLI. In any of the materials that would cause this kind 
of a picture would either cause it to corrode or cause it to--

Mr . WALTER. Would cause it to corrode or would lose strength. 
Mr. MAzzoLI. You have to add it to show that that was consid

ered and rejected-
Mr. WALTER. It was not even a considered design method. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Well, then, if it wasn't considered, then how do we 

know that it would have been corrosive or would have caused the 
gun to be weaker, or something like this? 

Mr. WAL'l'ER. If there is powder would be included in an injection 
process certainly would come out to the surface as well, and could 
change the structure, the strength of the structure-and it does 
change the strength of the structure of the synthetic composition. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. You said, respectfully, there apparently was no 
testing done and yet you feel-

Mr. WALTER. That is a known fact that it would. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. Well, it is a known fact-it sounds good, but I am 

not sure that we can accept just that. I mean, is there any data to 
show that the industry-maybe not Glock, Mr. Glock himself, but 
maybe the industry tried that out and found it-

Mr. WALTER. We would be glad to look into that and see what 
can be done. 
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Mr. MAZZOLI. It is surprising that you haven't looked into it. I 
am a little surprised that that isn't done or-the same way the 
gentlelady's company, I am surprised that they haven't looked into 
it because if you have a concern about terrorism, and safety in this 
country and around the world, it might have occurred to you as we 
are looking for a cheaper, lighter weight weapon, we also try to 
make it detectable at the same time. 

Mr. WALTER. Yes, sir. The Glock pistol contains metal that 
cannot be removed. The Glock pistol was tested in 1981-82 at the 
Viennese International Airport by high ranking security officers. 
Even detection equipment today, the magnetometers, that are trus
table, have the capability to pick up a filling in your tooth, of the 
metal. It is entirely a subject of where do you set your magneto
meters--just getting the frame through the magnetometer does not 
tell you have a few down on the other end; it still lacks the barrel, 
to slide in the ammunition. And that cannot go through the mag
netometer. 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Our time is expiring. 
But, of course, as a frequent traveler-I am sure you are, as Mr. 

Glock is-you obviously can set those magnetometers, or whatever 
you call them, to the point where they could detect the fillings in 
my teeth-that means you have got lines three blocks long waiting 
to get to your plane. 

Mr. WALTER. That is correct, sir. 
Mr. MAZZOLI. We realize that what you have to do is to do some

thing which would allow them to be tuned down to be realistic in 
its examination of a person, and yet pick up things like guns. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Mazzoli. 
Thank you very much. I think that I am going to leave it at that. 

We might have some additional questions of you, Ms. Burns, but 
we will submit them in writing. 

That is a vote that is in progress. 
I want to thank the panel very much, and particularly you, Mr. 

Glock, for traveling today from Austria. You have been very help
ful to us today. And you, Ms. Burns, for coming in from Florida. 

Mr. WALTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. I am going to recess just for 10 minutes and then 

we will finish the last panel. 
The subcommittee stands in recess. 
[Recess.] 
Mr. HUGHES. The committee will come to order. 
First, I want to apologize to the last panel and to those that have 

remained, that was just a series of votes. It has been the story of 
our legislative calendar today. 

Our last panel today consists of James Jay Baker, deputy direc
tor for governmental affairs for the National Rifle Association; 
Lawrence D. Pratt, executive director, Gun Owners of America; 
John Snyder, executive director of the Citizens Committee for the 
Right to Keep and Bear Arms, and Neal Knox, director of the fire
arms coalition. 
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Gentlemen, we have received your statements, which, without 
objection, will be made a part of the record, and we hope that you 
can summarize for us. 

Welcome. 

STAT.EMENTS OF JAMES JAY BAKER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, GOY
ERNMENTAL AFFAIRS DIYISION, INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIYE 
ACTION, NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION; LAWRENCE D. PRATT, 
EXECU'l'IYE DIRECTOR, GUN OWNERS OF AMERICA; JOHN M. 
SNYDER, DIRECTOR, PUBLICA'fIONS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, 
CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR THE RIGHT TO KEEP AND BEAR 
ARMS, AND NEAL KNOX, DIREC'l'OR, THE FIREARMS COALITION 
Mr. BAKER. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to tes-

tify. I represent the National Rifle Association of America. 
Specifically in an attempt to summarize, the National Rifle Asso

ciation is opposed to H.R. 4194 and most of H.R. 4223. First, both 
bills deal directly with nondetectable firearms of which, there are 
currently no available examples. While there may be real undetec
table threats such as some plastk explosives, nondetectable fire
arms are far down the list of those realistic threats. Yet, both H.R. 
4223 and H.R. 4194 give the Secretary of the Treasury, the discre
tion to determine which firearms will be produced, based on a 
standard of detectability. 

The so-called standard in one bill is readily detectable; in the 
other, diminished susceptibility of detection. Given the widely re
ported laxity of current airport security, personnel and lack of ade
quate, and in some cases, any training in the use of existing detect
ing equipment, the so-called standards embodied in H.R. 4223 and 
H.R. 4194 could be used to outlaw every firearm. 

In other words, if the security personnel don't use the security 
equipment as they should, and there are many indications that 
they don't, every firearm is potentially not readily detectable. 

Further, and most importantly, the two bills under consideration 
arE> objectionable aside from drafting problems. The most serious 
aspect of both bills is their tendency to shift the focus from away 
what we perceive to be the real problem at airports. It is becoming 
increasingly clear that terrorists don't need to develop exotic unde
tectable weapon systems to breach airport security in tIllS country. 
In fact, all that a potential terrorist needs to do is apply for -li job 
with airport security, or any of the many jobs that provide access 
to testricted areas. While FAA regulations exist as to employee 
screening, existing personnel and security equipment it has been 
widely reported that these minimal safeguards are not being com
plied with on a national level. The FAA is currently soliciting the 
security detection industry in an attempt to provide for the best 
possible detection equipment. 

Further, we understand that technology exists in the form of 
backscatter x-ray that will detect all plastics. Better trained and 
screened employees should complement such technology. 

Section 4 of H.R. 4223 further addresses the existing threat to 
airport security, by requiring the FAA to conduct additional re
search in the detection systems. However, this mandate should not 
be limited to only nonmetal firearms detection, but should include 
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all realistic, and in fact, more likely threats, such as nonmetallic 
explosives, and enforcement of existing FAA security guidelines. 

Many explosives present a much more difficult security problem, 
given th,~ fact that explosives may be disguised, remotely detonat
ed, and do not depend on the presence of an on-site ter·rorist opera
tor, as do firearms. 

We believe the issue should be shifted toward better security, 
both personnel and equipment, and away from legislation contain
ing definitional standards that given the current state of affairs at 
our Nation's airports, could be used to outlaw the manufacture of 
steel and plastic firearms. 

To conclude, we do not believe that firearms technology will stop 
simply because it is legislated against. Anyone willing to commit a 
terrorist, or criminal act, is clearly willing to violate a law that 
prohibits the manufacture of plastic firearms. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Baker. 
[The statement of Mr. Baker follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman, 

. The National Rifle Assoclation of America appreciates the opportunity to testify 

on the issues raised by H.R. 4223 and H.R. 4194. 

Initially, both H.R. 4223 and H.R. 4194 were generated in large part by inaccurate 

press reports of a new, supposedly undetectable pistol, the Glock 17, recently adopted by 

the Austrian Army. Before commenting on the specific problems with H.R. 4223 and 

H.R. 4194, I would like to set the record straight regarding thIs particular firearm. 

The Glock 17 contains over 19 ounces of steel and is fully detectable with current 

airport security systems. Further, even the mostly plastic lower receiver of the Glock 17 

is detectable by a magnetometer that has been set to FAA specifications. For the 

record, the Pentagon and Capitol Hill security systems are reportedly not SUbject to FAA 

security system guidelines, and therefore are not relevant in terms of establishing 

detectability of any contraband at airport security checkpoints that do follow FAA 

guidelines. To quote Mr. Vincent, Director of Civil Aviation Security for the FAA in 

testimony given before this subcommittee on March 4th of this year, " ••• any failure to 

detect that weapon (Glock 17) is operator error, not failure to see the weapon, because it 

is discernible easily on x-ray." 

Specifically, the National Rifle Assoclation is opposed to H.R. 4194 and most of 

H.R. 4223. First, both bills deal strictly with non-detectable firearms of which there are 

currently no available examples. While there may be real, undetectable threats such as 

some plastic explosives, non-detectable firearms are far down the list of those realistic 

threats. Yet both H.R. 4223 and H.R. 4194 give the Secretary of the Treasury the 

discretion to determine which firearms will be produced based on a "standard" of 

delectability. The "standard" in one bill is "readily detectable" in the other "diminished 

susceptibility of detection." Given the reported laxity of current airport security 
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personnel and lack of adequate, and in some cases any, training in the use of existing 

detection equipment, the "standards" embodied In H.R. 4223 and H.R. 4194 could be used 

to outlaw every firearm currently in production. In other words, if the security personnel 

don't use the security equipment as they should, and there are many indications they 

don't, every firearm is potentially not "readily detectable." Such a concern is highlighted 

by the fact that this legislation is being pushed primarily by the National Coalition to 

Ban Handguns, an organization that openly favors outlawing all private possession of 

handguns. 

Further, and most importantly, the two bills under consideration are objectionable 

aside from drafting problems. The most serious aspect of both bills is their tendency to 

shift the focus away from what we perceive to be t~e real problem at airports. It is 

becoming increasingly clear that terrorists don't need to develop exotic undetectable 

weapons systems to breach airport security In thIs country; in fact, all that a potential 

terrorist needs to do is apply for a job with airport security or any of the many jobs that 

provide aCCess to restricted areas. While FAA regulations exist as to employee 

screening, existing personnel, and security equipment, it has been widely reported that 

these minimal safeguards are not being complied with on a national level. 

The FAA is currently soliciting the security detection industry in an attempt to 

provide for qualified personnel and state of the art detection equipment in our nation's 

airports. Further we understand that technology exists in the form of "backskatter" x

ray that will detect all plastics. Better trained and screened employees should 

complement such technology. 
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Section 4 of H.R. 4223 further addresses the existing threat to airport security by 

Jiring the FAA to conduct additional research into detection systems. However, this 

mdate should not be limited to only "non metal firearms" detection, but should include 

II reallstIc, and in fact more likely threats, such as non-metallic explosives and 

!nforcement of existing FAA security guidelines. 

Many explosives present a much more difficult security problem given the fact 

that explosives may be disguised, remotely detonated and do not depend on the presence 

of an on site terrorist operator, as do firearms. 

We believe the issue should be shifted towards better security, both personnel and 

equipment, and away from legislation containing definitional"standards" that given the 

current state of affairs at our nations airports could be used to outlaw the manufacturer 

of all firearms, be they steel or plastic. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Pratt, we have your statement. 
Mr. PRATT. Thank you, Mr. Hughes. 
I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of Gun Owners 

of America. We are opposed to both of the bills. I would like to 
summarize my testimony. 

As I have sat here today, I have had my convictions reinforced 
that the problem that we confront-and we do confront a prob
lem-is that of enhancing the ability to detect. There is nothing 
that we can do-banning certain kinds of firearms in particular
that is going to improve the situation of the airline traveller. 

The problem is facing us in terms of explosives, in terms of fire
arms that can be disassembled, and taken through the security sys
tems that we now have. This disassembly can be done with existing 
firearms. So the problem is upon us already and does not await the 
development of plastic firearms, or any kind of implantation tech
nology that could conceivably be required. 

We would urge that this committee join in an effort to put the 
onus on the FAA and the other agencies responsible for winning 
the race on detection. The plastic guns are out there. We have 
heard that already said today. The bombs are certainly out there. 
The guns have been getting through the airline detection systems 
already, even metal guns. 

So we would oppose these two bills as really a very unwise move 
that would jeopardize something that is an exciting possibility in 
the technology of firearms for consumers-something that is going 
to make it easier for people to take care of their weapon, and keep 
it longer, in better condition, and safer condition. 

I would remind the chairman that he himself has pointed out in 
the past in another hearing like this that self-defense is a legiti
mate concern. I think particularly for women, the prospect of a 
lightweight firearm that can be more easily controlled, more accu
rate, enhances their likelihood of effective self-defense. 

So for those reasons, as well as the detection race and war that 
we are in, we would ask this committee to drop these bills and turn 
instead to other areas that would be more likely of getting us the 
desired results. 

Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Pratt. 
[The statement of Mr. Pratt follows:] 
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Subject: Banning Plastic Guns 

Mr. Chairman, Gun Owners of America appreciates the opportunity 
to appear before this committee to testify regarding banning 
plastic guns that have a "diminished susceptibility to detection" 
(H.R. 4223) and "guns that are not readily detectable as a fire
arm by the standard security equipment commonly usecl at airports" 
(H.R. 4194). 

Gun Owners of America opposes both bills. 

B.R. 4194 could result in every gun in the country being banned. 
This could happen if the test of "readily detn.ctable" was conduc
ted with a metal detector that was turned way down to minimize 
false alarms. H.R. 4194 is also deficient in that it provides no 
way for dealini with the ease in which a handgun could be disas
sembled and concealed in a briefcase so as to pass through an 
airport X-ray device. 

The Jack Anderson columns decrying the concealability of the 
Glock 17 which is only 17% plastic and has nearly 1 and 1/2 
pounds of metal was inaccurate in at least two ways. The Glock 17 
is visible on X-ray monitors, as pictures published by Gun Owners 
of America from an airport X-ray monitor show. Moreover, the 
test that Anderson's column referred to included a standard metal 
pistol that went through intact and undetected, presumably be
cause the attendant was not alert. Anderson made no mention of 
the standard metal pistol in his column, although it was reported 
by the Christian science Monitor. 

There is no need for this legislation. Plastic guns are visible 
on X-ray monitors now in use. 1 would request that a copy of our 
newsletter be included in the hearing record. The newsletter has 
a picture of an X-ray monitor wnich clearly shows a Glock. The 
Glock also is detectible by a properly operated metal detector. 
Completely plastic guns are also detectable by scanner machines. 

(over,please) 
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Just as important as detecting plastic guns is the need to detect 
plastic explosives. The FAA is already soliciting bids from 
private contractors for inexpensive equipment that will detect 
not only plastic guns, but all kinds of plastic exploslves as 
well. When available, this technology will be in all 51313 FAA 
regulated airports as well as all the other government installa
tions where FAA specifications are binding for the use of securi
ty equipment. 

The technology of making a gun from plastic is readily available to 
anyone who wants it. We should expect that the Soviet Union and 
the terrorist network of the world will have such weapons as soon 
as anyone else. 

The necessity we face -- which the FAA is moving on -- is to have 
detection equipment that will pick up plastic explosives as well 
as plastic guns, whether carried on the person or in luggage. 
The Customs Service also is testing a system that will detect 
plastics. 

Banning plastic guns would terminate one of the most promising 
technologies to become available for firearms in a long time. 
Plastic guns are lighter and thus easier to use and can be more 
accurate because of their ease of use. Plastic guns also offer 
the prospect of a gun that only needs to be run through soapy 
water to clean it, thus increasing both its safety and its dura
bility. In other subcommittee hearings, the Chairman has suppor
ted the legitimate self-defense role of handguns. Thp. easy 
maintenance and light-weight features of the plastic gun make it 
particularly attractive for women to use as a self-defense 
weapon. 

If plastic guns are banned, detection eqUipment is still needed 
to warn of plastic explosives. Little peace of mind can come 
from banning plastic guns if detectors of plastic explosives are 
not available, and plastic gun technology is available to terror
ists whether we ban guns in the U.S. or not. When such detectors 
are available, there will be no need to ban plastic guns. Banning 
them in the meantime will offer no protection, and could cost 
many lives if banning these guns lulls us into complacency about 
the need for plastic explosive detectors. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Snyder, welcome. 
Mr. SNYDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is John 

Snyder. I am the public affairs director of the Citizens Committee 
For the Right to Keep and Bear Arms. I appreciate this opportuni
ty to testify here against these proposed measures. 

I believe that these reflect a reactionary approach to technologi
cal development. In other words, that that is precisely what lies 
behind 'opposition to the construction of handguns from plastic ma
terials, and the consequent at'Ldmpt to ban their manufacture, im
portation or sale. 

One of the effects of such prohibitory legislation, were it to suc
ceed, would be the denial to tens of millions of law-abiding poten
tial American purchasers of the opportunity to acquire a particular 
firearm which is the result of scientific innovation and which rep
resents a breakthrough in firearms development akin in signifi
cance to the introduction of smokeless powder. 

Whether part plastic or all-plastic, the handgun made from poly
mers is something new for the potential American consumer and 
the American consumer, in my opinion, should not be denied the 
opportunity to determine whether or not this modern, lIghtweight 
handgun win be accepted in the American marketplace. 

If the Congress were to allow the Luddites in our midst to trun
cate technological development, which development long has been 
a factor-as a matter of fact, the hallmark of American societal 
and economic development, Congress conceivably could find itself a 
laughing stock of the international business community. 

If Congress were, in the words of The New York Times of May 5 
of this year, /Ito ban weapons that do not yet exist," Congress could 
find itself left with as much serious public respect as a character 
from Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. 

Along with a desire to defend ingenuity and inventiveness and 
American consumers and American handgunners is a correlative 
commitments to the ability of authorized inspectors to detect and 
prevent attempts to smuggle actual firearms, of whatever construc
tion, on board aircraft. 

In fact, it is largely because of the erroneous proposition that 
ha.ndguns made out of plastics can not be detected with the use of 
aetection equipment that much of the publicity surrounding the 
l:urrent legislative proposals has been generated. 

As has already been pointed out in pri.)r testimony today, this 
fact has been demonstrated-that is, it is possible to detect fire
arms of this construction with the proper applicable technologies. 
So I will just summarize that portion of my testimony. 

Legislation supportive of technological developments to detect 
terrorist activity and to punish it would be more likely, in my opin
ion, to prevent it than would a possibly futile wholesale attempt to 
ban the existence of an item which might possibly, along with any 
number of other items, be used in the perpetration of such activity. 

In my opinion, Congress, if it desires to get into this issue, would 
be well advised to declare war on terrorists and punish terrorist 
acts rather than to declare war on American consumers and pro
ducers and try to ban inanimate plastic handguns. 
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The whole mania over plastic handguns, including legislative at
tempts to ban them, manifests, again in my opinion, a strange fear, 
a kind of plastic,s paranoia-or plastinoia-if you will. 

An attempt on the part of modern political man to ban the plas
tic handgun likely would have as much success as did the attempt 
on the part of medieval clerical man to ban the crossbow. If indi
viduals wish thus to relegate themselves to such a dustbin of histo
ry, that simply is their probJem provided they do not succeed in 
dragging in our Republic along with them. It is to this latter unfor
tunate possibility that we are opposed. 

Thank you. 
Mr. HUGHES. I take it you have made up your mind on the issue. 
Mr. SNYDER. You might gather that, Mr. Chairman. 
[The statement of Mr. Snyder follows:] 
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Mr. Chainran and Members of the Suba:l!Ilnittee: 

I appreciate this opp::>rtunity to testify in opfOsition to proposals to 
ban the nanufacture, importation or sale in the united states of plaotic handguns. 

Who in his right mind ever would have believ~u that the Illddites would 
find a ber.t:h in the U. S. House of Rsprese.'1tatives in 1986? 

Howe·ieI;·, a reactionaxy approach to technological developrent is precisely 
what lies behind opp::>sition to the construction of handguns from plastic 
naterials and the consequent attempt to ban their nanufacture, importation or 
sale. 

One of the effects of such prohibito:ry legislation, ~e it to succeed, 
would be the denial to tens of millions of law-abiding potential American 
purchasers of the opp::>rtunity to acquire a particular firearm which is the 
result of scientific innovation and which represents a breakthrough in fireru:ms 
developrent akin in significance to the introduction of sno);:eless poI'iler. 

Whether part plastic or all plastic, the handgun trade from polymers is 
sc::m=thing new for the potential American consumer and the Jlrrerican COnsUIrer, 
in my opinion, sh:mld nat be denied the opp::>rtunJ.ty to determine whether or nat 
this rrodern, light-weight handgun will be accepted in the Jlrrerican narket place. 

If the Congress were to aU.ow the Illddites to truncate technological 
develofJll:!!lt, a factor long a hallnark of .1\!rerican societal and economic 
developrent, Cbngress conceivably could find itself a laughing stock of the 
international business cormn.mity. 

If Congress were, in the words of '!he New York Tm.es, May 5, 1986, "to 
ban weapons that do not yet exist," Cbngress could find itself left with as 
Irn1Ch serious public respect as a character from lewis Carroll's Alice in 
N:>nderland. 

Along with a desire to defend ingenuity and inventiveness and Jlrrerican 
con~s and Jlrrerican handgunners is a correlative corrmittrrent to the ability 
of authorized ...nspect:ors to detect and prevent att:errpts to snuggle actual 
fireanns of whatever construction on I:xlard aircraft. 
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In fact, it is largely because of the erroneous proposition that handguns 
made out of plastics can not be detected with the use of detection equipnent 
that much of the publicity surrounding the current legislative proposals 
has been generated. 

ibwever, as an April, 1986 Office of Technology Assessrrent Staff Paper 
on Technical Questions Concerning Plastic Fireanns concluded, "the large netal 
content of a gun like the Glock:-17 w::mld make it very difficult to smuggle on 
to any airplane because of netal detectors and X-ray devices at al.rrost all 
l:x:larding locations. Customs mainly relies on selective sampling of suspected 
law violators, rather than routine inspection. However, if the inspection 
system were focuset:. on a possible threat such as plastic fireanns, then it 
would be prudent to utilize detection technologies which would higl'~ight 
plastic materials. '!he new 'I.ow-z 1 X-ray system now under test and evaluation 
by U.S. Customs Service offers unique capabilities and could potentially be 
very useful in inspection of packages or baggage containing plastic fireanns 
or plastic exPlosives. p!:J:1er technologies may also prove useful. By mid-1986, 
CUstoms soould have .re.o;ru1 ts f,l"Crn their IDw-z X-ray system tests." 

Furthernore, as R. A. I.esrreister reports in the May 15, 1986 issue of 
FFL BusJii:;=ss New.!:!, a detector already he$ been developed which "is not one 
that picks up plastic, but an implant set into the pistol. The implant in the 
gun is totally passiVe, so users will not have to worry al:x:lut radiation or the 
gun going 'beep-beep' every t:irre. it gets near machinery. The implant is placed 
in such a way that it would be impossible to renove it without destroying the 
gun itself." 

Legislation supportive of technological developnents to detect terrorist 
activity and to punish it would be nore l:lkely, in IT!Y opinion, to prevent it 
than would a possibly futile wholesale attempt to bal.. the existenC";! of an 
item which might possibly, along with any number of other items, be used in 
the perpetration of such activity. 

If Congress desires battle, it would be well oov.i:sed; in IT!Y opinion, to 
declare war on terrorists and pmish terrorist acts rather than to declare war 
on Arterican consurrers and producers and try to ban iruminate plastic handguns. 

The ,'/hole mania over plastic handguns, including legislative attempts to 
ban th~, manifests, again :j..n IT!Y op~on, a strange fear, a kind of plastics 
parallOl.a - or pla,lltl.nQJ.q - .J.f,?!Ou Will. . 

An attempt on the part of nodern political man to ban the plastic handgun 
likely would have as much success as did the attempt on the part of medieval 
clerical man to ban the =ssl::ow. If individuals wish thus to relegate 
themsleves to such a dustbin of histo:ty, that simply is their problem proviCLod 
they do not succeed in dragging in our Republic along with them. It is to this 
latter unfortunate possibility that we are opposed. 

Thank you. 
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Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Knox, welcome. 
Mr. KNox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I appreciate this opportunity to comment concerning H.R. 4194 

and H.R. 4223. I would like to say amen to the statement of Mr. 
Pratt concerning the need for improved technology at airports and 
improved training. 

There was an item on CBS news last night concerning Pan 
American Airlines having taken the bit in their teeth and having 
set forth their own system of security. They have trained people 
akin to the way they are trained in Europe. They said that this 
group inspecting baggage was in fact a SWAT team, they were 
trained people, they had better equipment. 

I know that in Europe they use far better equipment than what 
we use in this country. By the use of archaic and outdated magne
tometers such as that, [indicating] they were able to play some 
games today. We saw one guy, for the benefit of the cameras go 
back and forth through there with what was professed to be a 
Glock 17 pistol. In fact, I talked to him. He had one major piece of 
that gun secreted in a location where people who are familiar 
know that that particular magnetometer doesn't detect-and we 
are not going to discuss where that is. 

Also, he did not have the slide of that gun, which consists of 
about 65 percent of its total weight. In other words, he didn't carry 
the most important part. But, we will have all kinds of stories in 
the press about how the Glock 17 was carried through a standard 
security device without detection. You can do the same thing with 
virtually anything else. 

He said the piece that he left out could be easily concealed in 
something else. But as one of the law enforcement officer said, 
anyone who is interested in aC:bieving something can do it, where 
there is a will, there is a way. That is the point of the officer and it 
is my point as I said, it was game playing because he carried only 
one-third of a gun, not the full gun, the way it will be reported. 

Going through my testimony rather quickly, I would like to point 
out that this Luddite attempt to freeze arms development could 
have a potentially disastrous future impact upon arms develop
ment in this Nation. 

As a court-recognized firearms expert-I don't like the phrase-I 
have long been convinced that many American soldiers died in 
Vietnam solely due to their being armed with an inferior automat
ic weapon. Further, I am convinced that superior arms would exist, 
and our soldiers would have been carrying them in Vietnam, and 
would be carrying them today, if the U.S. Congress had not fore
closed development in automatic weapons when they passed the 
National Firearms Act of 1935. 

I consider the two bills that have just been passed by the Con
gress to be in the same category of foreclosing-the armor piercing 
bullet ban and the ban on private possession or making of machine 
guns-technological development. I think that we are making a 
huge mistake for the welfare of this Nation. 

The bills that are the subject of these hearings would compound 
this shortsightedness by preventing commercial arms designers 
from developing and using the most modern materials. No firearms 
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manufacturer can afford to design solely for military sales, so 
modern materials would not be incorporated in future designs. 

Since World War II, there has been a steady progress in the use 
of plastics both in firearms and in ammunition. Today we have 
shotshells that are virtually 100 percent plastic-the metal that is 
on and in them, outside of the shot, is purely for decoration and for 
marketing. 

The Glock 17 is not a revolutionary design. It is an evolutionary 
design. We are going more and more toward this total plastic-if 
we can use that term for polymer. The idea of putting detection 
strips in such a gun might be wonderful if you could talk the for
eign terrorists into using those detection strips in their own guns. 

I would like to quote the t.estimony, submitted for the record, of 
Dr. Edward Ezell, who is the curator of the Smithsonian firearms 
section. He says, on page 4, "there exists a class of firearms which 
have been designed specifically not to be detected by airport metal 
detectors. The Soviet Union's KGB and the clandestine services of 
states outside this continent have created just such weapons." 

Those are the people we are most concerned about, Mr. Chair
man, and there is no way that they are subject to the jurisdiction 
of this committee. 

This legislation, I am afraid, has as its intent the banning of an 
entire class of firearms-the firearms of the future. I urge the com
mittee to reject it. 

Thank you very much. 
[The statement of Mr. Knox follows:] 
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May 15. 1986 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, 

1: appreciate this opportunity to comment concerning H.R. 
4194 and H.R. 4223, bills to ban the manufacture, importation and 
sale to the general public of firearms with structural parts of 
plastic or other non-metal materials which are difficult to 
detect by airport security equipment. 

While every law-abiding citizen is concerned about terrorism 
and high-jacking, these bills attack the problem of detection 
from the wrong direction attempting to ban domestic 
availability of the target firearms instead of focussing upon 
improved detection methods. Even if non-metal guns were banned 
in the United States, they would continue to be available outside 
the U. S., and available to the violent international terrorists 
the nation most fears. 

If the problem is inadequate detection devices, then the 
enactment of this legislation is likely to exacerbate that 
problem by lulling our secu):'ity system planners and the 
Congress which must fund those systems -- into thinking that the 
problem is solved. A ban on plastic pistols will not solve the 
problem, it would only bury the ostrich's head in the sand. 

Al though evidence has been presented that a disasse1J\bled 
pis·tol with plastic parts such as the Glock 17 can sometil'les 
evade routine airport x-ray detection, the manufacturers of such 
security equipment have told me that disassembled steel firearms 
are equally difficult to detect -- that the problem doesn't lie 
with the existing equipment, but with the poorly trained, poorly 
paid operators of the equipment. 

Even if the existing detection equipment is inadequate, the 
technology for improved equipment already exists. According to 
the May 1986 Popular Science magazine, "a new security device can 
detect concealed terrorist weapons, such as plastic handguns and 
explosives that were previously invisible to X-ray bagqaqe-
inspection machines." . 

Historically, for every weapons develooment there has been a 

- 1 -
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successive development of a defense aaainst that weapon. '!'he 
bills before you attempt to stop the clock of progress by denyina 
the existence of improverl technoloqies in both weaponry and 
detection. This Luddite attempt to freeze arms development would 
have a potentially disastrous future impact upon arms development 
in this nation. 

As a court-recoqinized "firearms expert," I have long been 
convinced that many American soldiers died in Viet Nam solely due 
to their being armed with an inferior automatic rifle. Further, 
I am convinced that superior arms would exist, and our soldiers 
would have been carrying them in viet Nam, if the u.s. Conqress 
had not foreclosed most private development of automatic weapons 
by passage of the National Firearms Act of 1935. 

The Congress has just enacted two bills that will plqce 
further handicaps upon innovative private arms designers 
possibly eliminating the ingenius developments of a future John 
M. Browning or a "Carbine" Williams. Both were independent 
inventors, yet their ideas have been copied by virtually every 
arms manufacturer and governmental armory. 

The bills which are 'the subject of these hearings would 
compound this shortsightedness by preventing commercial arms 
designers from developing and using the most-modern materials -
no arms manufacturer designs exclusively for military or police 
sales. If American arms designers are denied the opportunity to 
experiment with superior materials, then America is perpetually 
going to be behind the rest of the world in arms developmeC",t. 

For reasons that I suspect are more political than real, the 
U. S. Army has already adopted a foreign-made design for its 
standard sidearm; we would see more such loss of American jobs 
and American prestige if the rest of the world moved ahead in 
smallarms design, while this legislation froze American arms 
development. 

There are many disadvantaaes to the iron and steel parts 
which have been used throuqhout firearms history. Steel rusts; 
it is relatively expensive to machine or cast: it is heavy; 
moving parts must be precisely lubricated. All those undesirable 
traits can be eliminated by the use of space-age plastics. 

since World War II there has been a steady progression of 
the use of plastics in firearms and ammunition -- from cheap and 
flimsy grips and stocks to the high-quality polymer stocks used 
on the most accurate an0 durable stocks ever made. In 
ammunition, the progress has been just as compelling, with an 
increasing percentage being made of high-grade polymers; today, 
most shotshells are all-plastic with an unnecessary thin sheeting 
of metal to satisfy consumers. 

- 2 -
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In the early 1960' s, Remington Arms beqan producing a .22 
rimfire semi-automatic rifle in which the plastic stock also was 
the receiver. Due to the "self-lubricating" qualities of the 
plastic, that rifle had the lowest malfunction rate of any 
competitive co~nercial rifle. 

The Glock Model 17 pistol, the standard sidearm of the 
Austrian armed forces, and already adopted by some U.S. police 
departments, is only an evolutionary development in arms desiqn, 
for it is primarily composed of metal parts, while the technoloay 
exists for guns with 100 percent non-metal parts. According to 
the May 15 issue of "FFL Business News," the "World's First 
All-Plastic pistol" -- made entirely of polymers and ceramics 
except for springs -- is within a year of production. 

Even before seeking the patents for his desiqn, the 
designer, David Byron of Casselberry, FL, patented a system of 
inserting a detectable strip into the frame. Th.3.t would solve 
the detectability problem if foreign terrorists would a"lree to 
use only firearms with the detection strips. Of course, ~t is a 
certainty that they would not; just as it is a certainty that -
if either of these bills passed -- they would choose to enter the 
U.S. with a foreign-made plastic gun that would be more difficult 
to detect on design-frozen U.s. security equipment. 

This legislation, which seeks to stop the clock of progress, 
has as its purpose the banninq of an entire class of firearm -
the firearms of the future. 

I urge the committee to reject these bills. 

Thank your for this opportunity to appear. 

- 3 -
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Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Knox. 
First, I think we can all agree that we have to do a number of 

things, including better training-ongoing training-better equip
ment. There is no question that we need the best equipment in 
place at our airports and in our public buildings, to screen out 
weapons, and hopefully in time, explosives. 

There is no question that-and I think we can all agree-that ex
plosives present a very serious problem, and have for some time, 
and we have not addressed the problem that explosives provide. In 
many instances, I am sure that explosives would present even a 
greater threat than firearms. So I think we can agree upon all 
those premises. 

I think we can also agree that we can't prevent terrorists and 
other governments that are manufacturing weapons for their secu
rity police, whether it is KGB, or whatever. We can't prevent them 
from manufacturing weapons. But that just begs the question. The 
question basically is, if in fact we have a problem-and we do have 
a problem right now-I am not sure what the state of the art is in 
this country in detecting plastic weapons. 

We saw a Z image x ray today, but that doesn't assist us with 
carrying on a person plastic weapons on a plane. We have had 
some testimony from a developer of a firearm today that in fact 
they have a weapon that now is all plastic and/or ceramic, which 
is capable of being produced, that will defy the detectors we have 
in place now. 

So it is obvious that we have a problem. Would you agree with 
that? 

Mr. KNOX. I believe that there .:5 a problem in adequate security 
systems, sir. 

Mr. HUGHES. We have a problem. 
I think we can agree that we have to address the problem in a 

myriad of ways: Increasing our ability to gath0r intelligence to try 
to learn as much as we can about those that are bent on terrorism 
is certainly important; developing profiles for airport security and 
other port personnel is extremely important, and at vth)r installa
tions is extremely important. 

The question is if the technology to detect plastic weapons has 
not been perfected, and we have potentially coming on line weap
ons that will elude our present technological advances of detection, 
what, if anything, should we be doing? And are you saying that we 
should do nothing to try to address it other than these other 
areas-training and moving ahead with our capability in detecting? 

Are you saying that we should not endeavor to anticipate at this 
point perhaps a hiatus between the time that those weapons are 
developed and the time we have the capacity to detect them, and 
not try to protect ourselves from them? 

Mr. PRAT!'. Mr. Hughes, as one of the witnesses said earlier, the 
majority of hijackings now are not carried out with firearms. The 
problem is other ways of doing it-explosives being the scariest, I 
guess, and the one we have heard a lot about recently. That prob
lem is right in front of us, has been right in front of us for some 
time. And we don't talk about banning explosives. 

Mr. HUGHES. We don't have plastic firearms marketed right now. 
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Mr. PRATT. The problem is, we need to address the problem that 
is upon us. The plastic firearms aren't even here yet. 

Mr. HUGHES. We have to do both, don't we? We don't wait for 
problems to occur. Shouldn't we be dealing with all those prob
lems? Shouldn't we be dealing with explosives on an emergency 
basis? And shouldn't we be trying to anticipate just as WB are? You 
were here when I mentioned that we are trying to anticipate where 
the criminal chemists are going. 

Mr. PRATT. Our position is that enhanced detection is the only 
way that is going to answer the problem. 

Mr. HUGHES. Suppose we don't have the technology in place to 
detect, what is your answer then? 

Mr. PRATT. Let us hypothetically assume you were to ban plastic 
guns in this Congress. You are not going to solve the hijacking 
problem. Not only that, there are existing guns that people can get 
through the existing detection devices. 

Mr. HUGHES. You are not answering the question. The question 
is-we don't have plastic handguns now. There is nothing to stop 
manufacturers from moving ahead with plastic handguns. The 
question is whether or not we should be developing initiatives to 
work with the manufacturers now to develop the capability for--

Mr. PRATT. The plastic handgun, though, doesn't change the 
equation. We already have firearms that can get through and--

Mr. HUGHES. You think as a matter of public policy, our Govern
ment should encourage manufacturers to in fact incorporate into 
their design some type of a triggering mechanism that will indicate 
that it is a weapon, if in fact we can do that? 

Do you think that w,mld be an important public policy goal if we 
-:',mld do that? 

Mr. PRATT. Our position is that that misses the mark and goes 
off into a tangent. The emphasis must be placed on detection. 

Mr. HUGHES. But I say if we don't have the capability-and you 
heard the testimony today, the FAA indicated we may not have the 
technology for 10 years. 

Mr. PRATT. That is not necessarily the case from what we appar
ently have heard of what is available in this country now that they 
just don't have on line here. 

Mr. HUGHES. I don't know of any-maybe you do-I don't know 
of any detection device that will pick up an all plastic or ceramic 
handgun, do you? 

Mr. PRATT. Part of it is procedures. 'There are things that go 
through our security. 

Mr. HUGHES. Are you aware of anything that exists right now to 
pick up an all plastic or all ceramic? 

Mr. PRATT. Yes, sir, procedures. We let things go through-·
Mr. HUGHES. I am talking about the detection devices. 
Mr. PRATT. This is what stops things. We are talking about how 

people do it. And right now people are letting things through. 
Mr. HUGHES. You can have all the procedures you want in the 

world, and if somebody has concealed an all-plastic handgun, they 
are going to walk through these devices. I don't care how good you 
are at identifying profiles. You can have the best profile in the 
world. You know, even though we are improving our capability in 
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that regard, we don't have in place t(!chniques today to pick up a 
criminal element coming through most airports. 

Mr. PRATT. We don't have it for an all-plastic gun, but we don't 
have the all-plastic gun either. 

Mr. HUGHES. That is why we have to rely on these devices. If 
they were so foolproof we wouldn't have devices like this. 

Mr. BAKER. Congressman, it is my understanding-and I am not 
a security expert or detection expert, I have to read about it to 
gain expertise-but it is my understanding that they do have some 
sort of a sniffer device for plastic explosives now on line, and I 
think it can detect all kinds of plastics, is my understanding. 

Mr. HUGHES. We don't have. We are developing some technology 
now that hopefully we will see some breakthroughs in from 6 
months to 1 year, hopefully. It deals with vapors that are emitted. 

Mr. BAKER. Right. 
Mr. HUGHES. We are working on that t~chnology. But the people 

that are working with~echnology such as these detectors told us 
today it could be as much as 10 years before we have devices that 
will pick up plastics, ceramics, and other nonmetallic substances. 

Mr. BAKER. Other than x-ray machines, is what you are saying. 
Mr. HUGHES. Other than x-ray machines. 
Mr. KNOX. Mr. Chairman, prior to the Los Angeles games, we 

were all very worried about the possibility of terrorism there. A 
friend with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms told me 
of a system that they use for laboratory forensics which was in the 
developmental stage as a portable detector. A proposal to develop it 
had been made to the BATF to take that laboratory device and 
make it available in a semiportable, or at least transportable, form. 

I talked to the people who were working on that system at Ther
moElectron Corp., in Waltham, MA, and they sent me a copy ofthe 
work that they had proposed to BATF. They laid out a plan that in 
less than 6 months would have had a system on line, where it 
could have been used at least in limited areas to detect some 80 
percent of explosives. Those detectable substances would have in
cluded some of the same materials that are used in plastic guns. 

That system, I was disappointed to find out a couple of days ago, 
has never moved forward. They had proposed a 2-year plan to de
velop a reliable portable detector system and that was 2 years ago. 
I talked to some people at the FBI who got really got bent out of 
shape that I was mucking around in their area by wanting them to 
move forward in developing and testing the system. None of their 
bosses knew about it, so far as I could determine. I talked to the 
people o~ the Terrorism Committee over on the Senate side, and 
found a woeful lack of interest in getting this thing moving. We 
might have had this system today, with only $800,000 of funding 
for the project. 

The technology does exist for better security. I know better tech
nology is used in Europe than exists here. U.S. x-ray security de
vices line scan in only one plane-I am talking about from one 
angle-which is why briefcases must be placed flat on scanner 
belts. A three-dimensional format is used in Europe. We don't use 
that system. 

If we are really serious about it, we can improve what is used, 
because Europeans are using that technology and we are not. 
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In all honesty, Mr. Chairman, we are messing around an area 
that is very important, but we are fooling with one tiny fringe area 
instead of the big, main problem. 

I commend the committee for consideration of the security prob
lem. We should all worry about it, but let's concentrate on that 
which offers the greatest solution to the greatest problem. We may 
not have a commercial all-plastic gun-but it is very easy to make 
a gun that will last three, four, five shots, and that is all that a 
terrorist needs. 

Such guns do exist. We can move toward methods of protecting 
them, but the greatest problem we have is plastic explosives-and 
C3's have been around for 30 or 40 years. 

Mr. HUGHES. Do all your organizations support improving our de
tection technology? 

Mr. KNOX. Sir? 
Mr. HUGHES. Do all of you support detection devices for explo

sives? 
Mr. KNOX. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HUGHES. What is your position on taggants and explosives 

for tracing? 
Mr. KNOX. I was a member of the Office of Technology Assess

ment Panel on Taggants, and there are some huge problems with 
that proposal, because anytime you put a contaminant into an ex
plosive, you make that contaminant potentiaHy overly sensitive. 
You can cause it to blow without any intent. In the bill that was 
considered in about 1979 or 1980, military explosives would have 
been exempted from tagging because of the weird things that that 
stuff could do to explosives. 

We would still have the problem of military and foreign explo
sives that wouldn't have the taggants in it. 

Mr. HUGHES. I understand that. I mean, we keep hearing it. We 
can only deal with whatever part of the problem we can deal with 
hf.!re. The research project was about 90 percent complete. I don't 
recall any problems with the material that was inserted in the ex
plosives creating problems. 

Mr. KNOX. On the contrary-go ahead. 
Mr. HUGHES. But the problem was not that the manufacturers 

objected to it, as you well know-I mean that was the bottom line. 
They objected to it because it meant increased costs and a whole 
host of other concerns, and derailed the research project. If, in fact, 
the research demonstrated that the explosives were unsafe in some 
fashion, you are not suggesting that we would permit explo
sives--

Mr. KNOX. That was demonstrated. There was a blow in Arkan
sas because of the addition of taggants at a Hercules plant. 

Mr. HUGHES. You are not suggesting that that project would 
have gone forward if, in fact, the taggants presented a danger? 

Mr. KNOX. They did present a danger. 
Mr. HUGHES. It was a research project. 
Mr. KNOX. It was a developmental stage. They tried identifica

tion tags in some composition C. This particular batch of explosive 
didn't cause any problem until the plant reprocessed it, not know
ing that identification tags had been placed in the explosives by 
BATF's research firm. The supervisor in the plant saw the stuff 
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starting to boil abnormally, and evacuated his employees before it 
blew that plant. 

Now, I have personally gone to an explosive plant and picked up 
the bodies of four people-one of them a dear friend of mine
after an explosion. And we still don't know why it happened. 

I am very sensitive about putting anything into explosives. And 
the people who were explosives manufacturers on that OTA Panel 
argued vociferously against putting any foreign elements in it. 
Again, the people who were concerned about security wanted to 
have something to detect explosives and I concur with their desire 
to have something. But that system would have caused problems 
according to the experts, and would only have applied to 20 percent 
of U.S.-made explosives .. 

Mr. HUGHES. That is the purpose of research, though, isn't it, Mr. 
Knox, to determine whether or not, first of all, whether it is effec
tive, whether it is safe? 

We don't generally put material in substances, particularly ex
plosives, if it is going to be unsafe. It was a research project to de
termine whether or not we could, in fact, change in some respect 
the composition of the explosives by inserting foreign material to 
trace it-so we could trace terrorists and criminals that would use 
that material. That was the purpose of it. It was research. 

Mr. BAKER. The concerns of the National Rifle Association re
garding taggants are limited to smokeless reloading powder and 
black powder used by sportsmen. Explosives are, as far as I am con
cerned, not our concern. 

Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Flurlda is recognized. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I just have one very narrow area of questioning. 
Am I correct that every gun has a barrel? Is there any gun that 

doesn't have a barrel? 
Mr. BAKER. Every gun doesn't need to have one, but every gun 

does, that I have seen. In other words, you could fire a cartridge 
through a firearm without it having a barrel on it. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. All right. 
Mr. KNOX. It can have only a chamber, just something to main

tain the--
Mr. MCCOLLUM. To have any accuracy, you have to have a 

barrel. 
Mr. KNox. At short distances you don't need accuracy and short 

distances are our concern, of course, Congressman. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. OK, you don't need a barrel at that distance. 
Mr. KNOX. No. You can have anything to contain the cartridge. 

It doesn't have to have a barrel in front of it. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But to go any distance accurately beyond a foot 

or two, you have got to have a barrel? 
Mr. KNOX. A faw feet. 
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I guess the reason I asked that question is be

cause the lady in here earlier this afternoon, Ms. Burns, was talk
ing about an implant device in a portion-I don't know what por
tion because she didn't say, whether it is the handgun handle or 
the barrel, or whatever. 

But if we were to be able to draft legislation-and that is a big if 
because of the technology in this case-that required some type of 
implant that was detectable in every nonmetal barrel, or every gun 
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that is more than 60 percent, nonmental, would that be a severe 
problem to any of the organizations if that were a requirement of 
the manufacturer? 

I know it is not going to solve all the problems we have got. I 
recognize as much as any of you, and I hope if you were sitting in 
here earlier today that I asked those kind of questions. I am just 
concerned whether there would be difficulties that your organiza
tions have with that kind of a requirement. 

Mr. BAKER. If detectors for those trace elements and firearms are 
strictly at airports, I can't see any large problem with it. But I can 
see potential fourth amendment concerns should those detectors be 
carried around in mobile police units and if the firearms have 
trace elements in them that are detectable from a block away, or 
50 feet away, I can see potential fourth amendment concerns re
garding search and seizure. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. That is what I wanted to know. 
Mr. K'fox. I would concur also, Congressman. The difficulty, Mr. 

McCollum, is that if you get into that tlPe of program it is very 
ea'iJy to want to go to the next step-let s require all the existing 
gullS to also have that implant. 

Now, I don't have any objection should the manufacturer of a 
plastic gun decide to put that in, But I get a little flinchy when the 
Federal Government starts mandating it. 

Mr. MCCOLLUM. One of the things I was thinking about was 
something along the lines vf requiring all barrels to have an im
plant until I realized that it Wf} .lldn't solve that particular prob
lem. But we aren't at the point where we can craft this legislation, 
I don't think. We are doing a lot of exploring. Part of that problem 
is the technology that we are talking about. We don't have enough 
knowledge-at least this member doesn't-I doubt if our staff does 
either-to come up with the wording because the technology hasn't 
been adapted and fully explained, or whatever. 

But I am making some assumptions while we are sitting here at 
a hearing and while we are talking about it, so we can at least ex
plore it. And one of those assumptions is that we could craft lan
guage that would allow us to require every barrel or every certain 
types of pieces to have those type of implants in them. 

What you are saying to me is if it is something that is maybe 
just metal or something that js only going to be detected through 
that airport device or the device in front of this building when you 
walk through it, that is one thing. But if you have got something 
that you can stand down the hallway with or sit in your police car 
with a radar-type gun and determine someone else has a weapon, 
then you are concerned about that. 

You answered the questions the best I think you can. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I don't have any more questions. 
Mr. HUGHES. I just have a couple more questions. 
Just to pick up, Mr. Knox, from your concern. You indicated you 

would have some concern about the Federal Government telling a 
manufacturer that he; has to contain some material that would 
trigger an alarm or trigger some detection device. 

Can you share with me the basis for that concern? 
Mr. KNOX. As Mr. Baker, Esq., who is an attorney, mentioned, 

there are fourth amendment concerns with that. I am not con-
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cerned about going on board an aircraft. That is not where that be
comes so sensitive because we sort of give up the fourth amend
ment when we board a plane-we give up our right not to be 
i~earched. You don't have to get on one if you don't want to get on 
one. 

But I am concerned, and I think what he is referring to, if you 
have that kind of technology in your firearms then it is not limited 
just to going on an airplane. You are talking about driving down 
the street and determining who has got it in what house, and 
where it is in that house. And I consider that to be a great fourth 
amendment consideration. . 

Mr. HUGHES. Of course, you know, we are way ahead of techno
logically. We don't even have the capability to detect plastic weap
ons gOiilg through machines when they are at the airport right 
now. We ha'le hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of regulations 
that we promulgate which impinge our rights in one way or an
other. We have safe drinking water laws that we just worked on. 
We have all kinds of consumer products safety laws. We have all 
kinds of standards that we promulgated for industry. 

How do you feel about those? 
Mr. KNox. The function of government is to infringe upon indi

vidual right. IIThere is a certain degree of infringement that it is 
necessary for the good of society" -quote, quote. And having said 
that, I think that anyone that would move to impinge upon the 
rights of society for a particular reason-whatever that reason 
might be-bears the burden of proving that it will serve some 
useful purpose. 

And on the question of the firearms laws, my fundamental prag
matic approach is that there is yet to be any evidence that any of 
them do any good. 

Mr. HUGHES. One of the things that we possibly could do would 
be to encourage ATF to work with the manufacturers in developing 
plastic firearms, if that is our next generation of weapons so that 
they will trigger an alarm. 

What do you think would happen if we said in the Congress to
morrow, we ban any weapons, we ban any plastic weapons that 
will not trigger an alarm? What do you think the entrepreneurs in 
this country would do? 

Mr. KNox. I am sure that they would come up with methods that 
would trigger the alarm. 

Mr. HUGHES. Precisely, precisely. 
Now, is it a valid public policy function for us to encourage that 

if, in fact, we can save some lives? 
Mr. KNOX. We are again concerned about the terrorists coming 

in from outside whose firearm doesn't contain the alarm-triggering 
device. 

Mr. HUGHES. We have terrorists in this country. 
Mr. KNOX. The downside of that is that if we had the problem 

solved we don't improve the deduction--
Mr. HUGHES. We have terrorists that try to get into the Capitol 

every other week or so. 
Mr. BAKER. The criminals are going to look for one without the 

trace element in it. 
Mr. KNOX. Always. 
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Mr. HUGHES. 'rhat is so, but in fact, you know, it is not a perfect 
world. The question is how we can best deal with it. If we can deal 
with it with little inconvenience as a legitimate public--

Mr. BAKER. r think what we are saying is that we feel we can 
best deal with it with i:ncreased security and better detection equip
ment. We think that that is the most efficient method for dealing 
with it. 

Mr. HUGHES. OK, thank you. 
r am sorry that we have taken so long to complete the hearing 

today-it has been one! of those days. But we appreciate your testi
mony and it is good to see old friends. [Laughter.] 

Mr. BAKER. Good to see you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. PRATT. Thank you. 
[The statement of Edward C. Ezell follows:] 
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SUW<1ARY OF 
TESTIMONY ON 

PROPOSED LEGISLATION RELATING TO NONMETAL FIREARMS 

BY 

DR. EDWARD C. EZELL 
BEFORE THE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME 
OF THE 

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

The Jack Anderson and Dale Van Atta syndicated column about the 

,leged "all-plastic" gmm Glock pistol has generated justified concern 

bout the availability of modern weapons to international terrorists. 

Jnfortunately, that concern has been translated into legislative 

proposals for responses that are inappropriate, and which will not 

eliminate the ability of terrorists being able to smuggle firearms aboard 

various forms of international transport. I would like to address some 

of the broader and more philosophical issues raised by the proposed 

legislation rather than examining the direct merits/demerits of the Glock 

pistol. 

I am of the studied opinion that the proposed legislation has 

three major shortcomings. First, it will not be possible to successfully 

ban or suppress a technology that is international, such as the 

technology that has led to the creation of the Glock pistol. Second, the 

attempt to ban or suppress technology is not a realistic nor effective 

approach to improving either domestic or international travel security. 

And, third, the banning or suppression of a specific technology does not 

address the more basic issue of interdicting the suppliers of weapons to 

international terrorist organizations. 
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BANNING AND/OR SUPPRESSING TECHNOLOGY 

During the past four and a half decades, there has been a steady, 

perhaps irreversible, technological trend toward the incorporation of 

synthetic non-metallic materials into the construction of military and 

civilian firearms. This trend toward the use of so-called plastics has 

been encouraged by the continuous upward spiral in the cost of the metal 

and wood raw materials used in firearms, as well as the increasing cost 

associated with shaping those materials into completed firearms. The 

German military small arms manufacturers of the 1930s were the early 

pioneers of Kunststoff (plastic) assemblies for firearms. Early 

applications included plastic stock and handgrip assemblies for the 

Maschinenpisto1e 40 (MP40) and the Maschinengewehr 34 and 42 (MG34 and 

MG42). 

In the post-World War II period, a numbe.r of major firearms 

manufacturers, US and foreign, have incorporated plastics of various 

types into the design of their guns. Some leading examples of such 

firearms include the .22 Long Rifle Remington NYlon 66 rifle (with stock, 

trigger guard and other assembli es of structural Nylon (DuPont "Zytel") 

integrated with other sheet metal and steel components); the 12 gauge 

High Standard Model 10 Bull Pup Police Shotgun (with synthetic stock 

assembly); the 12 gauge Winchester Model 53 "Win1ite" shotgun (with 

synthetic stock assembly and fiberglass wrapped barrel); the 5.56 x 45mm 

M16/M16A1/M16A2 family of rifles (with nylon buttstock, pistol grip, and 

65-046 0 - 87 - 10 
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forward handguards), the 5.56 X 45mm Austrian Armee Universal Gewehr 

(AUG), 9 x 19mm NATO Heckler & Koch P9S pistol, 9 x 19mm NATO Heckler & 

Koch VP70 machine pistol, and the 9 X 19mm NATO Glock P17. All of the 

fi rearms 1 i sted above coul d be described as havi ng been "substanti ally 

constructed of pl astic or other nonmetal materi al ," but none have been 

clearly demonstrated to be .~ real and genuine danger "to the public 

safety because of diminished susceptibility to detection by airport metal 

detectors or other security devices." 

But even if we were to concede for the moment that some of these 

firearms might present a danger "to the public safety because of 

diminished susceptibility to detection by alrport metal detectors or 

other security devices," none of the proposed legislation would have a 

significCl.nt effect upon deterring dedicated terrorists. First, the 

design and manufacture trend evidenced by these "plastic" containing 

firearms indicates that no matter what action the United States Congress 

takes regarding firearms "substantially constructed of plastic or other 

nonmetal material," that technology is firmly intrenched in the 

international firearms manufacturing industry. Neither the technology 

nor the fireannsbuilt with that technology will go away just because 

members of the Congress a~e opposed to such arms. Such firearms can be 

exclUded from the legal commerce of the United States, but the proposed 

laws will have little effect in deterring the willful terrorist. That 

individual will bring his tools of terror to the venue of his crime 

without hinderance or fear of the law. Both the Austrian and Norwegian 
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armies have adopted the Glock P17 pistol, and other national armed forces 

are likely to follow suit for one main rear,on -- firearms embodying 

plastic or other nonmetal materials are more economical to manufacture 

than are weapons using older traditional materials. It is this same 

economic concern that has driven the substitution of plastic or armies 

have adopted the Glock P17 pistol, and other national armed forces are 

likely to follow suit for one main reason -- firearms embodying plastic 

or other nonmetal materials are more economical to manufacture than are 

weapons using older traditiona1 materials. It is this same economic 

concern that has driven the sUbstitution of plastic or other nonmetal 

materials for steel and other metals in automobiles, household 

appliances, and even such building materials as vinyl siding for houses. 

Thus, it is possible to ban the importation, manufacture or sale of 

"non-detectable" firearms in the United States, but one cannot ban their 

use in the United States. 

A second concern about terrorist weapons underscores this point. 

There exi st a cl ass of fi rearms ~/hi ch have been des; gned spec; fi cally not 

to be detected by airport metal detectors. The Soviet Union's KGB and 

the clandestine servLes of states outside this continent have created 

just such weapons. The proposed bans on importation and sale will in no 

manner affect the employment of these weapons some of which rely not only 

on plastir. components, but other materials that do not readily show up in 

x-rays; e.g., ceramic bullets. Nor will the proposed legislation prevent 

states that sponsor terrorism from supplying terrorists with SUdl weapons. 
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Careful consideration of the proposed legislation suggests that it 

has much in common with the unsuccessful American experiment with 

prohibiting the sale of alcohol in the post-World War I era. We 

succeeded in making the trafficking in alcoholic beverages a crime, but 

we did not significantly stem the flow of such beverages. I fear that we 

will make a type of technology illegal in our country, and thus deprive 

our military and law enforcement organizations the benefit of new 

technology, but that we will not seriously discomfit the potential 

terrorist. 

ALTERNATIVES TO BANNING AND/OR SUPPRESSING TECHNOLOGY 

Instead of attacking a specific type of product (i.e., firearms 

"substantially constructed of plastic 01" other nonmetal material") in 

order to reduce danger "to the public safety because of diminished 

susceptibility to detection by airport metal detectors or other security 

devi ces," the Congress of the United States ~Ioul d be better ad vi sed to 

seek improvement in the systems and people used to detect firearms, 

explosives and other tools of the terrorist trade so that those tools 

might be excluded from the transportation networks. 

Simply put we need better and closer scrutiny of the baggage 

placed on aircraft and ships, and the passengers who fly and sail on 

them. We need closer scrutiny of people who have access to aircraft and 
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ships while they are being serviced. We are one of the few nations that 

continue to rely upon relatively poorly paid and insufficiently trained 

inspection personnel at our airports and other ports of departure. In 

other countries, such as Austria and Germany, the paramilitary border 

police conduct x-ray and physical searches of baggage and metal detector 

and physical searches of passengers. These are skilled personnel, who 

are trained, hi~hly motivated, and who are valued by their society for 

their training and skills. In Israel, prior to boarding an aircraft, 

baggage and peopl e are physica'ily searched by student-aged personnel who 

do this task as an alternative form of national service. Anyone who has 

corr.e into contact with these students kno~ls that they are serious, 

professi onal and effi ci ent indivi rllJal s who have an Understanding of the it, 

crucial role in the prevention of terrorist activities. 

The Congress of the United states needs to give a much higher 

priority to t,ne -improvement of airport security devices (as called for in 

Section 4 of H.R. 4223). But new screening technology needs to be 

coupled with a program to upgrade the personnel who do the inspecting. 

Improvem0nt of training and wages for the security personnel who operate 

present and future security devices is just a basic starting point. In 

recent years, out of similar concerns for security of buildings and 

people, the Federal Government has improved the quality of its personnel 

assigned to guard government facilities through the greater 

professionalism of groups as the Federal Protection Service. Study 

should be given to examining the wisdom of relying upon private security 
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services rather than relying upon federal police personnel to be the 

first line of detection in our airports and other points of departure. 

There should be a major Federal Aviation Administration security guard 

program funded by a surcharge on travel tickets. At the very least, the 

government should establish a Federal training and certification program 

for those individuals charged with inspecting baggage and passengers. 

This is a more effective means of interrupting the introduction of 

weapons and explosives into the transportation network. 

In summation, the problem faced by all nations wishing to conduct 

air, sea and land travel in a safe and 'unimpeded manner goes beyond the 

one being addressed in the proposed legislation to ban the importation, 

manufacture or sale of firearms "substantially constructed of plastic or 

other nonmetal material." Terrorism is international in scope, and it is 

in many cases state supported. Rather that concentrating upon one small 

aspect of the overall problem, the Congress of the United States should 

address the broader issues involved interdicting the flow of weapons and 

explosives which have been the main tools of the terrorist in recent 

attacks on airports, aircraft, ships and other public places. It is my 

opinion that this can be more effectively accomplished through a program 

to improve the screening of passengers and their luggage, than by trying 

to halt the inevitable course of an industry's technological development 

through a ban on a specific class of weapons. 
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National Council for a Responsible :Pireal'lllS Policy, Inc. 
7216 Stafford Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22307 (703) 765-2472 

The Chairman 
Subcommittee on crime 
Committee on the JudiGiury 
U.S. House of RepresEntatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman : 

May 27, 1986 

Throl.1gh this letter, submitted for inclusion in the record 
of your subcommittee's hearing on H.R. 4194 and H.R. 4223, I am 
registering our council's support for measures aimed at prohibi
ting the manufacture, sale, delivery and importation of firearms 
constructed substantially of plastic or other nonmetal material 
and thereby capable of readily evading security detection by in
ep?ction equipment at U.S. airports and other places where security 
protection is vital to the public interest. 

Our Council, formed in 1967 and with the total national in
terest its only standard, has never advocated or registered any 
support for the banning of handguns or other firearms (except for 
extraordinarily small handguns if an appropriate definition could 
be found that protected the legitimate interests of law-abiding 
gun owners as well as the overall public interest). Our support 
for prohibiting the manufacture, sale, delivery and importation 
of nonmetal firearms able to evade detection by security devices 
is responsive to a special danger to public safety, indeed to 
national security, and is contingent on the lack of security 
devices capable of readily detecting firearms made substantially 
from plastic or other nonmetal materials. 

We have no illusions about how far such legislation can go 
toward stopping, deterring, or reducing the severity of terrorism. 
But we believe tbat whatever contribution it makes toward these 
objectives is a rational, reasonable, responsible contribution to 
public safety., and, if properly administered, will not in any way 
impair the rights and privileges of legitimate, law-abiding and 
responsible gun owners. To help ensure that these rights and 
privileges are not impaired by such legislation, and that the 
overall public interest is amply served, we suggest that the legis
lation instruct the Secretary of the Treasury to seek, and take 
appropriate account of, the views of the public in designating 
firearms for the types of control authorized in such legislation. 

~erelytl.(7 ( 
( \ J o....J i'*.:. 'l- ' ~ 

David J. Steinberg 
Acting Chairman 
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Mr. HUGHES. The subcommittee stands adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m" the subcommittee was adjourned, to re

convene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

Federal Aviation Administration, DOT 

PART 107-AIRPORT Sa:C:;:URITY 

Sec. 
107.1 Applicability and definitions. 
107.3 Security program. 
107.5 Approval of security program. 
107.7 Changed conditions affecting securi

ty. 
107.9 Amendment of security program by 

airport operator. 
107.11 Amendment of security program by 

FAA. 
107.13 Security of all' operations area. 
107.15 Law enforcement support. 
10".17 Law enforcement officers. 
107.19 Use of Federal law enforcement of

'clcers. 
107.21 Carrriage of firearms. explosives. or 

Incendiary devices. 
107.23 Records. 

AUTHORITY: Sees. 313. 315; 316. and 601. 
Federal Aviation Act, of 1958. !Ill amended 
(49 U.S.C. 1354, 1356. 1357. and 1421>; sec. 
6(0). Department of Transportation Act (49 
.U.S.C., 1655~c)), wlless otherwIse noted. 

SOURCE: Docket No. 16246, 43 Fit 60792. 
Dec. 28. 1978. unless otherwIse noted. 

§ 1()7.1 Applicability and definitions. 
(a) This part prescribes aviation se

curity rules governillg-
(1) The operation of each airport 

regularly serving the scheduled pas
senger operations of a certificate 
holder required to have a security pro
gram by § 108.5(a) of t.hls chapter; 

(2) The operation of each airport 
regularly serving scheduled passenger 
operations of a foreign air carrier re
quired to have a security program by 
§ 129.25 of this chapter; and 
. (3) Each person who is In or entering 
a sterile area on an airport described 
In paragraph (a)(l) or (a)(2) of this 
section. 
. (b) For purposes of this part-

(1) "Airport operator" means a 
person who oPt'rates an airport regu
laiAy serving scheduled passenger op
erations of a certificate holder or 1\ 
foreign air carrier required Lo have a 

§ 107.3 

security program by § 10B:5(;1.) or 
§ 129.25 of this l'hapter; 

(2) "Air Operations Arpa" Illrans a 
portion of an airport c1f'sil(llt'd and 
used for landing, takin~ off. or surface 
maneuvering of airplam's; 

(3) "Exclusive area" means that part 
of an air operations area for which an 
air carrier has agreed in wril illg with 
the airport operator to exereisf' exclu
sive se'curlty responsibility under an 
approved security program (lr a securi
ty program used In accordance with· 
§ 129.25; 

(4) "Law enforcement officer" means 
an individual who meets the require
ments of § 107.17; and 

(5) "Sterile area" means an area to 
which access Is controlled by the in
spection of persons and property In ac
cordance with an approved security 
program or a security program used in 
accordance with § 129.25. 

(Sees. 313. 315. 316, 317, 601-610. Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a). 
1356, 1357, 1358. 1421-1430); sec. 6(c), De
partment of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 
1655(e))) 
[Doc. No. 16246. 43 FR 60792, Dec. 28. 1976. 
as amended by Arndt. 107-1, 46 FR 3765. 
Jan. 16. 1981] 

§ 107.3 Security program. 

(a) No airport operator may operate 
an airport subject to this part unless It 
adopts and carries out a securi.ty pro
gram that-

(1) Provides for the safety of persons 
and property traveling In air transpor
tation and intrastate air transporta
tion against acts of criminal violence 
and aircraft piracy; 

(2) Is in writing and signf'd by the 
airport operator or any prf!;on to 
whom the airport operator has dele
gated authority in this mattrr; 

(3) Includes the items Iistrd in para
graph (b). (fl, or (g) of this section. as 
appropriate; and 

(4) Has been approved by the Re
gional Director. 

(b) For earh airport subjl'ct to this 
part regularly serving scheduled pas
S(,llger operations conducted in air
plane:; having a passenger seating con
figurallon (IL~ drfined in § 10B.3 of this 
section of this chaplt'r) of more than 
60 seats, the security program re-

249 
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§ 107.5 

qulred by paragraph (a) of this secLion 
must Include at least the following: 

(1) A description of each air oper
ations area, Including its dimensions, 
boundaries. and pertinent features. 

(2) A description of each area 011 or 
adjacent to, the airport which affects 
the security of any air operations area. 

(3) A description of each exclusive 
area. including Its dimensions. bound
aries. and pertinent features. and the 
terms of the agreement establishing 
the arpa. 

(4) The procedures, and a descrip
tion of the facilities and equipment, 
used to perform the control functions 
specified In § 107.13(0.) by the airport 
operator and by each air carrier 
having security responslblllty over an 
exclusive area. 

(5) The procedures each air carrier 
having security responsibility over an 
exclusive area will use to notify the 
airport operator when the procedures, 
facilities. and equipment It uses are 
not adequate to perform the control 
functions described In § 107.13(0.). 

(6) A description of the alternate se
curity procedures, If any, that the air
port operator Intends to use In emer
gencies and other unusual conditions. 

(7) A description of the law enforce
ment support necessary to comply 
with § 107.15. 

(8) A description of the training PIll
gram for law enforcement officers re
quired by § 107.17. 

(9) A description of the system for 
maintaining the records described In 
§ 107.23. 

(c) The airport operator may comply 
wlLh paragraph (b), (n, or (g) of this 
sectiO.l1 by Including In the security 
program as an appendix any document 
which contains the Information re
quired by paragraph (b), (n, or (g) of 
this section. 

(d) Each airport operator shall main
tain at least one complete copy of Its 
approved security program at its prin
cipal operations office, and shall make 
it available for inspection upon the re
quest of any Civil Aviation SecuriLy 
Inspector. 

(e) Each airport operator shall re
strict the distribution. disclosure. and 
availability of information contained 
in the security program to those per
sons with an operational need-to-know 

14 CFR Ch. I (1-1-85 Edition) 

and shall refer requests for such infor
illation by other than those persolls to 
the Director of the Civil AvlaLion Se
curity Service-of the FAA. 

(0 F'or each airport subject to this 
part regularly serving scheduled pas
senger operations conducted in air
planes having a passenger seating con
tigurntion (as deIlned In § 108.3 of this 
chapter) of more than 30 but less than 
61 scats, the security program re
quired by paragraph (a) of this section 
must Include at least the following: 

(1) A description of the law enforce
ment support necessary to comply 
with § 107.15(b), and the procedures 
which the airport operator has ar
ranged to be used by the certificate 
holder or foreign air carrier to 
summon that support. 

(2) A description of the training pro
gram for law enforcement ofIlcers re
quired by § 107.17. 

(3) A description of the system for 
maintaining the records described In 
§ 107.23. 

(g) For each airport subject to this 
part where the certificate holder or 
foreign air carrier Is required to COIl
dueL passenger screening under a secu
rity program required by § 108.5(11.) (2) 
or (3) or § 129.25(b) (2) or (3) of this 
chapter. or conducts screening under II. 
security program being carried out 
pursuant to § 108.5(b), as appropriate, 
the security program required by para
graph (11.) of this section must include 
at least the following: 

(1) A description of the law enforce
ment support necessary to comply 
with § 107.15. 

(2) A description of the training pro· 
gram for law enforcement ofIlcers re
quired by § 107.17. 

(3) A description of the system for 
maintaining the records described in 
§ 107.23. 
(Sees. 313. 315. 316. 317. 601-610. 'PI,dcral 
Avlntlon Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a). 
1350. 1357. 1358. 1421-1430)j sec. 6(e). De· 
partrnent of Trnnsportatlon Act (49 U.S.C. 
1655(e))) 
[Doc. No. 10245, 43 PR 00702. Dec. 28. 1978, 
ns IImended by Arndt. 107-1, 46 F'R 3785, 
Jan. 15. 1981] 

§ 107.5 Approvui of security program. 

(a) Unless II. shorter period Is allowed 
by the Iteglonal Director. each airport 
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operator seeking inillai approval of a 
security program for an airport sub
jec:t Lo this part shall submit the pro
posed program t.o the Regional Direc
tor at ieast 90 days before any sched
uled passenger opcrnllons Il.re expect
ed to begin by any certificate holder 
or permit holder to whom § 121.538 or 
§ 120.25 of this chapter applies. 

(b) Within 30 days arier receipt of a 
proposed security pro!4rnllJ. the Re
gional Director eitlier approves the 
program or gives the airport operator 
written notice to modify the program 
t,o make It conform to the applicable 
requirements of this part. 

(e) Aftel' receipt of II. notice to 
modify. the o.il'port operator may 
either submit II. modified security pro
grnm or petition the Administrator to 
reconsider the nolice to modify. A pe
tition for reconsideration must be filed 
WILh the Regional Director. 

(d) Upon receipt of II. petition for re
consideraLlon, the Regional Director 

. reconsiders the notice to modify and 
either amends or withdrl\.ws the notice 
or transmits the petlLlon, together 
with any pertinent InformaUon, to Lhe 
Administrator for consideration. 

(e) After review of a petILion for re
consldero.tlon, the Administrator dis
poses of the peLlt.lon by either direct
ing the Regional Director to withdraw 
01' amend the notice to modify. or by 
affirming the notice to modify. 

11107.7 Changed conditions affecting secu
rity. 

.' (a) After approval of the securit.y 
program, the airport operator shall 
follow the procedures prescribed In 
paragraph (b) of this section whenever 

- It determines that any of the following 
changed conditions has occurred: 

(1) Any description of an airport 
area set out in the security program In 
accordance with § l07.3(b) (1), (2), or 
(3) Is no longer accurate. 

(2) The procedures Included, and the 
facillLies and equipment described, In 
the security program in accordance 
with § l07.3(b) (4) and (5) are not ade
Quo.te for the control fUnctions de
scribed in § 107.13(11.). 

(3) The airport operator changes 
any alternate securit.y procedures de
scribed in the security program In ac
cordance with § l07.3(b)(6). 

" § 107.9 

(4) The law cllfOl'('c'Il}('nt !lupp.ort cIl'· 
scribed in the security program in 11'
cordance with § 107.3 (b)(7), W(ll. or 
(g)(1) Is not adequate to comply wi'! h 
§ 107.15. 

(b) Whenever n ('hanged (,ClIulit iOIl 
described In paragraph (a) of this si'i" 
LIon occurs, the airport .opNator 
shall-

(1) Immediately notify tlw f'AA !-I" 

curlty office having Jurisdictioll flI "1' 
the airport of the changed condlllllll. 
and identify each inl('rlm 1111'a:-'lIrl' 
being taken to maintain adrQult I t' 1>1" 
curity until an appropriate amend· 
ment to the security program is ap
proved; and 

(2) Within 30 days after notifying 
the FAA In accordance with para
graph (b)( 1) of this section, submit for 
approval In accordance with § 107.9 all 
amendment to the security program t.o 
bring it into compliance with this part. 
(Sees. 313. 315, 316. 317, o'il-610. Frd"rnl 
AvIation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a) . 
1356. 1357. 1358. 1421-1430); sec. 6(c). Dc· 
partment of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 
1655(c))) 
LDoc. No. 16245, 43 FR 60192, Dec. 28. 1978. 
as amended by Arndt. 107-1. 46 FH 3786. 
Jan. IS, 1981; 46 Fa ~5053, July 13, 1981) 

§ 107.9 Amendment of security program 
by airport operator. 

(a) An airport operator requesting 
approval of a proposed amendment to 
the security program shall submit the 
request to the Regional Director. 
Unless a shorter period is allowed hv 
t.he Regional Director, the reQIIpst 
must be submitted at least 30 days 
before the proposed crfrclive date. 

(b) Within 15 dars after receipt of a 
proposed arnpndment. the Regionn\ 
Director issues to the airport operator, 
In writing. either an approval or a 
denial of the request. 

(c) An amendment to a security pro
gram is approved if the Regional Di
rector determines that-

(1) Safet.y and the public interest 
wlJi allow it, and 

(2) The proposed amendment pro
vidf's the level of security required by 
§ 107.3. 

(d) Aftcf denial of a request for an 
amendmeHt the airport operator mny 
pcLition thf' Adminislrator to reconsid
er the denial. A petition for reconsid-
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eratlon must be filed with the Region
al.Director. 

(el Upon receipt of a petition for re
consideration the Regional Director 
reconsiders the denial and either ap
proves the Pl'oposed amendment or. 
transmits the. petition, together with 
any pertinent informaLion, to the Ad
ministrator for consideration. 

(f) After revIew of a petition for re
consideration, the Administrator dis
poses of the petition by either direct
ing the Regional Director to approve 
the proposed amendment or afIlrmlng 
the denial. 

§ 107.11 Amendment of security program 
by FAA. 

(a) The Administrator or Regional 
Director may amend an approved se
curity program for an airport, If it is 
determined that safety and the public 
interest require the amendment. 

(b) Except In an emergency as pro
vided In paragraph (n of this section, 
when the Admlnlst.rator or the Re
gional Director proposes to amend !l 
security program, a notice of the pro
posed amendment Is Issued to the air
port operator, in writing. fixing a 
period of not less than 30 days within 
which the airport operator may 
submit written information. views, and 
arguments on the amendment. After 
considering all relevant material, in
cluding that submitted by the airport 
operator, the Administrator or the Re
gional Director either rescinds the no
ticeor notifies the airport operator In 
writing of any amendment adopted, 
specifying an effective date not less 
than 30 days after receipt of the 
notice of amendment by the airport 
operator. 

(e) After receipt of a no Lice of 
amendment from a Regional Director, 
the airport operator may petition the 
Administrator to reconsider the 
amendment. A petition for reconsider
ation must be filed with the Regional 
Director. Except In an emergency as 
provided In paragraph (f) of this sec
tion, a petition for rp.conslderation 
stays the amendment until the Admin
Istrator takes IInal action on the pcti
tlon. 

(dj Upon receipt of a petition for re
consideration, the Regional Dlrcctor 
reconsiders the amendment and clther 
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rescinds or modifies the amendment 
or transmits the petition, together 
with any pertinent Information, to the 
Administrator for consideration. 

(e) After review of a petition for re
consideration, the Administrator dis
poses of the petition by directing the 
Regional Director to rescind the 
notice of amendment or to Issue the 
amendment as proposed or in modlIled 
form. ., 

(f) If the Administrator or the Re
gional Director finds that there is an 
emergency requiring immediate action 
that makes the procedure In para
graph (b) of this section Impracticable 
or contrary to the publlc Interest, an 
amendment may be Issued effective 
without stay on the date the airport 
operator receives notice of It. In such a 
case, the Administrator or the Region
al Director incorporates In the notice 
of the amendment the finding, includ
ing a brief statement of the reasons 
fClr the emergency and the need for 
emergency action. 

11107.13 Security of air operations nren. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph 

(b) of this section, each operator of an 
airport serving scheduled passenger 
operations where the certificate 
holder or foreign air carrier is required 
to conduct passenger screening under 
a program required by § 108.5(a)(1) or 
§ 129.25(b)(1) of this chapter as appro
priate shall use the procedures includ
ed, and the faclllties and equipment 
described, in Its approved security pro
gram, to perform the following control 
functions: 

(1) Controlling acce$S to eaeh air op· 
eratlons area, Including methods for 
preventing the entry of unauthorized 
persons and ground vehicles. 

(2) Controlling movement of persona 
and ground vehicles within each air 
operations area, including, when ap
propriate, requirements for the dis· 
play of Identification. 

(3) Promptly detecting and taking 
action to control each penetration, or 
attempted penetration, of an air oper· 
atlons nrea by a person whose entry Is 
not authorized In aecordance with the 
security program. . H 

(b) An airport operator need not 
comply wIth paragraph (a) of thts sec· . 
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Lion with respect to an air carrier's ex
clusive area, if the airport. operator's 
security program contains-

(1) Procedures, and a description of 
the facilities and equipment, used by 

o I the air carrier to perform the control 
functions described in paragraph (a) 
of this section; and 

(2) Procedures by which the air car
rier will notlIy the airport operator 
when Its procedures, facilities, and 
equipment are not adequate to per-

o form the control functions described 
In paragraph (a) of this section. 

'(Sees. 313, 315, 316, 317, 601-610, Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 

" 1356, 1357, 1356, 1421-1430); sec. G(c), De
./ llartment of TrallsportaUon Act (49 U.S.C. 

l655(c))) 
[Doc. No. 16245, 43 FR 60792, Dec. 28, 1978, 

• as amended by Arndt. 107-1, 46 FR 3786, 
Jan. 15, 1981; Arndt. 107-2, 47 FR 13316, 
Mar, 29, 1982] 

'. 
'11107.15 Law enforcement support. 

(a) Each airport operator shall pro
Vide law enforcement officers in the 

o number and In a manner adequate to 
Ilupport-

(1) Its securIty program: and 
(2) Each passenger screening system 

required by Part 108 or § 129.25 of this 
chapter. 

'~ .. (b) For scheduled or public charter 
passenger operations with airplanes 

, having a passenger seating configura
. tioll (as defined In § 108.3 of this chap

ter) of more than 30 but less than 61 
i: seats for which a passenger screening 

system Is not required, each airport 
0;' operator shall ensure that la.w enforce

ment officers are available and com
mitted to respond to an Incident at t.he 
request of a certificate holder or for
eign air carrier and sl1al1 ensure tha.t 
the request procedures are provided to 
the certificate holder or foreign air 

, carrier. 
(Secs. 313, 315, 316, 317, 601-610, Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 
1356, 1357, 1358, 1421-1430); sec. 6(c), De· 
partment of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 

•. 1655(c))) ,'. 
[Arndt. 107-1, 46 FR 3786, Jan. 15, 1981] 

11107.17 Law enforcement officers, 
'. (a) No airport operator may use, or 
. arrange for response by, any person as 

a required . law enforcement officer 

.. § 107.17 , 
unless, while on duty on t.he airport, 
the ofIicer- , 

(1) Has· the arrest, authority cil" 
scribed in paragraph (b) of this sec
tion: 

(2) Is readily Identifiable by uniform 
and displays or carries a badge or 
other indicia of authority; 

(3) Is armed with a firearm and au
thorized to USI~ it; and 

(4) Has completed a training pro
gram that meets the requirements in 
paragraph (c) of this section. 

(b) The law enforcement officer 
must, while on duty on the airport, 
have the authority to arrest, with or 
without a warrant, for the following 
violations of the criminal laws of the 
state and local jurisdictions in which 
the airport is located: 

(1) A crime committed in the offi
cer's presence. 

(2) A felony, when the officer has 
reason to believe that the suspect has 
committed it. 

(c) The training program required 
by paragraph (a)(4) of this s{'rtion 
must provide training in the subjects 
specified in paragraph (d) of this sec
tion and either·-

(1) Meet the training standards, if 
any, prescribed by either the State or 
the local jurisdiction in which the air
port Is located, for law enforcement of
ficers performing comparable func
tions; or 

(2) If the State and local jurisdic
tions in which the airport is located do 
not prescribe training standards for of
ficers performing comparable func
tions, be acceptable to the Administra
tor. 

(d) The training program required 
by paragraph (0.)(4) of this section 
must Include training In-

(1) The use of firearms; 
(2) The court.eous and effici{'nt 

treatment of persons subject to inspec
tion, detention, search, arrest, and 
other aviation security activities; 

(3) The responsibilities of a lawen
forcement officer under the airport 
operator's approved security program; 
and 

(4) Any other subject the Adminis
t.rator determines is necessary. 
(Sees. 313. 315. 316, 317, 601-610, Ft'cleral 
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354!al, 
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1:156. 1357. 1358. 1421-1430); scc. 6Cc). Dc
partment of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 
1G55(c))) 
[Doc. No. 16245. 43 FR 60792. Dec. 28. 1978. 
as amended by Arndt. 107-1. 46 FR 3786. 
Jan. 15. 1981] 

§ 107.19 Use of -"'eueral law enforcement 
officers. 

(a) Whenever SLaLe. local. and prl· 
vaLe law enforcement officers who 
meet Lhe reqUirements of § 107.17 arc 
not available In sufficient numbers to 
meet Lhe requirements of § 107.15, the 
airport operaLor may request that Lhe 
AdminisLraLor authorize It to usc Fed· 
eral law enforcement officers. 

(b) Each request for the use of Fed· 
eral law enforcement officers must be 
accompanied by the following Infor· 
mati on: 

(1) The number of passengers en· 
planed at the airport during the pre· 
ceding calendar year and the current 
calendar year as of the date of the reo 
quest. 

(2) The anticipated risk of criminal 
violence and aircraft piracy at the air· 
port and to the air carrier aircraft op
erations at the airport. 

(3) A copy of that portion of the air
port operator's security program 
which describes the law enforcement 
support necessary to comply with 
§ 107.15. 

(4) The availability of State. local, 
and private law enforcement officers 
who meet the rE'quirements of 
§ 107.17, Including a description of the 
airport operator's efforts to obtain law 
enforcement support from State, local, 
and private agencies and the responses 
of those agencies. 

(5) The airport operator's estimate 
of the number of Federal law enforce· 
ment officers needed to supplement 
available officers and the period of 
time for which they are needed. 

(6) A statement acknowledging re
sponsibility for providing reimburse
ment for the cost of providing Federal 
law enforcement officers. 

(7) Any other information the Ad
ministrator considers necessary. 

(c) In response to a request submit
ted in accordance with this section. 
the Administrator may authorize, on a 
reimbursable basis, the use of lawen· 
forcement officers employed by the 
FAA or by any other Federal agency, 
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wlLh the consent of the head of thaL 
agency. 

Ii 107.21 Carriage of firearms, eXllloslveH, 
or incendiary uevlcea. 

(a) Except as provided In paragraph 
(b) of this section. no person may have 
a firearm, an explosive, or an Incendi
ary device on or about the individual's 
person or acccssible properLy-

(1) Whcn performance has begun of 
the inspecLlon of the Individual's 
person or accessible properLy before 
enLerlng a sLerlle area; and 

(2) When enLering or in a sLerlie 
area. 

(b) The provisions of this section 
with respect to firearms do not apply 
to the following: 

(1) Law enforcement officers reo. 
qulred to carry a firearm by this part 
while on duty on the airport. 

(2) Persons auLhorlzed to carry a 
firearm In accordance with § 121.585 
or § 129.27. 

(3) Persons authorized to carry a 
firearm In a sterile area under an ap· 
proved security program or a securiLy 
program used in accordance with 
§ 129.25. 

§ 107.23 Uecorda. 
(a) Each airport operator shall 

ensure that-
(1) A record is made of each lnw en· 

forcement action taken In furLherance 
of this part; 

(2) 'I'he record Is maintaIned for a 
minimum of 90 days: and 

(3) It is made available ta the admln· 
istrator upon request. 

(b) Data developed in response to 
paragraph (a) of this section must in
clude at least the following; 

(1) The number and type of flre· 
arms, explosives, and Incendiary de· 
vices discovered during any passenger 
screening process, and tIle method of 
detection of each. 

(2) The number of acts and attempt
ed acts of air piracy. 

(3) 'I'he number of bomb threats re
ceived, real and simulated bombs 
fOl! \d, and actual bombings 011 the air· 
port. 

(4) The number of detentions and 
arrests. nnd the Immediate disposition 
of each person detained or arrested. 
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[Doc. No. 16245.43 FR 00792. Dcc. 28. 1978] 

PART 1GB-AIRPLANE OPERATOR 
SECURITY 

SPECIIIL FEDEIIIIL AVIIITION REGULIITION No. 
40 [NoTE] 

SE'c. 
108.1 Applicability. 
1011.3 Dl'flnltions. 
108.6 Se(:urlly IJrogrnm: Adoption and 1m· 

ph!n1cnlatlon. 
108.7 Security progrnm: Form, content. 

ane\ availability. 
108.0 Screening of pllSsengers lind proper· 

ty. 
108.11 Carriage of weapons. 
1011.13 Security of airplanes and facIlitIes. 
IOR.15 Law enforcement officers. 
108.17 UAo of X-ray systems, 
106.19 Bomb or air plrncy threats. 
108.21 Carriage of pllssengl'rs under the 

l'onlrol of armed law enforcemen'i. es
corti!. 

108.23 Crewmcmber emergency trr.inlng~ 
HIJacking and other unusual slluaUonH. 

108.25 AIJproval of security programs and 
amendments. 

AUTHORITY: Secs. 313. 315. 310. 317. 601 
anel 004. Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 
U.S.C. 1354(R). 1356. 1357. 1358. 1421 and 
1424); sec. 8(c). Department of Transpo:rta
tion Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c». 

SOUIICE! Docket No. 107-1. 46 FR 3786, 
Jan. 15, 191H. unless otherwise noted. 

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION 
No. 46 

EOITOIUIIL NOTE: For the text of SFAR No. 
46, see Part 91.ot this chapter. 

!l108.1 Applicability. 
This part prescribes aviation securi

ty rules governing the operations of 
holders of FAA air carrier operaLing 
certificates or operating certificates 
engaging in scheduled passenger oper
aLlons or public charter passenger op
erations. This part does not apply to 
helicopter operations or to all-cargo 
operations. 

§ 108.3 Definitions. 

The followIng are deflnIUons of 
terms used in this part: (a) "Certifi
cate holder" means a person holdIng 
an FAA operating cerUflcate when 
that. person engages In scheduled pas
senge~ or public charter passenger op- . 
erations or both. 

.. § 108.S 
~ 

(b) "Passenger seating configura· 
tlon" means the total number of seal" 
for which the aircraft Is type certifi· 
cated that can be made available for 
passenger use aboard a flight and in· 
cludes that seat In certain airplalll'" 
which may be used by a n'presenlali\(' 
of the Administrator to conducl £Iighl 
checks but Is available for reVt'ntH' 
purposes on other occasions. 

(c) 'Prlvate charler" m('ans an)' 
charter for which the I'harterrr ('n
gages the total capacity of an airplalll' 
for the carriage of: (1) Pa.ss('ngers in 
civil or military air mO~'ements con· 
ducted under contract wilh the Gov· 
ernment of the Unitrd SLat('s of the 
Government of a forrir,1I country; or 

(2) Pas!lengers invited by the char
lerer, the cost of which is borne en
tirely by the charterer and not direct
ly or indirectly by the Individual pas
sengers. 

(d) "Public chart('r" 1I1f'I\IlS any char· 
ler that Is not a "private charter." 

(e) "Scheduled passenger op('r
aLlons" means holding out to \ he 
public of air transportation srrvic(' for 
passengers from Identified air tertlli· 
nals at a set time announced by time
table or schedule pUbllshed In a news
paper, magazine, or other advertising 
medium. 

(0 "Sterile area" m('a.ns an area to 
which access is controlled by the in
spcction of persons and property In ac
cordance wllh an approved security 
program or a security program used in 
accordance with § 129.25. 

§ 108.5 Security program: Adoption and 
implementation. 

(a) Each certificate holder shall 
adopt and carry out a security pro
gram that meets the requirements of 
§ 108.7 for each of the following sched· 
uled or public charter passenger oper· 
ations: (1) Each operation with an air
plane having a passenger se&.ting con
figuration of more than 60 seats. 

(2) Each operation that provides de· 
planed passengers access. that is not 
otherwise controlled by a certificate 
holder using an approved security pro
gram or a forehm air ('arrler using a 
secllrit,y program required by § 129.25. 
to a stprile area. 
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(3) Each operation with an airplane 
having a passenger seating configura
tion of more than 30 but less than 61 
seats: except that those parts of the 
program effecting compliance with the 
r('quirements listed in § 10B.7(b) (1), 
(2). and (4) need only be implemented 
when the Director of Civil Aviation 
Security or a designate of the Director 
notifies the certificate holder in writ
ing that a security threat exists with 
respect to the opera Lion. 

(b) Each certificate holder that has 
obtained FAA approval Ior a security 
program for operaLions not listed In 
paragraph (a) of this section shall 
carry out the provisions oI that pro
gram. 

Ii IOK.7 Security program: .'orm, conlenl, 
and avaiiabililY. 

(a) Each security program requIred 
by § 10B.5 shall- . 

(1) Provide for the safety of persons 
and property traveling in air transpoil'
laUon and intrastate air transporta
tion against acts of criminal violence 
and all' piracy; 

(2) Be in wrillng and signed by t.he 
cerLlflcate holder or any person dele
gated authority in this matter; 

(3) Include the items listed in para
graph (b) of this section, as required 
by § 10B.5; and 

(4) Be approved by the Administra
tor. 

(b) Each security program required 
by §.10B.5 must include the following, 
as required by that section: 

(1) The procedures and a descrlp!.lon 
of the facilities and equipment used to 
perform the screening functions speci
fied in § 10B.9. 

(2) The procedures and a descrlpLJoll 
of the facillties and equipment uscd to 
perform the airplane and faclIJLles 
control IuncLlons specified In § 108.13. 

(3) The procedures used to comply 
with the applJcable requirements of 
§ 10B.15 regarding law enforcement oI
ficers. 

(4) The procedures used to comply 
with the requirements of § 1011.17 re
garding the use of X-ray systems. 

(5) The procedures used to comply 
with the requirements of § 108.1!) re
garding bomb and air piracy threats. 

(c) Each certificate holder having an 
ilpproved security program silall-
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(1) Maintain at. least one complete 
copy of the approved seeul'ity program 
at Its principal bUsiness oCIlce; 

(2) Maintain a complete copy or the 
pertinent portions of Its appro'/ed se
curity program or a.ppropriate Imple
men Ling Instructloml at each airport 
where secul'ity screening Is being con
ducted; 

(3) Make these documents available 
for Inspection upon request of any 
CivlI Aviation Security Inspector; 

(4) Restrict Lhe availability of Imfor
mation contained in the security pro
gmm to those persons with an opel'
aUonal need-to-know; and 

(5) Refer requests for such informa
tion by other persons to the Director 
of Civil Aviation Security of the FAA. 

11108.9 Screening; of passengers and prop
erly. 

(a) Each certIfleat,e holder required 
to conduct screening under a security 
program shall use the procedures in
cluded, and the facilities and equip
ment described, In Its approved securi
ty program to prevent or deter the 
carriage aboard airplanes of any ex
plosive, incendiary device, or a deadiy 
or dangerous weapon on or about each 
individual's person or accessible prop
erLy, and the carriage of allY explosive 
or incendiary device in checked bag
gage. 

(b) Each certificate holder requll'!:d 
to conduct screening under a securlty 
program shall reCuse to transporL-, 

(1) Any perSOll who does not consent 
to 11 search of his or her person in ac
cordance with the screening r.ystem 
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this sec
tlon; and 

(2) Any property of any person who 
does not consent to a search or inspec
tion of th!:.t property in accordnnce 
wlLh the e.,;.'" eelling system prescribed 
by paragrulJh (11) of this section. 

fj 108.11 Carriage Ilf weapons, 

(a) No certificate holder required to 
conduct screening under a security 
program may permit any person to 
have, 1101' may any person have, 011 or 
al:)()uL his or her person or property, a 
deadly or dangerolJs weapon, either 
concealed or unconcealed, accessible lo 
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him or her while aboard an airplane 
for which screening is required unless: 

(1) The person having the weapon 
is-

m An official or employee of the 
United states, or a State or political 
subdivision of a State, or of a munici
pality who is authorized by his or her 
agency to have the weapon; or 

(ll> Authorized to have the weapon 
by the certificate holder and the Ad
ministrator and has successfully com
pleted a course of training in the use 
of firearms acceptable to the Adminis
trator. 

(2) The person having the weapon 
needs to have the weapon accessible in 
connection with the performance of 
his or her duty from the time he or 
she would oLherwise check it in ac
cordance with paragraph (d) of this 
section until the time It would be re
turned after deplaning. 

(3) The certificate holder Is noti
fied-

(f) or the flight on which the armed 
person intends to have the weapon ac
cessible to him or her at least 1 hour, 
or In an emergency as soon as practica
ble, before departure; and 

(Il) When the armed person Is other 
than an employee or official of the 
United States, that there is a need for 
the weapon to be accessible to the 
armed person in connection with the 
performance of that person's duty 
from the time he or she would other
wise check it In accordance with para
graph (d) of this section until the time 
it would be returned to him or her 
after deplaning. 

(4) The armed person identifies him
self or herself to the certificate holder 
by presenting credentials that include 
his or her clear, full-face picture, his 
01' her signature, and the signature of 
the authorizing oIflclal of his or her 
service or the oIflclal seal of his or her 
service. A badge, shield, or similar 
device may not be used as the sale 
means of Identification. 

(5) The certificate holder-
m Ensures that the armed person Is 

famllfar with its procedures for carry-
11Ig a deadly or dangerous weapon 
aboard ILs alrpiane before the time Lhe 
perSOll boards Lhe airplane; 

(II> J!]nsnres Lhat t.he IdenLlty of the 
al'lned person Is known to each lawen· 
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forcement officer and ('ach ('rnploy('(' 
of the ccrtificalf' holder rC!-lpolIsible 
for security duriug the boardilll-: of the 
airplane; and 

(ill) Notifies the pilot in command, 
other appropriate crewmetnb(·rs. and 
any other person authoriz£'d to han' a 
weapon accessible to him 01' lll'r 
aboard the airplane of the lcwalion of 
each authorized armed person aboard 
the airplane. 

(b) No person may. while on board 
an airplane operated by a c('rtiflcate 
holder for which screening is nol can· 
ducted. carryon or about that person 
a deadly or dangerous weapon. elth'Jf 
concealed or unconcealed. This para· 
graph does not apply to-

(1) Officials or employees of a mu
niclpallty or a State, or of the United 
States, who are authorized to carry 
arms; or 

(2) Crewmembers and other persons 
authorized by the certificate holder to 
carry arms. 

(c) No certificate holder may know
Ingly permit any person to transport. 
nor may any person transport or 
tender for transport, any explosive, in· 
cendlary, device or a loaded firearm In 
checked baggage aboard an airplane. 
For the purpose of this section. a 
loaded firearm means a firearm which 
has a live round oC ammunition. car
tridge, detonator, or powder in the 
chamber or in a clip, magazine. or cyl
inder Inserted in it. 

(d) No certificate holder may know· 
Ingly permit any person to transport, 
nor may any person transport or 
tender for transport, any unloadNI 
firearm In checked baggage aboard an 
aIrplane unless-

(1) The passenger declares to the 
ccrLlflcate holder, either orally or in 
writing before checking the baggage. 
that any firearm carried In the bag· 
gage Is unloaded; 

(2) The IIrearm Is carried in a con
tainer the certificate holder considers 
appropriate for air transportation; 

(3) When the firearm Is other than a 
shotgun. rifle, or other firearm nor
mally fir£'d from the should('r posi· 
tlon. the bagJ;al;e In which it is carri('d 
Is locked. and only the passellJ;er 
checking the baggage reLains the kl'Y 
or combination; and 
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(4) The baggage containing the fire
arm is carried In an area, other Limn 
the flighrerew compartment, that is 
inaccessible to passengers. 

(e) No certificate hoider may serve 
any alcoholic beverage to a person 
having a deadly or dangerous weapon 
accessible to him or her nor may such 
person drink any alcoholic beverage 
whlle aboard an airplane operated by 
the certificate holder. 

(n Paragraphs (a), (b), and (d) of 
this section do not apply to the car
riage of ilrearms aboard air carrier 
flights cOllducted for the mllltary 
forces of the Government of the 
United States when the total cabin 
load of the airplane Is under exclusive 
lise by those mllltary forces if lihp, fol
lowing conditions are met: 

(1) No firearm is loaded and all bolts 
to such firearms are locked iIi the 
opEn jJoslt1on; and 

(2) The certificate holder is notified 
by the unit commander or omcer in 
charge of the flight before boarding 
that weapons will be carried aboard 
the aircraft. 

§ 108.13 S~curHy of airplanes and facili
ties. 

Each certificate holder required to 
conduct scre('ning under a security 
program shall use the procedures in
cluded, and the facllities and equip
ment described, in its approved securi
ty program to perform the following 
control functions with respect to each 
li.{rplane operation for which screening 
is required: 

(a) Prohibit unauthorized access to 
the airplane. 

(b) Ensure that baggage carried In 
the airplane is checked In by a respon
sible agent and that Identification Is 
obtained from persons, other than 
known shippers, shipping goods or 
cargo aboard the airpiane. 

(c) Ensure that cargo and checked 
baggage carried aboard the airplane Is 
handled in a manner that prohibits 
unauthorized access. 

(d) CnndUct a security Inspection of 
the airplane before placing it In serv
ice and after it has been left unattend
ed. 

14 CFIR Ch, I (1-1·85 Edition) 

fl10B.16 Low enforcement officers. 

(a) At a.lrports within the United 
States not governed by Part 107 of 
this chapter, each certificate holder 
engaging in scheduled passenger or 
public charter passenger operations 
shall-

(1) II security screening is required 
for a public charter operation by 
§ 100.5(11.), or for n scheduled passenger 
operation by § lOO.5(b) provide for law 
enIorcement officers meeting the 
qualifications and standards, and In 
the number and manner spedfled, In 
Part 107; and 

(2) When using alrpianes WlUl a pas
senger seating configuration of 31 
through 60 seats in a public charter 
operation for which screening III not 
required, arrange for law enforcement 
amcers meeting the qualifications and 
standards specified In Part 107 to be 
avalIll.ble 1;0 respond to an Incident, 
and provide to its employees, Including 
erewmembers, as appropriate, current 
Informv.tlon with respect to proce
dUres lor obtaining law enforcement 
assistance Ilt I.hat airport. 

(b) At all'pc;rts governed by Part 107 
of this chapter, each certificate holder 
engaging in scheduled or public char
ter passenl~er operations, when Using 
airplanes with a passenger seating con
figuration of 31 t.hrough 00 seats for 
which screening Is not required, shall 
arrange for law enforcement oIfIcers 
meeting the qualifications and stand
ards specified in Part 107 to be avail
able to respond to an Incident and pro
vide Its employees, Including crew· 
members, as appropriate, current In
formation wIth respect to procedures 
for obtaining this law enforcement as
sistance at that airport. 

/lIOS.{7 Use of X-ray systems. 

(a) No certificate holder may use an 
X-ray system within the United Statel> 
to Inspect carry-on articles unless spec 
ciIlcally authorized under a security 
program required by § 108.5 of this 
part or use such a system contrary to 
its approved security program. The 
Administrator authorizes certlIlcate 
holders to use X-ray systems fot' in· 
spectlng carry-on articles, under an ap· 
proved security program, If the certifi
cate holder shows that-
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(1) For a system manufactured 
before April 25. 1974. it meets either 
t.he guidelines Isslled by the Food and 
Dl'lIg Administration (FDM. Depart
ment of Health. Education. and Wel
fare (HEW) and published in the FED
ERAL REGISTER (38 FR 21442. August 8. 
1973); or the performance standards 
for cabinet X-ray systems designed 
primarily for the inspection of carry
on baggage iSsued by the FDA and 
published in 21 CFR 1020.40 (39 FR 
12985. Apr1110. 1974); 

(2) For a syst.em manufactured after 
April 24, 1974. It meets the standards 
for cabinet X-ray systems designed 
primarily for the inspection of carry
on baggage Issued by the FDA and 
published In 21 CPR 1020.40 (39 FR 
12985, April 10, 1974); 

(3) A program for Initial and recur
rent training of operators of the 
system Is established. which includes 
training in radiation safety, the effi
cient use of X-ray systems, and the 
Identification of weapons and other 
dangerous articles; 

(4) Procedures are established to 
ensure that each operator of the 
system is provided with a personal do
simeter (such as a film badge or 
thermo luminescent dosimeter). Each 
dosimeter used will be evaluated at the 
end of each calendar month. and 
records of operator duty time and the 
results of dosimeter evaluations will be 
maintained by the cerLlIicate holder; 
and 

(5) The system Is capable of distin
guishing an insulated 24-gauge, solid 
copper wire. 

(b) No certificate holder may use an 
X-ray system within the United States 
unless within the preceding 12 calen
dar months a radiation survey has 
been conducted which shows that the 
system meets the applicable perform
ance standards In 21 CFR 1020.40 or 
guidelines published by the FDA In 
the FEDERAL REGISTER of August 8, 
1973 (38 FE 21442). 

(c) No eertlIleate holder may use an 
X-ray system after the system is Ini
tially installed or after it has been 
moved from one location to another. 
unless a radiation survey Is conducted 
which shows that the system meets 
the applicable performance standards 
in 21 CFR 1020.40 or guidelines pub· 
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Hshed by the FDA in the FEDEIIAI HUl· 
ISTER of August 8.1973 (38 !<'R 21-l4!!) 
except that a radiation sun'('y I:; nut 
required for an X-ray system t hat is 
moved to another location if the c('r· 
tificate holder shows that the !lY~ll'm 
is so designed that it can be moved 
without altering its performance. 

(d) No certificate holder may lise an 
X-ray system that Is not in full compli
ance with any defect notice or mOllifi
cation order Issued for that system by 
the FDA. unless that Administration 
has advised the FAA that the dl'fect 
or failure to comply does not !'reale a 
significant risk or injury. including ge
netic injury, to any person. 

(e) No certificate holder may use an 
X-ray system to inspect carry-on bag
gage or Items unless a sign Is posted in 
a conspicuous place which notifies pas
sengers that such Items are being in
spected by an X-ray system and ad
vises them to remove all X-ray and sci
entific film from the carry-on articles 
before inspection. This sign shall also 
advise passengers that. they may re
quest that a physical inspection be 
made of their photographic equipment 
and film packages without exposure to 
an X-ray system. If the X-ray system 
exposes any carry-on article to more 
than one milliroentgen during the in
spection. the certificate holder shall 
post a sign which advises passengers to 
remove film of all kinds from their 
carry-on articles before inspection. If 
requested by passengers. their photo
graphic equlplI'.ent and film packages 
shall be physically inspected without 
exposure to an X-ray system. 

({) Each certificate holder shall 
maintain at least one copy of the re
sults of the musl recent radiation 
survey conducted under paragraph (b) 
or (c) of this section and shall make it 
available for inspe('tion upon request 
by the Administrator at each of the 
following locations: 

(1) The certificate hoLIU'S principal 
business office; and 

(2) The place where the X-ray 
system Is in operation. 

§ IOI!.19 Bomb or air piracy threats. 

(a) Upon recl'ipt of a bomb threat 
against a specific airplane. each certif
Icate holder shall attempt to deter-
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mine whether or not any explosive or 
incendiary device is aboard the air
plane involved by doing the following: 

(l) Conducting a security inspection 
on the ground before the next flight 
or, if the airplane Is in flight, Immedi
ately after Its next landing. 

(2) If the airplane Is being operated 
on the ground, advising the. pilot In 
command to immediately submit the 
airplane for a security Inspection. 

(3) If the airplane Is in flight, imme
diately advising the pilot in command 
of all pertinent information avallable 
so that necessary emergency action 
can be taken. 

(b) Immediately upon receiving in
formation that an act or suspected act 
of air piracy has been committed, the 
certificate holder shall notify the Ad
ministrator. If the airplane is in air
space under other than United States 
jurisdicUon, the certificate holder· 
shall also notify the appropriate au
thoriUes of the State in whose terri
tory the airplane is located and, if the 
airplane Is In flight, the appropriate 
authorIties of the State in whose terri
tory the airplane Is to land. Notifica
tion of the approprIate air traffic con
trolling authority is sufficient action 
to meet this requirement. 

§ 108.21 Carriage of passengers under the 
control of armed law enforcement es
corts. 

(a) Except as provIded In paragraph 
(e) of this section, no certificate 
holder required to conduct screening 
under a security program may carry a 
passenrer in the custody of an armeJ 
law enlurcement escort aboard an air
plane for whIch screening is required 
unless-

(l) The armed law enforcement 
escort is an official or employee of the 
United States, of a State or political 
subdivision of a State, or a municipal
ity who is required by appropriate au
thority to maintain custody and COIl
trol over an Individual aboard an air
plane; 

(2) The certificate holder Is noWled 
by the responsible government entity 
at least 1 hour, or In case of emergen
cy as soon as possible, before depar
ture-

(i) Of the Identity of the passenger 
to be carricd and thc Illght on which 
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it Is proposed to carry the passenger; 
and 

(II) Whether or not the passenger Is 
considered to be in a maximum risk 
category; 

(3) If the passenger ~s considered to 
be In a maximum risk category, that 
the passenger Is under the control of 
at least two armed law enforcement 
escorts and no other passengers are 
under (,he controi oI thosc two law en
Iorccment escorts; 

(4) No more than onc passenger who 
thc ccrtlIlcatc hoider has becn noU
fled Is ill a maximum risk catcgory is 
carried on the airplane; 

(5) If the passenger Is not considered 
to be in a maximum risk category, the 
passenger is under the control of at 
least one armed law enforcement 
escort. and no more than two of these 
persons are carried under the control 
of any onc law enforcement escort; 

(6) 'I'he cerUflcate holder is assured. 
prior. to departure, by each lawen
forcement escort that-

(l) The officer is equipped with ade
quate restraining devices to be used in 
Lhc event restraint of any passenger 
under the control of the escort be
comes necessary; and 

(il) Each passenger under the COll
trol oi the escort has been searched 
and docs not have on or about his or 
her person or property anything that 
can be used as a deadly or dangerous 
weapon; 

(7) Each passenger under the control 
of a law enforcement escort is-

m Boarded before any other passen
gers when boarding at the airport 
where the IIlght originates and dc
planed at the destinaLion after all 
other dcplanlng passengers have de
planed; 

(m Seated in the rear-most passen
ger scat when boarding at the airport 
where the flight originates; and 

(ill) Seated in a seat that Is neither 
located in any lounge area nor located 
ncxt to or directly across from any 
exit; and 

(8) A law enforcement escort having 
control of a passenger is seatcd be
tween the passenger and any aisle. 

(b) No certificate holder operating 
an airplane under paragraph (a) of 
this secLlon may-
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(1) Serve food beverage or provide 
me\.al eating utensils to 11. passenger 
under the control of a law enforce
ment escort while aboard the airplane 
unless a.uthorlzed to do so by the law 
enforcement escort. 

(2) Serve a law enforcement escort 
or the passenger under the control of 
the escort any alcoholic beverages 
while aboard the airplane. 

(c) Each law enforcement escort car
ried under the provisions of paragraph 
(a) of this section shall, at all times, 
accompany the passenger under the 
control of the escort and keep the pas
senger under survellll1l1ce while aboard 
the airplane. 

(d) No law enforcement escort car
ried under paragraph (\) of this sec
tion or any passenger under the con
trol of the escort may drink alcoholic 
beverages while aboard the airplane. 

(e) This section does not apply to 
the carriage oJ passengers under vol
untary protective escort. 

11108.23 Crewmember emergency training: 
lIIJacklng and other unusual situa
tions. 

Each certificate holder shall provide 
each appropriate crewmember hijack 
emergency training as required by 
§ 121.417(c)(1)(v) or § 135.331(b)(2)(v). 

11108.25 Approval of security programs 
and amendments. 

(a) Unless otherwise authorized by 
t.he Administrator, each certificate 
holder required to have a securIty pro
gram for a passenger operation shall 
submit Its proposed security program 
to the Administrator for approval at 
least 90 da,'ls before the date uf the In
tended passenger opera Lions. Within 
30 days after receiving the program, 
the Administrator either approves the 
program or noUCles the certificate 
holder to modify the program to 
comply wlt.h the appllcable require
ments of this part. The certificate 
holder may petition the Administrator 
to reconsider the notice to modify 
within 30 days after receiving the 
notice, and, except In the case of nn 
emergency requiring Immediate fictlon 
In the Interest of safety, t.he flllng of 
t.he petition stays the notice pending a 
decision by the Administrator. 
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(b) The Administrator may amcnd 
an approved security program if it is 
determined that safety and the pub)\(' 
interest require the amendment. as 
follows: . 

(1) The Administrator' notifies thc 
certificate holder, In writing, of the 
proposed amendment, fixing a period 
of not less than 30 days within whkll 
It may submit written Information, 
v/,ews, I1I1d arguments on the amend
ment. 

(2) After considering all relemnt ma
terial, the Administrator notifies the 
certificate holder of any amendment 
adopted or rescinds the notice. The 
amendment becomes effective not less 
than 30 days after the certificate 
holder receives the notice, unless the 
certificate holder petitions the Admin
Istrator to reconsider the amendment, 
In which case the effective date Is 
stayed by the Administrator. 

(3) If the Administrator finds that 
there Is an emergency requiring Imme
diate action with respect to safety in 
all' transportation or In all' commerce 
that makes the procedure In this para
graph Impracticable or contrary to the 
public Interest, the Administrator may 
Issue an amendment, effective without 
stay, on the date the certificate holder 
receives notice of It. In such a case, 
the Administrator incorporates the 
findings. and a brief statement of the 
reasons for it, In the notice of the 
amendment to be adopted. 

(c) A certificate holder may submit a 
request to the Administrator to amend 
Its program. The application must bc 
flied with the Administrator at least 
30 days before the dale It proposes for 
the amendment to b(>('ome effective, 
unless a shorter period Is allowed by 
the Administrator. Within 15 days 
after receiving a proposed amendment, 
the Administrator ellher approves or 
denies the requcst. Within 30 days 
after receiving from the Administrator 
a notice of refusal lo approve the ap
plication for amendment, the appli
cant may petition the Administrator 
to reconsider the refusal to amend. 
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PART 109-INDIRECT AIR ,CARRIER 
SECURITY 

Sec. 
109.1 Applicabillty. 
109.3 Security program. 
109.5 Approval of security progrnlms and 

amendments. 
AUTHORITY: Sees. 313(a). 316, 601, 1005, 

Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C 
1354(a), 1357, 1421, and 1485); and SCI!. 6(c), 
Department of Transportation Act (49 
U.S.C 1655(c». 

SOURCE: Docket No. 19840, Arndt. 191-·1, 44 
FR 7234L, Dec. 13, 1979, unless othCl:wlse 
noted. 

§ 109.1 Applicability. 
(a) This part prescribes aviation se

curity rules governing each air carrier, 
including each air freight forwarder 
and each cooperative shippers' associa
tion, engaged indirectly in air trans
portation of property; 

(b) For the purposes of this part, 
"property" means any package cargo. 

§ 109.3 Security program. 
(a) Each indirect air carrier shu.1I 

adopt and carry out a security prlD
gram that-

(1) Is designed to prevent or deter 
the unauthorized introduction of an.y 
explosive or incendiary device into allY 
package cargo intended for carriage by 
air: 

(2) Is in writing and signed by the 
carrier or any person delegated au
thority in this matter; 

(3) Includes a system of security 
safegUards acceptable to the Adminis
trator; and 

(4) Has been approved by the Ad
ministrator. 

(b) Each Indirect air carrier shall 
maintain at least one complete copy of 
its security program at its principal 
business office, and a complete copy or 
the pertinent portions of its security 
program or appropriate Implementing 
instructions at each office where pack
age cargo is accepted, and shall make 
those documents avallable for Inspec
tion upon request of any CivlI Aviation 
Security Inspector. 

(c) Each Ihdlrect air carrier sha11-
(1) Restrict the distribution, disclo

sure, and avalIablllty of information 
contained In the security program to 
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persons wlt.h an opernLional need· to
know; 

(2) Require those persons to keep 
that information coniidentlal; and 

(3) ReIer requests for such Informa
Lion to the Director of t.he Office of 
Civil AvlaLion Security Service of the 
FAA. 

§ 109.5 Approval of security programs and 
IImcndmcnts .. 

(a) Each indirect air carrier shall 
submit Its security program to the Ad
ministrator for approval. Each carrier 
engaged in the air transportation of 
property before December 13, 1970, 
shall submit Its program no later than 
January 14. 1980. Each carrier not en
gaged In air transportation or Intra
state air transportation of property 
before December 13, 1979, shall submit 
Its program at least 30 days before the 
date It Intends to engage in that trans
portation. 

(b) Within 30 days after receipt of 
the program. the Administrator either 
approves the program or notifies the 
carrier as to modlficaLions necessary 
for the program to comply with this 
part. 

(c) Any person notified pursuant to 
paragraph (b) of this section may peti
tion the Admlnl!ltrator to reconsider 
the notice to modify within 30 days 
after receipt of the notice and, except 
in the case of any emergency requiring 
immediate action In the interest of 
safety, the filing of the pet.IUon stays 
the notice pending a declllion by tlll~ 
Administrator. 

(d) The Adminlstmtor may order 
amendment of an apPl'tJved securlt~, 
program, If It is determined that 
safety and the public InteresL requ:lrt~ 
the amendment, as follows; 

(1) The Administrator notifies thte 
carrier, in writing, of the proposed 
amendment, fixing a period of not, less 
than 30 days within which !.t ma:~ 
submit written information, views, and 
arguments on the amendment. 

(2) After considering all relevant ma
terial, the Administrator notifies the 
carrier of any amendment adopted. or 
rescinds the notice of the proposed 
amendment. The amendment becomes 
effecLive not less than 30 days after 
such person receives the notice. unless 
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It pellLlons the Administrator to re
consider the amendment, In which 
case the effective daLe Is stayed by the 
Administrator. 

(3) If the Admlnstrator finds that 
there Is an emergency requiring Imme
diate action with respect to safety in 
air transportation or In air commerce 
that makes the procedure In this para
graph impracticable or contrary to the 
public Interest he may issue an amend
ment, effective on the date the carrier 
receives notice of it, and not subject; to 
slay. In such a case, the Administrator 
incorporates the findings and a brief 
stat.ement of the reasons for it, in the 
notice of the amendment to be adopt
ed. 
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(e) A carrier may submit. a ref/llI-sl II) 
the Administrator to amcnd its II)Il 

gram. The application must hi, filr-d 
with the Administrator at, least :11) 
days before the date it proposps fill' 

the amendment to become 1'1 [pc't i\ .. , 
unless a shorter period is allow('d h\' 

the Administrator. Within· 15 cl:l~'s 
aIter receipt of a proposed l!llIpntl· 
ment, the Administrator eithl'r ap
proves or denies the request, Wilhin 
30 days after receiving from the Ad· 
ministrator a notice of refusal to ap
prove the application for amendment. 
the applicant may petition the Admin
Istrator to reconsider the refusal to 
amend. 
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certificated mechanic or repairman 
constitutes that certification. 
(Doc. No. 5032. 29 FR 11708. AUI{ . .15. 1964. 
as amended by Amdt. 127-2. 30 Jo'R 6432. 
May 8. 1965; Arndt. 127-6. 31 FR 10013, Aug. 
9.1966) 

Sec. 

PART 129-0PERATIONS OF 
FOREIGN AIR. CARRIERS 

129.1 AppJlcablllty. 
129.11 Operations specl!!f:aUons. 
129.13 Airworthiness and registrallon cer· 

lIficates. 
129.15 Flight crewmembi~r certificates. 
129.17 Radio equipment. 
129.19 Air traffic rules and procedures. 
129.21 Contl'Oi of traffic. 
129.23 Transport category cargo service 

airplanes: Increased zero fuel and land· 
ing weight.s. 

129.25 Airplane security. 
129.26 Use of X·ray system. 
129.27 Prohibition again!lt carrlage of 

weapons. 
ApPENDIX A-ApPLICATION rOR OPERATIONS 

SPECIFICATIONS IIY FOREION AU; CARRI' 
ERS 

AUTllORITY: Sees. 313(a) awl aOl, 72 Stat. 
752; 49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1421. and 1502, unless 
otherwise noted. 

SOURCE: Docket No. 1994. 29 FR 1720, Feb. 
5. 1964. unless otherwise noted. 

II 129.1 Applicability. 
This part prescribes rules governing 

the operation within the United States 
of each foreign air carrier holding a 
permit Issued by the Civil Aeronautics 
Board under section 402 of the Feder· 
al Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 
1372) or other appropriate economic 
or exemption authority Issued by the 
Civil Aeronautics Board. 
(Sees. 313(a). 601 through 605. Federal Avia· 
tlon Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1421 
through 1425); sec. 6(c). Department of 
Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(0»; and 
14 CFR 11.49) 
(Doc. No. 21129. Arndt. 129-12. 47 FR 13317, 
Mar. 29. 1982) 

11129.11 Operations specifications. 
(a) Each foreign air carrier shall 

conduct Its operations within the 
United States in accordance with oper· 
atlons specifications Issued by the Ad· 
mlnlstrator. Includlng-

(1) Airports to be used; 
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(2) Routes or airways to be !lown, 
and 

(3) Such operations rUles and prac· 
tlces as are necessary to prevent colll· 
slons between foreign aircraft Jl,nd 
other aircraft. ;",:, 

(b) An application for the Issue or 
amendment of operations speclflca· 
tlons must be submitted In duplicate, 
at lea.~t 30 days before beginning oper· 
atiolls In the United States. to the 
International District or Field Office 
In the area where the applicant's prln· 
clpal business office Is located or to 
the Regional Director having jurlsdlc· 
tlon over the area. to be served by the 
operations. If n. military airport of the 
United States is to be used as a regu· 
lar, alternate, refueling, or provisional 
airport, the applicant must obtain 
written permission to do so from the 
Washington Headquarters of the mill· 
tary organIzation concernecl and 
submit two copies of that written per· 
mission with his application. Detailed 
requirements governing appllcatlolu 
for the Issue or amendment of oper· 
atlons speclIlcn.tlons are contained In 
Appendix A. :';1.: 

11129.13 Airworthiness Ilnd reglstratlol 
certificates. 

(0.) No foreign air carrier may oper· 
ate any aircraft within the United 
States unless that aircraft carries cur· 
rent registration and airworthillesl 
certificates Issued or validated by the 
country of registry and displays the 
nationality and registration markli)il 
of that country. : ':' 

(b) No foreign air carrier may oper· 
ate a foreign aircraft within the 
United States except In accordanCl 
with the limitations on maximum cer· 
tlflcated weights prescribed for thll 
aircraft and that operation by the 
country of manufacture of the ,~~ 
craft. ,; .'.,i 

11129.15 Flight crew member certificate,,;: 
No person may act as a flight crew· 

member unless he holds a current cer· 
tlflcate or ·lIcense Issued or validated 
by the country In which that alrcrall 
Is registered. showing his ablJlty t4 
perform his duties connected with PI} 
erating that aircraft., . ':::, 
(Arndt. 129-3. :.10 FR 16074, Dec. 24, 19651 
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!l129.17 Itndio equipment. 
(a) Subject to the applicable laws 

and regulations governIng ownership 
· and operation of radio equipment, 
.each foreign air carrier shall equip Its 
aircraft with such radio equipment as 
Is "1ecessary to properly use the air 
navigation facl1It1es, and to maintain 
communications with ground stations, 
along or adjacent to their routes in 
the United States. 

(b) Whenever VOR navigational 
equipment Is required by paragraph 
(a) of this section, &t lepst one dis
tance mensurlng equipment unit 
(DME), capable of receiving and indi
cating distance Information from the 
VORTAC facilities to be used, must be 
installed on each airplane when oper
ated at or above 24,000 feet MSL 
within the 50 states, and the District 
of Columbia. 
[Doc. No. 1994, 29 FR 1720, Feb. 5, 1964. as 
amended by Arndt. 129-2, 30 FR 10286, Aug. 

· 19, 1965, AmdL. 129-7, 41 FR 47230. Oct. 30. 
1976] 

0129.19 Air lraffic rules and procedures. 
(a) Each pilot must be familiar with 

the applicable rules, the navigational 
and communications facilities, and the 
air traffic control and other proce
dures, of the areas to be traversed by 
him wIthin the United States. 
, (b) Each foreign air carrier shall es-

, tabllsh procedures to assure that each 
of Its pllots has the knowledge re
Quired by paragraph (a) of this section 
and shall check the ability of each of 

I Its pilots to operate safely according to 
applicable rules and procedures. 

(c) Each fore!gn air carrier shall con
"form to the practices. procedures. and 
'other requirements prescribed by the 
· Administrator for U.S. air carriers for 
• the areas to be operated in. 

g 129.21 Conlrol of lruffic. 
. (a) Subject to applicable Immigra
tion laws and regulations, each foreIgn 
air carrier shall furnish the ground 
personnel necessary to provide for 
two-way voice communication between 

; Its aircraft and ground stations. at 
places where the Administrator finds 
that voice communication Is necessary 
lind that communlc;~tions cannoL be 
maintained In a lanl;uage with which 
ground station operators are famlliar. 

§ 129.23 

(b) Each person furnisl1f'd by a for
eign air carrier under nnra~r(\pll (a) of 
this section must be abl" to spl'nk both 
English and the language ilccpssary to 
maintain communications wi! II the 
aircraft concerned. and shall assist 
ground personnel in directing traffic. 

§ 129.23 Transport category rnr/(tl "ervice 
airplanes: Increased zero fuel and 
landing weighls. 

(a) Notwithstanding Lhe applicable 
structural provisions of the transport 
category airworthiness regulations, 
but subject to paragraphs (b) through 
(g) of this secLion. a foreign aIr carrier 
may operate <for cargo service only) 
any of the following transport catego
ry airplanes (certificated under Part 
4b of the Civil Air Regulations effec
tive before March 13, 1956) at In
crensed zero fuel and landing 
welghts-

(1) DC-6A, DC-6B, DC-7B. and DC-
7C;and 

(2) L-I049 B, C, D, E. F, G, and H. 
and the L-1649A when modified In ac
cordance with supplemental type cer
tificate SA 4-1402. 

(b) The zero fuel weight (maximum 
weight of the airplane with no dispos
able fuel and 011) and the structural 
landing weight may be Increased 
beyond the maximum approved In full 
compliance with applicable rules only 
if t.he Administrator finds that-

(1) The increase Is not likely to 
reduce seriously the structural 
strength; 

(2) The probability of sudden fatigue 
failure Is not noticeably incn'ns('(l; 

(3) The flutter. deformation. and vi
bration characteristics do not fall 
below those required by applicable 
regulations; and 

(4) All other applicable weight limi
tations wlIl be met. 

(e) No zero fuel weight may be In
creased by more than five percent. and 
the Increase in the structural landing 
weight may not exceed the amount. In 
pounds, of the Increase In zero fuel 
weight. 

(d) Each airplane must be inspected 
In accordance with the approved spe· 
clal Insp<'ct ion proceduf{,s. for oper
aLlons at increased weights. estab· 
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lished and issued by the manufacturer 
of the type of airpiane. 

(e) A foreign air carrier may not op
erate an airplane under this section 
unless the country of registry requires 
the airplane to be operated in accord
ance with the passenger-carrying 
transport category performance oper
ating limitations in Part 121 or thc 
equivalent. 

(f) The Airplane Flight Manual for 
each airplane operated under this sec
tion must be appropriately revised to 
include the operating limitations and 
information needed for operation at 
the increased weights. 

(g) Each airplane operated at an in
creased weight under this section 
must, before it is used in passenger 
service, be inspected under the special 
inspection procedures for return to 
passenger service established and 
issued by the manufacturer and ap
proved by the Administrator. 
(Arndt. 129-1, 29 FR 19098, Dcc. 30, 1964] 

11129.25 Airplane security. 
(a) The following are definitions of 

terms used in this section: 
(1) "Approved security program" 

means a security program required by 
Part 108 of this title approved by the 
Administrator. 

(2) "Certificate holder" means a 
person holding an FAA air carrier op
erating certificate or operating certifi
cate when that person engages in 
scheduled passenger or public charter 
operations, or both. 

(3) "Passenger seating configura
tion" means the total number of seats 
for which the aircraft Is type certifi
cated that can be made available for 
passenger use aboard a flight and in
cludes that seat in certain airplanes 
which,:1ZY be used by a representative 
of the Administrator to conduct flight 
checks but is available for revenue 
purposes on other occasions. 

(4) "Private charter" means any 
charter for which the charterer en
ga~es the total capacity of an airplane 
for the carriage only of: 

(i) Passengers in clvll or military air 
movements conducted under contract 
with the Government of the United 
States or the Government of a foreign 
country; or 
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<Ii) Passengers invited by the char
terer, the cost of which Is borne en· 
tlrely by the charterer and not direct· 
ly or Indlrcctly by t.he individual pas· 
sengers. 

(5) "Public charter" means any char· 
ter that Is not a "private charter." 

(6) "Scheduled passenger oper· 
ations" means holding out to the 
public of air transportation service for 
passengers from identified air terml· 
nals at a set time announced by time
table or schedule published in a news
paper, magazine, or other advertising 
mcdium. 

(7) "Sterile area" means an area to 
which access is control.1ed by the in· 
spection of persons and property In ac· 
cordance with an approved security 
program or a securlt,y program used In 
accordance wlLh § 129.25. 

(b) Each foreign air carrier landing 
or taking off in the United Stales shall 
adopt and use a security program, for 
each scheduled and public charLer pas· 
senger operation, that meets the reo 
quirements of-

(1) Paragraph (c) of this section for 
each operation with an airplane 
having a passenger seating conflgura· 
tion of more than 60 seats; 

(2) Paragraph (c) of this section for 
each operation that will provide de· 
planed passengers access, that is not 
controlled by a certificate holder using 
an approved security program or a for· 
elgn air carrier using a security pro· 
gram required by this secUon, to a 
sterile area; 

(3) Paragraph (c) of this section for 
each operation with an airplane 
having a passenger seating con[Jgura· 
tlon of more than 30 seats but less 
than 61 seats for which the FAA hIlS 
notlfled the foreign all' carrier that a 
threat exists; and 

(4) Paragraph (d) of this section for 
each operation with an airplane 
having a passenger seating configura· 
tlon of more than 30 seats but Ie&! 
than 61 seats, when the the Director 
of Civil Aviation Security or a deslg· 
nate of the DirecLor has not notiIled 
the foreign air carrier In writing that a 
threat exists with respect to that oper· 
atlon. 

(c) Each security program required 
by paragraph (b) (1), (2), or (3) of this 
section shall be designed to-
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(1) .Prevent or deter the carriage 
aboard airplanes of any explosive, In
ccndlary device or a deadly or danger
ous weapon on or about each Individ
ual's person or accessible property, 
except as provldcd In § 129.27 of this 
part, through screening by weapon-de
tecting procedures or facllltles; 

(2) Prohibit unauthorized access to 
airplanes; 

(3) Ensure that baggage Is accepted 
by a responsible agent of the foreign 
air carrier; and 
. (4) Prevent cargo and checked bag

gage from being loaded aboard its 0.11'
plani'!l unless handled In accordance 
w\th the foreign all' carrier's security 
procedures. 

(d) Each security program required 
by paragraph (b)(4) of this section 
shall include the procedures used to 
comply with the applicable require
ments of paragraphs (h)(2) and (i) of 
this section regarding law enforcement 
officers. 

(e) Each foreign all' carrier required 
to use a security program by para
graph (b) of this section shall, upon 
request of the Administrator, and in 
accordance with applicable law, pro
vide information regarding the imple
mentation and operation of its securi
ty program. 

(f) No foreign all' carrier may land or 
take off an airplane In the United 
States, in pa.<;senger operations, after 
receiving a bomb or all' piracy threat 
against that airplane, unless the fol
lowing actions are taken: 

(1) If the airplane Is on the ground 
when a bomb threat Is received and 
the next scheduled flight of the 
threatened airplane Is to or from a 
place In the United States, the foreign 
air carrier ensures that the pilot In 
command is advised to submit the air
plane immediately for a security in
spection and an inspection of the air
plane is conducted before the next 
1\lght. 

(2) If the airplane is in flight to a 
place in the United St.ates when a 
bomb threat is received, the foreign 
all' carrier ensures that the pilot in 
command Is advised InullcdiaLely to 
lake the emergency action necessary 
under the circumstances and a securi
ty inspection of the airplane is con-
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ducted .immedlately after the next 
landlng_ .. 

(3) If information Is recelv('d of a 
bomb or air piracy threat against an 
airplane engaged In an operation spec
ified In paragraph (f)(1) or (f)(2) of 
this section, the foreign air carrier en
sures that notification of the threat is 
given to the appropriate authorilles of 
the State In whose territory the air
plane is located or, If in flight, the ap
propriate authorities of the State In 
whose territory the airplane is to land. 

(g) Each foreign all' carrier conduct
Ing an operation for which a security 
program Is required by paragraph (b) 
(1), (2), or (3) of this section shall 
refuse to transport-

(1) Any person who does not consent 
to a search of his or her person in ac
cordance with the security program; 
and 

(2) Any property of any person who 
does not consent to a search or inspec
tion of that property In accordance 
with the security program. 

(h) At airports within the United 
States not governed by Part 107 of 
this chapter, each foreign air carrier 
engaging in public charter passenger 
operations shall-

(1) When using a screenlne system 
required by paragraph (b) of this sec
tion, provide for law enforcement offi
cers meeting the qualifications and 
standards, and In the number and 
manner, specifl'=!d in Part 107; and 

(2) When using an airplane having a 
passenger seating configuration of 
more than 30 but less than 61 seats for 
which a screening system Is not re
Quired by paragraph (b) of this sec
tion, arrange for law enforcement offi
cers meeting the qualifications and 
standards specified In Part 107 to be 
available to respond Lo an incidt'llt and 
provide to appropriate employees, in
cluding crewmembers, current infor
mation with respect to procedures for 
obtaining law enforcement assistance 
at that airport. 

(\) At airports governed by Part 107 
of this chapter, each foreign air carri
er cnr-aglng In scheduled passenger op
('rations or public charter passl'nger 
opl'rations when using an airplane 
with n passengf'r spating configuration 
of more than 30 but less than 61 seats 
for which a screening system is not ft'-
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qulred by paragraph (bJ oC this section 
shall arrange for law enforcement offi
cers meeting the qualifications and 
standards specified In Part 107 to be 
available to respond to an Incident and 
provide to appropriate employecs, In
cluding crewmembers, current Infor
mation with respect to procedures for 
obtaining law enforcement assistance 
at that airport. 
[Arndt. 129-11. 46 FR 3790, Jan. 15. 1981: 46 
FR 7936. Jan. 26, 19811 

§ 129.26 Use of X-ray system. 
(a) No foreign air carrier may use an 

X-ray system In the United Statcs, to 
Inspect carry-on baggage or Items, 
unless: 

(1) For a system manufactured prior 
to April 25, 19'14, It meets either the 
guidelines Issued by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA), Depart
ment of Health, Education, and WeI· 
fare and published In the FEDERAL 
REGISTER (38 FR 21442, August 8, 
1973); or the performance standards 
for cabinet X·ray systems designed 
primarily for the Inspection of carry· 
on baggage Issued by the FDA and 
published In 21 CFR 1020.40 (39 FR 
12985, April 10, 1974); 

(2) For a system manufactured after 
April 24, 1974, It meets the standards 
for cabinet X-ray systems designed 
primarily for the inspection of carry
on baggage Issued by the FDA and 
published In 21 CFR 1020.40 (39 FR 
12985. April 10, 1974); 

(3) A program for Initial and recur· 
rent training of operators of the 
system hM been established, which In
cludes training In radiation safety, the 
efficient use of X-ray systems, and the 
Identification of weapons and other 
dangerous articles; 

(4) Procedures have been established 
to ensure that each opemtor of the 
system wlIl be provided with a person
nel dosimeter (such as a film badge or 
thermo luminescent dosimeter), each 
dosimeter used wlll be evaluated at the 
end of each calendar month, and 
records of operator duty time and j,he 
results of dosimeter evaluations will be 
maintained by the foreign all' carrier; 
and 

(5) The system has the capability of 
distinguishing an Insulat.ed 24-gauge, 
solid copper wire. 
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(b) No foreign air carrier may use an 
X-ray system as specified In paragraph 
(a) of this sectlon-

(1) Unless within the preceding 11 
calendar months a rndlatlon survey 
has been condu(!ted whIch uliOWiI thaI 
the system meets the applicable per. 
formance standards In 21 CFU, 1020.40 
or guidelines published by tho Food 
and Drug Administration In the FEn
ERAL REGISTER of August 8, 1973 (38 
FR 21442); 

(2) After the system Is Initially In· 
stalled or after It has been moved from 
one location to another, unless a radio 
atlon survey Is conducted which showl 
that the system meets the applicable 
performance standards In 21 CFR 
1020.40 or guidelines published by the 
Food and Drug Administration In the 
FEDEltAL REGISTEn on August 8, 1973 
(38 FR 21442); except that a radiation 
survey Is not required for an X-ray 
system that Is moved to another loca, 
tion, If the foreign air carrier shows 
that the system Is BO designed that It 
can be moved without altering Its pcr. 
formance: 

(3) That Is not In full cmnpllance 
with any defect notice or modification 
order Issued for that system by the 
Food and Drug AdmlnlRtrRUon, De· 
partment of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, unless that Administration 
has advised the FAA that the defect 
or failure to comply Is not such as to 
create a significant, risk or Injury, In· 
cludlng genetic Injury, to any person, 
and 

(4) Unless a sign Is posted In a con· 
splcuous place which notifies passen· 
gers that carry-on baggage or Items 
are being Inspected by an X-ray 
system a~ld advises them t6 remove all 
X-ray and scientific mm from their 
carry-on baggage and Items before In· 
speetlon, This sign shall also advise 
passengers that they may request a 
physlclnl' Jnspect!on to be made of 
their photographic equipment and 
film packages without exposure to an 
X-ray system. If the X-ray system ex· 
poses any carry-on baggage or Item to 
more than one mlUlroentgell during 
the Inspection, the foreign air carrier 
shall post a sign which advises passcn· 
gers to remove film of 0.11 kinds from 
their carry-on baggage and Items 
before Inspection. If requested by pas· 
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sengers, their photographic equipment 
and film packages shall be physically 
Inspected without exposure to an x
ray system. 

(c) Each foreign air carrier shall 
maintain at least one copy of the re
sults of the most recent radiation 
survey conducted under paragraph 
(b)(l) or (b)(2) of this section at the 
place where the X-ray system Is In op
eration and shall make It available for 
inspection upon request by the Admin
Istrator. 
[Doc. No. 15286, Arndt. 129-6, 41 FR 30106, 
July 22, 1976, as amended by Arndt. 129-8, 
43 FR 11978, Mar. 23, 1978: Arndt. 129-10,44 
FR 54467, Sept. 20, 1979] 

§ 129.27 Prohibition against carriage of 
weapons. 

(a) No person may, while on board 
an aircraft being operated by a foreign 
all' carrier In the United States, carry 
on or about his person a deadly or 
dangerous weapon, either concealed or 
unconcealed, This paragraph does not 
apply to-

(1) Officials or employees of the 
state of registry of the aircraft who 
are authorized by that state to carry 
arms: and 

(2) Crewmcmbers and other persons 
authorized by the foreign all' carrier to 
carry arms. 

(b) No Ioreign all' carrier may know
Ingly permit any pa.~senger to carry, 
nor may any passenger carry, while 
aboard an aircraft being operated In 
the United states by that carrier, in 
checked baggage, a deadly or danger
ous weapon, unless: 

(1) The passenger has notified the 
foreign air carrier before checking the 
baggage that the weapon is in the bag
gage: and 

(2) The baggage is carried In an area 
Inaccessible to passengers. 
[Doc. No. 15286, Arndt. 129-6, 41 FR 30107, 
July 22, 1976] 

ApPENDIX A-ApPLICATION FOR OPER
ATIONS SPECIFICATIONS BY FOREIGN 
AIR CARRIERS 

(a) Ge7leral. Each applkatlon rnu6t be exe· 
cuted by an authorlzcd omccr or employre 
of the applicant having knowledge or the 
matter set forth therein, and must have at
tached thereLo two copies of thl: npproprl· 

Pt. 129, App. A 

ate wrnten aut.horlLy Issued Lo thaI nffk"r 
or employee by the applit'nnt. Nr~f)1 iallollS 
lor permission to use airports IIllIlt-r \1':;;. 
military Jurisdiction Is effected t hrolii:h IIH' 
respective embassy of the forclllil ll"II'rn· 
ment and the United States Departllwut or 
State. 

(b) Format 0/ application. Thl' Col/owiul! 
outline must be lollowed In compll'tlllg the 
Information to be submitted In lh,· appllca· 
tlon. 

APPLICATION FOR POREIGN AIR CARRIEn 
OPERATIONS SPECIFICATIONS 

(OUTLINE) 

To: The Federal AI'laUon Administration 
Washington, D.C .. 20553 

In accordance with the Federal AI'latlon 
Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1372) and Part 129 of 
the Federal Air Regulations, application Is 
hereby made for the Issuance of Foreign 
Operations Speclflcatlonli 

Give exact name and full post office ad· 
dresli of applicant. 

Give the name, title, and post oHlce ad. 
dress (within the United States If possible) 
of the official or employee to whom corre· 
spondence In regard to the application Is to 
be addressed. 

Unless otherwise specified. the applicant 
must submit the following Information only 
with resped to those parts of his proposed 
operations that will be conducted within the 
United States. 

SECTION I. Opcralion3. State whether the 
operation proposed Is day or night, vl5Ual 
flight rules, Instrument flight rulps, or a 
pnrtlcular combination thereof. 

SEC. II. Operational p!an3. State the route 
by which entry will be made Into the UnlLed 
Stntes, and the route to be lIown therein. 

SEC. III. A. Routl'. Submit a map sultnble 
for aerial navigation upon which Is Indlcat· 
ed the exact geographical track of till' pro· 
posed route from the IllSt point of rorelgn 
departure to the United States terminal, 
showing the regular terminal. and alternate 
airports. nnd radio navigational facilities. 
This material will be Indicated In a manner 
that will facllltnLc Idl'ntlflcatlon. Thr nppll· 
callt may use any mrthod that will rlrarly 
dllitingulsh the Inforrn'l.tlon, such as differ· 
ent colors. dlrrcrent types of lines, etc. For 
exnmple. If dlrfcrent colors are used. the 
Identification will be accomplished IlS fol· 
lows: 

1. Rrgillar route: Black. 
2. Regnlar terminal airport: Green circle. 
3. AltC'rnale alrport..~: Orange circle. 
4. Till' locallon of radio navigational fadll· 

tlrli which will be \IiiI'd In connection with 
the proposed operation. indicallng the Iypr 
of raclllly to be used, such as radio range 
ADJo'. VOR. clc. 
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B. Airporl3. Submit the following Informa· 
tlon with regard to each regUlar terminal 
and I\lternatc to be used In the conduct of 
the proposed operation: 

1. Name of aIrport or landlllg area. 
2. Location (direction distance to and 

name of nearest city or town). 
SEC. IV. Radio lacilitlcs: Communica· 

tions. List all ground radio communication 
facilities to be used by the applicant In the 
conduct of the proposed operations within 
the United States and over that portion of 
the route between the last point of foreign 
departure and the United States. 

SEC. V. Aircra./L Submit the following In· 
formation In regard to each type and model 
aIrcraft to be used. 

A. Aircra./f. 
1. Manufacturer and model number. 
2. State of origin. 
3. Single· engIne or multienglne. If multi· 

engine. Indicate number of englncs. 
4. What Is the maxImum takeoCf and land· 

Ing weIght to be used for each type of air
craft? 

B. Aircra./t Radio. List aircraft radio 
equipment necessary Kor Instrument oper
ation wIthin the United States. 

C. Licensing. State llame of country by 
whom aircraft are certificated. 

SEC. VI. Airmen. List the following Infor
mation with respect to alnnen to be em
ployed In the proposed operation within the 
United States. 

A. State the type and class of certlllcate 
held by each flight crewmember. 

B. State whether or not pilot personnel 
have received traIning In the use of navlga
tlilnal facilities necessary for en route oper
ation and Instrument letdowns along or ad
jacent to the route to be flown within the 
United States, 

C. State whether or not personnel are fa
miliar with those parts of the Federal .·Ur 
Regulations pertaining to the conduct of 
foreign aIr carrier operations wIthin the 
United States. 

D. State whether pilot personnel are able 
to speak and understand the English Ian· 
guage to a degree necessary to enable them 
to properly communicate with Airport Traf
fic Control Towers ant! AIrway RadIo Com
munication Stations using radIotelephone 
communications. 

SEC. VII. Dispatchers. 
A. DescrIbe briefly the dIspatch organIza

tIon which you propose to set up for air car
rier operations within the Unltcd States. 

B. State whether or not the dispatching 
personnel are famlllar with the rules and 
regulations prescribed by the Federal Air 
Regulations governIng air carrier oper
ations. 

C. Are dispatching personnel able to read 
and write the English lun/luagj> to a degree 
necessary to properly dlspatl:h flights 
within the United States? 

65-046 (320) 
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D. Are cUspatchlng personnel ccrLlClcaled 
by the counlry of origin? 

SEC. VIII. Additional Data. 
A. Furnish such additional Information 

and sUbstanliating data as may serve to ex. 
pedlte the Issuance of the operations specHI. 
calions. 

B. Each appllcatlon shall be concluded 
with a statement IlB follows: 

I certify that the above staLementll are 
true. 

Signed thIs -- day oC-- 19·-
--------<Name of Applicant) 
By------------____ ___ 
(Name of person duly authorized Lo execute 

thlR appllcalion on behe.1f oC the appll. 
cant.) 




